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AVAILABILITY NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following
sources:

1. The NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW, Lower Level, Washington, DC
20555

2. The Superintendent of Documents U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082
Washington, DC 20013 7082

3. The National Technical information Sorvice, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publica-
tions, !! Is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public
Document Room include NRC correspondence and Internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of
Inspection and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investi-
gation notices; Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and conespondence; Commission -

papers; and applicant and licensee documents and correspondence. .

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program; formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceed-
Ings, and NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regula-
tions in the Code of Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by
the Atomic Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulato y Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include oil open literature
items, such as books, joumal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Reg! ster
notices, federal and state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained.

from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non-NRC
conference proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the
publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written
request to the Office of Information Resources Management, Distribution Section U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory
process are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and
are available there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copy-
righted and may be purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American
National Standards, from the American National Standards Institute,1430 Broadway,
New York. NY 10018.
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PREFACE .)
This DRAFT NUREG presents the results of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff review of the Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CEOG). proposed
new Standard Technical Specifications (STS). These.new STS were developed
based on the criteria in the interim Commission Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, dated February 6, 1987,

The new STS will be used as bases for developing-improved plant-specific
itechnical specifications by individual nuclear power plant owners that have

PWRs designed by Combustion Engineering
draft new STS for a 30 working day commen(CE).The NRC staff is issuing this

t period. -Following the comment
period, the NRC staff will analyze comments received, finalize the new STS,

.

and issue them for plant-specific implementation.

Comments should be submitted no later than March 15, 1991, in accordance with l

:V the following guidance: The exact wording of each proposed change should be
marked in pen and ink on copies _ of all the affected pages of DRAFT NUREG-1432,
" Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." Each $

proposed change should be numbered. Each proposed _ change should be
accompanied with a se)arate technical justification, cross referenced to the
applicable proposed c1ange on the marked up pages.

Submit written comments to: David L. Meyer, Chief, Regulatory Publications
Branch, Division of Freedom of Information and Publications Services, Office
of Administration, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.-
Hand deliver comments to: 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, between
7:45 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. on Federal workdays.
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Reactor Core SLs
*B-2.1.1

O
( B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core Safety Limits (SLs) _( Analog) 1

BASES
. ..

BACKGROUND GDC 10 (Ref.1) requires that specified acceptable fuel
design limits;are not exceeded during steady-state-
operation, normal operation transients, or anticipated; ..
aporatio'al occurrences (A00s). This is accomplished with a +

A$departurefromnucleateboiling(DNB)designbasis,which.
Wcorresponds to a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level

g% that me w{ tem {erature; stays below the melting temperature.1.1 not occur, and by requiring that fuel-
%centNiine( .

%w g ng
The restriction (f or this SL prevent overheating of the fuel-
and: cladding.,and?possible eladding perforation,'that would -
resdl't in the release of fission products to the reactor-
coolant.40verheatino c.f the fuel is prevented by
maintairi,teg the stest -state peak linear heat rate (LilR)-
below the'leveFat' wh th centerline fuel molting occurs.
Overheating *of *the ifuel cladding -is prevented by ' restricting
fuel operation toMthin,the nucleate boiling regime, where

(, s) the heat-transfer?coeff.tcientbjs large and- tie cladding-
u./ surfacetemperature.isf$lightlybebovethecoolant-saturation,

temperature.- - (p "4 g
* q,

Centerline fuel melting occurs.whenithe local LilR or power
peaking, in a region of the fueliisEhi$ enough to-cause the
fuel-centerline temperature to; reach the melting point of
the fuel. Expansion of- the pellet upon centerline melting .i
may cause the pellet to stress the cladding to- the point of

,

failure, allowing an uncontrolled release of activity to the '

reactor coolant.

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
could result in excessive cladding temperature because of
the' onset of DNB and the resultant sharp reduction-in heat-
transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film,.high-cladding
temperatures are reached and a cladding-water (zirconium-
water) reaction may take ) lace. This chemical reaction-
results -in oxidation of tie fuel cladding'to a structurally'
weaker form. This weaker form may also lose its integrity,-
resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

(continued)

j] (continued)
?~.)

y
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued) '

BACKGROUND The proper functioning of the Reactor Protection System
(continued) (RPS) and steam generator (SG) safety valves prevents

violation of the reactor core SLs.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation and A00s. The reactor core SLs are

established .to preclude violation of the following fuel
design criteria:-

~- - ;,

a'.$ (here must be at least 95% probability at a 95%
confidence: level that the hot fuel rod in the core

'does'notJexperience a DNB (this is referred to,
hereafterfasthe!95/95DNBcriterien);and

4.f '

b. The hot fuel philet in the core must not experience
s -

centerline; fuel melting.

The RPS setpointsJ(Ref,#2)',11n combination with all the
LCOs, is designed to prevent any anticipated combination of
transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
temperature, pressure,Jand THERMAL POWER level that would
result in a DNB of lessithan' the DNB' limit and preclude the
existence of flow instabilities.J

^

Automaticenforcementofthesereactor,cohiSLsisprovided
by the trip setpoints for the followingLfunctions:

a. High pressurizer-pressure reactor trip;

b. Variable high-power reactor trip;

c. Power rate of change-high reactor trip;-

d. Reactor coolant flow-low reactor trip;

e. SG safety valves;
|

f. SG pressure-low reactor trip;

g. SG water level-low reactor trip; and

h. Axial power distribution-high reactor trip.

(continued)

(continued)

CE0G STS B 2.0-2 01/04/91 3:27pm
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Reactor Core SLs 1
B 2.1.1 ,

( BASES (continued) !v

APPLICABLE The limitation that the average enthalpy in the hot leg be
SAFETY ANALYSES less than o' equal to the enthalpy of saturated liquid also-

ensures that the AT-measured by instrumentation,-(used in
the RCS desiin as a measure of t'ne core power) ist

proportional to core power.

The SL represents a design-requirement for establishing the
RPS; trip setpoints identified previously. LCO 3.2.1, i
'' Linear Heat Rate (LHR)," and LC0 3.2.5, Axial Shape Index,-

fi,or theiassumed initial conditions of the safety analyses (as <

fiMindicated in the FSAR, Ref. 2). provide more restrictivs
% limi,tssto ensure that the SLs are not exceeded.
q. yg a

j : y
SAFETY LIMITS The(Aurvesarovided in Figure 2.1.1-1 shows the loci of

points of '01ERMAL POWER, pressurizer pressure, and highest
operatingRioop cold leg temperature, for which the minimum
departure <from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) is not less
than the safety analysis limit, and that fuel centerline
temperature" remains, below melting,- or that the average
enthalpy in the hotileg is?less than or equal to the
enthalpy of saturated liquidt or the exit quality is within

g the limits defined by).the|DNBR correlation.
i

u., .

_ 3

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1 only a) plies in MODES l?and'2ibecause these are the
* , . -

only modes in waich the reactorfis critical. Automatic ,

'

protection functions are-required to be OPERABLE during
MODES 1 and 2 to ensure operation within-the reactor core
SLs. The SG safety valves or automatic protection actions
serve to prevent RCS heatup to the reactor core SL:
conditions or- to initiate a reactor trip function (which

_

forces the unit into MODE 3). -Setpoints for the reactor
trip functions are specified in LC0 3.3- 1 and LC0 3.3.2..

In MODES 3, 4,.5, and 6, Applicability is not required,
since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL
POWER.

(continued)-

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1 l

OI1

BASES (continued)
|

1

i i i i l i i l i

mAccenABLE bD0N fhh# ~

q.,;g oq UNACCEnASLE
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m. ,.

.
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1

1

Figure 2.1.1-1
Reactor Core Thermal Margin Safety Limit

O
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

(%
BASE 3 (continued)

SAFETY LIMIT 2.2.1
VIOLATIONS

If SL 2.1.1 is violated, the' requirement to go to H0DE-3-
places the plant in a H0DE in which this SL is not
applicable.

The, allowed Completion-Time of I hour recognizer. the.
Importance of bringing the plant to a mode of operation

.wherelthis SL is not applicable. Also, the Compl'etion Time-
Aof I hour ensures that the probability of an accident

fVoccuryingduringthisperiodisminimal.
e ,. m: s
t LM" f%

% py ,

If Slit.h3 isj, violated, the NRC Operations Center must be
notified withinil hour. This is in'accordance with
10 CFR 50.,72f(Ref. 3) .

n
2.2.4 Y;. _ ', '

,-

@g M
IfSL2.1.ltisv.iolated, the. appropriate senior management
of the nuclear plant and the utility shall be notified

N within 24 hours.gThis,24-hodrderiod provides time for the
plant operators and staffito ta(e the appropriate immediates

action and assess the condition oftthe plant before-
reportingtotheseniormanagementM -

WRA
LM @e

If SL 2.1.1 is violated, a L'icensee Event Report shall 'be
prepared and submitted within 30 days to the NRC, the senior
management of the nuclear plant, and the utility Vice-
President-Nuclear Operations. This requirement is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 4).

2.2.6

If SL 2.1.1 is violated, restart of the unit shall not
comnence until authorized by the NRC. This requirement
ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews, analyses, and

--actions are completed before the unit begins its restart to
normal operation.

(continued)

O
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendit: A, General Design Criterion 10 " Reactor
Design," 1988.

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "(Title)."

3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.72,
"Inmediate Notification Requirements for Operating
Nuclear Power Reactors."

,

4,1 -Title 10,' Code of Federal Regulations,' Part 50.73,
" Licensee Event Report System."

'*
. _ _ .-

0

|

|

9
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

8 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure Safety Limit (SL) (Analog)

BASES

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS
,against overpressurization. In the event of fuel-cladding '

failure, fission products are released into-the reactor

gcoolant.
The RCS then serves as the primary barrier in

preventing the release of fission products into the
,4 W atmosphere. By establishing an upper limit on RCS pressure,
% continued RCS-integrity is ensured. According to 10 CFR 50,

Q" Appendix Ah00C 14, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," and

GOC"15,# Reactor Coolant System Design" (design conditions
Ref.1), the

reacter;4eolant> pressure boundary (RCPB)
arch st exceeded'during normal operation and anticipated
operationa1Loccurrences (A00s). Also, according to GDC 28
(Ref.1),gReactivity Limits," reactivity accidents
including: rod ejestion','do not result in damage to the RCPB
greatertha.nylimitedlocalyielding.W- e
The design pressiirefor the.RCS is 2500 psia. During. normalf operation and A00si the;RCS pressure is kept from exceeding

i the design pressure by.more..thans10%, in accordance with
Section III of the America (Societhof Mechanical Engineers

1

(ASME) Code (Ref. 2). As an assurance of system integrity,
all RCS components are hydrostatically.: tested at 125% of
design as specified in tiie ASME; Code requirements prior to
initial operation, when there ds 'no fuel in the core.- If
repairs or replacements thatLwould require a full
hydrostatic test of the RCS are necessary, the fuel must be
completely offloadea before the RCS exceeds the maximum
pressure specified in this SL. Removing fuel- from the
vessel precludes fission products from entering the reactor
coolant.

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of
the RCPB. If this occurs in conjunction with a fuel-
cladding failure, fission products could enter the
containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits-
on radioactive releases specified in 10 CFR 100, " Reactor
Site Criteria."

(continued)

b
\v'
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety
' ,

SAFETY ANALYSES valves (MSSVs), and the reactor high->ressure trip have
settings established to ensure that tie RCS pressure SL will
not be exceeded.

The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent
system pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more
than 10%, tin accordance with Section !!! of the ASME Code
for Nuclear Power Plant Components (Ref. 2). The transient
thatrest'ablishes the required relief capacity, and hence the
valve-size requirements and lift settings, is a (complete
loss of external load without a direct reactor trip.
Durim the transient, no control actions are assumed)except
that ;he" safety! valves on_the secondary plant are assumed to
open when the steam pressure reaches the secondary plant
safety valve set {ingsaand nominal feedwater supply is
maintained.

The Reactor PrhtectionASy$ tea (RPS) trip setpoints (Ref. 3),
together with thc settings of the MSSVs (Ref. 4), provide, -

pressure protection' forinormal operation and A00s. In
particular, the reactoryhtijh-pressure trip setpoint is
specificallysettoprovideprotectionagainstoverpressurization (Reff 5 bta7ety'sa.yses for both the
high-pressure trip and the;)RCS pressurizer safety valves are
performed using conservative assumptions'relativo to
pressure-control devices, y' j

More specifically, no credit is taken"f6r operation of the
following:

Pressurizer power-opertted relief valves (PORVs);a.

b. Steam lino relief valve; '

c. Steam Dump System; i

d. RCS;

e. Pressurizer Level Control System; or
'

f. Pressurizer spray valve.
._

(continued)

O
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1,2

'

O
( BASES (continued)
x --

. SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transtant pressure allowable in ths RCS pressure
'

vessel under the ASMC Code, Section III, is 110% of design
pressure. The maximum transient pressure allowable inThe
RCS piping, valves, and fittings under (USAS, Section B31.1,-
Ref, 6] is 120% of 'd6siga pressure. The mos t limiting of
these two allowances is the 110%-of design pressurs;
therefore, the SL on maximurs anowable RCS pressure is
established at 2735 psig,
fy%

4 . &..
.

APPLICABILITIA'pSL 2.lf,2 applies in MDES 1 through S because h is
S"com:sivable!to approach or exceed this 3L in these MODES due

to'overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in
M00Ex6Sbec.ause^the reactor vessel head closure aolts are not
fullybt'ightenedd making it impossible to pressurize the RCS.

.pwr, ,

Q _ p g' %
SAFETY LIMIT 2.2.2.1 %' j
VIOLATIONS t' wW

If the RCS pressiire/SL istviolated when tha rcactor is inp MODE 1 or 2, the< requirement ia to restore enmpliance within, y 15 minutes and besirl MODEJ3 within,I hour.
~

IftheRCSpressureSLisviElatedOnMODE1or2,the
reactor vessel temperature would be M U above thex

transition temperature at whichireactor* vessel metal goes
from being ductile to being nondectilo. Given that the-
reactor vessel metal is ductile, rcpressure increase above
100% of design pressure does not challenge RCS integrity as -
much as it would if the reactor vessel were in a non-ductile -
state; therefore, 15 minutes to restore pressure implies
immediacy.

The allowed Completion Time of I hour recognizes the
importance of reducing power level to a irocie of operation
where the potential for. challenges to-safety systems is
minimized.

| L2.2,2

If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in-MODE 3, 4, or S, RCS
pressure must.be restored to within the SL value within

| 5 minutes.
:

(continued)
_._

l(. (continued)
|
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)
_

SAFETY LIHli Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is more
VIOLATIONS severe than exceeding this S_ in MODE 1 or 2, since the

(continued) reactor vessel temperature may be lower and the vessel
material consequently less ductile. As such, oressure most
be reduced to less than the SL within 5 hiinutes. This
action does not require reducing MODES, since this uould
require reducing temperature, which would compound the
problem)Mdding thermal gradient stresses to the existing
pressure? stress,
jp %

?cALS h
N;- .py 3
If' 4 $!Prer, sere =SL is violated, ths NRC Sperotions
Cente 43t belnetified within I hour. Thit b :n
accordance t:ittido CFR;00.72 (Ref. 7).

T[ hi

f;y _.,qt
If tha R(;S prerstire ,Shisnafolated, the appropriate senior
management of thesdh plant and the utility shall be
notified within 20hoursg4Tnis 24rhour oeriod provides time
for the plant operd torsf3h staff /to tak'e the appropriate -
inmdiate action an1 to assustithe'duqdition of the plant
before reporting to the seni'orynanagement.e

N2,2.5

g;kh
If the RCS pressure SL is violated, atticensee Event Report
shall be prepared and submitted wi
the sr.nior man /agment of the nucls, titin'30 days to the NRC,,

ar' plant, and the utility'

Vice-President--Nut.let.r Operations. This requirement is in
,

accordance with 10 CFR 50 73 tref. B).
|
l 212A

If the SCS pressure il is violated, restart of the unit,

| shall not cormence until authorized by the NRC. lhis
requirernent ansures the NRC that all necessary reviews,;

, analyses,, and accireis are complated before the unit begins
! its restart to tiort# operation.

; -. _.

! (continued)
i

I

O
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

( BASES (continued) l

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 14, ' Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary' General Design
Criterion 15. " Reactor Cooiant System Design"; and
General Design Criterion 28, ' Reactivity Limits.'

2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and

4 6,'h Pressure Vessel Code, Section Ill, " Nuclear Power
4

Plant Components," Article NB-7000, "Protectior,

f? Against Overpressure."
b xn

g% 3 3(pityme) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."
ypv y -t

4.^ ' [ Unit Name), FSAR, Section [ ), '[ Title) '
p, 9

5. 4,p(tinit|Name]'FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."
; .

6. USAS'831.1, Standard Code for Pressure Piping,

Amer.ican f -. Society.'of Mechanical Engineers, 1967.g e.
7. Title 10, Cedeif Federal Regulations, Part 50.72,

"Immediate Retification R quirements for Operating |9
Nuclear Po Reacter ."Q,

8. Title 10, Codeief Fedofal Regislations, Part 50.73,
" Licensee Event Report System ;

''
, . . , ~ , . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . ~

. .. . .. .. ,

6 'If

I
,

!

l
!

,
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Reacter Core SLs
B 2.1.1

8 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core Safety Limits (SLQ (Digital)

BASES
- .

BACKGROUND GDC 10 (Ref.1) requires that specified acceptable fuel
de gn limits are not exceeded during steady-state

ion, normal operational transients, and anticipated
nal eccurrences (A06 ). This is accom)11shed with a

from nucleate boiling (DNB) design sasis that
corre ds to a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level
th not occur and by requiring that fuel-

erature stays below the melting temperature.

The i of this SL prevent overheating of the fuel
an possible cladding perforation, that would
resu t in ease of fistion products to the reactor
coolant rhe the fuel is prevented by
maintai

~

tate, peak linear heat rate (LHR
h centerline fuel melting occurs.)below th

Overhe. tin 1e ing is prevented by
.restricting fuel ati ithin the nucleate boiling

O regime where th efficient is large and tha
cladding-surface i ghtly above the coolant-
saturation tempera .

Centerline fuel melting occurs local LHR, or power
peaking, in a~ region of the f enough to cause the
fuel-centerline temperature ach the melting point of
the fuel. Expansion of the let upon centerline melting
may cause the pellet to stress the cladding to the point of
failure, allowing an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

i

| Operation above the boundary of the nucleate-boiling regime
: could result in excessive cladding temperature because of
: the onset of DNB and the resultant sharp reduction in the'
t heat-transfer coefficient. Insih the steam film, high-
| cladding temperatures are reached ena a cladding-water

(zirconium-water) reaction may take place. This chemical
reaction results in oxidation of the fuel ciadding to a
structurally weaker form.- -This weaker form may lose its
integrity, resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity
to the reactor coolant.

(continued)
.

O (continued)
1
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The proper functioning of the Reactor Protection System
(continued) (RPS) and steam generator (SG) safety valves prevents

violation of the reactor core SLs.

APPLICABLE The fuel ladding must not sustain damage as a result of i

SAFETY ANALYSES normal ation and A00s. The reactor core SLs are
'

estab) 30 preclude violation of the following fuel
de Arit W ar !

f$ |"

t ,at least a 95% probability at a 95%
a a\[,Ther

|
'

c that the hot funi rod in the core
o ce DNB (this is referred to hereafter I

as th D griterion);and( 3
b. The t fue,, et in the core must not experience

centerlir} { 1 mel g
i tion with all LCOs, are

TheRPSsetpointspddesigned to prevel 'icip I combination of transient
conditions for Reactor an

(RCS)d result 16:temperatwe,pressure, and THERMAL R woul I

i ) of less than the
DNBRlimitandprecludet$j}
departure from nuclear o -

(> xi ce low instabilities.
,

Automatic enforcement of these reactor s is provided
by trip setpoints for the following ,

a. High pressurizer pressure re br trip;

b. Low pressurizer pressure reactor trip;

c. Linear power level-high reactor trip;

d. SG pressure-low reactor trip;

e. Core protection calculators reactor trip;

f. SG safety valves;

g. SG 1evel-low reactor trip;

h. SG 1evel-high reactor trip;

(contitiued)

(continued)
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ileactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE i. Reactor coolant flow-low reactor trip; and
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) j. Control element assembly calculators reactor trip.

The limitation that the average enthalpy in the hot leg be'

less than or equal to the enthalpy of saturated liquid also
ensures that the AT measured by instrumentation (used in the

tion system design as a measure of the core power) is
ional to core power.

.- 3 i

The S - presents a design requirement for establishing the
7 on stem trip setpoints identified previously.

2. ear Heat Rate (LHR)," and LC0 3.2.4,
r. iNucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)," or the

asst $ti Sonditions of the safety analyses (as
ind ec %$$ TSAR, Ref. 2), provide more restrictive
limi s to kNttre that ti e SLs are not exceeded,

h7 .gMo.

SAFETY LIMITS SL 2.1.1.1 1.2
p not less than the et

~

ure that the minimum DNBR is
s limit and that fuel

:V centerlinetempep ur low melting, or that thei

average enthalpy 'n .le less than or equal to the
enthalpy of satura ,140% or t the exit quality iss

withinthelimitsdeinedbythe orrelation.

TheminimumvalueoftheDNBR% al operation and
design basis A00s is limited 4tqA,1,19] based on a
statistical combination of Ck*l CHF correlation and

' engineering factor uncertainties and is established as an
SL. Additional factors such as rod bow and spacer grid size
and placement will determine the limiting safety-system
settings (LSSS) required to ensure that the SL is
maintained. Maintaining the dynamically adjusted peak LHR
to s 21 kW/ft ensures that fuel-centerline melt will not
occur during normal operating conditions or design A00s. j

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1.1 aF1 SL 2.1.1.2 only apply in MODES 1 and 2
because these are the only MODES in which the reactor is
critical. Automatic protection functions are required to be
OPERABLE during MODES 1 and 2 to ensure operation within the
reactor core SLs. The SG safety valves or automatic

(continued)

$d (continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY protection actions serve to prevent RCS heatup to the
(continued) reactor core SL conditions or to initiate a reactor trip

function (which forces the unit into MODE 3). Sstpoints for
the reactor trip functions are specified in LCO 3.3.1 and
LCO 3.3.2.

In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required,
since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL
POWER. ,

.

SAFETY LIMIT
_

.c-

VIOLATIONS 4
'

.. .- c,

If SL 2.1.1,1 or,SL 1.1.1.2 is violated, the requirement to
go to MODE 3' places the plant in a MODE in which this SL is
not applicable. '

The allowed Completion Time;of I hour recognizes the
importance of bringing theLplant to a MODE where this SL is
not ap)licable. Also the Completion Time of I hour ensures
that tie time period of: operation outside of the safetyi

i analyses is minimal. ,

!
j

,

| w - ,
>

1 -

If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, ths NRC Operations
Center must be notified within I hour.1 Thisiis in
accordancewith10CFR50.72(Ref.3)v

L.LA

If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, the appropriate
senior management of the nuclear plant and the utility shall
be notified within 24 hours. This 24-hour period provides
time for the plant operators and staff to take the
appropriate immediate action and assess the condition of the

| plant before reporting to the senior management.

Ll.di
If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, a Licensee Event
Report shall be prepared and submitted within 30 days to the
NRC, the senior management of the nuclear plant, and the

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)
;

SAFETY LIMIT utility Vice-President-Nuclear Operations. This
VIOLATIONS requirement is in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 4).

(continued)
'

2.2.6

IIf SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2. is violated, restart of the unit
shall not comence until authorized by the NRC. This
requirement ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews,

4, analyses, and actions are completed before the unit beginsits restart to normal operation.-
,dk n,f

% ,!p"Id' J kAh3k< Title 90.3 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,REFERENCES

, Appendix A lGeneral Design Criterion 10. " Reactor
q Msign.",elh88.
v jeu ,

(Unit 1(ame)g ^.sSection ( ), "[ Title)."
2. FSARW '

Titl'e210('l(Ced$3fFederalRegulations,Part50.72,3.
"ImmediaekttficationRequirementsforOperating
NuclearPowe$ Reactors.&,

y,( nr,,

4. Title 10, Code of Federa1' Regulations, Part 50.73,
" Licensee Event'iReport1 System," i

"% i

'[. 3 * f), 6

:.

i

V
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RCS Pressure SL
8 2.1.2

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant __ System (RCS) Pressure Saf,ety Limit (SL) (Digithl)

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS
against overpressurization. In the event of fuel-cladding
failure, fission products are released into the reactor

. coolant . The RCS then serves-as the primary barrier in
f preventing the release of fission products into the

M atmosphors. By establishing an upper limit on RCS pressure,
% s contipoed RCS integrity is ensured. AccorC ng to 10 CFR 50,

@ Appendix A',-0DC 14, ' Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," and
' 900'15,dReact.or Coolant System Design" (Ref.1), the

reactor coolant' pressure boundary (RCPB) design conditions
areinet exceedet during normal operation and anticipated
o)erational! occurrences (A00sj. Also, according to GDC 28
(lef. 1),L.' Reactivity' Limits, reactivity accidents
including rod. ejection,"do not result in damage to the RCPB
greaterthan:11mited(localyielding,w wg g
The design pressuedf the'RCS is 2500 psia. During normal

O o uration and A0 k," thefRC$ pressure is kept from exceeding
t1e design pressure by: mop than''10%, in accordance with
Section 111 of the AmericaniSociethof Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Code (F.ef. 2). As an assurear,e of system integrity,
all RCS components are hydrostaticellbtested at 125% of
design pressure as specified in'the"ASME Code requirements
prior to initial operation, when'there is no fuel in the
core. If repairs or replacements that would require a full
hydrostatic test of the RCS are necessary, the fuel must be
completely offloaded before the RCS exceeds the maximum
pressure specified in this St. Removing fuel from the
vessel precludes fission products from entering the reactor
coolant.

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of
the RCPB. If this occurs in conjunction with a fuel-
cladding failure, fission products could enter the
containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits
on radioactive releases specified in 10-CFR 100, " Reactor
Site Criteria "

(continued)

O
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety
SAFETY ANALYSES valves (MSSVs), and the reactor high->ressure trip have

settings established to ensure that tie RCS pressure SL will
not be exceeded.

The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent
system pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more
than 10%."in accordance with Section 111 of the ASME Code
for Nuclear / Power Plant Components (Ref. 2). The transient
thatistablishes the required relief capacity, and hence the
valve 2 size requirements and lift settings, is a (conplete
loss of external load without a direct reactor trip.
Durite t.he transient, no control actions are assumed)except
that She safet) valves on the secondary plant are assumed to
open when the. steam pressure reaches the secondary plant
sefety valve settingsLand nominal feedwater supply is
maintained.

,

TheReactorProtectionSidem(RPS)tripsetpoints(Ref.3),
together with thessettings -'of the MSSVs (Ref. 4), provide
pressure protection for n6rmal operation and A00s. In
particular, the reactor high-pressure trip setpoint is
specifically set to
overpressurization (provide prote~ction aaainstRef. S i J$afety analyses for both the

;

|
high-pressure trip and the)RCS pressurizer safety valves arej
performed using conservative assumptionsurelative toi

pressure-control devices. W
Morespecifically,nocreditistakenforop5rationofthe -

following:
1
'

a. Pressurizer powar-operated relief valves (PORVs);

b. Steam line relief valve;

c. Steam Dump System;

d. Reactor Control System;

e. Pressurizer Level Control System; or

f. Pressurizer spray valve.

(continued)
.

O
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LIMITS 1he maximum transient pressure allowable in the RCS pressure
vessel urder the ASME Code, Section III, is 110% of design
pressure.. The maximum transient pressure allowable in the
RCS piping, valves, and fittings under (USAS, Section B31.1,
Ref. 6) is 120% of design pressure. The most limitin
these two allowances is the 110% of design pressure; g of
therefore, the SL on maximum allev ela RCS pressure is
est4blished at 2735 psig.

& W:
Ah? h

APPLICABILITf 6 SL 2,1,1 applies in MODES 1 through 5 because it is
%c.onceivable;to approach or exceed this SL.in these modes due

" to o'verpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in
MODE.6'Decauseithe reactor vessel head closure bolts are not
fullyitightenedFmakingitimpossibletopressurizetheRCS.

g-

q p* S W D.en
SAFETY LIMIT 2.2.2.1 #
VIOLATIONS Njipf A

A If the RCS pressure?SL isfviolated when the reactor is in

(V MODE 1 or 2, theiroquirement'is.,to restore compliance within)

15minutesandbbsin; MODE 3withigIhour.-
w w e

Jf the RCS pressure SL is violated |% MODE 1 or 2, the
reactor vessel temperature would bsjs),1 above the
transition temperature, at whichfreacter vessel metal goes
from being ductile to being nonductile. Given that the
reactor vessel metal is ductile, a pressure increase above
100% of design pressut-e does not challenge RCS integrity as
much as it would if the reactor vessel were in a non-ductile
state; therefore, 15 minutes to restore pressure implies
Immediacy.

The allowed Completion Time of I hour recognizes the
importance of reducing power level to a mode of operation
where the potential for challenges to safety systems is
minimized.

2.2.2.2

If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in MODE 3, 4, or 5 RCS
pressure must be restored to within the SL value within
5 minutes.

(continued)

U (continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LIMIT Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is more
VIOLATIONS severe than exceeding this. SL in MODE 1 or 2, since the

(continued) reactor vessel temperature may be loww and the vessel
material consequently less ductile. As such, pressure must
be reduced to less than the SL within 5 minutes. This
action does not require reducing MODES, since this would
require reducing modes since this would require reducing
temperature, which would compound the problem by adding
thermal gradient stresses to the existing pressure stress.

Lla1
If'the RCS essure SL is violated, the NRC Operations
Center must be notified within I hour. This is in
accordancewith}0CFR50.72(Ref.7).
2.2.4

If the RCS pressdre.SL is. violated, the appropriate senior
management of the nuclear plant and the utility shall be
notified within 24' hours 'fThis 24-hour period provides time
for the plant operators and staPf lo take the appropriate
immediate action ad tolassess'the condition of the plant
before reporting 4 0 the/ senior management.

s a ,

2.2.5 ,Q
awn

if the RCS pressure SL is violated, a Lkense,e Event Report
shall be prepared and submitted within-'30 days to the NRC,
the senior management of the nuclear plant, and the utility
Vice-President-Nuclear Operations. This requirement is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref, 8),

2.2.6

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, restart of the unit
shall not commence until authorized by the NRC. This
requirement ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews,
analyses, and actions are completed before the unit begins
its restart to normal operation.

(continued)

O
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RCS Pressure SL i,

B 2.1.2
:

BASES (continuc7) !d;,

.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Dasign Criterion 14. " Reactor

CoolantPressureBoundary"l'antSystemDesign"['and
General Design

'Criterion 15, " Reactor Coo
General Design Criterion 28, " Reactivity Limi s."

American Society of Mechanical En
a Pressure Vessel Code, Section !!!gineers Boiler and

2.
" Nuclear Power,

. W Plant Components," Article NB-7000 " Protection-,rif[ Against Overpressure."
,

'

e.y

qA&(Mit Name) FSAR Section ( ), "(Title)."y 3. 7
s m;;5

'*4P"[ Unit? Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."
& ,

5.()};dnit|;NamefFSAR,Section(),"[ Title)."
,

.

, ,a

6. USASf5I31.1, Standard Code for Pressure Piping,
Am6rican Society of Mechanical Engineers,19b7.

2#"4
7. Title 10 Code of, Federal Regulations, Part 50.72,

'Immediate Notification: Requirements for Operating

( Nuclear PoweriReacters.".g@ .
/

V Ch
8. Title 10, CodeM Fedefal. Regulations, Part 50.73 -

"LicenseeEvent" Report' System,bEp
*5

d r
. . ,

jQ|p"
%

v

3

g
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LCO Applicability
8 3.0

;

B 3.0 APPLICABILITY

B 3.0 Limitina Conditions for Operation (LCO) Acolicability

.

BASES

LCO 3.0.1, LCO 3.0.1, LCO 3.0.2, LCO 3.0.3 LCO 3.0.4, and LCO 3.0.5
LCO 3.0.2, establish the general requirements applicable to all
LCO 3.0.3, speetficatiens unless otherwise stated. This includes
LCO 3.0.4, and p ificktions regardin

jrFropress and Manuals,"g the programs in Section 5.7.4,LCO 3.0.5 as well as LCOs contained in

g% Sectigies' 3.1 through 3.9.M .y

" sW' g Q,
LCO 3.0.1 LC0 344.1restaNishes the requirement to meet LCOs when the

unit:,ts 1Mthe120ES or other specified Conditions of the
Applicability statement of each specification.

/$ ,,, . ?
,gg P' G'

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 ettab tthes that upon discovery of a failure to
meet an LCO, the tesociated ACTIONS shall be met. The

O Completion Time sfleach Required Action for an ACTIONS
Condition is applicable:from thelpoint in time it is
discovered that an inoperable sitstion exists (i.e., that
the LCO is-not met) associated with'a. Condition. Following
this discovery, the associated Cope 144en is entered. The
Required Actions establish thoseiremedM1 measures that
must be taken within specified. Completion Times when the
requirements of an LCO are not' met. Concurrent entry into
all applicable ACTIONS Conditions is a requirement to be
followed in each specification. The Required Action (s)

-

of each condition entered must be completed within the
specified Completion Time (s).

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first
type of Required Action has an associated time limit in
which the entered Condition must be corrected. This time
limit is the Completion Time to place required equipment in
operation, or to restore an inoperable system or component
to OPERABLE status, or to restore variables to within
specified limits. If this type of Required Action is not
completed within the specified Completion Time, a shutdown
may be required to place the facility in a MODE or Condition

(continued)

G (continued)U
|
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LCO Appitcability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2 in which the specification no longer applies. (Whether
(continued) stated as a Required Action or not, correction of the

entered condition is the first action that is to be
The second type of

considered upon entering ACTIONS.) dial measures t1at permitRequired Action specifies the reme
continued o>eration of the facility that is not further
restricted ay the Completion Time. in this case,
conformance to the Required Actions provides an acceptable
level.of safety for continued operation. This type of
Required Action is common throughout the Technical
Specifications'(TS).
S-

This' specification' establishes that performance of the
'

Required Actions'within the s)ecified Completion Times
constitutes / compliance with t1e T';. It also establishes,
however, that completing the performance of the Required
Actions is not required when an LCO is met within the
associated Completion Time,;unless otherwise stated in the
individual specification'sc This is equivalent to statingL

that correction of an ACTIONS Condition prior to the
expiration of the#specified Completion Time (s) makes it
unnecessary to continue or~ complete >the performance of the
associated Required Action ( )

.

This specification is written for the more general case in
which more than one of the' stated' Conditions are-
concurrently applicable. As each Condition 11s resolved, the
Required Action (s) for that Condition no* longer need be
performed.

A Condition once entered or one ,iicable is resolved

either by completing corrective Ares such that it no
longer exists or by placing the facility outside the
Applicability of the LCO.

The nature of some Required Actions necessitates that, once
begun, their performance must be completed even though the
associated Conditions are resolved. The individual LCO's
ACTIONS specify the Required Actions where this is the case.
An example of this is in LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources-
Operating."

The above discussion about not having to complete the
performance of Required Actions once the corres)onding
Conditions have been resolved also applies to tie category

(continued)

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0 i

|f BASES (continued)

|
'

LCO 3.0.2 of Conditions that state, " Required Actions and associated
(continued) Completion Times not met.'

Usually, the Required Action for a Condition of this type is
to go to an inapplicable MODE or other specified Condition. '

The performance of such a shutdown Required Action may be
suspended if the LCO Required Action that was not performed
is completed or if the LCO is restored, if the shutdown had
proceeded to the point where a MODE change had occurred,

. Jhowever, returning to the previously a)plicable MODE or
'specified Condition is not allowed by LCO 3.0.4, unless.

otherwise specified.-

. o,. .

It is possible in some LCOs
two or more ACTION's Conditio(but unlikely) to enter and exitns repeatedly, in such a manner
that facility operation could continue indefinitely without
ever having restored the LC0 (i.e., the facility is always
inatleastoneofthe< Conditions). Because of the risk
associated with extended facility operation with certain
LCOsunmet,b' Specification 1.3limitssuchoperationtothelonger of t e specified Completion Times for the Conditions
that are concurrently entered. This limitation does not

O apply to Conditions where the associated Required Actions,
if met, permit continued: operation for an unlimited period
of time, y ,,

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also
applicable when a system or component is removed from
service intentionally. The reasons for intentionally
relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not limited to,
performance of surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of operational
problems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be done.
in a manner that does not compromise cafety. It is-not
intended that' intentional entry into ACTIONS be made for
operational convenience. Intentional entry into ACTIONS
Conditions with shutdown Required Actions (i.e., Actions
requiring a change in MODE
should be considered only )n extreme circumstances.is strongly discouraged andi This is
to limit routine voluntary removal of redundant equipment
from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not
result in redundant equipment being inoperable. Individual
s)ecifications may specify a time limit for performing an SR
w1en equipment.is removed from service or bypassed for
testing. In such a case, the Completion Times of the

(continued)
|
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2 Required Actions are applicable when this time limit
(continued) expires, if the SR has not been completed. When a change in

MODE or other specified Condition is required to comply with
Required Actions, the facility may enter a MODE or other
specified condition in which a new specification becomes
applicable. Upon the new scecification becoming applicable,
immediately enter all ACTIONS Conditions that a) ply, unless
otherwise specified. The Completion Times of tie associated
Required Actions would apply from the point in time that the
new specification became applicable.

,
(, ,

, .

LCO3.0.3"estabkkshes,theRequiredActionsthatmustbe
,

LCO 3.0.3
implemented when,)an LC0 is not met;

Anass'ociatedRekuiredActionandCompletionTimeisa.
not met and no other Condition applies; or

TheconditIonIfkNefacilityisnotspecificallyb.
addressed by'theistsociated ACTIONS. This means that
no combination of Conditions: stated in the ACTIONS can
be made that exactly corresponds to the actual
condition of the facility.; Sometimes, possible
combinations of Conditions are such t, hat going to
LCO 3.0.3 is warranted; in such cases,tthe ACTIONS
specifically state a Condition corressending to such
combinations and also that LC0 3;0.3 se: entered
immediately.

+

This specification delineates the time limits for placing
the facility in a safe MODE or other specified condition
when operation cannot be maintained within the limits for
safe operation as defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. It is
not to be used ra an operational convenience that permits
routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or components
from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not
result in redundant systems or components being inoperable.
Intentional entry into LC0 3.0.3 for operational convenience
constitutes noncompliance with the TS. Under suitable
circumstances, intentional entry into LCO 3.0.3 for
corrective action or repairs may be justified, but prior
notification of the NRC should be considered.

(continued)

. (continued)
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| B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.3 After entering LCO 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for
(continued) an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in facility

operation. This includes time to permit the operator to
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the
load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of
the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach
higher-numbered MODES of operation permit the shutdown to
proceed in a controlled and orderly mo nor that is well

,within the specified maximum cool-down r.tr. And within the

" |' required equipment is OPERABLE. capabilities of the facility, assuming that'only the minimum
s

This reduces thermalc"
stresses ontcomponents of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS),

Y 'andithe potential for a plant upset that could challenge
'' safety systems;under conditions to which this specification

applies.JThe use and interpretation of specified times to
complete the actions of LCO 3.0.3 shall be consistent with
the discussion of Specification 1.3, " Completion Times."

M
A facility' shutdown required in accordance with LC0 3.0.3
may be terminated and:LCO 3.0.3 exited if any of the
following obcursk j ,

a. The LCO is nomi metlV - (g uO, u .

b. Remedial measuhs have2 restored the facility to an LCO
Condition for which the' Required Actions have now been
performed, where such ACTIONS? permit operation in that
Condition for either a limited or unlimited period of
time; or b

c. Remedial measures have restored the facility to a
Condition for which the Completion Times of the
Required Action (s) have not expired. For example,
while in H0DE 1, one of the two Iodine Cleanup System
trains is declared-inoperable. The corresponding
Condition for one inoperable train is entered and
7 days are allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE-
status. Then, the second train is declared inoperable
at a time 24 hours into the Completion Time. Since no
ACTIONS Condition is provided for both trains being
inoperable, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered. If one of the
trains is made OPERABLE while still in MODE 1 for
example at time 30 hours (6 hours into LC0 3.0.3
then the shutdown may be halted and operation can),

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.3 continue in the Condition of one train being
(continued) inoperable. In this example, that would mean

operation for another 5 days, 18 hours. if the train
is restored to OPERABLE status after going to MODE 2,
3, 4, operation could continue only in the MODE that
the facility is in when LCO 3.0.3 is exited. This is
because LC0 3.0.4 does not permit MODE changes when
the'LCO is not met.

The tid limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for
tho' facility to be in MODE 5 when a shutdown is required
during MODE 1 operation. if the facility is in a higher-
numbered MODE of operation when a shutdown is required, the
time limit for' re' aching the next higher-numbered MODE
a> plies. If a higher-numbered MODE is reached in less time
t1an allowed; however,' the total allowable time to reach
MODE 5, or'otherLapplicable MODE, is not reduced. For
example, if MODE 3 is reached in 2 hours, then the time
allowed to reach MODE 4Jis the next 11 hours, because the
total time to reach MODE 4 is r.ot reduced from the allowable
limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if remedial measures are
completed that would pemit a return to MODE 1, a penalty is
not incurred by having to reach a higher-numbered MODE of
operation in less than the total time; allowed.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. LCO 3.0.3 provides_ Required Actions
for Conc;itions not stated in other Sptcifications. The

.

requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 5 and 6
because the facility is already in the most restrictive
Condition in which LCO 3.0.3 would require the facility to
be placed. The requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in
other specified Conditions of the Applicability (unless in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual
specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to
be taken. (This must be verified by review of all LCOs when
finalized.)

The exceptions to LC0 3.0.3 are provided in instances where
requiring a facility shutdown, in accordance with LCO 3.0.3,
would not provide appropriate remedial measures for the
associated condition of the facility. These exceptions are
addressed in the individual Specifications.

(continued)

(continued)
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. LCO Applicability
1 B 3.0

BASES (continued)

: LCO 3.0.3 The requirement to be in H0DE 4 in 13 hours is plant
(continued) specific and depends on the ability to cool the pressurizer

and degar,.

LCO 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or
other specified Conditinns in the A)plicability when an LCO,

is not met. It precludes placing tie facility in a
'different MODE or other specified Condition when the
'following exists:,

'a. The. requirements of an LCO in the MODE or other
specified Condition to be cntered are not met; and

b. .Cobtinued-noncompliance with these requirements would
eventually result in a shutdown to. comply with the

'

Required Acti.ons.

Compliance withLRequired Actions that permit continued
operation of the facility for an unlimited period of time
in an applicable M00E or other specified Condition provides

O an acceptable level of, safety for continued operation.
Therefore, in such cases, entry into a MODE or other
Condition specified in the Applicability is made in
accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions. The
provisions of this specification should,not be interpreted
as endorsing the failure to exercise good practice in
restoring systems or components 1to OPERABLE status before
facility startup.

The provisions of LC0 3.0.4 shall nov, prevent chWct in
MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
that are required-to comply with ACTIONS. '

Exceptions to LC0 3.0.4 are str.ted in the individual
specifications. . Exceptions may apply to all the ACTIONS o- '

to a specific Required Action of a specification. While-
entering or changing MODES or other specified conditions
during operation of the facility in an ACTIONS Condition, as
permitted by LCO 3.0.4 or where an exception to LCO 3.0.4 is
stated, the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that must
be taken. Surveillances do not have to be. performed on the'
associated inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the
specified limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, a

(continued)
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LCO Applicability i
B 3.0

9 )lBASES (continued)
_

LCO 3.0.4 H0DL change in this situation does not violate SR 3.0.4 for
(continued) those Surve111ances that do not have to be performed due to

the associated inoperable equipment, etc. SRs must,
however, be met to demonstrate OPERABILITY prior to
declaring the affected equipment OPEPABLE (or variable
within limits) and the associated LC'Js met.

__

LCO 3.0.S Spect'al" tests and operations are required at various times
over the facility's life to demonstrate performance
characteristics, to perform maintenance activities, and to
perform special evaluations. Because TS normally preclude
these' tests and operations, special test exceptions (STEs)
allow specified requirements to be changed or suspended
under controlled conditions. STEs are included in
applicable sections of the specifications. Unless otherwise
specified, allsether TS requirements remain unchanged and in
effect as applicable. . This will ensure that all appropriate
requirements of the MODE or other specified Condition not
directly associated with:cr required to be changed or
suspended to perform the special test or operation will
remain in effect.

,
.

.

TheApplicabilityofanSTELtdrepresentsaconditionnotT

necessarily in compliance with the normal requirements of
the TS. Compliance with STE LCOs is optional.

AspecialtestmaybeperformedeithErundertheprovisions
of the appropriate STE LC0 or the other applicable TS
rec uirements , if it is desired to perform the special test
uncer the provisions of the STE LCO, the requirements of the
STE LC0 shall be followed. This includes the SRs specified
in the STE LCO.

Some of the STE LCOs require that one or more of the LCOs
for normal operation be met (i.e., meeting the STE LC0
requires meeting the specified normal LCOs . The
Applicability, ACTIONS, and SRs of the spec)ified normal
LCOs, however, are not required to be met in order to meet
the STE LC0 when it is in effect. This means that, upon
failure to meet a s)ecified normal LCO, the associated
ACTIONS of the STE .00 apply, in lieu of the ACTIONS of the
normal LCO. Exceptions to the above do exist. There are
instances when the Applicability of the specified normal LCO

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)
-

. _ _ .

LCO 3.0.5 must be met, where its ACTIONS must be taken, whee certain
(continued) of its Surveillances must be performed, or where all of

these requirements must be met concurrently with the
requirements of the STE LCO,

Unless the SRs of the specified normal LCOs are suspended or
changed by the special test, those SRs that are necessary to
meet the specified normal LCOs must be met prior to

,. performing the-special test.- During the conduct of the
'specialitest, those Surveillances need not be performed

q unlessLspecified by the ACTIONS or SRs of the STE LCO.
~

ACTidNSforISTELCOsprovideappropriateremedialmeasures
'upon failure to meet the STE LCO. Upon failure to meet
these' ACTIONS ': suspend the performance of the special test
and enter =the ACTIONS for all LCOs that are then not met.
Entry into!LCO 3.0.3 may )ossibly be required, but this
determination should net )e made by considering only the
failure to meet the ACTIONS of the STE LCO.

My*. 9;c ;

%|O,
* Y%

<,
p y(g ;O
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i

|
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i B 3.0 j

<

B 3.0 APPLICABILITY

B 3.0 Surveillance Reauirement (SR) Anolicability

BASES

SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.2, SR 3.0.3, and SR 3.0.4 estC lish the
SR 3.0.2, general requirements applicable to all specifiutions unless
SR 3.0.3, and otherwise stated. This includes specifications regarding. !

SR 3.0.4 the programs in Section 5.7.4, " Programs and Manuals," as .
p well as: specifications contained in Sections 3.1 through,

'

Q, 3.9.
< tc

'D &

a yn ,;,.

SR 3.0.1 SR3.011ItstablishestherequirementthatSRsmustbemet
during the MODES <or other specified Conditions in the

-Applicability of the LCO, unless otherwise specified in the
individual: $Rs. T_hisEspectfication ensures that '

Surveillances arerperformed to verify the OPERABILITY of
systems and,ccaponents; and that variables are within i

specified limitsMailure,to meet an SR within the
specified Frequency, Tin accordance with-SR 3.0.2,

O, constitutes a failure to meet:en LCO.
. W 3 [" ;p

Systems and .om)onentFareiassumed9to be OPERABLE when the |
associated 3Rs lave been met. Nothing in this {specification, however, is to be coast. rued as implying that
systems or components are OPERABLE wheni

;

a. The. systems or components re known to be inoperable,
although SRs are being met; or- I

b.. The requirements of the Surveillance (s)-are known not
to be met between_ required performances of the
Surveillance (s).

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the facility |
1s in a MODE or other specified Condition for which the i

associated LC0 is not applicable, unless otherwise
specified. The SRs associated with a special test exception ;

.
.

(STE) are only applicable when the STE is used as an i

allowable exception to the requirements of a specification.

(continued) 1

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.1 Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required
(continued) Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment

because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.
SRs have to be met in accordance with SR 3.0.2 prior to
returning equipment to OPERABLE status.

Upon completion of mainteunce, appropriate post-maintenance
; testing (which usually t a ludes Surveillance testing) is

required-to declare eqmarat OPERABLE. Post-maintenance
testing ~may~not be ponible in the MODE or Condition that
the facility:Is in when the maintenance is completed because

~

the necessary facility parameters have not been established.
In these situations, proceeding to the appropriate
appitcable' MODE or other specified Condition may be allowed
as an exception.to SR 3.0.4, provided that such an exception

.

is stated in'the-requirements of the affected equipment's
LCO. Such exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are parmitted, provided
that the post-maintenance and Surveillance testing to
demonstrate OPERABILITY of the equipment has been
satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and previded
that the equipment is"not otherwise suspected of being
incapable of performing its intended function. Once the
necessary facility parameters have been established,
completion of the excepted
demonstrate OPERABILITY of. tests.must,be accomplished to.the equipment..

.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the r0 tuirements for meeting the
specified Frequency for SRs, the Required Actions that call
for the performance of a Surveillance, and any Required
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic'

performance of an action on a "once per..." interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the Frequency or periodic Completion Time. This provides
flexibility to Surveillance scheduling by providing the
o)portunity for consideration of plant operating conditions
t1at may not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance
(e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
maintenance activities).

(cnntinued)
..

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (contived)
,

SR 3.0.2 The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
(continued) assurance of reliability obtained by performing-the

Surveillance at its specified Frequency. This recognizes
that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the verification of conformance with the
SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for
which the 25% extension of the interval specified in the
Frepencydoesnotapply. These exceptions are stated in

,the individual specificaticas. An example of where SR 3.0.2
Tdoes not apply is a Surveillance with a frequency of "in
'accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, and approved
exemptions." The requirements-of regulations take'

precedence:over the Technical $pecifications (TS). The TS
cannot extend aitest interval specified in the regulations.-

Thereferenthere would be a Note in the Frequency stating,
" Provisions ofL!R 3.0.2 are not applicable."

AsstateddnSR3.0.2,the25%extensionalsodoesnota) ply
to the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time. T ie
initial performance of the Required Action, whether it is a
particular Surveillance or some other remedial action, is
considered a single?hction with a single Completion Time,O,'

-

One reason for notaallowing thel 25% extension to this
Completion Time it thatrsuch an* action usually verifies that
no loss of functicdas occurred $ checking the status of
redundant or diverse components oriaccomplishes the function
of the inoperable equipment in an alternative manner to
ensure that specified limits or conditions of the LC0 are
met. -

The previous Standard Technical Specifications (STS) also
contained a specification that permitted the 25% extension,
but restricted the combined time interval for any three
consecutive Surveillance intervals to 3.25 times the
specified interval. Generic ~ Letter 89-14 Ref. 1)
encouraged licensees to. request licenso ame(ndments to remove
the 3.25 restriction, because the NRC staff concluded that
the removal would result in a greater benefit to safety.
This line-item improvement to the STS did not extend the
Applicability of the 25% extension to intervals associated
with LCO Required Actions (including Required Actions to
perform Surveillances
The NRC staff subseque)ntly concluded, however, thatspecified for periodic performance.
extending the applicability of the 25% extension to

(continued)

(continued)
-
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B 3.0

BASES (continued)
_

SR 3.0.2 periodic Completion Times, as SR 3.0.2 does, was also
(continued) justified because the reasons for doing so were essentially

the same as the reasons that originally justified the 25%
extension (i.e., flexibility for scheduling the performance
of Surveillances, etc.). Extending periodic Completion Time
intervals for performing Surveillances or repetitive
remedial actions specified by ACTIONS can result in a
benefit.to safety when the performance is due at a time that
is not suitable because of plant operating conditions, for
example.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly merely as an operational convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the ootion to aefer declaring affected
equipment inoperable or'sn'affected variable outside the

.

specified limits when a Surveillance has not been completed
within the specified Frequency. A dehy )eriod of up to
24 hours applies from the point in time tlat it is i

discovered that the Surveillance has not been performed, in
accordance with SR 3.0.2,cand not'at the time that the
specified Frequency was not met. This 24-hour delay period
was approved by the NRC as a line-item improvement to the
STS in Generic letter 87-09 (Ref. 2). .The length of the
delay period in SR 3.0.3 differs from the 24-hour allowance
in the generic letter. SR 3.0.3 limits it to 24 hours or
the specified Surveillance interval, whichever is shorter.
Although the 24-hour allowance is not applicable to all the
cases apparently provided for in the generic letter, the
intent of the generic letter was to only allow the specified
Surveillance interval in which to complete a missed
Surveillance when the frequency is less than 24 hours.

This delay period provides an adequate time limit to
complete Surveillances that have been missed. This delay
period arovides the opportunity to com)lete a Surveillance
that otlerwise could not be completed before compliance with
ACTIONS would be required and when compliance with such
ACTIONS would then preclude completion of the Surveillance.

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.0

BASES (continued)
,

SR 3.0.3 The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
(continued) facility conditions, adequate planning, availability of

personnel, the time required to aerform the Surveillance,
and the safetSurveillance.y significance of tie delay in completing theThe delay period is considered appropriate,

! for balancing the risk associated with delaying comaletion
I of the Surveillance for this period against the ris c

associated with the potential for a plant transient and
challenge to safety systems when the alternative is a

. shutdown to comply with ACTIONS before the Surveillance can
be completed.

SR 3.0.3 differs from the position taken in Generic
letter 87-09 in one other res)ect. Unlike the generic
letter, SR 3.0.3 authorizes tie delay-period option for
performance of missed Surveillances without respect to the
duration of the Completion Time associated with the LCO
Condition that would otherwise be entered.

When a Surveillance with a frequency based not on time
intervals, but upon specified facility Conditions or

,O operational situations, is discovered not to have been
performed when specified, SR 3.0.3 allows the full 24-hourV delay period in which to perform the Surveillance.

An additional application of SR 3.0.3 is to establish a time
limit for completion of Surveillancec that become applicable
as a consequence of MODE changes; imposed by Required
Actions, when such Surveillances'could not be completed
prior to entering the applicable MODE or other'specified
Condition wither because there was insuffident time t,r
because plant conditions were not suitable for ?erformance
of the Surveillance.

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 exist because it is recognized
that the most probable result of the performance of a
particular Surveillance is the verification of conformance
with the SRs and that a facility shutdown entails some risk
that ought to be avoided unless a shutdown is actually
warranted. Implementation of the provisions of SR 3.0.3,
however, does not imply that a violation of SR 3.0.1 has not
occurred, except in situations where SRs become applicable
as a consequence of MODE chan
Actions, as described above. ges imposed by Required

(continued)

(Q (continued)O
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B 3.0

BASES (continued)
- . ..

SR 3.0.3 Failure to comply with specified frequencies for SRs is
(continued) expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay

period established by SR 3.0.3 is optional and is expected
only under extreme circumstances.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Ticies of the Required Actions for the applicable
LCO, Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the
de1#periodn If a Surveillance is failed within the delay
per|vj, then:the. equipment ib inopurable, or the variable is
outside the'specified limits and the Completion Times of the

Required Actions'forf|ihe applicable LCO Conditions beginimmediately spy the failure of the Surveillance.
Completion"ofthe|Surveillancewithinthedelayperiod
allowed by this'specifict.tten or within the Completion Time
oftheACTIONS,!restoreofcompliancewithSR3.0.1.

jg 4,

a, , .

SR 3.0.4 SR3.0.4establishestMeulhme6tithatallSRsassociated
with an LC0 and all applicable sectik 5.7.4 program
requirements must be met before' entry into a MODE or other
specified Condition in the Applicability of,the LCO. Thus,
prior to entry into an applicable MODE or other specified
Condition,alloftheSRsassociatedWIth'all'oftheLCOs
applicable in that MODE or Condition;must be met.

This specification ensures that requirements on system and
I component OPERABILITY and variable limits that are necessary
l for safe o)eration of the facility are met before entry into
| an applica'le MODE cr other specified Condition to which thea

requirements apply. This specification applies to changes
in MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
associated with facility snutdown as well as startup.

| The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

(continued)
-

! (continued)

i
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SR Appilcability i

83.0

0 BASES (continued)
_

SR 3.0.4 Exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are needed in several situations.
(r.ontinued) Because the concerns of each situation are not the same, the

conditions under which the exceptions are permitted are '

different. Briefly, these situations are as follows:

a. When there is insufficient time to complete a
Surveillance prior to the associated LCO becoming

capplicable as a result uf complying with ACTIONS, the i

" provisions of SR 3.0.3 apply; and-

:y.,
,

y% b. When an individual exception to SR 3.0.4 is Ltated in ;

. the' individual specification:

W. .m.,,gg7 the Surveillance is required to be performed,
e'.s +; -

.

6 ??afterintry into an a)plicable MODE or other
;% ' 'specified Condition )ecause the specified

Surveillance interval expired, and there is no
Wether reason 4to sus)ect that the affected
N equipments (or varia)1e) is inoperable (or outside

limits)," then a Completion Time of 12 hours is
specified./

.

6qw ,

O Surveil 1~ance is not required if the specified
Unlessstherwise' stated, performance of the

Surveillance ~ interval hassnot expired.
< q

2. if the Surveillance isMdhd by'the specified
Frequency to be perforced every time the LCO

t becomes applicable 6then, unless an alternative
Completion Timo is<specified, the 12-hour limit>

appites. '

,

3. if the Surveillance must be performed for the
additional purpose of restoring the-affected '

equipment (or variable
within limits), upon en)tering-an applicabia MODEto OPERABLE status (or-to
or other specified Condition, the associated
ACTIONS of the LCO must be entered.-unien
specified otherwise in the . individual
specification. The ACTIONS specify thei

Completion Time allowed.

A more detailed discussion of these situations follows.

_

_ _
- _ _ -

(continued)

(continued)-

O
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SR Applicability

B 3.0

BASES (continued)
,

SR 3.0.4 If unable to complete a Surveillance prior to its becoming
(continued) a)plicable because ,tequired Actions in an LCO affected

c1anges in MODES or other specified Conditions, then upon
entering the applicable MODE or other specified Condition,
a delay period within which to complete the Surveillance
is allowed, as specified in SR 3.0.3. This use of the
provisions of SR 3.0.3 is an exception to SR 3 1.4 that
applies,only wbn an exception to SR 3.0.4 is not provided
in thefind,vidual specification, as discussed below. The
exception oftSR 3.0.3 is not intended to be used
consecutively with exceptions to SR 3.0.4 stated ii) the
ind,1yidual specifications.

3y

Individual'exceptiinsmto SR 3.0.4 are usually stated with
the SRs. Thesetexceptions are provided to permit
performancelof Surveillance testing that otherwise would be
prevented by compliance with SR 3.0.4. The prerequisite
conditions forssuch a Surveillance (usually specified in the
Surveillance test procedure) require entry into an
applicable MODE or's|pecified-Condition in order to perform
or complete the Surveillance test.; If an exception to SR
3.0.4 is stated in an individual; specification, a Lompletion
Time of 12 has, which begins:Upon' entering the
prerequisite N DE or Conditienois specified by SR 3.0.4 for
perform ng the Surveillance'when the specified Surveillance
interval has expired (including the 2S% extension), unless
otherwise soecified, it is axpected thatsthe. performance of
such Surveiilanres will commt ice soon:after entry into the
prerequisite MODE ur other specifled Condition. Use of_the

, entire 12-hour Completion Time interval is expected to occur
infrequently. The 12 hours provide sufficient operational
flexibility, so the 2S% extension allowed by SR 3.0.2 is not
needed and therefore does not apply.

This 12-hour Completion Time applies when there is no reason.

to conclude that the affected equipment is inoperable, or
the variable is outside specified limits other than the
expiration of the Surveillance interval specified by the
Frequency. If still within the Surveillance interval, the.

Surveillance is still considered to be met and does not have
to be performed solely because its LC0 becomes Applicable.
The 12-hour Com)1etion Time also applies to those
Surveillances t1at are specified to be performed only one ,

time after the prerequisite conditions have been established
(i.e., Surveillances that do not have a periodic Frequency

(continued)
'

(continued)
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SR Applicability-
B 3.0-

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 specified). If 12 hours is not an appropriate Completion
(continued) Time for a Surveillance that has an exception to SR 3.0.4

stated in the individual specification, then the stated
exception to SR 3.0.4 specifies an alternative Completion
Time, which should be followed. If an alternative
Completion Time is not specified, Shen the 12-hour
Com71etion Time applies.: In the event the' Surveillance-is
fali.ed, compliance with the ACTIONS of the LC0 is required.

~

. iThe 2-hour Completion Time does not apply when aerformance
(g of the Surveillance-is necessary to establish tie affected

equipment's;0PERASILITY as follows:t

. p r. . ,

4
a .5 The equipment was declared inoperable for reasonsN

-other than the surveillance interval expired,

b. Iti[necessarytoestablishthattheaffected
variable is- restored to within limits 'after the
variable was known to be outside limits.

a:,

In such situations,3 prior to,enterin a MODE or other
specified Condition;in the Applicabi ity of the LCO,O appropriate measures must-be taken to provide reasonable.V assurance that the affected equipment or variable is able to
meet the requirements of thetSurveillance. For example,
post-maintenance testing of' equipment..may not' demonstrate
OPERABILITY of the equipment with'as'much assurance as thet

Surveillance testing does, but it could'be. an-appropriate
measure to provide assurancee.that the Surveillance will be
passed. In some cases, appropriate measures could include
partial or complete performance of the Surveillance using
suitably revised acceptance criteria, if necessary.

It must be emphasited that entry into an applicable MODE or,

specified Condition, when the affected equipment is known to
be inoperable or when the affected variable is-known to be
outside specified limits, isenot permitted by any exception
to SR 3.0.4 that is stated in' an individual specification.
There must first be a reasonable expectation that'
performance of the Surveillance will' establish that the-

equipment is OPERABLE or that the variable is within
specified limits. At the time the associated LCO becomes
applicable (because of entry into an applicable MODE or4

specified Condition from a non-applicable MODE or
Condition), the ACTIONS of the LC0 must be entered for the

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

r SR 3.0.4 Condition corresponding to the affected equipment or
(continued) variable being inoperable or outside specified limits. The

SR must be met and the entered Conditions corrected prior to i

expiration of the s)ecified Completion Time. Any associated
Required Actions otler than the Action to restore the
equipment to OPERABLE status or to return the variable to
within the specified limits must be accomplished within the
specified Completion Times until the entered Condition is
corrected.:In the event the Surveillance is failed,
compliance with the ACTIONS of the LCO is required. The
Com'p'letion Time clock (that began when the LCO became
appii_ cable and is; associated with the Required Action to
correct theientered Condition) does not reset upon failure
of the Surveillanceu ,,

g yg

.

REFERENCES 1 NRC Generic |L'etter.89-14, "Line-Item Improvements in
Technica14 Specifications - Removal of 3.25 Limit on
Extending Surveillance' Intervals," August 21, 1989.

* u,
2. NRCGenericLetteE87-09." Sections 3.0and4.0of.

the Standard Technical Specifications (STS) on the
,

Applicability of Limiting Conditions for Operationl

and Surveillance Requirements," June 4, 1987.

- .- ~=

1 :'

;
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SDM-T,., > 200*F
B 3.1.1 |

r
B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

I B 3.1.1 SHUTOOWN MARGIN (SDM)-Tm > 200'F (Analog)

BASES
-

i -

- n I

BACKGROUND The Reactivity Control System must be redundant and capable
of holding the reactor core subcritical when shut down under 1

e iconditions (GDC 26, Ref. 1). Maintenance of the SDM J
. that postulated reactivity event.s will not damage ;

e. SDM-requirements provide sufficient reactivity l,.

margi ensure that acceptable feel design limits will not
be < dedg{or normal shutdown and anticipated operational-

n hA00s). As such, in MODES 1 and 2 the SDM
'ne c e of subcriticality that would be obtained )

i f wing the insertion or scram of all control
el s (CEAs), assuming the single CEA of

Ihigh st r ity worth is fully withdrawn. In MODES 3, 4, '

and 5, sppi continues to provide for adequate
shutdo apabO1g? acceptable fuel design limits for |

potential at(Mettsj itiated from shutdown conditions. !

The system desi qui t two independent ReactivityO Control Systems Wpr , tuikthat one of these systems !
'

- be capable of maint e dop suberitical under cold
conditions. These irements

'p^
rovided by the use of

movable CEAs and soluble boric aci the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS). The CEA System cag ksateforthe 1

reactivity effects of the fuelgaspfwater temperature changes |
accompanying power-level changes'over the range from '

full-load to- no-load. In addition,- the CEAs, together with i

the Boration System, provide the SOM.during power operation - i
and are capable of making the core subcritical rapidly- )
enough to prevent exceeding acceptable-fuel damage limits, !assuming that-the CEA of highest reactivity worth remains
fully withdrawn.

|

,

The soluble Boron System can compensate for fuel dealetion
during operation and all xenon burnout reactivity c1anges,
and maintain the reactor suberitical under cold conditions.

During power operation, SDM control is ensured by operating
with the shutdown CEAs fully withdrawn and the regulating
CEAs -within the limits of LC0 3.1.7. When in the shutdown
and refueling MODES, the SDM requirements are met by
adjustments to the RCS boron concentration._

t (continued)
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SDM-T ,, > 200$f
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. 2)

establishes a SDM that ensures that specified acceptable
fuel design limits are not exceeded for normal operation and
A00s with the assumption of the highest worth CEA stuck out
on scram.

The acceptance criteria for the SDM are that specified
acceptableifuel design limits are maintained by ensuring
that:7
<a e

alt 2The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating
iconditionstar.t transients and Design Basis Event

(DBEs),, %
y.

b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),
fuel centerline; temperature limit A00s, and
s 280 cal /gm energy deposition for the CEA ejection
accident); and if, ,

The reactor will bbmaint$ined s'ufficientlyc.
suberitical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the

'

shutdown condition. ' y },
y,

The most limiting accident for the SDM requirements are
based on a main steam line break (MSLB)#as des'ribed in thec
accident analysis (Ref. 2). The increased steam flow
resulting from a pipe break in the' main steam system causes
an increased energy removal from the affected steam
generator, and consequently the RCS. This results in a
reduction of the reactor coolant temperature. The resultant
coolant shrinkage causes a reduction in pressure. In the
presence of a negative moderator temperature coefficient,
this cooldown causes an increase in core reactivity. As RCS,

| temperature decreases, the severity of an MSLB decreases
| until the MODE 5 value is reached. The most limiting MSL8,

with respect to potential fuel damage before a reactor trip
i

| occurs, is a guillotine break of a main steam line inside
containment initiated at the and of core life. The positive'

reactivity addition from the moderator temperature decrease
will terminate when the affected steam generator boils dry,
thus terminating RCS heat removal and cooldown. Following
the MSLB, a post-trip return to power.may occur; however, no

1

! (continued)

(continued)
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SDM-T,,, > 200'F
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE fuel damage occurs as a result of the post-tri) return to
SAFETY ANALYSES >ower and the THERMAL POWER does not violate tie Safety

(continued) .imit requirement of SL 2.1.-l.

In addition to the limiting MSLB transient, the SDM
requirement must also protect against:

a,dInadvertentborondilution;
ao,

,

[ b. AnL uncontrolled CEA withdrawal from a suberitical or
.;@ ~ low power condition;
y n, e ,

Yc[StartIipfof an inactive reactor coolant-pump (RCP); and
w> g - -

d. aCEA? ejection.
o n

Each"ofth5seeventsisdiscussedbelow.
A . w e.

In the tioro,.n dilution | analysis, the required SDM defines the
reactivity'differenoelbetween an initial subcritical boron
concentration" and;the' corresponding critical boron
concentration. These valuesp.in conjunction with the-[3 configuration ofithe RCS7and the. assumed dilution flow rate,( directly affect the results of the analysis. This event.is

-

core life when criticalmost limiting at the7beginning of;%boron concentrations are highest.
, -yp<

The withdrawal of CEAs from subchtica or low power
conditions adds reactivity to,the reactor core, causing both
the core power level and heat flux to increase with
corresponding increases in reactor coolant temperatures and
pressure. The-withdrawal of- CEAs also produces: a time
dependent redistribution of core power.

Depending'on the system initial conditions and reactivity
insertion rate, the uncontrolled CEA withdrawal transient =is
terminated by either a high-power trip, or a high
pressurizer pressure trip. In all cases, power level, RCS
pressure, linear heat rate, and~the DNBR do not exceed
allowable limits.

The startup of an inactive RCP will not result in a " cold
water" criticality even if the maximum difference in
temperature exists between the steam generator and the core.
The maximum positive reactivity addition that can occur due

(continued)

(/ (continued)
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SDM-T , > 200*F |o
B 3.1.1

BASES (continu9d)

APPLICABLE in an inadvertent RCP start is less than half the minimum
SAFETY ANALYSES required SDM. An idle RCP cannot, therefore, produce a

(continued) return is power from the hot standby condition.

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement. Even though it is not directly observed from the
control room, SDM is considered an initial condition process
variable because it is periodically monitored to provide
assurance that the unit is operating within the bounds of
accident analysis assumptions.
.:Q .aj
' @'qV jp',

LC0 The a6cident analysisthas shown that the required SDM is
sufficienkto;a tid unacceptable consequences to the fuel or
RCS as a result'of .tW events addressed above. Shutdown
boron concentration ~ requirements assume the highest worth
CEA is stuck in the fully withdrawn position to account for
a postulated inbperablelor untrippable CEA prior to reactor
shutdown. %Ng ,,. "
The MSLB (Ref. 2) and NdNoron 'd Nation (Ref. 3) accidents
are the most limiting entlysenthatie'stablish the SDM value
of the LCO. For MSLB ateidentsjiif the1LC0 is violated,
there is a potential to exceed the?DNBR'ilimit and to exceed
10 CFR 100 limits. For the boron dilution? accident, if the
LC0 is violated, then the minimum required time assumed for
operator action to terminate dilutionLeay no longer bei

applicable, y
m

SDM is a core physics design condition that can be ensured
during operation through CEA positioning (regulating and
shutdown CEA) and through the soluble boron concentration.
To ensure that SDM is behaving as anticipated so that the
acceptance criteria are met, the SDM is evaluated during
surveillance SR 3.1.1.1, and appropriate actions are taken
as necessary when the SDM is not within the required limit.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the SDM requirements are applicable I
to provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet the
assumptions of the safety analyses discussed above. In

|

(continued)

(continued) O',
| |
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SDM-T.,, > 200'F
B 3.1.1

;

I BASES (:;ontinued)

|

APPLICABILITY MODE 5, SDM is addressed by LCO 3.1.2. In MODE 6, the
(continued) shutdown reactivity requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1, |

" Boron Concentration." ~

ACTIONS M
2

;IfstdSDMrequirementsarenotmet,borationmustbe
/@finitiatedimmediately. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is

adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the
(93 required cystems and components.Boration will be continued

hunti1#SDN'is'withinthelimit.-
. py ,qq,,a

flow:{ rate' and. boron concentration, there is no unique DBA -In th ditermihdion of the required combination of boration
that must bef satisfied. It is imperative to raise the borop
concentra' tion of the RCS as soon as possible.

p ,;
Therefore, the operator should begin boration with ths best
source avail'able forithe plant conditions. Some of the
possible sources ofJboronioriginate from either the boric.

acid storage tankE(BAST),;whose minimum concentration ofj boron is (11600] p'pmAor~the borated water storage tank

(BWST), whose minimum concentration:,(0f boron is [2270] ppm.These sources include: j(
.u

a. Makeup flow through makeup' pumps from makeup tank:
Makeup pumps are rated at'[300] gpm at [2400) psig.
Boron concentration of the makeup tank varies with the
time in life and the concentration in the RCS;

b. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BWST:
Makeup pumps are rated at [300] gpm at (2400] psig;

I c. Makeup flow through makeup. pumps from BAST:
Makeup pumps are rated at [300] gpm at (2400] psig;

d. High pressure injection through makeup pumps from
BWST: Makeup pumps are rated at [500] gpm at
(600] psig;

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM - T ,, > 200*F
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)
-

1

ACTIONS e. Decay heat flow through decay heat pumps from BWST:
(continued) Decay heat pumps are rated at (3000] gpm at

(100] psig;

f. Low pressure in,jection through decay heat pumps
from BWST: Decay heat pumps are rated at (3000] gpm
at (100] psig; and

.

'

g. BoNc'acidthroughboricacidpumpsfromBAST:
fBoric acid pumps are rated at (25] gpm at (100] psig.f

IYMetermining the boration flow rate, it should be
remembered that<the most difficult time in core life to
increase'the RCS boron concentration is at beginning of
cycle, when#the. boron ^ concentration may approach or exceed
(2000] pps.c ,7 [

'

!
;

.o

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1 *
'

REQUIREMENTS ;'
.

InMODES1and2,SDMisJverifiedby;observingthatthe
requirements of LCO 3.1.6, " Shutdown CEA Insertion Limit,"
and LCO 3.1.7, " Regulating CEA Insertion Limit," are met.
However, in the event thatsa' CEA is known to be untrippable,
SDM verification must account for the worth:of the

~

untrippable CEA as well as another CEA.ofJmaximum worth.
,

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM is verified by performing a
reactivity balance calculation, considering the listed
reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration;
,

' b. CEA positions;

c. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration;

I f. Samarium concentration; and

g. Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (ITC).

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM-T,,, > 200'F ~
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)
|

SVRVEILLANCE Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity 'in this
REQUIREMENTS calculation because the reactor:is:subcritical and the fuel

(continued) temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.
The Frequency of 24-hours is based.on the generally slow
change in required boron concentration, and also allows

. sufficient time for the operator to. collect the required
data, which includes performing a boron. concentration
analysis, and complete the _ calculation. .

,

REFERENCES 1. , Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations', Part 50,
Appendix A,- General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity.

~

Contro1~ System Redundancy and Capability."

2. J[ Unit'Name]'FSAR,Section[.],"[ Title)." j'
1

3. (UnitiName] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title)."

. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

O :

/^\
U
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SDM-T"' $ 200'FB 3.1.2

| B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

| B 3.1.2 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-Tm s 200*F (Analog)

BASES

BACKGROVHD The reactivity control system must be redundant and. capable
of holding the reactor core subcritical when shut down under ;

onditions (GDC 26) (Ref.1). Maintenance of the SDM
that postulated reactivity events will not damage

SDM requirements provide sufficient reactivity.
,

margi assure that acceptable fuel design limits will not i

be d or normal shutdown and anticipated operational
s). As such, in MODES 1 and 2 the SDM
e of subcriticality that would be obtained

i f wing the insertion or scram of all control
el s-(CEAs), assuming the single CEA of
hig st r ty worth is fully withdrawn. In MODES 3, 4,
and 5, s continues to provide for adequate
shutdow acceptable fuel design limits for
potential tiated from shutdown conditions.

The system desi ui two independent Reactivity

Ov
Control Systems that one of these systems,

be capable of ma t e subcritical under cold
conditions. These ts rovided by the use of
movable CEAs and so ble b c ac the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS). The CEA System ca nsate for the
reactivity effects of the fuel . temperature changes
accompanying power level ch over the range from
full-load to no-load. In a ion, the CEAs, together with
the Boration System, provide the SDM during power operation
and are capable of making the core subcritical rapidly |
enough to prevent exceeding the acce) table fuel damage
limits, assuming that the CEA of higiest reactivity worth
remains fully withdrawn.

The soluble Boron System can compensate for fuel de)letion
during operation and all xenon burnout reactivity c1anges,
as well as maintain the reactor subcritical under cold
conditions.

During power operation, SDM control is ensured by operating
with the shutdown CEAs fully withdrawn and the regulating

(continued)

(continued)

.
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SDM-T. , s- 2000F
B 3.1.2 l

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND CEAs within the limits of LCO 3.1.7. When in the
(continued) shutdown and refueling MODES, the SDM requirements are met

by adjustments to the RCS boron concentration.

APPLICABLE The minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety, analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. 2)

establishes;a SDM that ensures that specified acceptable
fuel' design limits are not exceeded for normal operation and
A00s with the" assumption of the highest-worth CEA stuck out
oniscram. Specifically, for MODE 5 the primary safety

.

analysis /that relies on the SDM limits is the boron dilution
analysis,

~

v
.h ,1-

The acceptance criteria for the SDM are that the specified
acceptable fuel,desig'1 limits are maintained by ensuring
that: ,

,

a. The reactor can"be' nade subcritical from all operating
conditions and transients and. Design Basis Events
(DBEs);

b. Thereactivitytransientsassociatedwithpostulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),
fuel . centerline temperature limits for A00s, and
s 280 cal /gm energy deposition for'the CEA ejection
accident); and (e

| c. The reactor will be maintained sufficiently
'

suberitical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the
shutdown condition.

An inadvertent boron dilution is a moderate frequency
incident as defined in Reference 2. The core is initially
subcritical with all CEAs inserted. A Chemical and Volume
Control System malfunction occurs, which causes unborated
water to be pumped to the RCS via three charging pumps.

During the event a minimum flow of [3000] gal / min will be
circulated through the RCS by the Shutdown Cooling (SDC)
System, complete mixing of boron within the RCS is assumed.

.

A cold (200*f) m voiume-exciuaing the pressurizer, surge
line, ar.d the SDC System-of [10,060] ft' is assumed.
Excluding the pressurizer, surge line, and SDC System

(continued)
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SDM-T.,, f 200'F
B 3.1.2

BASES. (continued)

APPLICABLE increases the severity of the' dilution. At the~ SDC flow
SAFETY ANALYSES rate, an equivalent RCS volume will be circulated in

(continued) approximately 30 minutes. The reactivity change rate
associated with boron concentration changes is within the'
capabilities of operator recognition and control.

The high neutron flux alarm on the startup' channel
instrumentation will alert the operator of the boron

-dilution with a minimum of 15 minutest remaining before the
M ore becomes critical. The event can then be terminated by

[ either!;
* Tat jTurning off the charging pumps;

1 urning ofY <the primary makeup pump;b. T

c. Isolating'.the reactor makeup water supply;
I

d. Isolating 4ttid/olume control tank; or

Actuathh k p injection.e.

SDM satisfies Crit)rionidf the.NRC Interim Policy
Statement. Even th6 ugh'5t'is not.directly observed from the
control room, SDM isiconci ved anDinitial condition process
variable because it 13 peri dically monitored to provide
assurance that the unit is operatingilthin the bounds of
accident analysis assumptions. "

LC0 The accident analysis has shown that the required SDM -is
sufficient to avoid unacceptable consequences to the fuel or
RCS as a result of the events addressed above.

- The boron dilution (Ref. _2) accident initiated-in MODE 5-is
the most limiting analysis that establishes the SDM value of
the LCO. For the boron' dilution accident, if the LC0 is
violated, then the minimum required time assumed for
operator action to terminate dilution may no longer be
applicable.

-SDM is a core physics. design condition that is evaluated
during SR 3.1.2.1, and appropriate actions are taken as
necessary when the SDM is not'within-the required limit.

(continued)
V
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SDM-T,,, s 200*F
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5, the SDN requirements are applicable to provide
sufficient negative reactivity to meet the assumptions of
the safety analysis discussed above. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and
4, the SDM requirements are given in LCO 3.1.1, shutdown
MARGIN -T.., > 200*F " In MODE 6, the shutdown reactivity
requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration."

iF 4
MAf/ @ACTIONS

I e SDN u i. ents are not met, boration must be
initiatedlimmedia ly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is
adequatffor>4n? operator to correctly align and start the
required systessiandjcomponents. Boration will be continued
until SDHW with,in. ;ths limit.

,

In the determia on of the1 required combination-of boration
flow rate and borontconcentration, there is no unique design
basis event that'must(be , satisfied. It is imperative to
raise the boron concentMtton of the RCS as soon as
possible, g fy%
Therefore, the operato shodl egi drationwiththebest
source available for the plant conditionst Some of the
possible sources of boNn originate front:either the Boric
Acid Storage Tank (GAST), -whose minimus cencontration ofi

boron is [11600) ppm, or the Borated iater Storage Tank
(BWST), whose minimum concentrationtof boron is [2270) ppm.
These sources include: *

a. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from makeup tank:
Makeup pumps are rated at [300) gpm at [2400) psig
(boron concentration of the makeup tank-varies with
the time in life and the concentration in the RCS);

b. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BWST: Makeup
pumps are rated at {300) gpm at (2400) psig;

c. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BAST: Makeup
pumps are rated at [300) gpm at [2400) psig;

d. High pressure injection through makeup pumps from
BWST: Makeup pumps are rated at (500) gpm at
[600) psig;

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM-T,., s 200*F
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)
1

y
ACTIONS e. Decay heat flow through decay heat pumps from BWST:

(continued) Decay heat pumps are rated at (3000) gpm at
[100] psig;

f. Low pressure injection through decay he t pumps from
BWST: Decay heat pumps are rated at [3000] gpm at
[100) psig; and

ifh Seric acid through boric acid pumps from BAST: Boric
, ah add pumps are rated at (25] gpm at [100] psig.'

h? M
$ytf anesbered?;that the most difficult time in core life to

. In determining the boration flow rate, it should be

'increa d the RCS, boron concentration is at beginning of
cycle 990th, when the boron concentration may approach or
exceed [28m)| ppm.

d@

MiY' 44fb:["
SURVEILLANCE 1R

3.1.2.1 @ M(O @@if
REQUIREMENTS <

.,

O In MODE 5, the SIM is verifie'd ,by aerforming a reactivity
V balance calculattert, considering tie listed reactivity

effects: *

y, c R'p A'

4};Da. RCS boron concentratiori;

#m DEg.g
b. CEA positions; # 'W

c. RCSaveragetemperaturef

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration; and

g. Isothermal Temmature Coefficient (ITC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation-because the reactor is subcritical and the fuel
temperature will be changing at the same rate as that of the
RCS.

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM-T , s 200'Fn
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow
REQUIREMENTS change in required boron concentration and also allows

(continued) sufficient time for the operator to collect the recuired
data, including a boron concentration analysis, anc complete
the calculation.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Control system Redundancy and Capability."

2. (Unit'Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title]."

._.

9
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL-SYSTEMS

B 3.1.3 Reactivity Balance (Analog).

BASES

BACKGROUND Per GDCs 26,' 28, and 29 (Ref.1), reactivity shall. be
controllable such that subcriticality is maintained under
cow conditions and acceptable fuel design limits are not
aiuseeded during normal operation and anticipated operational

hp;[tetcurrences. Therefore, reactivity balance is used as a
.

r'measuM1 durincip]of the predicted versus measured core reactivity .ower operation. The periodic confirmation of coret

O"nstettvityifsinecessary to ensure that safety analyses of
designAssis' transients and accidents remain valid. A large
reactivtWdifferencecouldbetheresultofunanticipated
chatposinyfuelicontrolelementassembly(CEA) worth,or-
o)eration sticonditions not consistent with those assumed in
tie predtitions offsere reactivity and could potentially-
result in}a lossioWSWTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) or violation of
acceptable < fuel:desige" limits. Comparing predicted versus
measured cope' react'twity validates the nuclear methods used
in the safety analysis and
(LC0 3.1.1) in assering"ths(supports the SDM demonstrations

Os reactor can be brought safely to
cold -subcritica1Yconditi sy T%

99 w Tp
When the reactor core is critical o hin normal power
operation,-a reactivity balance- exists)and the net
reactivity:is zero. . A comparisost%f predicted and measured
reactivity is convenient-unde 6such a balance since-
parameters are being maintained relatively stable under

1

steady-state )ower conditions. The positive reactivity
inherent in-tie core design is balanced by.the negative
reactivity of the control components, thermal- feedback,
neutron leakage, and materials in the core = that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing:zero net
reactivity. -Excess reactivity can be inferred from the
boron letdown curve -(or critical -boron curve), which.
provides an indication of the soluble boron concentration in
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS): versus -cycle burnup.
Periodic measurement of the RCS' boron concentration for
comparison with the predicted value with other variables
fixed such as CEA height, temperature, pressure, and power
provides a convenient method of ensuring'that. core
reactivity is within design expectations, and that the
calculation models used to generate the safety analysis- are

(continued)'

O)( (continued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND adequate. In order to achieve the required fuel cycle
(continued) energy output, the uranium enrichment, in the new fuel

loading and in the fuel remaining from the previous cycle, ,
provides excess positive reactivity beyond that required to
sustain steady-state operation throughout the cycle. When
the reactor is critical at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) and
moderator temperature, the excess positive reactivity is
compensa k by burnable absorbers (if any), CEAs, whatever
neutrg(pMpans (mainly xenon and samarium) are present in
th fijW1, a the RCS boron concentration.

W E,the ca k'is, producing THERMAL POWER, the fuel is being
dep $gd W e ' eactivity is decreasing. As the fuel
deplete,' th - concentration is reduced to decrease

ty maintain constant THERMAL POWER.negative r
_d is based on steady-state operationThe boront

at RTP. T eref eviations from the predicted boron
letdown curve sigtrindicate4ficiencies in the design
analysis, defkfenc: "te;the' calculational models, or
abnormal core coy $ ',gapdmustbeevaluated.

' d$ 4

APPLICABLE Accurate prediction of vi either an explicit
SAFETY ANALYSES or implicit assumption in e ac ent ysis evaluations.

Every accident evalt.ation (Ref. 2 is, ore, dependent
upon accurate evaluation of core reacti In particular,
SDM and reactivity transients, such hdrawal
accidents or CEA ejection accident 4 ie very sensitive to
accurate prediction of core react Wity. These accident
analysis evaluations rely on computer codes which have been
qualified against available test data, operating plant data,
and analytical benchmarks. Monitoring reactivity balance
provides additional assurance that the nuclear methods
provide an accurate representation of the core reactivity.

Design calculations and safety analysis are performed for
each fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining reactivity
behavior and the RCS boron concentration requirements for
reactivity control during fuel depletion.

The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
reactivity provides a normalization for calculational models
used to predict core reactivity. If the measured and

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

Q( BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE predicted RCS boron concentrations for identical core
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions at beginning of cycle (B0C) do not agree, then

(continued) the assumptions used in the reload cycle design analysis or
the calculation models used to predict soluble boron
requirc:nents may not be accurate. If reasonable agreement
between measured and predicted core reactivity exists at
BOC then the prediction may be normalized to the measured
b; concentration. Thereafter, any significant deviations

ineasured boron concentration from the predicted boron
5td urve that develop during fuel depletion may be an

indic n that the calculation model is not adequate for
co n (beyond 800, or that an unexpected change in

n has occurred.
^

The zat of predicted RCS boron concentration to
th ee is typically performed after reaching RTP
foll win up-from a refueling outage, with the CEAs in
their n ' posit ifor power operation. The
normaliz aon ed at BOC conditions so that core
reactivity ve ' predicted values can be continually
monitored a .dasgreconditionschangeduringthe,cycle. -

() Reactivtty balande p an itional assurance that SDM
ismaintainedwithisthe $lts. , reactivity balance
satisfies Criterion 2 or the' NRC , im Policy Statement.

A$ a

kjf
LC0 ThisSpecificationisprovid$dtoensurethatcore

reactivity behaves as expected in the long term, and to
ensure that significant reactivity anomalies will be
investigated.

The reactivity balance limit is established to ensure plant
operation is maintained within the assumptions of the safety
analyses. Large differences between actual and predicted
core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions of the
design basis transient and accident analyses are no longer,

' valid, or that the uncertainties in the nuclear method are
larger than expected. A limit on the reactivity balance of

1% Ak/k has been established based on engineering

(continued)

(continued)

C)w
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

LCO judgment. A 1% deviation in reactivity from that )redicted
(continued) is larger than expected for normal operation and siould

therefore be evaluated.

When measured core reactivity is within 1% Ak/k of the
predicted value at steady-state thermal conditions, the core
is considered to be operating within acceptable design
limits, g$ipce deviations from the limit hre normally
detectedbycomparingpredictedandmeasuredsteady-state
RCSzcriticalfboron concentrations, the difference between
measured and predicted values would be approximately 100 ppm
(depending.en'the<borca worth} before the limit is reached.
Thesel'yaless"arp well within the uncertainty limits for
analysis'of boven cepcentration samples, so that spurious
violations #the limit due to uncertainty in measuring the
RCSborontpencentrat(enareunlikely.

Q"'
k di)[NM

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, most of3kCEAsVsre withdrawn and steady-state
o)erationistypica11y2 achieved.,Wndertheseconditions,
tiecomparisonbetweenpredictions|hodmeasurementsprovides

'

an effective measure of the wectivitt balance. - In N0DE 2,
CEAs are typically beirig' thdrewq du#pg a startup. In
MODES 3, 4, and 5, all CE tare fully fesprted and therefore
the reactor is in the leas reactive state 1 here monitoring
core reactivity is not necessary. In Noott fuel loadingtresultsinacontinuallychangingcorereacthity. Boron
concentration requirements (LC0 3<9il)' ensure that fuel
movements are performed within thetbounds of the safety
analysis, and an SDM demonstration is required during the
first startup following operations which could have altered

i core reactivity (e.g., fuel movement or CEA replacement or
shuf fling).'

ACTIONS &.1 and A.2

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted
core reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety
analysis is performed.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Reactivity Balance
B-3.1.3

1

I
BASES (continued) ,

!

ACTIONS In practice, smaller deviations in core reactivit
(continued) than 0.5% Ak/k) are generally cause for concern, y (greaterand

evaluation of both core conditions and the core design are
performed to determint' the cause of the deviation.-

When a reactivity deviation is noted, the evaluation of core
conditions typically includes the following steps:

a"$h.MCore conditions and the input to calculational modelsjf(V 'are, verified to be consistent;

b. tdown capability from both the CEAs and the boron

Qgj, thjectg%%system is determined to be adequate;
Af

c. (AJoere power distribution map is obtained to evaluatepeaking, factors;
y"

d. OPEAntfl.ITY ofaali,CEAs-is verified; and
'q ,Rp%

e. PhysicaWebangesjin the fuel or boron content of the
RCS are considered, s<

[ % 5%%
C An evaluation ofithe core 0 design and safety analysiss

typically include ~s' thelfollowing1 steps:-
W % %

Reactivityworthcalculations7efboron,theCEAs,a.
4

xenon, and samarium are reviewed;g\~

b. The moderator and fuel.tempbrature coefficient
calculations are reviewed and verified to be within :

the bounds of the safety analysis;

c. The fuel de)letion calculations are reviewed to
determine t1at the calculated core burnup is
appropriate; and

'

d. The calculation models are reviewed to verify that
they are adequate for representation of- the core

'

conditions.

Reactivity anomalies are generally investigated when they
are small,. so that the evaluations are in progress before
the-1% Ak/k reactivity limit-for a deviation is reached, and
corrective measures may be defined. The required

(continued)

(continued),

\
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Completion Time of 72 hours is based on operating experience
(continued) and the low probability of a Design Basis Accident (DBA)

occurring during this period. Also, it allows sufficient
time to assess the physical condition of the reactor and
complete an evaluation of the core design and safety
analysis.

Followig? evaluations of the core design and safety
analysis /the cause of the reactivity anomaly may be
reselgn'e'd. Ibthe cause of the reactivity anomaly is a
mneatch inIcore conditions at the time of RCS boron
c'bacentrathsagling,-then a recalculation of the RCS
demo $cepoentrattenequirementsmaybeperformedtoboro

nsteste that'c6ftqreactivity is behaving as_ expected,
if an unexpe,ctedsphys6(al change in the condition of the
core has occurr'edh@must be evaluated and corrected, if
possible. If tha #ause of the reactivity anomaly is in the

calculation technique, indstirate predictions.
thenfthe calculational models must be

revised to provide more If any of

these results arefdesenst ted and it is concluded that the
reactor core is a&ep jforcontinuedoperation,thenthe
boronletdowncurvemaA renppealized, and power operation
may continue. Ifoperstfona strictions or additional SRsarenecessarytoensurethe?)@eactorOprT r is acceptable for
continuedoperation,-then4heymustbe#- _ined.

161 / y*
,dk 5

TheunitmustbeplacedinaMODE,isMichtheLC0doesnot
apply if the core reactivity cannotvbe restored to within
the 1% Ak/k limit by the methods discussed in Required
Action A.1 and A.2 and the associated Completion Time. This
is done by placing the unit in at-least MODE 3 within
6 hours. If the SDM for MODE 3 is not met, then boration
required by SR 3.1.1.1 would occur. The allowed Completion
Time is reasonable based on operating experience related to
the time required to reach the required plant conditions
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.3.3

n

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS I

Core reactivity it verified by periodic comparisons of-
measured and predicted RCS boron concentrations. The
comparisci is made considering that other core conditions
are fixed or stable including CEA position, moderator
temperature, fuel temperature, fuel depletion, xenon i
concentration, and samarium concentration. The surveillance
~1s performed prior to entering MODE 1 as an initial check on

.f do';re conditions and design calculations at BOC. A Note is<

M included'in the SR to indicate that the normalization of-
M predicted core reactivity to the measured value must take

' q place within-the first 60 effective full power days (EFPDs)_
'after eachifuel loading. This allows sufficient time for
core. conditions to reach steady state, but prevents
operationt for a_ large fraction of the fuel cycle withoutc

establishing a benchmark for the design calculations. The
required, subsequent, Frequency of 31 EFPDs after the initial

Y60 EFPDs after entering MODE 1_ is acceptable based on the
slow rate of core' changes due to fuel depletion and the
presence ofitherlindicators (Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio,

O. etc.) for prompt indication of an anomaly. Another Note is
J included -in SR tofindicate4that 'the provisions or SR 3.0.4,

L are not' applicable for;this SR for entering MODE 2.
,,g

'

._

Title 10, Code of Federal;RegulakNns, Part 50,
'

REFERENCES 1.
Appendix A, General Design = Criterion 26, " Reactivity4

Control System Redundancy and Capability"; General-*

Design Criterion 28, " Reactivity Limits"; General
Design Criterion 29, " Protection Against Anticipated
OperationaT 0ccurrences."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Accident Analysis]."
i

_

.

1

. m
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MTC
B-3.1.4

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) (Analog)

BASES
- -_

~!
BACKGROUWD Per GOC 11'(Ref.1), the reactor core and its interaction

with the reactor system coolant must be designed for. A
inhierently stable power operation, even in the possible

o g'ge'nt
ANedbh|of an accident. .In particular, the net reactivity

-

,

'

ck in the system must_ compensate for any unintended or

[W? rapid peactivity increases./ ni
' 1 W UTC rela % -

4 ;

N$reastoriticolagtytemperature (a. positive MTC means thattes a change in core-reactivity to a change in-'

'

reactisttyeinc'reases with increasing moderator temperature;-
converselyke negative MTC meanr that reactivity decreases
with* increasing moderator temperature).- The reactor is-

designe4Woperate with a-negative MTC over the largest
Spossible ringejefjfue1Jycle_ operation. Therefore, a

coolant temperstdfe lacrease will cause a reactivity.
decrease, so'thalithe coolant. temperature tends to return
toward its initiabvalue.ghenctivity increases that cause a-O coolant temperature increase M11 thus be self-limicing, and- jstable power opera'tionsill restit. ' The same characteristic

1
is true when the MTCA s pbsitive'end oolant temperatures
decreases occur.

' * 1
. AT6Q

MTC values are- predicted at selected burnups during the
safety- evaluation: analysis andfafe confirmed to be
acceptable by measurements. lBoth initial' and reload cores-
are designed so that the beginning of cycle (B0C)~ MTC is
less than zero when THERMAL-POWER is (95]% of RATED THERMAL'
POWER (RTP) or greater. The actual value of the MT; is
dependent on core characteristics, such as fuel loading'and
reactor coolant soluble boron concentration. The core-
design may require additional fixed distributed poisons
(lumped burnable poison' assemblies) to yield a MTC at BOC
within the range analyzed.in the plant accident analysis.
-The end of cycle (E0C) MTC is also limited by the
requirements of the accident analysis. - Fuel cycles designed
to achieve high burnups-or with charc s to other
characteristics are evaluated to ensure -that the MTC does
not exceed the E0C limit.

(continued)-
A
U
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MTC
B 3.1.4

O'j( BASES (r.ontinued)

APPLICABLE suberitical conditions, a large fractior of core power may
SAFETY ANALYSES be produced through the effects of subcritical neutron

(coatinued) multiplication.
1

MTC values are bounded in reload saf ety eYaluations tssuming
steady-state conditions at BOC and EOC. . A middle of cycle i

bos%s) measurement is conducted at conditions whan the RCS
(M0Q

concentration reaches approximately 300 p>m. The
ingetWrgd velue may be extrapolated to project tie E0C value,

din o@%)r,to confirm reload design predictions.Y

- [The MfC# satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Polic/$43W ment M Even though it is not directly observed and
'eentrolWfrem the control room, MTC is c > sidered an

i een ocess variable because of its depen 6ence
~

)V'

_

q' JiN)?
LCO LC O 3 .1 .4 vg'g s MTC to be within specified limits of

the CORE OPERA IMITS MPORT (COLR) (Ref. 5) to ensure.fm the core operatesfWtthine

(v) analysis. DurinQhe
~

. Assumptions of the accidantt
d %e safety evaluation, the MTC

is analyzed to dete t fttf values remain within thebounds of the origt ' accident '. sis during operation.
The limit of [+0.9E-4) (%Ak/k)/F o ositive MTC when
THERMAL POWER is less than [95]O ensures that cores
overheating accidents will nobGolat the accident analysis s

assumptions. The requirementM a negative MTC when
THERMAL POWER is [95)% of RTPtbr greater ensures that core
operation will be stable. The negative MTC limit for E0C
specified in the COLR ensures that core overcooling

- accidents will not violate the accident analysis
assumptions.

MTC is a core physics parameter determined by the fuel and
fuel cycle design and cannot be easily controlled once the
core design is fixed. During operation, therefore, the
Conditions of the LC0 can only be ensured through
measurement. The survoillance checks at BOC and M0C on a
MTC provide confirmation that the itTC is behaving as

,

I

anticipated so that the acceptance criteria are mot.
.

(continued)

A
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MTC
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on the MTC must be maintained to
assure that any accider.t litiated from THERMAL POWER
operation will not vioute lhe GMip assureptions of the-
accident analysis. In NDE 2, the 114ts must also be
maintained to ensure startup and sube/itical accidents (such
as the uncontrolled CEA or poup WP adrawal) will not
violate the assumptions of the accident analysis. In
MODES 3g4' 5, end 6 this 1.C0 is not applicable, since no..
Desigr# Basis: Accidents (DRAs) using the MTC as an analysis
assumption we init ated from these MODES. However, the
vadationoftheMTCwithtemperatureinMODES3,4,and5
fot 0 bas initiated in MODES 1 and 2, is accounted for in the
subject;a61:idrot analysis. The variation of the MTC with
temperatufe assumedda the safety analysis is accepted as

M0C measurements are used for
valid oncesthe(90C a%gnormalization. ' g

'

.

, , Mi9h:%

C49 h?:
'

ACTIONS eul
wk e

MTC is a function of tha' fuel .andlmfua'i cycle design and
:mnot be controlled directi 7ence their designs have been
impiemented in the core? I NTCiexceeds,its limits, thet

E! reactor must be placed in9 0DE 3 with slatnimum SHUTDOWN
MARGIN. This eliminates tqe potential foOviolation of the
accident 'analy.is bounds. The-associated 1 letion Time of
6 hours is reasonable considering the'probabi ity of an

|
i accident occurring during the. timer riod which would
I require a MTC value within the LC06 'imits and the length of

time required to reach MODE 3 conditions from full power in'

an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.1
| REQUIREMENTS

The SRs for measurement of the MTC at the beginning and
middle of each fuel cycle provide for confirmation of the
limiting MTC values. The MTC changes smoothly from most

*positive (least negative) to most negative value during fuel
cycle operation as the RCS boron concentration is reduced to
compensate for fuel depletion. The~ requirement for
measurement prior to operation above 5% of RTP satisfies the
confirmatory check on the most positive (least negative) MTC

(continued),
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MTC "

B 3.1.4

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.4 Moderator Temoerature Coefficient (MTC) (Analog)

BASES
- .

_ _

BACKGROUND -Per GDC 11 (Ref. 1), the reactor core and its interaction
i

with the reactor system coolant n.ust be designed for
inhinrently stable power operation, even in the possible

4ceventJefanaccident.fe'edhkek in the system must r,ompensate for any unintended or
In particular, the net reactivity -

d#rapidj4activityincreases.
!

%h AW A
%~The$MTCrejstesachangeincorereactivitytoachangein

retEtorfcos M tstemperature-(a pusitive MTC means that
reacthitysinchaseswithincreasingmoderatortemperature;

,

"

conversely,%asnegative MTC means that reactivity decreases
with' increasing moderator temperature). The reactor is
designed;te1 operate with a negative MTC over the largest
possiblekrangto$fuelitycleoperation. Therefore, a

1coolant temperature increase will cause a reactivity
/decrease, so"thatttk coolaat temperature tends to return

toward its initiaMalue,.i9 Reactivity increases that cause a
) coolant temperature' inchase will thus be self-limiting, andv stable power operationswill result. The same characteristic

is true when the MTCi-is p6sitive#ind coolant temperature
decreases occur. ?A'

A umy
MTC values are predicted at select d burnups during the

- safety evaluation analysis and ape confirmed to be -
acceptable by measurements. NB$th -initial and reload cores
are designed so that the beginning of cycle (B0C)- MTC is
less than zero when THERMAL POWER is [95)% of RATED THERMAL

3

POWER (RTP) or greater. The actual value of the MTC is-
dependent on core characteristics, such as fuel loading and
reactor coolant soluble boron concentration. The core
design may require additional fixed distributed poisons
(lumped burnable poison assemblies) to yield a MTC at B0C
within the range analyzed in the plant accident analysis.
The end of cycle (EOC) MTC is also limited by the
requirements of the accident analysis. Fuel cycles designed
to achieve high burnups or with changes to other-

characteristics are evaluated to ensure that the MTC does
not exceed the E0C limit.

|

(continued)

C
i
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MTC
B 3 1.4

BASEt (continued)

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for the specified HTC are:
SAFETY ANALYSES

a. The MTC values must remain within the bounds of those
used in the accident analysis (Ref. 2); and

b. 1he MTC must *ve such that inherontly stable power
operations result during normal operation and during
accidents such as overheating and overcooling events.'

Refe 2 enntains analyses of accidents that result in
both> overheating and overcooling of the reactor core. MTC
is one of the controlling parameters for core reactivity in
these'accidentsC80th the most positive v61ue and most
negative value'of the MTC are importanc to safety, and both
values must/be bounded. Values used in the analyses
consider teorst-case conditions, such as very large soluble
boron concentrations, to ensure the accident resbits are
bounding (Ref.<3)T

Accidents that cause[ core,ov'er: .~ ing (either decreased heat
removal or increated powergp oh , tion) must be evaluated for
results when the MTC is M sit # Reactivity accidents that
cause increased power productbm include the control element
assembly (CEA) withdr.iwal tranSWt from either zero or full
THERMAL POWER. The limithg overheati% event relative to
plant response is based on the makimum c'ifference between
corepow3randsteamgeneratorheatremoveQuringa
transient. The most limiting event with' respect to a
positive MTC is a (CEA withdrawal , accident from zero power,
also referred to as a startup accident (Ref. 4)).

Accidents that cause core overcooling must be evaluated for
results when the Mic is most negative. The event which
produces the most rapid cooldown of the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) and is therefore the most limiting event with
respect to the negative MTC is a steam line break (SLB)
event, following the reactor trip for the postulated E0C
SLB event, the large moderator temperature reduction
combined with Re large negative HTC may produce reactivity
increases that are as much as the shutdown reactivity. When
this occurs, a substantial fraction of core power is
produt.ed with all CEAs inserted except the most reactive
one. Even if the reactivity increase produces slightly

(continued)

| (continued)

O
|
|
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MTC
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)
,

APPLICABLE suberitical conditions, a large fraction of core power may
SAFETY ANALYSES be prnduced through the effects of suberitical neutron

(continued) multiplication.

MTC valas are bounded in reload safety evaluations assuming
steady-state conditions at BOC and E00. A middle of cycle
(M0Q) measurement is conducted at conditions when the RCS
borta concentration reaches approximately 300 p>m, The
seesgred value may be extrapolated to project tie EOC value,
in or to confirm reload design predictions,

k The MfC satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Q'SteWeentiM4 wen though it is not directly observed and

eentrolled fmm ,the control room, MTC is considered an
init41 candittee process variable because of its dependence
on beton ' ation,

a .

T .QLLCO 3.1.4 reesteps No,|M1C to be within specified limits ofLCO

fM CORE OPERATlR4fMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 5) to ensure

thinet$sd taire safety evaluation, the HTC
un core operates! pitssumptions of the accident

~

anaiysis. Duri heg

v is analyzed to d e ittsvalues remain within the
bounds of the origi i accident att sis during operation.
The limit of (40.9E-4) (%Ak/k)/F o~ ; positive MTC when
THERMAL POWER is less than (95]% ensures that core
overheating accidents will nota lat 4 he accident analysisr
assumptions. The requirementcfep a negative MTC when
THERMAL POWER is (95)% of RTPror greater ensures that core
operation will be stable. The negative MTC limit for E0C
specified in the COLR ensures that core overcooling
accidents will not violate the accident analysis
assumptions.

MTC is a core physics parameter determined by the fael and
fuel cycle design and cannot be easily controlled once the
core design is fixed. During o)eration, therefore, the
Conditions of the LCO can only ae ensured through
measurement. The surveillance checks at BOC and MOC on a
MTC provide confirmation that the MTC is behaving as
anticipated so that the acceptance critoria are met.

(continued)

O
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MTC
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limit. -- the MTC must be maintained to
assure that any accid initiated from THERMAL POWER
operation will not violate the design assumptions of the
accident analysis. In MODE 2, the limits must also be
maintained to ensure startup and subcritical accidents (such
as the uncontrolled CEA or group withdrawal) will not
violate the assumptions of the accident analysis, in
MODES 3,t4,< 5, and 6, this LCO is not applicable, since no
Desi n'Setts; Accidents (DBAs) using the MTC as an analysis
ass ion are initiated from these MODES. However, the
varia ion of the MTC with temperature in MODES 3, 4, and 5
for.0 bas initiated. in MODES 1 and 2, is accounted for in the
subjecttaccident. analysis. The variation of the MTC with
temperature assumed <in the safety analysis is accepted as
validoncetheROCa('MOCmeasurementsareusedfornormalization. y 4

,

,
s s

ACTIONS L1 0' 7".

MTC is a function of the fuel a#N fuel cycle desi n and
cannot be controlled directly once their designs ave been
implemented in the core; ,1f MTC exc2eds its limits, the
reactor must be placed in !IODE 3'with a;ainimum SHUTDOWN
MARGIN. This eliminates t1e potential foriviolation of the
accident analysis bounds. The associated:Ceepletion Time of
6 hours is reasonable considering the' probability of an
accident occurring during the time period which would

| require a MTC value within the LCO limits and the length of
time required to reach MODE 3 conditions from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

!
l
l SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.1
| REQUIREMENTS

The SRs for measurement of the MTC at the beginning and
j middle of each fuel cycle provide for confirmation of thei

limiting MTC values. The MTC changes smoothly from most
positive (least negative) to most negative value during fuel
cycle operation as the RCS boron concentration is reduced to
compensate for fuel depletion. The requirement for
measurement prior to operation above 5% of RTP satisfies the
confirmatory check on the most positive (least negative) HTC

| (continued)

(continued)

i
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MTC
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE value. The requirement for measurement within 7 days.

REQUIREMENTS after reaching 40 effective full power days and
(continued) { core burnup satisfies the confirmatory check of the most

negative MTC value. The measurement is performed at any>

THERMAL POWER so that the projected E00 MTC may be evaluated
before the reactor actually reaches the EOC condition. MTC
values may be extrapolated and compensated to permit direct
comparison to the specified MTC limits.

'The SR is modified by a Note that states SR 3.0.4 is not
f ' applicable for entering MODE 2. Although this surveillance

is applicable in MODE 2, the reactor must be critical before
,

the.svrveillance can be completed. Therefore, entry into
MODE 2 prio''to accomplishing the surveillance is necessary.r

,

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Ap)sedix A, General Design Criterion ll, " Reactor
InierentPro}ection."
(UnitName)FSAk,Section,(),"(Title)."2.

3. (Unit Name) FSAR,~Section (;); "(Title)."
4. (UnitName)FSAR,Section[),"[ Title)."

5. (Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report, "(Title)."

_
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Control Element Assembly (CEA) A11onment (Analog)

BASES
-m . .. | . . , , ,

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY of the shutdown and regulating CEAS are
initial assumptions in all safety analyses which assume CEA ,

"

i lon upon reactor trip. Maximum CEA misalignment is an

(.11
assumption in the safety analysis, which directly

V,a' c core power distributions and assumptions of
available SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM).

% /W .a
4)ymplep>11@e criteria for these reactivity and powers

61st'ri Son depign requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC les

acter/CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for' Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Limits"(Refyl), ;19
Emergency ' " Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power
Plants" . 2) . .pg

8_ n rs
Mechanical or;,ely rkM1 failures may cause a CEA to become
inoperable or to@egpme misaligned from its group. CEA
ino>erability or alfalignagetleay cause increased powerp pea (ing due to theiasyg e ttid mactivity distribution and ad reduction in the ' tot,alhavai abit (JA worth for reactor9

shutdown. Therefore
related to core oper/EA al ment /gndOPERABILITYare

ation i desi er peaking limits and
the core design requirement of a. SDM.

Ayr >

Limits on CEA alignment and OPERABILITY have been
established, and all CEA positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the power
distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design
power peaking and SDN limits are preserved.

CEAs are moved by their control element drive mechanisms
CEDMs). Each CEA drive mechanism moves its CEA 1 step
approximately j) inches) at a time but at varying rates
steps per minu;e) depending on the signal output from the

Rod Control System.

The CEAs are arranged into groups that are radially
symmetric. Therefore, movement of the CEAs does not
introduce radial asymmetric :n the core power distribution.
The shutdown and regulating iAs provide the required
reactivity worth for immediate reactor shutdown upon a

~h (continued)

(Q
~

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND reactor trip. The regulating CEAs also provide reactivity
(continued) (power level) control during normal operation and

transients. Their movement may be automatically controlled
by the Reactor Regulating System.

The axial )osition of shutdown and regulating CEAs is
indicat,td,)y two separate and independent systems, which are
the Plaat Computer CEA Position Indication System and the
Reed Wjtch Pos)clon Indication System.

UMP 1' ant CMter CEA Position Indication System counts the
comands sont' to tthe CEA gripper coils from the CEDM Control
Syst o that-move Etbe CEAs. There is a 1 step counter for
each group of|CfAs.MIndividual CEAs in a group all receive
the same signal?to wve and should, therefore, all be at the
same positjen indicated by the group step counter for that
group. Plant Computer CEA Position Indication System is
considered highly precim,44,1 step or i i inch). If a CEA
does not move 1 step fetc.ech command signal, the step
counter will still' count tho' command and incorrectly reflect
thepositionoftheCEAd:' *

,

n jy y
The Reed Switch Position 71nditatioif System provides a highly
accurate indication of actual CEA. position, but at a lower

precisionthanthestepcountersipThis;sy)Md
stem is based on

inductive analog signals from a shries of ced switchu
spaced along a tube with a center-to-cente jstance of
1.5 inches, which is 2 steps. To increase 'the reliability
ofthesystem,thereareredundan(reedswitchesateach
position.

APPLICABLE CEA misalignment accidents are analyzed in the safety
SAFETY ANALYSES analysis (Ref. 4). The accident analysis defines CEA

misoperation as any event, with the exception of sequential
group withdraws, which could result from a single
malfunction in the Reactivity Control System. For exampi:,
CEA misalignment may be caused by a malfunction of the CEDM
or CEDM Control System, or by operator error. A stuck CEA
may be caused by mechanical jamming of the CEA fingers or of
the gri)per. Inadvertent withdrawal of a single CEA may be i

caused )y the opening of the electrical circuit of the CEDM
holding coil for a full-length or part-length CEA. A

(continued)

(continued) I
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CEA Alignment
i B 3.1.5 !

O

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE dropped CEA subgroup could be caused by an electrical
SAFETY ANALYSES failure in the CEA coil power programmers.

(continued)
The acceptance criteria for addressing CEA inoperability/
misalignment is that there be no violations of:

& pecified acceptable fuel design limits;Sa.

R terline fuel temperature;

4 c. f4petor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary damage;4

Nf 4'df T TeoreJewst remain subcritical after accident
~

# ent'sA
QF' %cM

Three typ Winisalignment are distinguished in the safety
analysist f. 4)stop movteg whilef. 49er_ing movement of a group, one CEA maythe other CEAs in the grou) continue.
This conditteGef mse excessive power pea (ing. The
second type'of ysa}ignmente. occurs if one CEA fails to

n insert upon a reacter tr,ipiaat remains stuck fully
withd* awn. This(condition" requires an evaluation toe

\ determine that sdffielent" reactivity worth is held in the
remaining CEAs to meet'thi @ M r
worth CEA stuck fully withdrawn. q rement with the maximum1774 CEA is stuck in the
fully withdrawn position, its wortEle)added to the SDM,
since the safety analysis does not'taWtwo stuck CEAs into
account. The third type of mi'salignment occurs when one CEA
drops partially or fully intetthe reactor core. This event
causes an initial power reduction followed by a return
towards the original power, due to positive reactivity
feedback from the negative moderator tem)erature
coefficient. Increased peaking during tie power increase
may result in ex:essive local linear heat rates (LHRs).

Two types of analysis are performed in regard to static CEA
misalignment (Ref. 3). With CEA banks at their insertion
limits, one type of analysis considers the case when any one
CEA is inserted [ ] inches into the core. The second
type of anal
withdrawn

ysis considers the case of a single CEA
) inches from a bank inserted into its

insertion limit. Satisfying limits on departure from

(continued)

b (continued)
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CEA Alignment |
B 3.1.5 '

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE nucleate boiling ratio in both of these cases bounds
SAFETY ANALYSES the situation when a CEA is misaligned from its group by

(continued) (7) inches.

Another type of misalignment occurs if one CEA fails to
insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully

,

withdrawn This condition is assumed in the evaluation to
deter . at the required SDM is met with the maximum
worth, . ' " fully withdrawn (Ref. 5).

theCdy
j

!ydropincidentsresultinthemostrapided acceptable fuel design limits (SAFDL)a ach
cau M i eration the accident analysis analyzed
a sinf u EA drop, a single part-length CEA
drop, and CEA subgroup dro). The most rapid
approach re from nucleate ) oiling SAFDL may be
caused by si 1 len th CEA drop or a CEA subgroup
drop dependin init nditions.

,

Alloftheaboveg~ tions will result in an
automatic reactor tr 'the e of the full-length CEA
drop a prompt decrease ,corej power and a
distortion in radial r are y produced, which
when conservatively cou }ts local power and

s

heat flux increase, and a creasejin . arameters..

The results of the CEA misoperation an. khowthat
during the most limiting misoperation" nttVno violations
of the SAFDLs, centerline fuel te

'

ure, or RCS pressure
occur. 's#,

Shutdown and regulating CEA OPERABILITY and alignment are
directly related to power distributions eno SDMS, which are
initial conditions assumed in safety analpes. Therefore
they satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interin Policy
Statement.

LC0 The limit on shutdown and regulating (EA alignments assure
that the assumptions in the safety analysis will remain
valid. The requirements on OPERABILITI assure that upon
reactor trip, the assumed reactivity will be available and
will be inserted. The OPERABILITY requirements also assure

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)
:

LCO that the CEA banks will move correctly upon command to
]

(continued) maintain the correct power distribution and CEA alignment. 1

The requirement to maintain the CEA alignment to within
7 inches between the highest and lowest CEAs in a subgroup |

1s conservative. The minimum misalignment assumed in safety I

ana sisis(15 inches),andinsomecasesatotal
.ignment from fully withdrawn to fully inserted is

.

CEAs OPERABLE when they meet the SRs of this LC0 and can
be te nd withdrawn to meet the alignment limits,

c verlap withdrawal requirements, CEA drop
s ion indication requirements. Also, Lfor

thi i y, OPERABLE CEA motion inhibit and CEn
de constitute the following:).

b
. 1f

Furthe for.. facility, an OPERABLE Plant Computer
(i System (if requiredCEA Pos and Reed Switch

Indication 'c ;itute the following:
i 4

[For this facili thefei). g support systems aro

,O required OPERAB o
~'

PERABILITY, including CEA'

motion inhibit arid ti ircuit:)
%,

, ,

(For this facility, he req ired rt systems which upon
their failure do not declare the.s perablo (including
CEA motion inhibit and CEA devi on e cuit) and their
justification are as follows y
Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce
unacceptable power peaking factors and UIRs, or unacceptable
SDMS, all of which may constitute initial conditions
inconsistent with the safety analysis.

APPLICABILITY The requirements on CEA OPERABILITY and alignment are
applicable in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the only MODES
in which neutron (or fission) power is generated, and the
OPERABILITY and alignment of CEAs has the potential to
affect the safety of the plant. In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6,
the alignment limits do not a) ply because the CEAs are
bottomed and the reactor is slutdown and not producing
fission power. In the shutdown MODES, the OPERABILITY of

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

|
'

APPLICABILITY the shutdown and regulating CEAs has the potential to affect
(continued) the requirtd SDM, but this effect can be compensated for by

an increase in the boron concentration of the RCS, See i

LCO 3.1.1 for SOM in MODES 3, 4, and 5, ar.d LC0 3.9.1 for
boron concenkation requirements during refueling.

A Note has been added to i 1cate that for this LCO,
ta4 as an entity with aConditions A, B, an': >

single Completion ~
fp y
kj h y

ACTIONS A.17 A l l Eand A.f.2
x .c .n

A CEA is iMdirable kit will not move'in response to
signals from the CEDM Control System. A CEA may become
inoperable yet ramaln' trippable. In this condition the CEA
can still perform its required function of adding negative
reactivity shobid a reactor 1 trip be necessary. If a CEA is
inoperable but trippaMe, continued operation in MODES I and
2 may continue providedithe' position of the inoperable CEA
does not result in unacceptable' eaking factors. This is
v.complished by verifyfog that tie CE41s either fully

withdrawn (Shutdown CEA) (see LCO 3.lia)dhe long-term
and if in

regulating group (5), the CEA is' within
steady-state insertion limits of LCO 3.lJL Also, if it is
a regulating CEA, it is verified that the'CEA is positioned
within (7) inches (indicated reed switch' position) of all
other CEAs in its group. The 1-hour. completion Time ensures
an acceptable CEA alignment is established before xenon
redistribution can generate unacceptable peaking factors.

B.1. B.2. B.3.1. and B.3.2

With one or more full-length regulating CEAs misaligned from
other CEAs in its group by > (7) inches and 1 (15) inches
MQ all full-length shutdown and regulating CEAs trippable,
THERMAL POWER is reduced to s 70% RTP within I hour. Power
operation may continue as long as the misaligned regulating
CEA can be aligned to all the other CEAs in the group within
I hour, QB all the other CEAs within limits in the grou) are
aligned to within (7) inches of the misaligned CEAs wit 1in
2 hours while maintaining the insertion and sequence limits
of LC0 3.1.7.

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5 '

O'

i BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Xenon redistribution in the core starts to occur as soon as
(continued) a CEA becomes misaligned. Reducing THERMAL POWER to

$ 70% RATED THERMAL M ER (RTP) ensures acceptable power

distributions are maintained (Ref. 6)f the CEAs, there ist
For small..

misalignments (less than 15 inches) o

'A small effect on the time-dependent long-term power
a. & distributions relative to those used in generating

h)$fMMOs and limiting safety system settings (LSSS)
.

j
'se% points;
la

g%'$f$
b. M% mall, effect on the available SDM; and

b jecteent analysis.y8
Therk| ore,9 7 m.4 1; hour time period is sufficient to:

O g&
Iddntify,causes ' f a misaligned CEA;a.

war
b. Take approg / corrective action to realign theCEAs; and k

J$($A( Q %d
of xeno, g redistribution.s c. Minimize theref

* % %
With a large CEA mis'lignmeiit (1 [!Kinches), however, this
misalignment would cause distortion]R the core power
distribution. Thisdistributipa{ pay,kturn,havea
significant effect on:

pb.S~
a. The available SDM;

b. The time-dependent long-term power distributions
relative to those used in generating LCOs and LSSS
setpoints; and

c. The ejected CEA worth used in the accident analysis.

Therefore, prompt _ reduction in power is required to
eliminate a large misalignment.

Power operations may continue-provided adequate SDM exists
and the CEAs can be properly aligned. This may be
accomplished by aligning the OPERABLE CEAs' to the inoperable
CEA (subgroup). Since-the CEA may be misaligned by greater

(continued)

j (continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS than (15 inches), a SDM verification is made. Subsequently,
(continued) maintaining the insertion and sequence limits of LCO 3.1.6

and LCO 3.1./ ensures that adequate SDM and proper power
distribution are maintained. The 1-hour Completion Time to
align the OPERABLE CEAs to provides the operator 1-hour to
properly align the OPERABLE CEAs to the CEA (subgroup).

.SL1 /T!n y
and*a$t' casks; when more than one CEA is found to trippablein mo

ligned but immovable, the malfunction can be traced to
the'Reacto[$egulatingSystem. Since the majority of
Reatter.tepulating: System malfunctions can be repaired
without reacter;shotalown, and a ce the unit conditions are

'

not outside?any.accietm' t anal . 3 assumptions, the
a)propriatef action-l' jto locate the malfunction and restores
tie rods to an OPERABLE status. Maintaining the sequence,
insertion, and power limitt ef LCO 3.1.6 and LCO 3.1.7i
ensures that core des c11mits are not exceeded. Since a
Completion Time of 18 ourtprovides adequate time to locate
the malfunction as'we tte?obtain: parts and perform the
repairs, if the malfunction iscoetitorrected in 72 hours it
would be indicative of.!additl6nal problems and plant
shutdown would be requiredd 7% A

vf %g'' NN
D.1 and 0.2 h;,g
If more than one full-length regulatish k$k% misaligned in
more than one group, it may indicatefserious problems with
CEAs and their support systems andimay place the plant
outside the accident analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be
immediately entered.

Continued operation is not allowed in the case of:

a. More than one regulating CEA inoperable or misaligned
from any other CEA in its group by more than 15 inches
in one or more CEA groups; or

b. One or more CEAs inoperable as the result of excessive
friction or mechanical interferences or known to be
untrippable.

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS This is because either of these conditions may be indicative
(continued) of a possible loss of mechanical functional capability of

the CEAs and, in the event of a stuck or untrippable CEA, a
loss of SDM.

If a CEA is inoperable as a result of excessive friction or
mechanical interference or is untrippable, it is not
avatlable for reactivity insertion during a reactor trip.

A. W 9h % untrippable CEA, meeting the insertion limits oftt0 3!M 6 and LC0 3.1.7 does not ensure that adequate SDM
<4 9 exist 9 In this condition, an additional allowance must be

orth of the affected CEA when calculating the
*" gv %
This. MessastsincetheOPERABLECEAsmuststillmeet
the; gle(f4forecriteria. If additional negative

be providd{by ing' easing the RCS boron concentration.reactivit"| s required to provide the necessary SDM, it mustOne
hour allais sufNe9entNtime to perform the SDM calculation
andmakeaT 'r gboron ariiustment to the RCS. The
6-hourCompb 7 to reach MODE 3 is reasonable, based

s

on operating exp ence ete ach MODE 3 from full power
conditionsinanterdenly|edn@nahandwithoutchallenging

-,

(
\ plant systems. 9' (jlpq ' 9!

E.1. E.2.1 and E.2. ' jyg
Apfig k

The CEA Motion inhibit permits CEA' mot 46n within the
requirements of LC0 3.1.7 and prevents Regulating CEAs from
being misaligned from other CEAs in the group.

Performing SR 3.1.5.1, CEA position, within I hour and every
4 hours thereafter is considered acceptable in view of other !

information continuously available to the operator in the '

control room so that during actual CEA motion deviations can
be detected and the protection afforded by the CEA deviation
circuits.

With the CEA motion inhiMt inoperable, 6 hours are allowed {
to restore the CEA Motion Inhibit to OPERABLE status QB l

place and maintain the CEA drive switch in either the "Off"
or " Manual" position and fully withdraw all CEAs in grou)s
L3) and [4] and withdraw all CEAs in group (5) to less tian
J5)% insertion. I

(cce' aued) |

( (continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Placing the CEA drive switch in the 'Off' or " Manual"
(continued) position ensures the CEAs will not move in response to

Reactor Regulating System automatic motion commands.
Withdrawal of the CEAs to the positions required in the
Required Action E.2.2 ensures that core perturbations in
local burnup, )eaking factors, and SDM will not be more
adverse than tie Conditions assumed in the safety analyses
andLC0;segointdetermination(Ref.7). '

TheENurMbompletionTimetakesintoaccountRequired
Astten 0.1, h e )rotection afforded by the CEA deviation

and otwr information continuously available to
etN:cits,{er'in'thotcontrol room so that during actual CEA

,

the"oper4 |

motion; deviattens t k be detected. |

,.4 h i;h
A Note has been|leddedito Required Action E.2.2 to indicate
that fully withdrawin'g all CEAs in Group (s) [3] and (4), and
withdrawing al) CEAs in Group [5] to less than [5]%
insertion, is allowad ffithis' Required Action is not in
conflict with RegeCred;Act, fens B.3.1, 8.3.2, and D.2 when
these Required Acttonsiere'.beingc xecuted.e

m
k ,f

U
,

When the CEA deviation cirpult isDinop le, performing
SR 3.1.5.1, CEA position, within l' hour every 4 hours
thereafter ensures improper CEA alignments M e identified
before unacceptable flux distributions 1eccue.d The specified
Completion Times take into secountither information
continuously available to the operator in the control room,
so that during CEA movement, deviations can be detected, and
protection can be provided by the CEA motion inhibit and
deviation circuits,

ftd
When a Required Action cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdowil should be
commenced. The allowed time (6 hours) is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

(continued)

O:
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that individual CEA indicated reed switch
positions are within 7 inches (indicated reed switch
positions) of all other CEAs in the group at a 12-hour
Frequency allows the operator to detect a CEA beginning to
leviate from its expected position. The specified Frequency
tnisuinto account other C6 position information that is

,gbWt 4mously available to the operator in the control room,
900 thstiuring CEA movement, deviations can be detected and
#protecMon can be provided by the CEA motion inhibit and

!jg devi jen 6rcuits. (For this facility, each CEA Reed
%fj

~

ion System is considered inoperable if it has
i i dtrab{eed switches inoperable.]

gi/g ]g
SR M1 | @

< f at j two CEA position indicator channelsOPERABI L

is requi CEA positions and thereby ensure,

compliance < alignment and insertion limits. The
CEA " full i 1 ou . limits provide an additional.

independent mean de g the CEA positions when the
CEAs are at eith he serted or fully withdrawn

( positions. [For i y h CEA Reed Switch,

Indication System il nsi di erable if it has ( ),

i individual reed swit hes inoperabl

The12-hourFrequencytakesintef si ration otheri

information continuously avgi)$ble to the operator in the
control room, so that during TEA movement, deviations can be
detected and protection can be provided by the CEA motion
inhibit and deviation circuits.

SR 3.1.5.3

Demonstrating the CEA motion inhibit OPERABLE verifies that
the CEA motion inhibit is functional even if it is not
regularly operated. The 31-day Frequency takes into account
other information continuously available to the operator in
the control. room, so that during CEA movement, deviations
can be detected and protection can be provided by the CEA
deviation circuits.

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

E.ASES (continued)r

_

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 .1. 5. 4_
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Demonstrating the CEA deviation circuit is OPERABLE verifles
the circuit is functional. The 31-day Frequency takes into
account other information continuously available to the
operator in the control room, so that during CEA movement,
deviations can be detected and protection can be provided by
the CEA,astion inhibit.

MQ
SR BIE 5.5 M
py f:0

tzetcisingatadividualCEAsthatarenotfullyinsertedinto
the'rgneteriore every 92 days verifies that all CEAs
continue' to be)0PER4LE even if they are not regularly
moved. A meteek)t off(5) inches is adequate to demonstrate
motion without enseeding the alignment limit when only one
CEA is bothg moyed P The 92-days Frequency takes into
consideration etMr information available to the operator in

~

the control roem andrettige,seiveillances being performed

OPERABillTY of th6' Cent &)e the determination of
more frequently uHe0Hicd 4

A

M '|b43M
/7SR 3.1.5.6 9 /06 'e1

Verification of CEA drop'itmes desprm&i$s,thatthemaximum
CEA drop time )ermitted is' consistent wi9hthe assumed drop
time used in tie safety analysis (Ref. 8)QNeasuring drop

| times prio: Sctor criticality aftk redtor vessel head,

removal as u me reactor internalshnd CEDM will not
interfere with u A motion or drop' time. Also, every
18 months the CEA drop times are verified to ensure that no
degradation in these systems has occurred that would
adversely affect CEA motion or drop time. Individual CEAs
whose drop times are greater than safety analysis
assumptions are not OPERABLE. The 18-month frequency was
developed because it was considered prudent that this
surveillance only be performed during a plant outage. This
is due to the plant conditions needed to perform the SR and
the potential for an unplanned plant transient if the
surveillance is performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass this surveillance when performed on the 18-month
Frequency. Therefore, the frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

O
h BASES (continued)

-

SURVEILLANCE 1he drop time is defined as the time the electrical power is
REQUIREMENTS interrupted to the CEA drive mechanism until the CEA reaches

(continued) 90% insertion. The testing is performed with all reactor
coolant pumps operating and average RCS temperature 2 [ ]'F
to simulate a trip under actual operating conditions.

SR 3.1.5.7

nce of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each reed switch
Apositten transmitter channel ensures the channel is OPERABLE

fVandc ~ le of indicating CEA position over the entire
% len ,ef the CEAs travel. _Since this test must bes

4~ M (ue. k uhen.the reactor is shut down, an 18-month;t'o te, coincident with refueling outage was
sele . ,1 0perating experience has shown that these
comegnents N ue11y pass this surveillance when performed
wit 1'the 18-month Frequency. Furthermore, the frequency
takes ir,te iccount etter surveillances being performed ate
shorterTrequenciese which determine the OPERABILITY of the
CEAReedSw("4chr!ndicationSystem.

%s$7 stx
( wf f.e w

Title 10, Code,ef2fiMeralkgulations, Part 50,( REFERENCES 1.
Appendix A, General DeHgn CVtterion 10. " Reactor
Design," and General Design CyWrion 26, " Reactivity
Limits." fhg

2. Title 10, Code of FederaliRegulations. Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "(Title)."
|

4. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "(Title)."

5. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."

6. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."

7. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."

8. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "(Title)."

(D
Y
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Licits
B 3.1.6

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.6 Shutdown Control Element Atigmb1v (CEA) Insertion Limits (Analog)

BASES
_ _ --

BACKGROUND 1he insertion limits of the shutdown and regulating CEAs are
initial assumptions in all safety analyses that assume CEA
insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly

44ffect core power distributions and assumptions of available
M9HUTD(Ret MARGIN ($'JM), ejected CEA worth, and initial

g / reactivity insertion rate,
y,, ,, s

Mike'ahalishle criteria for these reactivity and power
'distriMstion design requirements are 10 CFR 50, A)pendix A,
GDC 10P"heactor? Design," and GDC 26 " Reactivity imits"
(Ref# 1), and it'CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power
Reactors $(Ref. 2),yLimits on shutdown CEA insertion have
been established; and all CEA positions are monitored and
controlled dortag" power operation to ensure that the
reactivity limits, sjected CEA worth, and SDM limits are
preserved, g fg

p} The CEAs are arraWged9nto' groups. that are radially
.y on w

i
L symmetric. Therefors7 moVasant oKthe CEAs does not

introduce radial asymmetries'in thei ore power distribution.t
The shutdown and regulating CEAs provide the required
reactivity worth for immediate reactor shutdown upon a
reactor trip. The regulating!CEAs also provide reactivity
(power level) control during normal operation and
transients. Their movement may be automatically controlled
by the Reactor Regulating System.

The regulating CEAs are used for precise reactivity control
of the reactor. The positions of the regulating CEAs are
normally automatically controlled by the Reactor Regulatingt

'

System, but they can also be manually controlled. They are
capable of adding negative reactivity very quickly (compared
to borating). The Regulating CEAs must be maintained above
designed insertion limits and are typically.near the fully
withdrawn position during normal full power operations.
Hence, they are not capable of adding a large amount of
positive reactivity. Boration or dilution of the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) compensates for the reactivity changes
associated with large changes in RCS temperature,

,

(continued)

(continued)

'
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Licits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The shutdown CEAs are used primarily to help ensure that the
(continued) required SDM is maintained. The shutdown CEAs are

controlled manually or automatically by the control room
operator. During normal unit operation, the shutdown CEAs
are fully withdrawn. The shutdown CEAs must be completely
w nhdrawn from the core prior to withdrawing any regulating
CEAs duria an approach to criticality. The shutdown CEAs
are the " ft in this position until the reactor is shut

eip%ddnegativereactivitytoshutdownthereactor
'

down.
upq( Af a reactor trip signal.
ff' jf

%On a M,g QN,%]CEAs(shutdownandregulating),
'

tfor ,%APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES exceptthed, 'eac e CEA, are assumed to insert into the

core. Thtk i s shall be at their insertion limits
and available t ttrt the maximum amount of negative
reactivity on acto ( H ignal. The regulating CEAs
may be partia ir te>the core as allowed by
LCO3.1.7,'Reguip onWo1 Element Assembly (CEA)is-Insertion Limits, tdown E A insertion limit
established to ensure asuff944entamountofnegative
reactivity is availabl o sh W dowC4,he reactor and
maintaintherequiredstM,(speUQ3.H following a
reactor trip from full pow F. hescomb tion of regulating
CEAs and shutdown CEAs (less the sost re ve CEA, which is

assumed to be fully withdrawn) ions 4 (Pated'is suffk i o take the
reactor from full power condit mperature to
zero power and to maintain the regelted SDM at rated no-load
temperature (Ref.3). The shutdown"CEA insertion limit also

| limits the reactivity worth of an ejected shutdown CEA.

The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and
regulating CEA insertion limits and inoperability or
misalignment is that:

a. There be no violation of:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits,
|

2. centerline fuel temperature, and

3. RCS pressure boundary damage; and

(continued)

(continued)
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Shutd:wn CEA Insertion i.iaits 1

8 3.1.6 )
|

BASES (continued) I

APPLICABLE b. The core must remain subcritical after accident
1

SAFETY ANALYSES transients. '

'

(continued)
As auch, the shutdown CEA insertion limits affect safety I

analyses involving core reactivity, ejected CEA worth, and
SDM (Ref. 3).

Shutdown CEA insertion limits preserve an initial condition
in the safety analyses and, as such, satisfy

( / rite
2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

h )

q,The 's7T !

LCO must be within their insertion limits any
ti ac is critical or approaching criticality, i

Thi a sufficient amount of negative reactivity
is availa -

shut down the reactor and maintain the
required foll reactor trip.

"ollows:) M p> OPERABLE shutdown CEA is verified as{Forthis

(For this facii; support systems are

e0
1

required OPERABL t sh p n CEA insertion limits
are met and are OP E: .ST)y
[For this facility, the required, I bt systems which, upon
their failure, do not result la3 st9tdown CEAs not
meeting their insertion limt W er in CEA inoperability and
their justification are as follows:) (List and Explain)

APPLICABILITY The Shutdown CEAs must be within their insertion limits with
the reactor in MODES 1 and 2. The Applicability in MODE 2
begins within 15 minutes prior to initial regulating CEA
withdrawal during an approach to criticality and continues
throughout MODE 2 until all regulating CEAs are again fully
inserted by scram or during shutdown. This ensures that a
sufficient amount of negative reactivity is available to
shut down the reactor and maintain the required SDM
following a reactor trip. The reactor is not critical or
a)proaching criticality in MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6 and,
t1erefore, the shutdown CEAs must be fully inserted.

(continued)

(continued)
V
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Shutdown CEA Insetion Liatts
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICAi41LITY This LCO has been modified by a Note that suspends the LCO
(continued) requirement during SR 3.1.5.5, which assures the freedom of

the CEAs to move. This SR requires the shutdown CEAs to
move below the LCO limits, which would normally violate the
LCO.

4
ACTIONS M .if Q

/6 ./-

WiO M he SDN reduced by the insertion of a shutdown CEA, the
o mrator can no longer rely on the regulating CEAs being
asove' %e|transienttinsertion limit to ensure adequate SDH
exists P Initiation?of boration within 15 minutes is
required since;the SINt)in MODES I and 2 is no longer ensured
by adhering to th regulating and safety CEA insertion
limits (see LCO 3 1 1).

In the event t theassht CEA Position Indication
System is found t.$ h inopphble, the shutdown CEA is
considered to be not WitMa limits and Required Action A.2
applies. V d

y]\ yq'jgf Q
M A. %; 9. %.

*Nj4 D&
Accident analysis assumes that the,.shutdem
withdrawnanytimethereactoriscritica'O;CEAsarefully

'

ghis ensures
that: .W 9

TheminimumSDMismaintainehanda.

b. The potential effects of a CEA ejection accident are
limited to acceptable limits.

CEAs are considered fully withdrawn at 129 inches, since
this position places them outside the active region of the
core. The required Completion Time of I hour to fully
withdraw the Shutdown CEA allows the operator adequate time
to adjust the CEA in an orderly manner and is consistent
with the required Completion Time for Action A.1 in
LCO 3.1.5, "CEA Alignment."

(continued)

(continued)
||

O
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
j B 3.1.6

.

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS 1L1
(continued)

When the Required Action of A.2 cannot be completed within
the required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should
be commenced. The 6-hour Completion Time is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 fram full i

power conditions in an orderly manner and without |chdienging plant systems. i

pQg^kh

6$Y Mi%

SURVEILLANCE t% SR E f f. 6.D
REQUIREMENTS %pepigsA rw'that the shutdown CEAs are within theirVerif t4 i

insp4Wl_imits)within 15 minutes prior to an approach to
criticality;! critical, the shutdown:CEAs will be available toenseres that when the' reactor is critical, or
bein'g takoa
shut do W the reacte 64nd the required SDM will be

.maintained follestag tjreactor trip. This SR and Frequency '

ensure thatztkshuMn CEAs are withdrawn before the
regulating CEAs4arq#ithdr,aun during a unit startup.

'd 49h
ON Sincetheshutdo(en'fCEAs7erepositionedmanuallybythe

control room operntorn a h riflettion of shutdown CFA
position at a freqdency of43 ho6es after the reactor iss
takencriticalisadequatetoensure/(hattheyarewithin
their insertion limits. Also, thalt40ur Frequency takes
into account othye informtion;availabh to the operator in
the contrcl room that monito s;the status of the shutdown
CEAs.

SR 3.1.6.1 is modified by a Note that allows exemption to
SR 3.0.4 for entering MODE 2. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable
before entering the Applicability Condition of "within
15 minutes prior to initial regulating CEA withdrawal,"
because the surveillance is specifically selected to be
concurrent with the Applicability.

[Forthisfacility,anOPERABLEshutdownCEAwithinlimits
is verified as follows:)

(continued)

s
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. Part 50
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10, "Reictor
Design," and General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Limits."

2. Title 10, Code of federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclest Power Reactors."
3y,

3. L(UnitNa,me)FSAR,Section[),"[ Title)."
;, c,

a.
'

> M ;., .3- . g ;..
,, . n - .,y

,.y.Q 6,

a ,w.

A ,. c ,
; '|'

q' ./;,My ' f.
'$ %

W ||~ ;|

|} % r.
,

.g f jvt.

ef .; f 'p&
y'''

|

|
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.7 Reaulatina Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits (Analog)

BASES
I I I 1 - uJ

BACKGp0VND The insertion limits of the shutdown and regulating CEAs are
initial assumptions in all safety analyses that assume CEA
insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly

ctffect; core power distributions and assumptions of available
diSHVTDMIMARGIN(SDM)andinitialreactivityinsertionrate.

g|y The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power
NA distrttution. design requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,

Q'GSC'16"ReactorDesign,"GDC26"ReactivityLimits"

Emer'{y:CoreC6011ngSystemsforLigit-WaterNuclearPower
fRef. 1 p andi10 CFR Part 50.46, "Acce)tance Criteria for

Re Ps"L(Refat).

Limits oa: g ating:CEA insertion have been established,
and all CEA posittens are monitored and controlled during
power operetten to ensure that the power distribution and
reactivity limits: defined by the design power peaking,
ejected CEA worths r'eactivityninsertion rate, and SDM limits
are preserved. g!/ .

The regulating CEA groups operate with a predetermined
amount of position overla) in orderJto approximate a linear
relation between CEA wort 1 and CEA? position (integral CEA
worth). The regulating CEA groups arsteithdrawn and operate
in a predetermined sequence s The Reactor Regulating System
controls reactivity by movingithe regulating groups in
sequence within analyzed ranges. The group sequence and
overlap limits are specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 3).

The Regulating CEA are used for precise reactivity control
of the reactor. The positions of the regulating CEA are
normally controlled automctically by the Reactor Regulating
System but can also be manually controlled. They are
capable of adding reactivity very quickly (compared to
borating or diluting).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits,
including limits that preserve the criteria s)ecified in
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2). Together, LCO 3.1.7, .C0 3.2.4, and

(continued)

h (continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Linits
D 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND LCO 3.2.5 provide limits on control component operation and
(continued) on monitored process variables to ensure the core operates

within the linear heat rate (LHR) (LCO 3.2.1), total planar
(LCO3.2. , and total

radial peaking factor (FJy) factor, FJ LCO 3.2.3) limits inintegrated radial peaking
the COLR. Operation within the LHR 1 mits given in the COLR
prevents power peaks that would exceed the loss-of-coolant
accident 1LOCA) limits derived by the' Emergency Core Cooling
System ^ analysis. Operation within the FJ and FJ limits
given jn the',COLR prevents departure from, nucleate boiling
(alR) during' 4 loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
in-addition.to the LHR, FJ and FJ limits, certain reactivity
limits areJpresmed by re,gulating CEls insertion limits.
The regulating CEA' insertion limits also restrict the

ejected CEA W'eservifthe minimum required SDM in MODES 1
h tolthe values assumed in the safety

analysis And pr
and 2. p.f"f ,w
The establishmem{ of Itatting' safety system settings and

of the radial peakinrhxpected long- and-short-term behwior
LCOs require thatst W e

eters be Atermined. The long term
behavior relates to thelariatioOfsthe steady-state radial

'andjisaffectedbythe
peaking factors with care bunnep$the pertion of -a burnupamount of CEA insertion assumed,v

cycle over which such insertion'is3assue and the expected
power level variation throughout the cyc1 s The short-termbehavior relates to transient perturbati 549 the steady
state radial peaks due to radial xenon redistribution. The
magnitudes of such perturbations dep'end upon the expected,

| use of the CEAs during anticipatedcpower reductions and load
'

maneuvering. Analyses are performed based on the expected
mode of operation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (base-|

loaded, maneuvering,etc.). From these analysos CEA
insertions are determined and a consistent set of radial
peaking factors defined. The long-term steady-state and
short-term insertion limits are determined based upon the
assumed mode of operation used in the analyses and provide a
means of preserving the assumption on CEA insertions used.
The long- and short-term insertion limits of LCO 3.1.7 are
specified for the plant that has been designed primarily for
base-loaded operation, but which has the ability to
accommodate a limited amount of load mar.euvering.

(continued)

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Linits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)v _

BACKGROUND The shutdoc and regulating CEA insertion and alignment
(continued) limits are process variables that togetur characterize and

control the three-dimensional )ower distribution of the
reactor core. Additionally, tie regulating knk insertion
limits control the reactivity that could be adt:ed in the
event of a CEA ejection accident, and the shutdown and
regulating bank insertion limits assure the required SDM is
m4$ stained.

j$,,Af#eratten within the subject LCO limits will prevent fuel
ed adding' failures that would breach the primary fission-
N e pro t barrier and release fission products to th6 reactor

Vest ent-ialths, event of a LOCA, loss of flow, ejected CEA,
'er"cttp6adcident requiring termination by a Reactor Trip

,

Systeestv4p function.
tf ggfp

fp a
The fuelkhdding;SSt ilot sustain damage as a result ofAPPLICABLE

SAFETY ANf. LYSES riormal opereMon (Coewlition I) and anticipated operationni,

occurrences'(CondittenII)AXIALSHAPEINDEX(ASI),and
.6 The acceptance criteria for the

regulating CEA insertion;n

V) A21HUTHAL POWER TILT (Ts);LCOs; tre such as to preclude core(
'

power distributions, from'occurritig that would violate the
following fuel design" criteria: %1

- %
| a. Duringalarge-breakLOCA,tdMakcladding

temperature must not exceedia" limit of 2200 Fi

(10 CFR 50.46, Ref. 2); V
9

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
,

there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core,

does not experience a ONB condition. This is referred
; to hereafter as the 95/95 DNB criterion;

c. During an ejected CEA accident, the tission energy
Input to the fuel must not exceed J' .al/g (Ref. 4);4 '

and

d. The CEA must be capable of shutting down the reactor
with a minimum required SDM with the highest worth CEA-

stuck fully withdrawn (GDC 26, Ref. 1).

(continued)
-

(continued) i
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Regulating CEA Insertion Linits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Regulating CEA sosition, AS1, and T, are process variables
SAFETY ANALYSIS that together claracterize and control the three-dimensional

(continued) power distribution of the resctor core.

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is
operated outside these LCOs during normal operation.

fuel cladding damage could usult should an
However, & cur with simultaneous violation of one or more of

4

accident
these,LCOs.$ Changes h the power distribution can cause
increased power peaking and corresponding increased local
LiiR.i
x

Thek DN requirement is assured by limiting the regulating3
and shutdown CEA insertion ilmits so that the allowable
inserted worthfef the CEAs is such that sufficient
reactivity is iivallable to shut down the reactor to hot zero
power. SDM assumas'the maximum worth CEA remains fully
withdrawn upon trip (Ref.7 5).

s

,oq .

Operation at theminsertien limits or ASI limits may approach'

t1e maximum allowable"lineer heat generation rate or peaking
factor with the allowed |Tg presentA0peration at the
insertion limit may alsonindicate the maximum ejected CEA
worth could be equal toMhe!11miting'value in fuel cycles
which have sufficiently high ejected CEA worths,

ss
The regulating and shutdown CEA insertionfilmits ensure that
safety analyses assumstions for reactivity insertion rate,
SDM, ejected CEA wort), and power distribution peaking
factors are preserved (Ref. 6). ,

The insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement, in that they are initial conditions.

assu:ned in the safety analysis.

--

t.00 The lir:its on shutdown and regulating CEAs sequence,
overlap, and physical insertion as defined in the COLR
(Ref. 3) must be maintained, because they serve the function
of preserving power distribution, ensuring that the SDM is

(continued)

(continued)
|
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

OQ BASES (continued)

LC0 maintained, ensuring that ejected CEA worth is maintained,
(continued) and ensuring adequate negative reactivity insertion on trip.

The overlap between regulating banks )rovides more uniform
rates of reactivity insertion and wit 1drawal and is imposed -
to maintain acceptable power peaking during regulating CEA
motion.

[Forothis facility, an OPERABLE power-dependent insertion
ilimitf(PDIL) alarm circuit and regulating CEA group -

4 constitute the folicwing:]
W W

g% (ForztMs facility, the following support systems are
% required.0PERABLE to ensure PDIL alarm circuit and

" regJ1atigCEA; group OPERABILITY:]
ML

[Forithistfacilit'y,therequiredsupportsystemswhichupon
~

stheir failure do not declare the PDIL alarm circuit and
regulating CEA groupyinoperable and their justification are
as followsf] 3pp,

- y q~ m

Theshutdownand[r[Qegulat k NAtsequence, overlao, and
% ;'

i O APPLICABILITY
V physical insertion 1initstshalltbe maintained with the

reactor in MODE I and MODE"tr These limits must be
maintained since they preserve the' assumed power
distribut'an, ejected CEA worth, SOM Nand reactivity rate
insertion assumptions. Applicability 'iri MODES 3, -4, and 5-
is not required, since neither the power distribution nor
ejacted CEA worth assumptionsrwould be exceeded in these
MODES. SDM is preserved in MODES 3, 4, and 5 by adjustments
to the soluble boron concentration.

This LC0 has been modified by_a Note that permits the
requirements of this LCO to be 'not applicable during the
performece of SR 3.1.5.5. This SR requires that the CEA be
moved at least every 92 days to verify their OPERABILITY.
The individual CEAs are moved at least 5 inches and then
returned to their original position.

A Note has been added to indicate that the Completion Time
is on a Condition basis.

.

(continued)

r~\t t
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Regulating CEA Insertion LiGits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1 and A.2 2

Operation beyond the transient insertion-limits results in a
loss of SDM and excessive peaking factors. Restoration of
the required SDM requires increasing the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) boron concentration, because the regulating
CEAs may be inserted too far to provide sufficient negative
reactivity., RCS boration must occur as described in Section
B 3.1.1:,v The required Completion Time of 15 minutes to
initiate' boration is reasonable, based on limiting the
pot'ential xenon redistribution, the low probability of an
accident occurring, and the steps required to complete the
actiongThis allows,the operator sufficient time to align
the required dalvestand to start the boric acid pumps.
Boration willjcontinue!until the regulating CEA group

fpositions 6are restored to at least within the restricted
geration vegionn which restores the minimum SDM capability.
While boron addition to the~RCS should be initiated within<

15 minutes to" ensure adequate SDM, the CEAs must be returned
to above the transienttinsertion limits to eliminate the
peaking problem. "This|can;be accomplished by either
restoring the CEAs to within theLinsertion limits or
reducing THERMAL POWER 4to'less than or equal to that
fraction of RATED T"vRMAL . POWER 1(RTP)ithat is allowed by CEA
group position usin; de limits specified in the COLR. The>

Completion Time of 2 nours is reasonable} based on the low
probability of an event occurring simulta'neously with the
limit out of saccification, and on limiting'the potential
xenon-redistriaution. W

In the event that a CEA group is found inoperable, the CEA>

group is considered to be not within liinits and Required
Action A.2.1 or A.2.2 applies,

i

IL.1

If 'the CEAs are inserted between the long-term steady-state
insertion limits and the Transient Insertion Limits for
intervals greater than 4 hours per 24-hour period, peaking
factors can develop which are of immediate concern (Ref.7).

Verifying that the short-term steady-state insertion limits
are not exceeded ensures that the peaking factors that do
develop are within those allowed for continued operation.

(continued)

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

O
; i BASES (continued)

i

ACTIONS M
(continued)

Experience has shown that rapid power increases in areas of
' the core in which the flux has been depressed can result in

fuel damage, as the linear heat rate in those areas rapidly
increases. Restricting the-rate of THERMAL POWER increases
to $ 5% RTP per hour following CEA insertion beyond the
long-term steady-state. insertion limits ensures the power

stransttnts experienced by the fuel will_not result in fuel
gjfailu (Ref. 8).

\d in tl[dvent that a CEA group is found inoperable, the CEA
$sewhp91sconsideredtobenotwithinlimitsandRequireds

' Action B,trapplies,

M!p @-f g},I ,s
M

V
x

With the Regulating CEAs inserted between the long-term
steady-state insertionilimit and the transient limit, and
approaching;thei5' effective full power days (EFPDs) per
30 EFPDs or"14 EFPDs -per 365.EFPDs limits, the core is
approaching the acceptableel.inits placed on operation withO flux patterns outside those assumed in the long-term burnup

~ ~

V -

. Min |thiscasetheCEAsmustbeassumptions -(Ref.99)he .long-term' steady-state insertionreturned to within t
limits as soon as possible or the con.must be placed in a
Condition in which the abnormal. fueld burnup can not
continue. Two hours is allotted;to rettirn the CEAs to
within the long-term steady-stath insertion limits.

The required Completion Time of 2 hours from initial
discovery of a regulating CEA group outside the limits until 1its restoration within the.long-term steady-state limits
shown on.the figures in the COLR allows' sufficient time for
borated water to enter the RCS from the chemical addition
and makeup systems, and to cause the regulating CEAs to
withdraw to the acceptable region. -Operation for another
2 hours outside the limits is reasonable,. based on limiting
the potential xenon redistribution, the' low probability of-
an accident occurring, and the steps required to complete
the action.

(continued)

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion' Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Rd
(continued)

When the PDIL alarm circuit is inoperable, SR 3.1.7.1 is
performed, Regulating CEA group position, within 1 hour and
once p";r 4 hours thereafter to ensure improper CEA
alignments are identified before unacceptable flux
distributions occur.

L1 {"9
#

<

Whend Required Action cannot be completed within the
rbquired Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should be
commencedb The' allowed time (6 hours) is reasonable, based
on operatiiig experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in'an-orderly manner and without challenging
plarst systems. (In MODE 3- the reactor is not critical and
excessive power peaking cannot occur,

si, #
_

'O N|,
''

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1 WN'

REQUIREMENTS D A.,

With the PDIL alarm cirebit.0PERABLE[2(hours is sufficient
verification of each

regulating CEA group pos'ition'm'every 1to detect CEA positions that ay4approachtthe limits, and to
provide the operator with time to'underta h .the Required
Action (s) should the sequence or insertionlimits be found
to be exceeded. The 12-hour FrequencyJalso takes into
account the indication provided by- the~ PDIL Alarm Circuit
and other information about CEA group positions available to
the operator in the control room.

SR 3.1.7.1 is modified by a Note which allows exemption to
| SR-3.0.4. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable since the unit must be

in the applicable MODES in order to perform surveillances!

| which demonstrate the LCO limits are met.

SR 3.1.7.2
\

Verification of the accumulated time of CEA group insertion
between the long-term steady-state insertion limits and the

,

| transient insertion limits assures the cumulative time
limits are not exceeded. The 24-hour Freauency ensures the
operator identifies a time limit-that is being approached
before it is reached,

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insert' ion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE [For this fecility, acceptable 1 accumulated time of each CEA
REQUIREMENTS group lasertion between the long-term steady-state insertion

(continued) limits and the transient-. insertion limits is. as follows:]
SR 3.1.7.3

Demonstrating the PDIL alarm circuit OPERABLE verifies that
the PDIL alarm circuit is functional. The 31-day Frequency.
takesiinto account other surveillances being performed at

nshorter}frequencieswhichidentifyimproper_CEAalignments,
ch ,;

:t,

REFERENCES Y '' Title i ' Co. of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
.Appendi) a9 :eral Design Criteria.10, " Reactor
SDesign,h ..al Design CriterMn 26, " Reactivity-

,' Limi ts|. " #'ga.
2. Titie'10,. Cod of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,

Systems'for;: Light-Wator. Nuclear Power Plants."" Acceptance Criteria fer Emergency Core Cooling-
<

w
3. [ Unit Name] Core Operating; Limits Report, "[ Title]."L [\|

| 4. [ Unit Name] FSAR:' ;,y

a. Section.[],"CEA.Ejecti Accident, Accident
,

Bases." i

b. Section [ ], "CEA' Ejection Accident, Fuel CEA
Damage."-

c. Section [ ], " Thermal and Hydraulic Limits."

5. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section'_[-], "[ Title]."
.

6. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."i

j 7. (Unit Name]-FSAR,-Section [ ), "[ Title)."
4

8. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."-,

9. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title].",

4

a

1

*

j w-
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STE- SDM
B 3.1.8

f3
y) B 3.1. REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.8 Spacial Test Exception (STE)-SHUTDOWN MARGIN-(SDM) (Analog)

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MODES 2 and 3 STE is to permit i

relaxations of existing LCOs to allow the performance of :
certain PHYSICS TESTS. These tests are constructed to !

jdetensine the control element assembly (CEA) worth and SDM.
fty &

f7Section)XI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality Assurance
;

% Criteda foraNuclear Power Plant and fuel Processing

MPinats" (Ref@Me)n,sure that structures, systems, andl requires that a test program be
1stablished t
compements will; perform satisfactorily in service. All:

functibns'ascessary to ensure that specified design
conditionstare'not exceeded during normal operation and
anticipatedrperationahoccurrencesmustbetested. Testingo

constructionDand; operation of the' power plant.is required ascan fhtegral part of the desiga, fabrication,
Requirementi foM;'ectification of the NRC for the purpose of
conducting tests and ex epiments are specified inm

(G 10 CFR 50.59, "Clwages,:Testsh and Experiments" (Ref. 2).
\

* ,Q/ y, m;ra
The key objectives bf/a testsprodNm are to (Ref 3):

~

|b%
a. Provide assurance that the facil hy has been

adequately designed; ,69 V
gy

b. Validate the analytical *models used in design and
analysis;

Verify assumptions used for predicting plant response;c.

d. Provide assurance that installation of equipment in
the facility has been accomplished in accordance-with
the design; and-

Verify that operating and emergency procedures aree.
adequate.

(continued)

(continued)

m
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STE- SDM
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND To accomplish these objectives, testing prior.to initial
(continued) criticality, after each refueling shutdown, and during

startup, low power operation, power ascension, and at-power
operation is required. The requirements for PHYSICS-TESTS
for reload fuel cycles assure that the operating
characteristics of the core are consistent with the design
predictions, and that the core can be operated as designed
(Ref. 4) n
PHYS!hTEhTS'
accordancewithroceduresarewrittenandapprovedinestablished formats. The procedures include
allLinformation necessary to permit a detailed execution of
testing. required PHYSICS
TESTS 'are' perfom|to' ensure design intent is met.ed'in,accordance with these procedures, and
tesc resultsja g approved prior to continued power
escalation;and long-term power operation. Examples of
PHYSICS TESTS include determination of critical boron
concentration.;CEA groupsworths, reactivity coefficients,
flux symmetry and coreLpower distribution,~

gje ,M
*;Q ; ;p.-

The acceptance criteriaho allim stisNnsion of certain LCOsAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES for PHYSICS TESTS are thattfeel damage 7 criteria are not

exceeded. Even if an accident oEcurs during PHYSICS TESTS
with one or more LCOs suspended, fuel damage criteria are
preserved because adequate limits on power' distribution and
shutdown capability are maintained during PHYSICS TESTS.

yx
Reference 5 defines the requiremen'tii for initial testing of
the facility, including PHYSICS TESTS. Requirements for
reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are defined in
ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4). -Although these PHYSICS TESTS
are generally accomplished within the limits of all LCOs,
conditions may occur when one or more LCOs must be suspended
to make completion of PHYSICS TESTS possible or practical.
This is acceptable as long as the fuel design criteria are
not violated. As long as the linear heat rate (LHR) remains
within its limit, fuel design criteria are preserved.

In this test the following LCOs are suspended:

a. LCO 3.1.1, " Shutdown Margin-T.., > 200*F";

(continued)

(continued)
'
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STE-SDM l
B 3.1.8 '

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE b. LCO 3.1.5, "CEA Position Alignment"; and
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) c. LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating CEA Insertien Limits."

Therefore, this LC0 places limits on the minimum amount of
CEA worth required to be available for reactivity control
when CEA worth measurements are performed.
g

aTh%dividual LCOs cited above govern CEA group height,
dLinsertion,and. alignment. Additionally, the LCOs governing

g% T , and pressurizer pressure contribute to maintainingh Reacto'r Coolant System (RCS) flow, reactor inlet temperature-a

M ~ rtureifrom nucleate boiling (DNB) parameter limits. The-
'initialiconditjon criteria for accidents sensitive to core
power | distribution are preserved by the-LHR and DNB
parameterN11mits. The criteria for the loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) are specified in 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance
Criteriaefor Emergency Coro Cooling Systems for Light Water
Nuclear Power Reactors"'(Ref. 6). The criteria for the loss
of forced reactori coolunt flow accident are-specified in
Reference 7.' ~ Operation within the LHR limit preserves the
LOCA criteria; opention within the DNB parameter limitsO preservesthelossioffl|owcritoria.Q Tg '& ~%

s

SRs are conducted as;necessary to ensure that LHR and DNB
parameters remain within limits durib PHYSICS TESTS.
Performance of these SRs allows PHY5li S TESTS to be

Aconducted without decreasing the.ma~rgin of safety.
Requiring that shutdown reactivity equivalent to at least
the highest estimated CEA worth be available for trip
insertion from the OPERABLE CEA provides a high degree of
assurance that shutdown capability is maintained for the
most challenging postulated accident, a stuck CEA. Since
LC0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)," is suspended, however,
there is not the same degree of assurance during this test
that the reactor would always be shutdown if the highest
worth CEA was stuck out and calculational uncertainties or
the estimated highest CEA worth was not as expected (the
single failure criteria is not met). This situation is
judged acceptable, however, because specified acceptable
fuel damage limits are still met. The risk of experiencing
a stuck CEA and subsequent criticality is reduced during
this PHYSICS TEST exception by the requirements to determine
CEA positions every 2 hours; by the trip of each CEA to be
withdrawn 24 hours prior to suspending the SHUTDOWN MARGIN;

(continued)

(/ (continued) i
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STE-SDM
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE and by ensuring that shutdown reactivity is available
SAFETY ANALYSES equivalent to the reactivity worth of the estimated highest

(continued) worth CEA, Ref. S.

PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core phrameters or
exercise of control components that affect process
variables. Among the process variables involved are total
planar radial peaking factor, total integrated radial
peakingifactor,.azir.uthal power tilt, and AXIAL SHAPE INDEX,
whichirepresent initial condition input (power peaking) to
t$adcidentianalysis. Also involved are the movable
control coaNsents (shutdown and regulating CEAs), which
affect:|pmser'peding,and are required for shutdown of the
reactort'' Theilimits:for these variables are specified for
each fuel .cyc14?ip thejCORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
(Ref. 6)."g ~yf
PHYSICS TESTS a the criteria for inclusion in Technical

'

Specificationsh since the components and process variable
LCOs suspended durinr MlYSICS 'ISTS meet Criteria 1, 2, and
3 of the NRC Intefim Polity Sta .cfaent.

? d
fph[&N 3

LC0 This LCO provides that a M imum' amount %6f CEA worth is
immediately available for reactivity contr$1 when CEA worth
measurement tests are performed. The_STUiMrequiredto
permit the periodic verification of theiactu'al' versus
predicted core reactivity condition ^. occurring as a result of
fuel burnup or fuel cycling operatifns. The SDM
requirements of LC0 3.1.1 and the regulating CEA insertion

i
limits of LCO 3.1.7 may be tuspended.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE CEA constitutes the
following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure that the LC0'and SR conditions
are met: [ List]] 1

[For this facility, the required support systems which upon
their failure to do not result in CEA inoperability of the
condition of this LC0 to not be met and their justification
are as follows: [ List]]

(continued)
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STE-SDM
B 3.1.8

BASES _(continued)
_

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable. in MODES 2 and 3. - Although CEA worth
testing is conducted in MODE 2, sufficient negative
reactivity is inserted during the performance of these tests
to result in temporary entry into MODE 3. Because the
intent is to immediately return to MODE 2 to continue CEA
worth measurements, the STE allows limited operation to
6 consecutive hours in MODE 3 without having to borate to

e SDM requirements of LC0 3.1.1.

fy h

f[iACTIONS Ag ,o.

th aigf CCA'not fully inserted and less than the minimum:

requ)%reactiVjty equivalent available for insertion, or
witEall CEAssinserted and the reactor suberitical by less'
than*the reactivity equivalent of the highest worth CEA,
restoratten of the minimum SDM requirements must be
accompli' hed by: increasing the RCS-boron concentration. Thes
required Completion Time to initiate-boration allows the

foperator sufficient time toCalign the valves and start the
O boric scid pumpsland isicopsistent with the Completion Time

of LCO 3.1.1, M>
/c$4 Op.
rU Intheeventthatan[ywithdrawnCEAis-foundtobeTs - -

inoperable,theRequiredAct~ionA.!![,spplies.
W%

g"P@
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of the position of each partially or fully
withdrawn full-length or part-length CEA is necessary to
ensure that the minimun negative reactivity requirements for,

!

insertion on a trip are preserved. A 2-hour Frequency is
sufficient for the operation to verify-that each CEA
position is within the acceptance criteria.

I SR 3.1.8.2

Prior demonstration ~ that each CEA to be withdrawn from'the
core during PHYSICS TESTS is capable of' full insertion when
tripped from an at least 50% withdrawn position provides
assurance that the CEA will insert on a-trip-signal. The

, (continued)

(continued)
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STE-SDM
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 7-day requirement ensures that the CEAs are OPERABLE prior
REQUIREMENTS to reducing SDM to less than the limits of LC0 3.1.1.

(continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix B,- Section XI (Test Control), " Quality
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel

j Processing Plants."
6

2 ., Title <10; code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.59,
s'' Changes. cTests, and Experiments."

s

Regulatdry: Guide -1.68, Revision 2, " Initial Test3.
Programs for Wter-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,- August 1978.

ANSI /ANSkh.'6.1-1985,"ReloadStartupPHYSICSTESTSl4.
for Pressurized' Water Reactors," American National
Standards-Institute,: December 13, 1985.

5. [ Unit Name] FSAR,-Section (14],1"[Tosting
Requirements]."

6. [ Unit Name] Core Operating Limits Report, "[ Title.]"

O
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l
'PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2

B 3.1.9
1O '

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.9 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2 (Analog)

|

BASES

1

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of these MODES 1-and 2 special test-
exceptions-is to permit relaxation of existing LCOs to allow
the performance of certain PHYSICS TESTS. These tests are
conducted to determine specific reactor core

f5tharacteristics.44r w
\ i SectiWXI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality Assurance

M'' Criteria,for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Processing
Plants"d(RefSI), requires that a test program be
established to ensure that structures, systems, and
components:wnl' perform satisfacturily in service. All
functions necessary to ensure that specified design
conditions:are not. exceeded during normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. Testing
is required as' an integral part of the design, fabrication,
construction; and operation of the power plant.

p Requirements for notification of the NRC for the purpose of
conducting tests and experiments are specified in

A 10 CFR 50.59, " Changes,- Tests,. and Experiments" (Ref. 2).-
.

The key objectives of a-test program are to (Ref. 3):

-Provide assurance that the facility has been
- a.

| adequately designed;

b. Validate the analytical models used in design and
analysis;

;

i Verify assumptions used for predicting plant response;c.

| d. Provide assurance that installation of equipment in
the facility has been accomplished in accordance with

; design; and

: . Verify that operating and'emergcncy procedures aree.
adequate.

.(continued)

(continued)

\
'V

'
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND To accomplish these objectives, testing prior to initial
(continued) criticality, after each refueling shutdown, and during

startup, low power operation, power ascension, and at-pcwer
operation is required. The requirements for PHYSICS TESTS
for reload fuel cycles assure that the operating
characteristics of the core are consistent with the design
predictions, and that the core can be operated as designed
(Ref. 4).

PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved in
accordance with established formats. The procedures include
all information necessary to permit a detailed execution of
testing required to ensure that design intent is met.
PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with these
praredures and test results are approved prior to continued
pt../ escalation and long-term power operation. Examples of
PH"ilCS TESTS include determination of critical boron
concentration, control element assembly (CEA) group worths,
reactivity coefficients, flux symmetry, and core power
distribution.

|

,

APPLICABLE It is acceptable to suspend certain LCOs for PHYSICS TESTS
SAFETY ANALYSES because fuel damage criteria are not exceeded. Even if an

accident occurs during a PHYSICS TEST with one or more LCOs
suspended, fuel damage criteria are preserved because the
limits on power distribution and shutdown capability are
maintained during PHYSICS TESTS.

Reference 5 defines the requirements for initial testing of
the facility, including P'lYSICS TESTS. Requirements for
reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are defined in
ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4). Although these PHYSICS TESTS
are generally accomplished within the limits of all LCOs,
conditions may occur when one or more LCOs must be suspended
to make completion of PHYSICS TESTS possible or practical.
This is acceptable as long as the fuel design criteria are
not violated. As long as the linear heat rate (LHR) remains
within its limit, fuel design criteria are preserved even
when the limits specified the following LCOs are
suspended:

1

a. LC0 3.1.4, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)";
'

(continued)

(continued)
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.9

h(V BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE b. LC0 3.1.5, "CEA Alignment;"
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) c. LC0 3.1.6, ' Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits;"

d. LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating CEA Insertion Limits;"

e. LC0 3.2.2, " Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor;"

f. LCO 3.2.3, " Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor;"
and

9 LCO 3.2.4, " AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,)."

~The safety analysis (Ref. 7) places limits on allowable
THERMAL POWER during PHYSICS TESTS and requires the LHR and
the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) parameter to be
maintained within limits. The power plateau of < 85% RATED
THERMAL POWER (RTP) and the associated trip setpoints are
required to ensure (explain].

The individual' LCOs governing CEA group height, insertion-
and alignment, AX1AL SHAPE INDEX (ASI), total planar radialp) peaking factor, total integrated radial peaking factor, andi'v T, preserve the LHR limits. Additionally, the LC01,
governing Reactor Coolant System flow, reactor inlet
temperature T and pressurizer pressure contribute to
maintainingDh,8parameterlimits. The initial condition
criteria for accidents sensitive to core power distribution
are preserved by the LHR and DNB parameter limits. The
criteria for the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) are
specified in 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power

| Reactors" (Ref. 6). The criteria for the loss of forced'

reactor coolant flow accident are specified in Reference 7.
Operation within the LHR' limit preserves the LOCA criteria;
operation within the DNB parameter limits preserves the loss

j of flow criteria.

During PHYSICS TESTS, one or more of the LCOs that normally
preserve the LHR and DNB parameters limits may be suspended.
The results of the accident analysis are not impacted,
however, if LHR and DNB parameters are verified to be within
their limits while the LCC . are suspended. Therefore, SRs
are placed as necessary to ensure that LHR and DNB

|parameters remain within limits during PHYSICS TESTS. I

g\ (continued);

()
(continued)
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Performance of these Surveillances allows PHYSICS TESTS to -

SAFETY ANALYSES be conducted without decreasing the margin of safety.
(continued)

'PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core parameters or
exercise of control components that affect process
variables. Among the process variables involved are total
planar radial peaking factor, total integrated radial
peaking factor, T , and ASI, which represent initial
condition input (power peaking) to the accident analysis.
Also involved are the movable control components (shutdown
and regulating CEAs), which affect power peaking '.nd are
required for' shutdown of the reactor. The limits for these
variables are specified for each fuel cycle in the CORE
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 8).

PHYSICd lESTS meet the criteria for inclusion in the
Technical Specifications, since the components and process
variable LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet Criteria
1, 2, and 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 This LCO permits individual CEAs to be positioned outside of
their normal group heights and insertion limits during the
performance of PHYSICS TESTS such as those required to:

a. Heasure CEA worth;

= b. Dehrmine the reactor stability index and damping
| factor under xenon oscillation conditions;

c. Determine power distributions for non-normal CEA
configurations;

d. Measure rod shadowing factors; and

e. Measure temperature and power coefficients.

Additionally, it permits the center CEA to be misaligned
during PHYSICS TESTS required to determine the isothermal
temperature coefficient, MTC, and power coefficient.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.9

O BASES (continued)(G
LCO The requirement of LC0 3.1.4, LCO 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6,

(continued) LCO 3.1.7, LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, LCO 3.2.4 may be suspended
during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is restricted to test power plateau
which shall not exceed 85% RTP, and

b. sin MODE 1 > 20% RTP, the limits of LCO 3.2.1, " Linear
Heat Rate (LHR)," are maintained and determined as'

specified in SR 3.1.9.1.'

x.
;L o

.
, s

APPLICABILITY- 'This LC0;is applicable in MODES I and 2 because the reactor
mutt.be critical. at various THERMAL POWER levels to perform
the PHYSICS: TESTS described in the LCO section. Limiting
the test power plateau to less than 85% of RTP ensures that
LHRs are maintained-within acceptable limits.

ACTIONS A.1 and B.1

If THERMAL POWER exceeds 'the test power plateau, or the LHR
requirements of LC0 3.2.1 are exceeded, THERMAL POWER must
be reduced to restore the additional-thermal margin provided
by the reduced THERMAL POWER. The 15-minute Completion Time
ensures that prompt action is taken to reduce THERMAL POWER
to within acceptable limits.

C.1 and CJ

If Requi ed Actions A.1 and B.1 cannot be completed within
the required Completion Time, PHYSICS TESTS must be
suspended within I hour and the reactor must be placed in-
MODE 3. Allowing I hour to suspend PHYSICS TESTS allows the
operator sufficic-t time to change any abnormal CEA
configuration back to within the limits of LCO 3.1.5,
LC0 3.1.6, and LC0 3.1'.7. Placing the reactor in MODE 3
within 6 hours increases thermal margin and is consistent
with the Required Actions of the power distribution LCOs.
The required Completion Time of 6 hours is adequate to
perform a controlled shutdown in an orderly nianner and
without ' challenging- plant systems, and is consistent with
power distribution LCO Completion Times.

~

(continued)
\,

-
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PHYSICS TEST Exc:ptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

Monitoring LilR continuously ensures that the limits are not
exceeded. Refer to B 3.1.4, " Power Distribution Limits,"
fcr a discussion of the bases for these parameters. This
surveillance is not applicable at < 20% RTP because adequate
LHR margin exists below this power level and because the
Incore Detector Monitoring System is not available below
20% RTP.

SR' 3.'1.9.2

Verifying that THERNAL POWER is equal to or less than that
allowed by the test power plateau, as specified in the
PHYSICS TEST procedure and required by the safety analysis,
ensures that adequate LHR and DNB parameter margins are
maintained while LCOs are suspended. The 1-hour Frequency
is sufficient based on the slow rate of power change and
increased operational controls in place during PHYSICS
TESTS.

! REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
.

Appendix B, Section XI'(Test Control), " Quality
| Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel

Processing Plants."

2. Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.59,
" Changes, Tests, and Experiments."

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, " Initial Test,

'

Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1978.

4. ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985, " Reload Startup Physics Tests
for Pressurized Water Reactors," American National
Standards Institute, December 13, 1985.

5. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section 14, "[ Testing
Requirements)."

6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants."

(continued)

(continued)
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2 -
B 3.1.9 ;

6 -BASES (continued)- <

; . REFERENCES. 7 .' [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section.[15.3.2.1] "[ Title)."
(continued).>

8. (Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report, "[ Title)."
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SOM--T" > 200* FB 3.1.1

.A
B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.1 SHVTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-Tm > 200*F (Digital)

BASES

BACKGROUND The reactivity control system must be redundant and capable
of holding the reactor core subcritical when shutdown under
cold. conditions (GDC 26, Ref. 1). Maintenance of the SDM

. ensures that postulated reactivity events will not damage
;the fuel. SDM requirements provide sufficient reactivity
' margin ;to ensure that acceptable fuel design limits will not-

be exceeded for normal shutdown and anticipated Operational
,

occurrences (A00). As such, in MODES 1 and 2 the SDM
defines.the degree of subcriticality which would be obtained
immediately following the insertion or scram of all control
element assemblies (CEAs), assuming the single CEA of
highest reactivity worth is fully withdrawn. In MODES 3, 4,
and 5, the SDM specified continues to provide for adequate
shutdown' capability and acceptable fuel design limits for
potential accidents initiated from shutdown conditions.

The system design. requires that two independent Reactivityfm

(d Control Systems be provided, and that one of these systens\

be capable of maintaining;the core subcritical under colo
conditions. These requirements are,provided by the use of
movable CEAs and soluble boric acidnin the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS). The CEA System can compensate for the
reactivity effects of the fuel and uater temperature changes
accompanying power level changes over the range i' rom full-
load to no-load. In addition, the CEAs, together with the
Boration System, provide the SDM during power operation and
are capable of making +he core .subcritical rapidly enough to
prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits, assuming
that the CEA of highest reactivity worth remains fully
withdrawn.

The soluble Boron System can compensate for fuel depletion
during operation and all xenon burnout reactivity changes,
and maintain the reactor subcritical under cold conditions.

During power operation, SDM control is ensured by operating
with the shutdown CEAs fully withdrawn and the regulating
CEAs within the limits of LC0 3.1.7. When in the shutdown
and refueling MODES, the SDH requirements are met by
adjustments to the RCS boron concentration.

[] (continued)
G
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SDM-T* > 200'FB 3.1.1

BASES (continued)
__

APPLICABLE lhe minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. 2)

establishes a SDM that ensures that specified acceptable
fuel design limits are not exceeded for normal operation and
A00s with the assumption of the highest worth CEA stuck out
on SCRAM.

The-acceptance criteria for the SDM are that specified
acceptable-fuel design limits are maintained by ensuring
thatip ' ,y

a tThe reactor can be made suberitical from all operating
'| conditions;and transients and Design Basis Events;

b. The readtivity transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),
fuel center}ine temperature limit A00s, and
s 280 cal /gm energy deposition for the CEA ejection
accident). N<, . y

Thereactorwillbbaintainedsufficientlyc.
( subcritical to preclude: inadvertent criticality in the

shutdown conditionfl

, *:> a..

| The most limiting accident for the'SDM regstrements are
based on a main steam line break (MSLB)(as? described in the-
accident analysis (Ref. 2). The increased steam flow
resulting from a pipe break in the main steam system causesi

| an increased energy removal from the'affected steam
| generator (SG), and consequently the RCS. This results in a

reduction of the reactor coolant temperature. The resultant
| coolant shrinkage causes a reduction in pressure'. In the
i presence of a negative moderator temperature coefficient,

this cooldown causes an increase in core reactivity. As RCS
temperature decreases, the severity of an MSLB decreases
until the MODE 5 value is reached. The most limiting MSLB,

,

with respect to potential fuel damage before a reactor tripI
occurs, is a guillotine break of a main steam line inside
containment initiated at the end of core life. The positive
reactivity addition from the moderator temperature decrease

| will terminate when the affected SG boils dry, thus
' terminating RCS heat removal and cooldown. Following the

MSLB, a post-trip return to power may occur; however, no

(continued)

(continued)
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SDH-T" > 200'FB 3.1.1

O'

BASES-(continued)

APPLICABLE fuel damage occurs as a result of the post-tri) return to-
SAFETY ANALYSES -)ower and the THERMAL POWER does not violate tie Safety

(continued) .imit (SL) requirement of SL 2.1.1.

In addition to the limiting MSLB transient, the SDM
requirement must also protect against:

a.f inadvertent boron dilution;

b. An uncontrolled CEA withdrawal from a subcritical or
low power condition;"

1c.; Startup of an inactive Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP); and

d. CEA. ejection.s

Each'of these is discussed below.

In the b'oron dilution analysis, the required SDM defines the
reactivity difference:between an initial'subcritical boron
concentration andsthe corresponding critical boron
concentration. These values, in conjunction with the

\O configuration of the RCS'and the- assumed df htion flow rate,
directly affect the results. cf'the analysis. This event is
most limiting at-the: beginning of(core life when critical
boron concentrations are highest.

Depending on the system' initial condi f6ns and reactivity
insertion rate, the uncontrolled CEA withdrawal transient is
terminated by either a high power level- trip, or a high
pressurizer pressure trip. In all cases, power level, RCS
pressure, linear heat rate, and the DNBR do not exceed
allowable limits.

The startup of an inactive-RCP will not result in-a " cold
water" criticality, even if the maximum difference in '.

temperature exists between the SG and the core. The maximum-
positive reactivity addition which can occur due to an
inadvertent RCP start is..less than half. the minimum required
SDM. An idle RCP cannot,-therefore, produce a= return to
power from the hot standby condition.

The withdrawal of CEAs from suberitical or low power
Conditions adds. reactivity to the reactor core, causing both.
the core power level and heat flux to increase with

(continued)
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SDM-T" > 200"iB 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE corresponding increases in reactor coolant temperatures and
SAFETY ANALYSES pressure. The withdrawal of CEAs also produces a time-

(continued) dependent redistribution of core power.

SDN satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement. Even though it is not directly observed from the
control room, SDM is considered an initial condition process
variable because it is periodically _ monitored to provide.
assurance that the unit is operating within the bounds of
accident analysis assumptions,
qN' g|

9yQ &
The acebent <ahalystIs has shown that the required SDM isLC0

sufficientite; avoid unacceptable consequences to the fuel or
RCS as a s eultiok the events addressed above. ShuMownl

boron concentration' requirements assume the highest worth
CEA is stuck inLthe fully withdrawn position to account for
a postulated inoperable oHuntrippable CEA prior to reactori

shutdown. gyp +;pg a
The MSLB (Ref. 2) and tkboron ~d{lution (Ref. 3) accidents
are the most limiting analyses that" establish the SDM value
of the LCO. For MSLB accide' tsfif the LCO is violated,n 4there is a potential to exceed the-DNBR limit and to exceed
10 CFR 100 limits. SDM is a core'physicsidesign condition
that can be ensured during operation through1CEA positioning
(regulating and shutdown CEAs) and through thd soluble boron
concentration. To ensure that SDM islbehaving as
anticipated so that the acceptance criteria are met, the SDM
is evaluated during SR 3.1.1.1 and appropriate actions are
taken as necessary when the SDM is not within the regnired
limit. For the boron dilution accident, if the LC0 is
violated, then the minimum required time assumed for
operator action to terminate dilution may no longer be
applicable.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and-4, the SDM requirements are applicable
to provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet the
assumptions of the safety analy:es discussed above. In.
MODE 5, SDM is addressed by LC0 3.1.2. In MODE 6, the
shutdown reactivity requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1,
" Boron Concentration."

(continued)
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SDH-T" > 200'F I
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad ;

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must be
initiated immediately. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is -

adequate for an operator to correctly' align and start the
required systems and components. Boration will be continued
until SDM is within limit,

w
Ist4determinationoftherequiredcombinationof.boration.

%|#[flo}wreteandboronconcentration,thereisnouniquedesign
,

4./ basis event that must be satisfied. It is imperative to
, raiseithe baron concentration of the RCS as soon as

.

x,74pegblegg
There thherator should-begin boration with the best
soue6e"ava11Me/for the plant conditions. Some of the
possible sostes of boron -originate from either the boric
acid storage ~ tank (SAST), whose minimum concentration of -'

boron ist[11600bppuier;the borated water storage tank
These sources,Lehnimum; concentration of boron is [2270] ppm.(BWST),whose

inclutei 4.
%Y dW.

Makeup flow:through makeu:ps mps from makeup tank:a.,( Makeup pumpsCaretrated at'( ) gpm at (2400] psig.
Boron concentration offthe

.

up tank varies with the
time in life and the concentration in the RCS;

Makeup flow through makeupsp'n@& umps W om BWST:b.
Makeuppumpsareratedag[300]gpmat[2400]psig;

%.

c. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BAST:
Makeup pumps.are rated at [300] gpm at [2400] psig;

d. High pressure injection through makeup pumps from
BWST: Makeup pumps are rated at [500] gpm at
[600] psig;

e. Decay heat flow through decay heat pumps from BWST:
Decay heat pumps are rated at [3000] gpm at
[100] psig;

f. Low Pressure Injection.-(LPI)-through decay heat pumps
from BWST: Decay heat pumps are rated at
[3000] gpm at [1(<0] psig;-and,

(continued)

(continued)
'v
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SDM--T* > 200ofB 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS g. Boric acid through boric acid pumps from BAST:
(continued) Boric ac'o pumps are rated at [25] gpm at [100) psig,,

in determining-the boration flow rate, it should be
remembered that the most difficult time in core life to
increase the RCS boron concentration is at beginning of
cycle when the boron _ concentration may approach or exceed
[2000] ppe.

, +: .

^

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1
REQUIREMENTS .

s

requirementslof LCO 3.1.6, " Shutdown CEA Insertion Limit,"
and LCO 3;1;7, " Regulating CEA Insertion Limit," are met.
However, in the event that a CEA is known to be untrippable,
SDM verification 'eust account for the worth of the
untrippable CEA as well as''another CEA of maximum worth.

In MODES 3, 4, and'Siihe SOM is, verified by aerforming a
reactivity balance calculation, considering tie listed
reactivity effects: q, g

a. RCS boron concentration; ;

b. CEA positions; b
c. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration;

f.. Samarium concentration; and,

g. Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (!TC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler-reactivity in this
calculatio,' because the reacter is subcritical and the fuel
temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.
The Frequency cf 24 hour: is based on the generally slow
change in required bsron concentration, and also allows
sufficient time for the operator to collect the required
data, including boron concentration analysis, and complete
the calculation.

(continued)
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SDM---T"8 >B 3.1.1 -
200*F

4

,

'

( BASES (continued)

. .

REFERENCES 1.- Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, .
.

Appendix A, General. Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity '
Control System Redundancy and Capability."

,

2. .[ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15.4.2.]' *[ Title]."
'

,-
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SDM-T" f 200'FB 3.1.2

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

| B 3.1.2 SBUTDOWN MARGIN (SDMi-Tm < 200'F (Digital)

BASES i
| '

BACKGROUND The reactivity control system must be redundant and capable 1
of holding the reactor core suberitical when shut down-under :

d conditions (Ref.1). Maintenance of the SDM ensures i

postulated reactivity events will not. damage the fuel,
quirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to

a that acceptable fuel design limits will not be
d or normal shutdown and anticipated operational

A00s). As such, in MODES I and 2 the SDM
gree of subcriticality which would be obtained

1 110 wing the insertion or scram of all control
lies (CEAs), assuming the single CEA of

ghes vity worth is fully withdrawn. In MODES 3, 4, i
and SDM ied continues to provide for adequate
shut c nd acceptable fuel design limits for
poten initiated from shutdown conditions.

The system d re hat two independent reactivity
s control syst nd.that one of these systems

be capable of re suberitical under cold.
'

conditions. The pen provided by.the use of-

movable CEAs and ol Joric in the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS). The CEA syste pensate for the
react hity effects of the ter temperature changes
accompanying power level es over the range from
full-load to no-load. I dition, the CEAs, together with
the Boration System, 3rovide the SDM'during power operation
and are capable of ma(ing the core'subcritical rapidlyc

enough to prevent exceeding the acce) table fuel damage
limits, assuming that the CEA of hig1est reactivity worth
remaic fully withdrawn.,

The soluble Boron System can compensate for fuel depletion
during operation and all xenon burnout reactivity changes,
and maintain the reactor subcritical under cold conditions.

During power operation, SDM contfoi is ensured by operating
with the shutdown CEAs fully withdrawn and the regniating

(continued)
_

(continued)
)

!
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SDM--T" $ 200oFB 3.1.2

i
BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND CEAs within the limits of LCO 3.1.7. k' hen in the shutdown
(continued) and refueling MODES, the SDM requirement < tre met by

adjustments to the'RCS boron concentration.

i

APPLICABLE The minimum required SDM is assume ( as an initial cWit on
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety! analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. 2)

establishe's-'a SDM that ensures that specified acceptable
'

: fuelfdesign limits- are not exceeded for. normal operation and
A00s with the1 assumption of the highed worth CEA stuck out
on; scram. Specifically, for MODE 5, the primary safety
analystrwhich. relies on the SDM limits is the boron
dilution aiialysis. -.

The accept dite is for the SDM are that the specified
acceptable ^ fuel dei;ign limits are maintained by etisuring
that: 3 < -

y 4,1
The reacto} wain Niade'subcritical from all operatinga.
conditions and transients and. Design Basis Events;

i X" 3%, ,

b. The reactivity transientstassociated with postulated -

accident conditions are' controllable within acceptable '

limits (departure from' nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),'

fuel centerline temperature limits f4 A00s, and
$ 280 cal /gm energy deposition forthegA ejection<

accident); and % e

The reactor will be maintainek 'sNfficientlyc..

; subcritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the
shutdown condition.

An inadvertent boron dilution is a moderate Frequency
incident-as defined in Reference 2. The core is initially

i subcritical with all CEAs insertad. A Chemical and Volume
Control System malfunction occuN which causes unborated

( water to be pumped to the RCS via three charging pumps.
4

During the event, a niinimum flow of (3000] gal / min will be
circulated through the RCS by_ the Shutdown Cooling System
(SDC): complete mixing of boron within the RCS is assumed.
Acold(200'F)RCSvolume,excludjngthepressurizer, surge'

line, and the SDC, of-[10,060] ft is assumed. Excluding

(continued)

( (continued)

I
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SDM-T* s 200'TB 3.1.2

O !

Q BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE the )ressurizer, surge line, and SDC increases the severity
SAFETY ANALYSES of tie dilution. At the SDC flow rate, an equivalent RCS

! continued) volume will be circulated in approximately 30 minutes. The

reactivitychangerateassociatedwithboronconcentration
changes is with.n the capabilities of operator recognition
and control.

The high neutron flux alarm on the startup channel
,. instrumentation will alert the operator of the boron
' dilution with a minicum of 15 minutes remaining before the
. cc e becomes critical. The event can then be terminated by

'

,-
a i t,7 ,1 .

,

1

ai Turning off the charging pumps;

b. ? Turning off the primary makeup pump;

c. Isolating the reactor makeup water supply;

d. Isolating the volume control tank' or
, ..

o e. Actuating safety injection.

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy-
Statement. Even though it is nottdirectly observed from the
control room, SDM is considered an~ initial condition process
variable because it is periodically.menitored to provide
assurance that the unit is operating within the bounds of
accident analysis assumptions.

LC0 The accident analysis has shown that the required SDM is)

sufficient to avoid unacceptable consecuences to the fuel or
RCS as a result of the events addressec above.

The boron dilution (Ref. 2) accident initiated in MODE 5 is
the most limiting analysis which establishes the SDM value
of the LCO. For the boron dilution accident, if the LCO is
violated, then the minimum recuired time assumed for
operator action to terminate cilution may no longer be
applicable.

(continued)
-. -

(continued)

[\
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SDM-T" s 200'FB 3.1.2

BASES (continued)
:

LCO SDM is a core physics design condition that is evaluated;

| (continued) during SR 3.1.2.1, and appropriate actions are taken as
necessary when the SDM is not within the required limit.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5, the SDM requirements are applicable to provide
sufficient' negative reactivity to meet the assumptions of
the safety analysis discussed above. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and
4, the SDM requirements are given in LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN
MARGIN (SDM)-T 200'F " In MODE 6, the shutdown
reactivity regulM>ents are given in LC0 3.9.1 "Roron
Concentration.,"

_-
_

'

ACTIONS 6.d

IftheSDMrequNements"arenotmet,borationmustbe
initiated immediately.. A Completion Time of IS minutes is
adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the
required systems and coonenents. 'Boration will be contint.ed

| untiltheSDMiswithin3helimit. Q
| In the determination of the' required Eodination of boration

~

I flow rate and boron concentration, there'issno unique design
basis event which must be satisfied. It '91i lmperative to
raisetheboronconcentrationoftheRCSas{soonas
possible.

Therefore, the operator should begin boration with the best
source available for the plant conditions. Some of the
possible sources of boron originate from either the boric
acid storage tank (BAST), whose minimum concentration of
boron is (11600) ppm, or the borated water storage tank
(BWST), whose n,inimum concentration of boron is (2270] ppm.
These sources include:

a. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from makeup tank:
Makeup pumps are rated at (300) gpm at [2400) psig.
(boron concentration of the makeup tank varies with
the time in life and the concentration in the RCS);

b. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BWST: Makeup
pumps are rated at (300) gpm at [2400) psig;

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM-T" s 200*fB 3.1.2 -

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS c. Makeup flow through makeup pumps from BAST: Makeup
(continued) pumps are rated at (300) gpm at (2400) psig;

d. High pressure injection through makeup pumps from
BWS1 Makeuppumpsareratedat(500)gpmat
(600] psig;

e,f; Decay heat flow through decay heat pumps from BWS1:
A tDecay heat pumps are rated at (3000) gpm at
( [100) psig;
e .

D f. , clew pressure injection through decay heat pumps from
W'' '' N.'BWSTt Decay heat pumps are rated at (3000) gpm at.

(100)'psig;and'

g.Wf9NriciacidthroughboricacidpumpsfromBAST: Bori:
' acid pumps are rated at (25] gpm at (100) psig.

p e; .3
In determining the boration flow rate, it should be
remembered'that the most-difficult time in core life to
increase the'RC$ )o mn concentration is at beginning of

''''' *"'".'"' '.''' '""''"''''' " ''' '''' ''"
'

' ' * ' " '
CJ (2000) ppm

.

_

h.

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1 ,;.f %"
REQUIREMENTS

"'

In MODE 5 the SDM is verified by performing a reactivity
balance calculation, considering the listed. reactivity
effects:

a. RCS boron concentration-

b. CEA positions;

c. RCS average _ temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based _on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration; and

g. Isothermal Temperature Coefficient-(lTC).
,

(continued)-
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SDM-T" s 200ofB 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
REQUIREMENTS calculation because the reactor is subcritical and the fuel

(continued) temperature will be changing at the same rate as that of the
RCS.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow
change in. required boron concentration, and it allows
sufficient time for the operator to collect the recuired
data.. including a boron concentration analysis, anc complete
the calculation.

REF ERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. Part 50,
Apper. dix A. General Design Criterion 26, ' Reactivity
Control System Redundancy and Capability."

2. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15.2.4), "[ Title)."
. _

t
..

''('#

: O
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!
Reactivity Balance i

B 3.1.3

P 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS !

B 3.1,3 Reactivity Balance (Digital)i

! :
'

BASES

.

BACKGROUND Per GDCs 26, 28, and 29 (Ref.1), reactivity shall be ;
controllable such that subcriticality is maintained under

-cold conditions and acceptable fuel design limits are not
eaceeded during normal. operation and anticipated operational

,.roccurmnces. Therefore, reactivit/ balance is used as a >

d< measure of the predicted versus measured core reactivityC .

during: power operation. The periodic confirmation of core
Y|N reactivitysis necessary to ensure that safety analyses _of

* Ldesign basis | transients and accidents remain valid. A large *

reactivity difference.could be the result of unanticipated
changes in fuel,9 control element assembly- (P} worth, or
o>eration'at Canditions not consistent with those assumed in
t1e predictions of core reactiv!ty and could potentially-
result inaa' loss.of EMUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)~or violation of

'

acceptable fuel' design" limits. Comparing predicted versus
measured cow mactivity validates the nuclear methods used
in the safety analysis and: supports the SDM demonstrations
(LCO 3.1.1) in assurina the reactor can be brought safely to-t

O cold, suberiticat condttlens. %
v. 4#

When the reactor core ~is critica1ror, in normal power
operation, a reactivity balance exists and the net
reactivity is zero. A cot.parison of' predicted and measured
reactivity is convenient under'such a balance since.
parameters are being maintained' relatively stable under
steady-state )ower conditions'. The positive reactivity
inherent in. tie. core design is balanced by the negative
reactivity of the control components, thermal feedback,
neutron leakage, and materials in the core that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing zero net
reactivity. Excess reactivity can be inferred from the
boron letdown curve (or critical boron curve), which
provides an indication of the soluble boron concentration in
the Reactor Coolant System
Periodic measurement of the(RCS) versus cycle burnup.RCS boron concentration for
comparison with the predicted value with other variables.

.

fixed such as CEA height, temperature, pressure, and power,
provides a convenient method of ensuring that core

sreactivity is within design expectations, and that the
calculation models used-to generate the safety analysis are
adequate.

(continued)

(continued)
|
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output,
(continued) the uranium enrichment, in the new fuel loading and in the

fuel remaining from the previous cycle, provides excess
positive reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady-
state operation throughout the cycle. When the reactor is
critical at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) and moderator
tem)erature, the excess positive reactivity is compensated
by )urnable absorbers (if any), CEAs, whatever neutron
poisons (mainly xenon and samarium) are present in the fuel,
and the RCS boron concentration.

Wh'en the core is producing THERMAL POWER, the fuel is being
depleted and excess reactivity is decreasing. As the fuel
depletes, the RCS boron concentration is reduced to decrease
negative reactivity and maintain constant THERMAL POWER.
The boron letdown curve is bas 6d on steady-state o>eration
a RTP. Therefore;' deviations from the predicted soron
letdown curve may-indicate deficiencies in the design
analysis, deficiencies in:the calculational models, or
abnormal core conditions,.and must be evaluateo

e >

0APPLICABLE Accuratepredictionofro're.reactivityiseitheranexplicit
SAFETY ANALYSES or implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluations.

Every accident evaluation (Ref. 2) is, therefore, dependent
upon accurate evaluation of core reactivityL in particular,
SDM, and reactivity transients, such as'CEA' withdrawal
accidents or CEA ejection accidents, are very sensitive to
accurate prediction of core reactivity. These accident
analysis evaluations rely on computer codes that have been
qualified against available test data, operating plant data,
and analytical benchmarks. Monitoring reactivity balance
provides additional assurance that the nuclear methods
provide an accurate representation of the core reactivity.

Design calculations and safety analys4 are performed for
each fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining reactivity
behavior and the RCS boron concentration requirements for
reactivity control during fuel depletion.

The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
reactivity provides a normalization for calculational models
used to predict core reactivity, if the measured and

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)
I

APPLICABLE predicted RCS boron concentrations for identical core
SAFETY ANALYSES

conditions at beginning of cycle (BOC)le design analysis or
do not agree, then

(continued) the assumptions used in the reload cyc
the calculation models used to predict soluble boron
requirements may not be accurate, if reasonable agreement
between measured and predicted core reactivity exists at
BOC, then the prediction may be normalized to the measured
boren concentration. Thereafter, any significant deviations
initte m.n sured boren concentration from the predicted boron

4.letdowncurvethatdevelopduringfueldepletionmaybean
4 indication that the calculation model is not adequate for
7 core 3burnups beyond BOC, or that an unexpected change in

(core?conditionshasoccurred.
The n6malization of predicted RCS boron concentration to
the; measured value is typically performed after reaching RTP
following startup from a refueling outage, with the CEAs in
their nomat positions;for power operation. The
normalization is; performed at BOC conditions so that core
reactivity: relative.to predicted values can be continually
monitored and eval.Wated as core conditions change during the
cycle.

O' y .
,

'

Reactivitybalanc5proyidesa e'dditional assurance that SDM
is maintained within the limits. 9thus, reactivity balance
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Int,t[im Policy Statement.

A g
_/

LC0 This Specification is provided'to ensure that core
reactivity behaves as expected in the long term, and to
ensure that significant reactivity anomalies will be
investigated. .

The reactivity balance limit is established to ensure plant
operation is maintained within the assumptions of the safety
analyses. Large differences be: ween actual and predicted
core reactivity may indicate.that the assumptions of the
design basis transient and accident analyses are no longer
valid, or that the uncertainties in the nuclear method are
larger than ex)ected. A limit on the reactivity balance of
i 1% Ak/k has )een established based on engineering

(continued)

(continued) |
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Reactivity Balance
' B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

LCO judgment. A 1% deviation in reactivity from that predicted
(continued) is larger than expected for normal operation, and should

therefore be evaluated.

When measured core reactivity is within 1% Ak/k of the
predicted value at steady-state thermal conditions, the core
is considered to be operating within acceptable design
ilmits.c Since deviations from the limit are normally
detected by comparing predicted and measured steady-state
RCS-cHtical boron concentrations the difference between
measuredandpredictedvalueswouldbeoproximately100 ppm
(depending on the boron worth) before the limit is reached.
These values are well within the uncertainty limits for
analysis of boron concentration samples, so that spurious
violations of the limit due to uncertainty in measuring the
RCS bor.,n: concentration are unlikely.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, most of the CEAs are withdrawn and. steady-state
o)eration is ty)ically achieved. ,Under these conditions,
tie comparison setween predictions and measurements provides
an effective measure of the reactivity balance. In MODE 2,
control rods are typically being. withdrawn during a startup.
In MODES 3, 4, and 5, all CEAs are,fullysinserted, and
therefore the reactor is in the 1e'ast reactive state where

~

monitoring core reactivity is not necessary!n In MODE 6,
fuel loading results in a continually; changing core

|
reactivity. Boron concentration requirements (LCO 3.9.1)
ensure that fuel movements are performed within the bounds
of the safety analysis and an SUM demonstration is required
during the first startup following operations which could
have altered core reactivity (e.g., fuel movement or CEA
replacement or shuffling).

|

ACTIONS A,1 and A.2

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted
core reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety ;

analysis is performed. In practice, smailer deviations in i

core reactivity (greater than 0.5% Ak/k) are generally cause I

(continued) i

(continued)
'
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)
1

ACTIONS for concern, and evaluations of both core conditions and the
(continued) core design are performed to determine the cause of the

deviation. I

When a reactivity deviation is noted, the evaluation of core-
conditions typically includes the following steps:

a.4 Core conditions and the input to calulational models
ci" (are verified to be consistent; )

A Sinitdown capability from both the CEAs and the Boron
S : ,. <lejectjon System is deterr.ined to be adequate;i 1

Nity'f y , A
~c. ' A core power distribution map is obtained to evaluate

&' Y R f;** *''I

d. 0PERAhlOTYof-allCEAsisverified;and
av ,Jy

Physthalchampesdnthefuelorboroncontentofthee.
RCSarejcensidered,uw ,,

i
,% An evaluation of the core design and safety analysis

typically includes'the follow 1 steps:

Geactivity worth calblations of boron, the_ CEAs,a.
xenon, and samarium are reviewed;

. &%
b. The moderetor and fuel temperature coefficient

calculations are reviewed and verified to be within
the bounds of the safetycanalysis;

c. The fuel de)letion calculations are reviewed to
determine t1at the calculated core burnup is
appropriate; and

d.- The calculation modals are reviewed to verify that
they are adequate for representation of the core
conditions.

;
,

Reactivity anomalies are generally investigated when they,

are small, so that the evaluations- are in progress before
the 1% Ak/k reactivity limit for a deviation is reaches, 4nd
corrective measures may be defined. The required Completion

(continued)_

(continued)
t(
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

,

BASES (continued)

i

ACTIONS Time of 72 hours is based on operating experience and the
(continued) low probability of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) occurring

during this >eriod. Also, it allows sufficient time to
,

assess the p1ysical condition of the reactor and complete an,

evaluation of the core design and safety analysis.

Following evaluations of the core design and safety
analysis,|the cause of the reactivity anomaly may be
resolved. ;If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is a
mismatch in core conditions at the time of RCS boron
concentration, sampling, then a recalculation of the RCS
boren concentration requirements may be performed to
demonstrate 4that core reactivity is behaving as expected.
If an' unexpected' physical change in the condition of the
core has occurred, .itimust be evaluated and corrected, if
possible.Q If the cau'se of the reactivity anomaly is in the
calculation technique, then the calculational models must be
revised to provide more accurate predictions. If any of
these results'are demonstrated and it is concluded that the
reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then the
boron letdown curve mayWrenormalized, and power operation
may continue. If operational resti'ictions or additional SRs
are necessary to ensureithe reactor, core is acceptable for
continued operation, then they must beidefined.

d Q>
,

IL1 "

. ;hA
The unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
a> ply if the core reactivity cannot kr restored _to within
tie 1% Ak/k limit by the methods disb ssed in Required
Action A.1 and the associated Completion Time. This is done
by placing the unit in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. If,

; the SDN for MODE 3 is not met, then boration required by
'

SR 3.1.1.1 would occur. The allowed Completion Time is
reasonable, based on o)erating experience related to the
time required, to reac1 the required plant conditions from
full power in an orderly manner without challenging plant
systems.-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Core reactivity is verified by periodic comparisons of
measured and predicted RCS boron concentrations. The

(continued)

| (continued)'
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE comparison is made considering that other core conditions,

i REQUIREMENTS are fixed or stable including CEA position, moderator
| (continued) temperature, fuel temperature, fuel depletion, xenon
: concentration, and samaribm concentration. The surveillance !

j is performed prior to entering MODE 1 as an initial check on l
core conditions and design calculations at BOC. A Note is |

l included in the SR to indicate that the nnrmalization of 1

! predicted core reactivity to the measured value must take
place.within the first 60 effective-full power days (EFPDs)!

!after each fuel loading. This allows sufficient time for
j .c a core conditions to reach steady state, but prevents
! v operation for a large fraction of the fuel cycle without
; | establishing a benchmark for the design calculations. The
; ' required, subsequent frequency of 31 EFPDs, after the initial
i 60 EFPDs,;after entering MODE 1, is acceptable based on the
j slow rate of-core changes due to fuel depletion and the :.

j presence of other indicators, e.g., Guadrant Power Tilt !

i Ratio, for prompt. indication of an anomaly. Another Note is ,

j included in SR to indicate that the provisions of SR 3.0.4 '

are not app 11 cable for this SR for_ entering MnDE 2.:

} ,

i
.

.: .

{ REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code.of,Federa1' Regulations, Part 50,
i Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
! Control System Redundancy and: Capability"; General
i Design Criterion 28, "Reactivityclimits"; rieneral

Design Criterion 29, " Protection egainst I.nticipatedi

Operational Occurrences,"-

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "(Accident Analysis)."
_

1
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'

MTC
B 3.1.4

'

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.4 plQd.trator Temnerature Coefficient (MTC) (Digital)'

BASES

BACKGROUND Per GDC 11 Ref.1), the reactor core and its interaction
with the rea(ctor system coolant must be designed for
inherently stable power operation, even in the possible
eventtof an accident. In particular, the net reactivity

g[reactivityincreases.fsedback in the. system must compensate for any unintended

y'hlhe IRC relates a change in core activity to a change in
'

x

" reactor'coolantstemperature (a positive MTC means that
reactivity 1 increases with increasing moderator temperature;
converself,Ha, negative MTC means that reactivity decreases
with increasing moderator temperature). The reactor is
designed te operate with a negativo MTC over the largest
possible: range of fuel? cycle operation. Therefore, a
coolant temperaturesincrease will cause a reactivity
decrease, so'thatx the coolant temperature tends to return
toward its initial value.. Reactivity increases that cause a

O coolant temperature increase will thus be self-limiting, and
stable power o)eration will result. The same characteristic
is true when tie MTC is p6sitive'and coolant temperature
decreases occur. g

et 7n,

HTCvaluesarepredictedatseleeddburnupsduringthe
safety evaluation analysis and are confirmed to be

t

acceptable by measurements. Both initial and relcit cores
are designed so that the beginning of cycle (800) MTC is
less than zero when THERMAL POWER is (95%) of RATED THERMAL
POWER 'The actual value of the MTC is-depende(RTP) or greater.nt on core characteristics such as fuel loading and
reactor coolant soluble boron concentration. The core
design may require additional fixed distributed poisons
(lumped burnable poison assemblies) to yield a MTC at the
80C within the range analyzed in the plant- accident-
analysis. The end of cycle (E00) MTC is also limited by the
requirements of the accident analysis.. Fuel cycles designed
to achieve high burnups or with changes to other
characteristics'are evaluated to ensure that the MTC does
not exceed the EOC limit.

(continued)

O
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MTC
B 3.1.4 |

|

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for the specified MTC are:
SAFETY ANALYSES

a. The MTC values must renain within the bounds of those
used in the accident analysis (Ref. 2); and

b. The MTC must be such that inherently ttable power
operations result during normal operation and during
accidents such as overheating and overcooling events.
,: & L

Refatwnce 2 contains analyses of accidents that result in
both' overheating and overcooling of the reactor core. MTC
is;ene of tho' controlling parameters for core reactivity in
these:accidentsi. <Both the most positive value and most
negative'value.ef the MTC are important to safety, and both
values uust be bounded. Values used in the analyses
consider Worst-case conditions, such as very large soluble
boron concentrations, to ensure the accident results are
bounding (Ref.p). s., c &y,

,

Accidents that cause core,everheating (either decreased heat
removal or increased power production) must be evaluated for
results when the MTC is,pesitive.EReactivity accidents that
cause increased power production ~ inciude the control element
assembly (CEA) withdrawal transient free either zero or full
THERMAL POWER. The limiting' ovessatinyevent relative to
plant response is based on the maximum atfference between
core power and steam generator heat reaeveh Wuring a
transient. The most limiting event Nith'res9ect to a
positive MTC is a (CEA withdrawal.eccfdent from zero power,
also referred to as a startup accident (Ref. 4).]

Accidents that cause core overcooling must be evaluated for
results when the MTC is most negative. The event which
produces the most rapid cooldown of the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS), and is therefore the most limiting event with
respect to the negative MTC, is a steam line break (SLB)
event. Following tre reactor trip for the postulated EOC
SLB event, the larg moderator temperature reduction
combined with the large negative MTC may produce reactivity
increases that P.re as much as the shutdown reactivity. When
this occurs, a substantial fraction of core power is
produced with hil CEAs inserted except the most reactive
one. Even if the reactivity increase produces slightly
suberitical conditions, a large fraction of enre power may
be produced through the effects of subcritical neutron
multiplication.

(continued)

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.4 j

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE MTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations assuming
SAFETY ANALYSES steady-state conditions at BOC and EOC. A middle of cycle

i

(continued) (MOC) EOC measurement is conducted at conditions when the
RCS boron concentration reaches approximately 300 ppm. The
measured value may be extrapolated to project the EOC value,
in order to confirm reload design predictions.

MTCisatisfies Criterion-2 of the NRC Interim Policy
,$tatement. Even though it is not directly observed and

peontrolled from the control room, MTC is considered an

[% on beren concentration.finitial; condition process variable because of its dependence
937 fg,

..& A
LC0i3d.Yesquhes the NTC to be within- the specified limitsLC0

of the CORE;$PtRATING LIMITS REPOP" (COLR) 'Ref. 5) to
ensure theLeore operates within ti,e assumptions of the
accidentianalysis E During the reload core safety
evaluatione the MTC is analyzed to determine that its valuesf

remain within the beends ofethe original accident analysis
during operationO!The limitTof [+0.9E-4) (%Ak/k)/F on a

O positive MTC whea;THERN O POWERf s less than [96%] of RTP
assures that core'ovenetting neitidents will not violate the
accident knalysis assumptions. The requirement for a
negative MTC when THERMAL POWER 1C{95%
ensures that core operation will be Mtab'1 of RTP or greatere. The negative
MTC limit for EOC specified in the'C0Lt^ ensures that core
overcooling accidents will not;viciate the accident analysis
assumptions. V

MTC is a core physics parameter determined by the fuel and
fuel cycle design and cannot be easily controlled once the
core design is fixed. During operation, therefore, the
conditions of the LCO can only be ensured through
measurement. The surveillance checks at B0C and MOC on a
MTC provide confirmation that the MTC is behaving as
anticipated so that the acceptance criteria are met.

APPLICARILITY In MODE 1, the limits on the MTC must be maintained to
assure that any accider.t initiated from THERMAL POWER
operation will not violate the design assumptions of the
accident initiated frem THERMAL POWER operation will not

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.4

l

BASES (continued)
_

violate the desi n assumptions of the accident analysis.APPLICABILITY
(continued) In MODE 2, the l$mits must also be maintained to ensure

startup and subcritical accidents (such as the uncontrolled
CEA assembly or group withdrawal) will not violate the
assumptions of the accident analysis. In MODES 3, 4, 5, and
6, this LCO is not applicable, since no Design Basis
Accidents (DBAs)usingtheHTCasananalysisassumptionare
initiated from these MODES. However, the varirtion of the
MTC with temperature in MODES 3, 4, and 5. for DBAs
initteted in MODES 1 and 2, is accounted for in the subject
a sident analysis. The variation of the HTC with
tesperature assumed in the safety analysis is accepted as
valid once the DOC and MOC measurements are used for
normalization.-

u
.

ACTIONS M
,

MTC is a function of the fuel and fuel cycle ^ .gn and
cannot be controlled djrectly once their desgos have been
implemented in the core? If the MTC. exceeds its limits, the
reactor must be placed in MODE 3 with'a minimum SHUTDOWN
MARGIN. This eliminates the potential;for violation of the
accident analysis bounds.-1The associatedsCompletion Time of
6 hours is reasonable considering the probability of an
accident occurring during the time periodiwhich would
require a MTC value within the LC0 limits, ahd-the length of
time required to reach MODE 3 Conditions from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.;

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

|
The SRs for measurement of the HTC at the beginning and
middle of each fuel cycle provide for confirmation of the

! limiting HTC va'ues. The MTC changes smoothly from most
i positive (least negative) to most negative value during fuel

cycle operation as the RCS boron concentration is reduced to
compensate for fuel depletion. The requirement for
measurement prior to operation above 5% of RTP satisfies the
confirmatory check on the most positive (least negative) HTC
value. The requirement for measurement within 7 days after

(continued)

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.4;

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE reaching 40 effective full power days (EFPD) and a j core
REQVIREMENTS burnup satisfies the confirmatory check of the most negative ]

(continued) MTC value. The measurement is performed at any THERMAL
POWER so that the projected E00 MTC may be evaluated before
the reactor actually reaches the EOC condition. MTC values,

may be extrapolated and compensated to permit direct
comparison to the specified MTC limits.

The$WtismodifiedbyaNotethatstatesthatSR3.0.4is
,e apt applicable for entering MODE 2. Although this

chfsurveillance is a>plickble in MODE 2, the reactor must be
M critica1'before t1e surveillance can be completed.

%''rTherefore,3 entry into the applicable MODE prior to
accomplishing:the surveillance is necessary.

gy
,

e g y. "
REFERENCES 1. Title lo, Code of; Federal Regulr' ions, Part 50,

Ap)endix A,, General ~ 0: sign Crite, ion ll, " Reactor
InierentLProtection.",

W ip; jg- 3
2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section,[ ), *[ Safety Analysis)."

O q p.w g

(UnitName)F8gn'Section'[h),"[ Title)."3.
w A

(Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( Q)?p [h4. Title)."
,w

5. (Unit Name) Core Operating Limits * Report, "(Title)."
P

4

1

%/
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CEA Alignment i

B 3.1.5
!

B 3.1 REACTIVI'; b TROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Control Element Assemb1v (CEA) Alionment (Digital)

BASES

1

| BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY of the shutdown and regulating CEAs are
| initial assumptions in all safety analyses which assume CEA

insertion upon reactor trip. Maximum CEA misalignment is an
;

#1mittal. assumption in the safety analyses which directly -

Mi

p'affects' core power distributions and assumptions of 1

) availpleSHUTDOWNMARGIN(SDM), |
; r,s a A

| y'The1aplicablecriteriaforthesereactivityandpower
i distrisetten design requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
'

GDC 10;iWheactorL. Design," and 26, " Reactivity Limits"
(RefDIEmerbenc)y, andWCFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for!

'

Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Cooled ,

Nuclear ,Poweb Plants %(Ref. 2).
1 fy:9

Hechanicai or;electrfcal failures may cause a CEA to become
inoperable or to;become misaligned from its group. CEA
inoperability or sisaligneset:May cause increased powerO peaking due to thefasymmetric%'tactivity distribution and a

Q reduction in the totalrevati able?cEA worth for reactor
shutdown. ~Therefore CEA altenmentfand operability are
related to core operation in' design power peaking limits and
the core design requirement of a.mipless SDM.

py y
Limits on CEA alignment-and operability have been
established, and all CEA positions are monitored and

;

controlled during power operation to ensure that the power
distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design
power peaking and SDM limits are preserved. 1

CEAs are moved by their CEA drive n chanisms. Each CEA
d ive mechanism moves its CEA one step (approximately
[ inches)) at a time but at varying rates (steps per

.

,

m nute) depending on the signal output from the Rod Control !System.

The CEAs are arranged into groups that are radially
symmetric. Therefore, movement of the CEAs does not
introduce radial asymmetries in the core-power distribution.
The shutdown and regulating CEAs provide the required |
reactivity worth for immediate reactor shutdown upon a ;

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND reactor trip. The regulating CEAs also provide reactivity
(continued) (power level) control during normal operation and

transients. Their movement may be automatically controlled
by the Reactor Regulating System.

i The axial position of shutdown and regulating CEAs is
indicated by two separate and independent systems, which are
the Plant' Computer CEA Position Indication System and the
ReedSwitelGositionIndicationSystem.
p a

The Plant Computer CEA Position Indication System counts the,

l connands sant'to the CEA gripper coils from the Control
Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM) Control System that moves the

! CEAs. ' There,1s 4cne step counter for each group of CEAs.
: Individual CEAs4in a; group all receive t'ne same signal to
' move and'shouldh therefore, all be at the same position

indicated by the group step counter for that group. The
Plant Computer CEA Position:Indigation System is considered
highly precise ( onesstepferi inch). If CEA does not
move 1 step for each!tommand~ sig;nal, the step counter will
still count the command and incorrectly reflect the position
of the CEA. #F ?. A

The Reed Switch Positi Indi on stem provides c highly
accurate indication of actual CEA positico, but at a lower
precision than the step counters. This~5ystem is based on
inductive analog signals from a series of',M'ed switches
spaced along a tube with a center-to-center distance of
1.5 inches, which is 2 steps. To increase the reliability
of the system, there are redundant reed switches at each
position,

i

APPLICABLE CEA misalignment accidents are analyzed in the safety
SAFETY ANALYSES analysis (Ref. 4). The accident analysis defines CEA

misoperation as any event, with the exception of sequential
group withdrawals, which could result from a single
malfunction in. the Reactivity Control System. For example,i

I CEA misalignment may be caused by a malfunction of the CEA
drive mechanism, CEDM Control System, or by operator error.
A stuck CEA may be caused by mechanical jamming of the CEA
fingers or of the gripper. Inadvertent withdrawal of a
single CEA may be caused by opening of the electrical
circuit of the CEDM holding coil for a full-length

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE or part-length CEA. A dropped CEA subgroup could be
SAFETY ANALYSES caused by an electrical failure in the CEA coil power

(continued) programmers.

The acceptance criteria for eddressing CEA inoperability or
misalignment is that there be no violations of:

a.c',Specified acceptable fuel design limits;

gb. Cen_terline fuel temperature;
A J

~% c . Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary damage;

N g 'andy:gn ; ,,

d. Tsecoremustremainsubcriticalafteraccident
Qtransients,

Three types /of misalignment are distinguished. During
movementter a group,:ene CEA may stop moving while the other
CEAs in thetgroup continue. This condition may cause
excessive power'- aM ng. The second type of misalignment
occurs if one CE failstolinertuponareactortripandb remains stuck fully ~ withdrawn M This condition requires an

( evaluation to det'erniine that sufficient reactivity worth is
held in the remaining"CEAs'to meet?the SDM requirement with
the maximum worth CEA stuck' fully Wit,hdrawn. If a CEA is

stuck in the fully withdrawn posittenA,Y'not take two stuckits worth is added to
the SDM, since the safety analysis;does
CEAs into account. The thir
when one CEA drops partially,d type of misalignment occurs'or fully into the reactor core.
This event causes an initial power reduction followed by a
return towards the original power due to positive reactivity
feedback from the negative moderator tem)erature-
coefficient. Increased peaking during t1e power increase
may result in excessive local linear heat rates (LHRs).

Two types of analysis are performed in regard to static CEA
misalignment (Ref. 3). With CEA banks at their insertion
limits, one type of analysis considers the case when any one
CEA is inserted [ ] inches into the core. The second type.
of analysis considers the case of a single CEA withdrawn
[ ] inches from a bank inserted to its insertion limit.
Satisfying _ limits on departure from nucleate boiling ratio
(DNBR) in both of these cases bounds the situation when a
CEA is misaligned from its group by [7 inches].

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Another type of misalignment occurs if one CEA fails to
SAFETY ANALYSES insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully

(continued) withdrawn. This condition is assumed in the evaluation to
determine that the required SDM is met with the maximum
worth CEA also fully withdrawn (Ref. 5).

The effect of any misoperated CEA on the core power
distribution will be assessed by the CEA calculators, and an
appro)riately augmented power distribution penalty factor,

will> W supplied as input to the core protection calculators
(CPCs). As the reactor core responds to the reactivity l

changes caused by the misoperated CEA and the ensuing
reactor coolant and Dop)1er feedback effects, the CPCs will
initiate -a low'DNBR or, ligh local power density trip signal

.

if specified: acceptable, fuel design limits (SAFDLs) are i

approached..
1

Since the CEA drop' incidents result in the most ra)id
approach to SAFDLs caused by's CEA misoperation, tie

|accident analy.;is enalyzed a single full-length CEA drop, ar
single part-length CEA drop, and.a-3 art-length CEA subgroup
drop. The most rapid appnach to;tM DNDR SAFDL may be i

caused by either a single full-length drop or a part-length
CEA subgroup drop depending'upen initial, conditions. The
mostra)idapproachtotheJuelcenter-13fc.neltSAFDLis

;
caused

ay a single part-length CEA drop.%@S36
In the case of the full-length CEA droppa prompt decrease
in core average power and a distortion'in radial power are
initially produced, which when conservatively coupled result
in local power and heat flux increases, and a decrease in
DNBR. For plant operation within the DNBR and local power
density (LPD) LCOs, DNBR and LPD trips can normally be
avoided on a dropped CEA.

For a part-length CEA subgroup drop, a distortion in
power distribution, primarily axial, and either a rapid
increase or decrease in core power are initially produced.
The initial change in core power depends on the reactivity
insertion, which may be positive or negative depending on
the relative position of the axial 3eak and the position of
the part-length CEA subgroup. As tie dropped part-length
CEA subgroup is detected, an ap3ropriate power distribution
penalty factor is supplied to t1e CPCs, and a reactor trip
signal on low DNBR is generated.

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE for the part-lenath CEA drop, both core average power and
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES three-dimensional peak-to-average power density increase

(continued) promptly. As the dropped part-length CEA is detected, core
power and an appropriately augmented power distribution
penalty factor are supplied to the CPCs.

Shutdown and regulating CEA operability and alignment are
dirgetly related to power distribution and SDN, which are

,tattial conditions assumed in safety analyses. Therefore,
ed they satisfy Criterton 2 of the NRC Interim Policy

F Statement.p% f,

TheItait*ensh}tdownandregulatingCEAalignmentsassure
wf pg><

LCO u
thatithe assumptions in the safety analysis will remain
valid. The requirements on operability assure that hpon
reactor trip' the assumed reactivity will be available and,

will be inserted.M {The; operability requirements also assure
that the CEA' banks' will move correctly upon command, to
maintain thd correct (power distribution and CEA alignment.

( The requirement t int IhCEAalignmenttowithin
7 inches between the highest and;)owest CEAs in a subgroup
is conservative. The' minimum mist 11gnment astumed in safety
analysis is (19 inches], and in some cases a total
misalignment from fully withdrawn to hl,1y inserted is
assumed. ,~ T

CEAs are operable when they meet the SRs of this LCO, i.e.,
can be inserted and withdrawn to meet the alignment limits,
sequence and overlap withdrawal requirements, CEA drop
times, and position indication requirements.

LFor this facility, an OPERABLE Plant Computer CEA Position
lndication System (if required) and Reed Switch Indication
System constitute the following:]

[For this facility, the foilowing support systems are
requiredtobeOPERABLEtoensureCEAOPERABILITY:)

(for this facility, the required support systems which upon
their failure do not declare the CEA inoperable and their
jus 61fication are as follows:]

(continued)

O (continued)b
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

LCO Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce
(continued) unacceptable power peaking factors and LHRs, or unacceptable

SDM, all of w11ch may constitute initial conditions
inconsistent with the safety analysis.

APPLICABILITY The requirements on CEA OPERABILITY and alignment are
applicable in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the only modes
in which neutron (or fission) power is generated, and the
operability and alignment of CEAs has the potential to
affeect the safety of the plant. In M'.. 3, 4, 5, and 6,
the' alignment limits do not a) ply bec;.ase the CEAs are
bottomed and'the ructor is slut down and not )roducing
fission power.s.In thejshutdown modes, the OPE 1 ABILITY of
the shutdown'and regulating CEAs has the potential to affect
the required SOM,1but this effect can be compensated for by
an increase in the boron concentration of the RCS. See
LCO 3.1,I for SDM in MODES 3, 4, and 5, and LCO 3.9.1 for
boron concentration requirements during refueling.

" wy .y
. ..

k'- 6

ACTIONS A.l. A.2.1. and A.2.2 f, . %.aq
.. q

A CEA is inoperable if it will not move in? response w
signals from the CEDM Control System. A CEO say become
inoperable yet remain trippable. In this"c6ndition the CEA
can still perform its required function of adding negative
reactivity should a rear. tor trip be.nece m,ry. If a CEA is
inoperable but trippable, continued operation in MCSES I and
2 may continue provided the position of the inoperable CEA
does not result in unacceptable >eaking factors. This is
accomplished by verifying that tie CEA is either fully
withdrawn (shutdown CEA) (see LC0 3.1.6), and if in
regulating group [5], the CEA is within the long-term
steady-state insertion limits of LC0 3.1.7. Also, if it is

i a regulating CEA, it is verified that the CEA is positioned
; within [7] inches (indicated reed switch position) of all
'

other CEAs in its group. The 1-hour Completion Time ensures
an acceptable CEA alignment is established before xenon
redistribution cai generate unacceptable peaking factors.i

(continued)
__

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

:

BASES (continued)
,

ACTIONS B.1. B.2. B.3.1. and B.3.2
(continued)

With one or more full-length regulating CEAs misa11gned from
other CEls in its group by > [7] inches and s :19) inches
Atgl all tull-length shutdown and regulating CEAs trippable,
THERMut 00VER is reduced per Figure 3.1.5-1. Power
operation may continue as long as the misaligned regulating
CEA'can be aligned to all the other CEAs in the group within
.l' hour, QB all the other CEAs within limits in the grou) are

jaligned to within (7) inches of the misaligned CEAs wit 1in
M two hours while maintaining the insertion and sequence(ps limits ef LCO 3.1.7. ;q j

i %c v wa
i Xenonred'istriktioninthecorestartstooccurassoonas

a CEA becomes misaligned. Reducing THERMAL POWER in
accordance(with figure 3.1.5-1 ensures acceptable power *

,

distributions'are maintained (Ref. 6). For small
; misalignments (< 19 inches) of the CEAs, there is:
' % _s Ju ,

A smalt'utions> relative to those used in generatingeffect on the time-dependent long-term power
a.1

distrib;

i LCOs and lim _iting safety: system settings (LSSS)
setpoints; Rio

b. A small effect'en the ayailable SDM; andi

A small effect on the ejected thkworth used in thec.
j accident analysis. ]9 V

Therefore, a 1-hour time period'is sufficient to:

[ a. Identify causes of a misaligned CEA;
4

.

; b. Take appropriate corrective action to realign the'

CEAs; and

c. Minimize the effects of xenon redistribution.

With a large CEA misalignment (1-(19) inches), however, this
misalignment would cause distortian of the core power
distribution. This distortion may, in turn, have a
significant effect on:

a. The available SDM;

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment s
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS b. The time-dependent, long-term power distributions
(continued) relative to those used in generating LCOs and LSSS

setpolv,s; and

c. The ejected CEA worth used in the accident analysis.

Therefore prompt reduction in power is required to
eliminatg'a large misalignment.

Ab W
powe6eperattensmaycontinueprovidedadequateSDMexists
amfthe CEAs(can be properly aligned. This may be
actemolis ;by aligning the OPERABLE CEAs to the inoperable

,

) f lince, the CEA may be misaligned byCEA2($
^

'

> [19p essen' SWLverification is made. Subsequently,
maintaining?t4inser,tJon and sequence limits of LCO 3.1.6
and LCO 310 7 eheeret jdequate SDM and proper power
distributi6n are| intained. The 1-hour Completion Time to
align the OPE CEAs provides the operator I hour to
properly alig the OPERABLE CEAs to the CEA (subgroup).

gqg p
Althoughapart-1EgthC64 has less of an effect on core
flux than a full-lengtli| CWA, a misaligned part-length CEA
will still result in xewn redistribut,jon and effect core
power distribution. Re' quiring 'realigna
minimizes these effects and' ensures ac @gt within 1 hour

'

able power
distribution is maintained. *

j [@i%xQ
fu.1 W

,.

In most cases, when more than one CEA is found to be
trippable and aligned but immovable, the malfunction can be
traced to the Reactor Regulating System. Since the majurity
of Reactor Regulating System malfunctions can be repaired
without reactor shutdown, and since the unit conditions are
not outside any accident analysis assumptions, the
a)propriate action is to locate the malfunction and restore
t1e rods to an OPERABLE status. Maintaining the sequ;nce,
insertion, and power limits of LCO 3.1.6 and LCO 3.1.7
ensures that core design limits are not exceeded. Sint:e a
Completion Time of 72 hours )rovides adequate time to locate
the malfunction as well to o)tain parts and perform the
repairs, if the malfunction is not corrected in 72 hours it
would be indicative of additional problems and plant
shutdown would be required.

(continued)

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

O
'Q BASES (continued)

ACTIONS D.d
(contised)

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown is
comenced. The allowed time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems,
f

,LNiedE.2
p

[g,prg If mors1than one full-length regulating CEA is misaligned in
more Ahan one group, it may indicate a serious problem with

ytheCEAs,andtheirsupportsystems,andmayplacetheplant
otrttiderthe accident analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be
immedistely entered.

In cas$
f y9 .,e.

.

r
Morei;than ene,;CEA misaligned from any other CEA ina.

their group >by,4
asre than 19 inches, or

w, A
b. One or more CEAs inoperable as the result of excessiveO friction orsaechanical' interferences or known to be

V untrippable, ' dyg":3 % ,

w tw
continued operation is not allowedSTh'.s is because any one
of these conditions may be indicativeW a possible loss of
mechanical functional capability of th'e4EAs and in the
event of a stuck or untrippable CEA, a loss of SDM.

if a CEA is inoperable as a result of excessive friction or
mechanical interference or is unti:ppable, it is not
available for reactivity insertion during a reactor trip.
With an untrippable CEA, meeting the insertion limits of
LCO 3.1.6 and LCO 3.1.7 does not ensure that adequate SDM
exists. In this condition, an additional allowance must be
made for the worth of the affected CEA when calculating the
available SDN.

This is necessary since the OPERABLE CEAs must still meet
the single failure criteria. If additional negative
reactivity is required to provide the necessary SDM, it must

(continued)
_

(continued).
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CEA Alignment I
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS be provided by increasing the RCS boron concentration.
(continued) One hour allows sufficient time to perform the SDM

calculation and make any required boron adjustment to the
RCS. The
6-hour Completion Time to reach MODE 3 is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

A g

$w3.1.5.1 pSURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS .- .s ;

Verification'that individual CEA indicated reed switch
positions are within 7 inches (indicated reed switch
positions), of all other CEAs in the group at a 12-hour
Frequencyiellows the operator to detect a CEA beginning tos

deviate from its expected position. The specified frequency
takes into account'other CEA position information that is
continuously available to~ the operator in the control room
so that during actual CEA, motion, deviations can immediately

,

be detected, u >

(For this facility, eachiCEA Reed' Stitch Indication System
is considered inoperable if;it has (~ )i; individual reedswitchesinoperable.] '

, n

bbSR 3.1.5.2
.

y

Operability of at least two CEA position indicator channels
is required to determine CEA posittens and thereby ensure
compliance with the CEA alignment and insertion limits. The
CEA " full in" and " full out" limits provide an additional
independent means for determining the CEA positions when the
CEAs are at either their fully inserted or fully withdrawn
positions. (for this facility, each CEA Reed Switch
Indication System is considered inoperable if it has ( )
individual reed switches inoperable.]

l
SR 3.1.5.3 and SR 3.1.5.4

Exercising individual CEAs that are not fully inserted into
the reactor core every 92 days verifies that all CEAs
continue to be OPERABLE even if they are not regularly
moved. A movement of [5] inches is adequate to demonstrate

(continued)
._

(continued)
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CEA Alignment |

8 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE notion stithout exceeding the alignment limit when only one
REQUIRENENTS CEA is being moved. The 92-day Frequency takes into

(continued) consideration other v1 formation available to the operator in
the control room and other surveillances being performed
more freauently which add to the determination of
OPERABILITY of the CEAs.

/~

SR L 1.5.5
Ap q

4Perfoheorice of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each reed switch

,[K,| M_Mandable,ef indicatin CEA position over the entire
W positten transmittcr channel ensures the channel is OPERABLE

ftthe'CEAs trave . Since this test must be
'ptW ormed|whek the reactor is shut down, an 18-month

Fregwey/to btl| coincident with refueling outage was
seleG.3d. Jperating experience has shown that these

$ com)onents usually pass this surveillance when perfo med'

wit
1 the M onth f @b r surveillances being perfo1med at

icy. Furthermore, the Frequency
takesinkeaccountle
shorter Fregttencie~s eMch determine the OPERABILITY of the
CEA Reed Switch'Ind(cation,Systen.

M , Y N(Ao,

TD SR 3.1.5.6 <#) 1
'

g:h 9
Verification of CEA' drop times determines that the maximum
CEA drop time permitted it consistent with the assumed drop
time used in the safety analysis
times prior to reactor criticality (RefS7). Miasuring drop

!
s

*after reactor vessel head,

removal assures the reactor internals and CEDti will not,

! interfere with CEA motion or' drop time. Also, every
. 18 months the CEA drop times are verified to ensure that no'

degradation in these systems has occurred that would
adversely affect CEA motion or drop time. Individual CEAs

i whose drop times are greater than safety analysis
assumptions are not OPERABLE. The 18-month Frequency was
developed because it was considered prudent that this
surveillance only be performed during_ a plant outage. This

<

is due to the plant conditions needed to perform the SR and
the potential for an unplanned plant _ transient if the
surveillance is perfonned with the reactor at power.

; Operating experience has shown that these components usually
; pass this surveillance when performed on the 18-month

Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.,

O (continued)

V'
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

.

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10. " Reactor I
Design," and General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Limits."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."
,41s e 'A

3. g [ Unit Namp) FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."
g ,,
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits.
B 3.1.6

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.6 Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA) ItWtrtion limits (Digital)

BASES

,. . - - -.
=

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutdown and regulating CEAs are
initial assumptions in all safety and analyses which assume
LEA, insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion limits

fGj,:dtrectly affect core power distributions and assumptions ofavailable SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM), ejected CEA worth, and ,

initialf reactivity insertion rate.
% y :

N@^distriaction ^ design requirements sre 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
TheLap>11 cable criteria for aese reactivity and power

GDC 10,dReactor| Design," and 26, " Reactivity Limits" (Ref.
1),9and 10fCFR(50.46, " Acceptance criteria for Emergency
Core Coolin) Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors"
(Ref. 2) & imits oa s
established, and all;n hutdown CEA insertion have beenCEA positions are monitored and
controlled <during~p s & operation to ensure that the
reactivity limits;3 ejected CEA worth, and SDN limits are
preserved. p p pw

The CEAs are arr gedh Jg .that are ra6 ''s
symmetric. ThcreforofmoveenntofAheCEAsdoet .introduce radial asymmetries in th
The shutdown and regulating CEAs pe$ tore power distribution.9 M de the requiredx
reactivity worth for inwnediateJetetoMshutdown upon a
reactor trip. The regulating!CEAs also-provide reactivity
(power level) control during. normal operation and
transients. Their movement may be automatically controlled
by the Reactor Regulating System..,

The regulating CEAs are used for precise reactivity control
of the reactor, lhe pcsitions of the regulating CEAs are
normally automatically controlled by the Reactor Regulating
System, but they can also be manually controlled. They are
capable of adding negative reactivity very quickly (compared
to borating). The regulating CEAs must be maintained above
designed insertion limits ard are typically near the fully
withdrawn position during normal' full power operations.
Hence, they are not capable of adding a large amount of
positive reactivity. Boration or dilution of the Reactor

(continued)

(continued)

L.)
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Shutdown CEA Insertion limits
B 3.1.6 ,

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Coolant System (RCS) Compensates for the reactivity
(continued) changes associated with large changes in RCS tc:nperature.

The shutdown CEAs are used pr;sarily to help ensure that the
required SOM is maintained. The shutdown CEAs are
controlled manually or automatically by the control room

operator._" withdrawn.During normal unit operation, the shutdown CEAsare fully The shutdown CEAs must be completely
withdrawn-from the core prior to withdrawing regulating CEAs

duti p* eft in;this positic until the reactor is shut down.
an a'pproach to criticality. The shutdown CEAs are

then
They add negative: reactivity to shut down the :eactor upon
recalptiefc;a reactor, trip signal..

g3uv

'f f:<

APPLICABLE On a reactor trip,Yall CEAs (shutdown CEAs and regulating
SAFETY ANALYSES CEAs), exceH ,the most reactive CEA, are assumed to insert

into the core.QThe . shutdown'CEAs shall be at their

of negative reectivil;yjen:able to-insert the maximum amount
insertion limitseend ayail

a rr.ctor trip signal. The
regulating CEAs may beV?tia5. @p.;,erted in the core as
allowed by LC0 3.1.7, fRegulatf.pg Control Element Assembly -

(CEA) Insertion Limits.' ,TheishutdowC CEA insertion limit V
is established to ensure that a sufficf6 amount of
negative reactivity is available to shuti n the reactor
and maintain the required SOM (See LCOsti ) following a
reactor trip from full power. The combinat ' of regulating
CEAs and shutdown CEAs (less the most teactive CEA which is
assurrs' to be fully withdrawn) 1s 'sefficient to take the
reac M from full power conditions at rated temperature to
zer ,ower and to maintain the required SDN at rated no-load
ten.n rature (Ref. 3). The shutdown CEA insertion limit also
limits the reactivity worth of an ojected shutdown CEA.

The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and
regulating CEA insertion limits and inoperability or
nisalignment is that:

a. There be no violations cf:

1. Specified acceptable fuel design limits,

(continued)
,__

(continued)
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Liaits
B 3.1.6

(%
BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 2. Centerline fuel temperature, or
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) 3. RCS' pressure boundary damage; and
_

b. The core must remain suberitical-after accident
transients.

Asfsuch, the shutdown CEA insertion limits affect safety
< analyses involving core reactivity, ejected CEA worth, and

A3SOM(Ref,.3). Shutdown CEA insertion. limits preserve an.
49 initial < condition assumed ir, the safety analyses and, as
V

'4@w +uch isatisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
s

Statement'. O
-

7 -
-

Qf "vygg
LC0 The 'shutdouri CEAs must be within their insertion limits any.

time the % actor is critical or. approaching criticality.c

This endres thatTa sufficient amount of negative reactivity
is availableite shutYdown the reactor and maintain the
required SDM"following a reactor trip.

[For this facilithi-an40PEdAB(E! shutdown CEA is- verified as
k follows:)- Xy %; m-

,

[Forthisfacility,t'hefoll1wingsupportsystemsare
required OPERABLE to ensure shutdowntCEA insertion limits-
'are met and are 0PERABLE: .[ List).)f V'

[Forthisfacility,therequiNbsupportsystemswhich,upon
their. failure, do not result in _the. snutdown CEAs not *

meeting their insertion limits or in CEA inoperability and
their justification are as follows:).

APPLICABILITY The shutdown CEAs must be within their insertion limits with
the reactor in MODE I and MODE 2. The appli: ability in
MODE 2 begins within 15 minutes 3rior.to initial regulating
CEA withdrawal during an approac1 to criticality and
continues throughout MODE 2 until all' regulating CEAs are
again fully inserted by. scram.or during shutdown. This
ensures that a suffitient amount of negative reactivity is
available to shut down the reactor and mainthin the requir.J

(continued)-p,
-

(j (continued)
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits

B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY SDH following a reactor trip. The reactor is
(continued) not critical or approaching criticality in H0DE 3, 4, 5, or

6, and, therefore, the shutdown CEAs must be fully inserted.

This LCO has been modified by a Note that suspends the LC0
requirement during SR 3.1.5.5, which assures the freedom of-

the CEAs to move. This SR requires the shutdown CEAs to
move below;the LCO limits, which would normally violate the
LCO. A{f',| ,

y; o

ACTIONS dd c ff f
,.s .-

With the SDM % uced by the insertion of a shutdown CEA, the
operator caVno" longer / rely on the regulating CEAs being
above the transient-insertion limit to ensure adequate SDN
exists. Initiation of boration within 15 minutes is
required sinc 6 the SDN in: NODES 1 and 2 is no longer ensured
by adhering to theireg~ ul'ating and safety CEA insertion
limits-(See LC0 3|1.1)g %, ,

,

IntheeventthattheskuldownEEAPositionIndication -

System is found to be inoperablen thod hutdown CEA is
considered to be not within limitshand itequired Action A.2
applies. ya

", y % ym?6y

Accident analysis assumes that the's tdown CEAs_ are fully
withdrawn any time the reactor is cr ~ cal. This ensures
that:

a. The minimum SDM is maintained; and

b. Tha potential effects of a CEA ejection accident are
limited to acceptable limits.

CEAs are considered fully withdrawn at 145 inches since this
position places them outside the active region of-the core.
The required Completion Time of I hour to fully withdraw the
shutdown CEA allt s the operator adequate time to adjust the
CEA in an orderly manner and is consistent with the required
Completion Time for Action A.1 in LC0 3.'1.5, "CEA
Alignment."

(continued)
,

(continued)
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Shutdown CEA Intertion Liaits
B 3.1 6.

O
>Q BASES (continued)

ACTIONS 161
(continued)

When the Required Action of A.2 cannot be completed within
the required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should
be commenced. The 6-hour Completion Time is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems,
gY% .

4.y nn
g AW

SURVEILLANCE %uvSR 3fl16.13
'Tp"VgW AgkREQUIREMENTS

erification"that the shutdown CEAs are wHhin their
insert'1Mdimitstwithin 15 minutes prior u an approach to
critjealltfeesses that when the reactor is critical, or
being taken! critical, the shutdown CEAs will be available to
shut downSthe reacto6and the required SDM will be
maintairiW followinifatreactor trip. This SR and frequency
ensure that(t%:shutdefwn CEAs are withdrawn before the #.

regulating CEAsta$ withdrawn during a unit startup.
C Since the shutdo EAs itioned manually by the

control room operito Q a|.* verification of shutdown CEA
position at a FrequheY of 42 ho ' after the reactor is
taken critical is ad6quate to ensu hat they are within
their insertion limits. Also, the ency takes into
account other information availabl6 t he operator in the
control room that monitors t ystatus of the shutdown CEAs.

SR 3.1.6.1 is modified by a Note ; hat allows exemption to
SR 3.0.4 for entering MODE 2. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable -
before entering the applicability condition of "within
15 minutes prior to initial regulating CEA withdrawal,"-
because the surveillance is specifically selected to be

; concurrent with the applicability.
1

'

[For this- facility an @ STABLE f tutdown CEA within limits is
. verified as follows:]

-. .n , .

(continued)
,
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10, " Reactor
Design," and General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Limits."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
.

" Acceptance Criteria for Energency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."
tW: .

3. /[ Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."
(, ~ >a
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

}}
B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.7 Reaulatina Control Element Assembly'(CEA) Insertj,gn Limits (Digital)

BASES
. ..

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutdown and regulating CEAs are
initt' _ assumptions in all safety analyses which assume CEA
ins?rt.on upon reactor trip. The insertion limit, directly

. affect: core power distributions and assumptions of available
' SHUTD0tti MARGIN- (SDL1) and initial reactivity insertion rate.-,

b ?The applicable criteria for these reactivity and powerm

N distribution design requirements are=10 CFR 50, Appendix.A,
dGDCL10'" Reactor Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Limits"
'(Ref.1), sand 10, CFR Part 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency; Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power
Reactors"'(Ref G 2) .

Limits onNgulating:CEA insertion have been established,
and all CEA positi_onsfare monitored and controlled during
power operation;to ensure that the power distribution and
reactivity limit:3 defined by,the design power peaking,

-ejectedCEAworth%reactivityiinsertionrate,andSDMlimits
( t -are preserved. 2 [j Qx

The regulating CEA grodps%
'

- a v
operate ,ith a predeterminedw

amount of position-overla) in orderfte approximate a linear
relation between CEA worti and positioin%(integral CEA
worth). The regulating CEA
in a predetermined sequence. groups ^are Tithdrawn and-operate,3The Reactor _ Regulating System -

controls reactivity by movingethe regulating CEA groups-in
sequence within analyzed ranges.- The group sequence and
overlap limits are specified in the W. 0PERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR).

The regulating CEAs.are used for precise reactivity. control
of the reactor. The positions of _the regulating CEAs are
normally control _ led automatically by the Reactor Regulating-
System, but can also be manually controlled. They are
capable of adding reacti"ity very quickly (compared to
borating or diluting).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited-
to maintain specifie acceptable fuel design limits,
including limite that preserve the criteria specified in
10 CFR $0.46 (Raf. 2). !ogether, LC0 3.-l.7,'LCO 3.2.4,

!
| - (continued)'p,

.-

Q -(continned)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Linits
,

-

B 3.1.7 |
1

BASES (continued)
1

BACKGROUND and LCO 3.2.5 provide limits on control component operation
(continued) and on monitored process variables to ensure the core

operates within the linear heat rate (LHR) (LCO 3.2.1),
planar radial peaking factor (F (LCO 3.2.2), and
departure from nuclear boiling I7)tio (0?lBR) (LC0 3.2.4)a
limits in the COLR (Ref. 3). Operation within the LHR
limits given in the COLR prevents power peaks that would
exceed theiloss-of-coolant _ accident (LOCA) limits derived by
the Eperpen]f Core Cooling System analysis. Operation
wit leptic F|pand departure from nucleate boiling (DNB)
1 ts givergin the COLR prevents DNB during a loss of
f 'ed reacW coolant flow accident. In addition to the
LHR*asd# dnd,(NWR,slimits, certain reactivity limits are
preseW y ~ "liting CEA insertion limits. The
regulating, sertion limits also restrict the ejected
CEA worth # t #alues assumed in-the safety analysis and
preserve the mir( entm* required S9M in MODES _1 and 2.

Rf &
The establishMt ofaliditWsafety system settings and
LCOs require thatt%eMkported long- and short-term behavior '

of the radial peaking facters be determined. The long-termN

behavior relates to the parlation 4f;the steady-state radial

peaking factors with cory bunnep%the pettion of a burnup
Fandfisaffectedbythe

amount of CEA insertion * assumed,
cycle over which such insertion Wassumed,and the expected
power level variation.throughout the cycad 4 The short-term

behavior relates to transient perturbatisesitribution.tg the steady-state radial peaks due to radial xeron/redis . The
magnitudes of such perturbations depetvl upon the expected
use of the CEAs during anticipated"po'ser reductions and load
maneuvering. Analyses are performed based on the expected
mode of operation of the Nuclear St9am Supply System (base-

; loaded, maneuvering, etc.). From '.hese analyses CEA
| insertions are determined and a consistent set of radial

peaking factors defined. The long-term steady-state and
short-term insertion limits are determined based upm the
assumed mode of operation used in the analyses,and prcvide a
means of preserving tha assump? ions on CEA insertione psed.
The hia- and short-te 'nsertion limilt of LCO.3.L7 are
specified for the plans aat has been designed for primarily
base loaded operation, but which has the ability to
accommoAte a limited amount of load maneuvering.

(continued)

(continued)

| @
!
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)
i

BACKGROUND The shutdown and regulating CEA insertion and alignment
(continued) limits, AXIAL SHAPE INDEX *ASI), and-AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT

i
(T

.

coh) trol the three-dimensioial)ower distribution of the, are process variables'that together characterize and-
reactor core. Additionally, tie regulating' bank insertion
limits control the reactivity that could be added_in the

4

event of a CEA ejection accident, and the shutdown and
regulating bank insertion limits ensure the required SDM is '

jatontained. -

,

dhbperatkan within the subject LCO limits will' prevent fuel

%p? product barrier and release finion products to the reactorcladding failures that wrRd breach the primary fission-
%

'cG' MinVthebert c ' a LOL1, loss of flow, ejected CEA,
or f accident _ quiring termination by a Reactor Trip
System'tripif9 tion.

w
NJ

APPLICABLE Thc #uel cigudtag' must' not sustain damage as a result of i
SAFETY ANALYSES

normaioperationiCondition%|l)andanticipatedoperationaloccurrences (Cond tion II). Tije-acceptance criteria-for theO regult.tirg CEA instertionWASIWand T -LCOs are such as'to
preclude core power .distributionsfrEm occurring that would
violate the following^ fuel'designyr,iteria:

.y ,
a. During-a large-break LOCA, tiisi $' cladding

temperature must not exceedia;l t of 2200*F-
(10 CFR 50.46, Ref. 2); '

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
there must be_ at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the. hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience'a DNB condition, .This is referred
to hev eafter_ as- the 95/95 DNB criterion;

During an ejected CEA accident, the fission-energyc.
input to the. fuel must not exceed 280' cal /gm (Ref. 4);
and

d. The CEAs_must be capable of shutting down the reactor
with a minimum required SDM with the highest worth CEAi
:; tuck fully withdrawn (GDC 26. Ref.1).

(continued)

(continued)
O
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Regulati'ag CEA Insertion Liaits i

B 3.1.7 i

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Regulating CEA >osition, ASI, and T ~ are process variables
SAFETY ANALYSES that together claracterize and contfol the three-dimensional

(continued) power distribution of the reactor core.

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is
operated outside these LCOs during normal operation.
However, fuel cladding damage could result should an
accident < occur with simultaneoes violation of one or more of
these LCOs Changes in the power distribution can cause.

increased power peaking and corresponding increased local
li6 ear heat rates (LHRs).

ThESDN;reqdirementyisensuredbylimitingtheregulating
and shutdown CEAFinsertion limits so that the allowable
inserted worthiof the CEAs-is such that sufficient
reactivity;is available in the CEAs to shut down the reactor
to hot zero power with a reactivity margin that assumes the
maximum worth CEA4 remainpg fully withdrawn upon trip
(Ref. 5). .;" ""

( i. . 14
Operation at the insertiorClimitsyor ASI may approach the
maximum allowable linear 1 heat generation rate or peaking
factor with the allowed J present.%0peration at the
insertion limit may also indicate the maximum ejected CEA
worth could be equal to theelimiting value. in fuel cycles
which have sufficiently high ejected CEAyrths.

. $W. A
The regulating and shutdown CEA insertion"ifmits ensure that
safety analyses assumptions for reactivity insertion rate,
SDM, ejected rod worth _, and power distribution peaking
factors are preserved (Ref. 6).

The insertion limits satisfy Criterion.2 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement in that they are initial conditions assumed
in the safety analysis.,

|

| -

|
LCO The limits on shutdown and regulating CEA sequence, overlap,

; and physical insertion as defined in the COLR (Ref. 3) must
be maintained because they serve the function of preserving
power distribution, ensuring that the SDM is maintained,
ensuring that ejected CEA worth is-m?intained, and ensuring
adequate negative reactivity insertion on trip.

(continued)

(continued)
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'Regulating CEA Insertion Limits-

B 3.2.7

(
Q BASES (continued)

| LCO The overlap between regulating banks provides more uniform
(cortinued) rates of reactivity insertion and withdrawal, and is imposed

to maintain acceptable power peaking during regulating CEA
motion.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE power depenuent insertion
limit (PDIL) alarm circuit and regulating'CEA group
constitute the following:]

s/[deMLb[For this facility, the following support systems are
gg requir1pd OPERABLE to ensure PDIL alarm circuit and

~.:y%,regul,ating$EAgroup.0PERABILITY:)pp g..
1FoF thisiifadility, the required sup) ort systems which upon
theirifailure delnot declare the PDI alarm circuit and
Reginatin'g;tEEgroup inoperable and their justification are
as follows:] F

fW s N

The shutdowrf a|n[direpulating"CEA sequence, overlap, and-@g Of
APPLICABILITY

physical insertion 5 i; nits:shall be maintained with the

sincetheypreserve.the>a@ssumedpow
reactor in MODESd4nd 2 These limits must'be maintained;
CEA worth, SDM, and; reactivity rate,er distribution, ejected2 insertion assumptions.
Applicability in MODES 3, 4, and 5Ms not required, since
neither the power distribution ror''.'eMn:ted CEA worth-
assumptions would be exceeded inithese' MODES. SDM is
preservedinMODES3,4,and5fbiadjustmentstothesoluble
boron concentration.

This LCO has been modified by a Note which permits the
requirements of this LCO to be not applicable during the
performance of SR 3.1.5.5. This SR requires thit the CEA be
moved at least every 92 days to verify their OPERABILITY.
The individual CEAs are moved at least 5 inches and then
returned to their original position.

A Note has been added to indicate that the Completion Time
is on a Condition basis.

(continued)

O
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B-3.1.7

BASES (continued) i

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If the CEAs are inserted between the long-term steady-state
insertion limits and the transient insertion limits- for
intervals [~ eater than 4 hours per 24-hour period.and the
short-term steady-state insertion limits are exceeded,
peaking factors can develop that are of immediate concern
(Ref.7)Q,Qyly ,
AdditionallyiSsince the CEAs can be in this condition
withe 0t misalignment, penalty factors are not inserted in .

the core protection calculators (CPCs) to compensate for the-
-

dev' oping peakthgifactors. Verifying the short-term
stea Pstatednsertion limits are not exceeded ensures that

g! factors W ich do develop are within those
the peakir)Fcoritinued|bperation.allowed fo Fifteen minutes provides
adequate time fordhe' operator to verify if the short-term
steady-state in'sertion 1.imits,are exceeded,

t / ;p % %
i Experience has shownsthatgrapid power _ increases in areas of

the core in which'thd;flug:has berg'as rapidly. increases,
depressed may result ini

fuel damage as the LHRifnPthoseTare'

Restricting the rate of5HERM4LtPOWERaincreases to s 5%

RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)d,Fstatednsertion limits ensuresper,iheup.fbl19 wing CEA insertion
,

| beyond the long-term stea
the power transients experienced by the' ' will not result
in fuel failure (Ref. 8), s 9%-

fk "P
In the event that a CEA group is f
group is considered to be not with'ound inoperable, the CEA

|

in' limits and Required
Action A.2 and LCO 3.1.5 apply,

ikl

With the regulating CEAs-inserted setween the long-term
steady-state insertion limit and the transient insertion
limit and approaching the 5 effective full power days
(EFPDs) or-14'EFPDs limits, the core is a3proaching the !

acceptable limits placed on operation wit 1 flux patterns
outside those assumed in the long-term burnsp assumptions.
In this case the CEAs must be returned to within the
long-term steady-state insertion limits or the core must be
placed in a condition in which the' abnormal fuel burnup can
not continue. Two-hours is a reasonable time to return the
CEAs to withir, the long-term steady-state insertion limits.

(continued)

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Lisits !

B-3.1.7 q

r 1

( BASES (cortinued) |

ACTIONS The required Comp % tion Time of 2 hours from initial
(continued) discony of a regulating CEA group outside the limits untili

its restoration to within the long-term steady-state limits|

shown on the figures in the COLR allows sufficient time for
1

borated water to enter the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) fro:n *

the chemical addition and makeup systems, and to cause the
regulating CEAs to withdraw to the acceptable region.
02epation for another 2 hours outside the-limits is

'~ esimble based on limiting the potential xenon
istv1bution, the low probability of an accident.

/.occurtjag,andthestepsrequiredtocompletetheaction.
-

let va that a CEA group is found inoper?ble, the CEA
gt'tfup 'isfeensidered to be not within limits ! ed Required
Actige Dilp nd LCO 3.1.5 apply. '

W R$C.1 and C.2 4 [gh#
+%, I nits Supervisory System out-of-With 'the Core.

~

ing U
service, o bayend the short-term steady-state
insertion limit' lisasMresultAn peaking factors that could

approach the DNR ielglocah W @b
density trip setpoints.

(O Eliminating th is /fidit ' wit 2 hours limits the
magnitude of the peaktgi. tor . acceptable levels-~/
(Ref. 9). Restaringy%e C +to in the limit or- !

reducing THERMAL POWER'to thit fra of RTP that is
allowed by CEA group position us limits specified in
the COLR, ensures acceptable ors are maintained.1

In the emnt that a CEA grouM [ found inoperable, the CEA
group is considered to be not within limits and Required-

Action C.2 and LC0 3.1.5 apply.

D.d

During power operations SDM requirements are. met by
maintaining the shutdown CEAs fully withdrawn and

: maintaining the regulating CEAs above the transient
! insertion limit (also called the PDIL).

Satisfying these conditions ensures that initial operating-
'

conditions are no more severe than the initial conditions
assumed in the accident analysis.and that the minimum
required SDM exists. This includes an allowance for the
most reactive CEA which is assumed to be withdrawn from the

(continued)
(Q
Q (contirued)

i
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7 >

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS core. With the regulating CEAs inserted beyond the
(continued) transient insertion limit, adequate SDM may not exist.

Restoration of the required SDM requires increasing the RCS
boron concentration, because the regulating RODS may be
inserterd too far to provide sufficient negative reactivity.
RCS boration must occur as descr Bed in Section B 3.1.1. b

The required Completion Time of 15 minutes to initiate
borat'esitisMeasonable based on limiting the potential xenon t

redd Hbution, the low probability of an accident
opinif ing, and the steps required to complete the action.
T th .allowsYt",e operator sufficient time to align the
reqbi ted9 elves Boration
will continuefun%n6to start the boric acid pumps.tildhe regulating rod group positions are
restored test;1 east 1within the restricted operation region,
which resteres'tbiets hi?.um SDM capability.

- rg

IIn the event that a CEA, group,is found inoperable, the CEA
group is considered,tolbe lot'within limits and Required
Action D.1, RequirediAction:0.2.1, Required Action D 2.2,
and LCO 3.1.5 app 19. M y *

0.2.1 and D.2.2 6 ,

Operation beyond the tran~ stent irisorti6n911mits results in a
los.= of SDM and excessive peaking factorhWhile boron

addition to the RCS can ensure adequatet$8M@411mits tothe CEAs must
be returned to above the transient intieFtion
eliminate the peaking problem. This'can be accomplished by
either rest) ring the CEAs to withirrthe insertion limits
(Requirea Action 0.2.1) or reducing THERMAL POWER to less
than or equal to that fraction of RTP that is allowed by CEA
group position using the limits specidei in the COLR
(Required Action D.2.2). Two hours provides a reasonable
time to accomplish this while limiting the peaking factors
to acceptable levels. The Completion Time of 2 hours is
reasonable, based on the low probability of an event
occurring simultaneously with the limit out of
specification, and on limiting the potential xenon
redistribution.

L.1

With the PDIL circuit inoperable, p'arforming SR 3.1.7.1,
CEA position, within I hour and e'tery 4 hours thereafter

(continued) ,
.

(continued)
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Regulating.CEA Insertion limits
B 3.1. 7-

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS ensures improper CEA alignments are identified before,

(continued) unacceptable flux distributions occur.

E.d

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the-
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should be
commoced. The allowed time of 6 hours is reasonable, based.

,on|, operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full-power in
g! fen orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In:
D M00E 3fthe reactor.is not critical:and excessive power

g $ peakin pcannot occur.
ypg ,3 ,

'

SR {M?, . L
1!1.7:1 F T,SURVEILLANCE

REQUIREMENTS . .

'

With the .POIL alarm circuit OPERABLE, verificnton of eachr
regulating'CEA group position every 12 hours is sufficient
to detect-CEA, positions that may approach the limits, and
provide the ' operator
Action (s) should the!with-time to undertake the requiredsequence or insertion limits be foundQ to be exceeded. .The 12-hour frequency. also takes into
account the indicationiprovided:by;the PDIL alarm circuit {and other information~about'CEA group positions available to-
the operator in the control room. h |g'y% i
SR 3.1.7.1 is modified by 'a Noteithat 'sllows exception to |SR 3.0.4. SR 3.0.4 is not applicable since the unit must be !
in the applicable MODES in order to perform Surveillances H

that demonstrate the LC0 limits are met. l

SR 3.1.7.2
'

Verificetion of the accumulated time of CCA group insertion
between the long-term steady-state insertion limits and the
transient insertion limits assures the cumulative time I,

limits are not exceeded. The 24-hour Frequency ensures the
operator identifies a time limit that is being approached
before it is reached.

[For thf s facility, acceptable accumulated time of each CEA
group insen ion between the 1r,ng-term steady-state insertion I

limits and the transient insertion limits is as follows;]

(continued)
- .-

(continued),

C
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Regulating CEA Insertion Licits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7 4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Demonstrating the PDil alarm circuit OPERABLE verifies that
the Poll 6 arm circuit is functional. The 31-day Frequency
takes into account other Surveillances being performed at
shcrter Frequencies which identify improper CEA alignments.

4
_

,,4 ' + ...

REFERENCES 1. Afttle 10) Code of Faderal Regulations, i' art 50,
$/Apper$ A, General Design Criterion 10 " Reactor

g$Desiga{*/ General ingn criterion 26, " Reactivity
[?5kNh's;<lCode oMFederal Regulations, Part 50.46,o

TitleAS;2.
"AcceptsncMCrJtila for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems forlLight Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

dikY &@% k Eg Limits Report, "[ Title)."[ Unit Nan [h3.

[UnitName]FSARfy$eht' ion [g,"[RodEjection
Accident, Accidentg8dses]";&$o]ction [),"[ Ejection

4.

Accident, Fuel Rod-| Damage]?; Sectjon [ ], "[ Thermal

and Hydraulic Limitsp * * Q;4 '(.g4 v a,
[ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ '],

"[M ]<"5. TJ
p

6. [ Unit dame] FSAR, Section [ ]p '[Titi }?"
(UnitName]FSAR,Section[')[u"[ Title)."7.

8. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ),"[ Title)."

9. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title]."

|

9
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Part-Length CEA-Insertion Limits !
B 3.1.8

n,.

( B 3.1 REACTIVITY CGNTROL SYSTEMS
j

i

B 3.1.8 Part-Lenath Control Element Assembiv (CEA) Insertion Limits.
(Optional) (Digital)

BASES

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of tho put-length CEAs are initial
'

a tions in all safety analyses. The insertion limits
affect cere power distrib,ttions. The applicable

ite for these power distribution design requirements
are 1 FR 50, Appendix A,-GDC 10, " Reactor Design"
(Re , and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for

n 4ers Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear
f.tt

l isfie) .
Limits on part-length CEA insertion havets

been d and all CEA positions are monitored and
ledl$g%g; power o)eration to ensure that the powerco

dist' ibutjteje' fined by tie design power peaking limits is
preserv

;

The regulattag used for precise reactivity control
of the react 6r positiep of-the regulating rods are
normally control M/)automstkaUy by the Reactor Regulating

O System,butcanaba
~ ' hud]p)$.quickly (compared to

controlled. They are.

\g capable of addincf r gvP4borating or diluti yy.

: The power density at any point in re must be limited
tomaintainspecifiedacceptabis{ el sign limits,
including limits that preserve;tte criteria specified in
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2). Together, LC0 3sl.7, LC0 3.1.8,
LC0 3.2.4, and LC0 3.2.5 provide limits on control component
operation and on monitored process variables to ensure the
core operates within the linear heat rate (LHR) (LCO 3.2.1),
planer peaking factor (F
nucleate boiling ratio (lt)0 3.2.4) limits in the CORE-(LC0 3.2.2), and departure from
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 3). Operation within
the limits given in the COLR prevents power peaks that would
exceed the. loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) limits derived by
the Emergency Core Cooling System analysis. Operation

within the F,# n the COLR prevents DNB during a loss ofand departure from nucleate-boiling-(DNB)limits given i
forced reactor coolant flow accident.

The establishment of limiting safety system settings and
LCOs requires that the expected long- and short-term

(continued)

(continued)
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Part-Length CEA Insertion Liaits
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND behavior of the radial peaking factors be determined. The
(continued) long-term behavior relates to the variation of the steady-

state radial peaking factors with core burnup; it is
affected by the amount of CEA insertion assumed, the portion
of a burnup cycle over which such insertion is assumed, and
the expected power-level variation throughout the cycle.
The short-term behavior relates to transient perturbations
to the stisady-state radial peaks due to radial xenon
redistributlen. The magnitudes of such perturbations depend
upon?tM expected use of the CEAs during anticipated power
rpductions and load maneuvering. Analyses are performed
based on the",ex)ected mode of operation of the Nuclear Steam ;
Sup' ply 1 System .(Das&)oaded, maneuvering, etc.). From these

'

analyses"CEAcinsertions are determined, and a consistent set
of radial . peaking factbrs are defined. The long-term
(steady-state)'and short-term insertion limits are
determinad'basedfupOE the assumed mode of operation used in
the analyses; they provjde;aLmeans of ) reserving the
assumptions on. CEA.inettions'used. T1e long- and short-

term insertion li(sn depigned primarily for base-loaded 4bfLC03.1.8arespecifiedfortheplant that has be
operation, but which hast the ability,to accommodate a
limited amount of loadsmineuvering.6

G% 7h*

$ 'y*

The fuel cladding must not sustain damage * gas 9 result ofAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation (Condition I) and anticipated cperational

occurrences (Condition II). The regulating CEA insertion,-
part-length CEA insertion, AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI
AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T ) LCOs p.'eclude core power)', and
distributions from occu? ring that would violate the
following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large-break LOCA, the peak cladding
temperature must not exceed 2200'F (Ref. 2);

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience a DNB condition. This is referred
to hereafter as the 95/95 DNB criterion;

,

(continued)

(continued)
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Part-Length CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.8

ID
( ,/ BASES (continued)

i
~

APPLICABLE c. During an ejected CEA accident, the-fission-energy
SAFETY ANALY5ES input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref 4);

(continued) and

d. The CEAs must be capable of shutting down the reactor
with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with the
hignest worth CEA stuck fully withdrawn (GDC 26,

iRef 1)-
4m ,e

f. Regulating CEA position, part-length CEA position, ASI, and
# 'T are: process variables that together characterize and
y Entrelrthe three-dimensional power distribution of the

gactorcoreg
Fuel,dOEing Namage does not occur when the core is
operated oytsideDthese LCOs during normal operation. Fuel
cladding damage could result, however, should an accident
occur withJsimultaneout;, violation of one or more of these
LCOs. Changes.in'the power distribution can cause increasedt

power peaking and comesponding increased local linear heat
% Qt erates. ''

m ,e y .(o The insertion limits sW',sfy ofcCriterion 2 of the NRCi

NJ Interim Policy Statemen_t'in,that+they are initial conditions
assumed in the safety >6nalysts. tg

+f.4
y sp

LC0 The limits on part-length CEA dn%rtion as defined in the
COLR (Ref. 3) must be maintained because they serve the
function of preserving power distribution.

[For this facility an OPERABLE Part-Length CEA group and
power dependent insertion limit (PDIL) alarm circuit
constitute the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure Part-Length CEA group and
PDIL Alarm circuitry OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, the required support systems which upon
their failure do not declare the Part-Length CEA-group or
PDIL Alarm Circuitry inoperable, and their justification are
as follows:)

7m (continued)
! \

'wl'
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i Part-Length CEA Insertion Licits
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)
,

APPLICABILITY The part-length insertion limits shall be maintained with
the reactor in MODES I and 2. These limits must be
maintained since they preserve the assumed power
distribution. Ap)licability in MODES 3, 4, and 5 is not
required, since t1e power distribution assumptions would not
be exceeded in these MODES.

ThisLCQhasbeenmodifiedbyaNotethatpermitsthe
requimmentinof this LCO to be waived during the performance
of g 3.1.5 % This SR requires that the CEAs be moved at
I t every,M days to verify their OPERABILITY, The

re g CEAs are moved at least 5 inches and theni .vidual
nal poshn.

, ,

A.I. A.2.%j@P M k
ACTIONS and B.1 g

nWW A!LIf the part-lehsth C W s'are inserted beyond the
transient insert % 15 topp between the long-term (steady-
state) insertion lim t N dithe treffective full power days /(EFPDs)ysient limit for 7 or moreacut of any 30-EFPD period
or for 14 EFPDs or moreiout of;:any 365-EFPD period,' flux >

patterns begin to develbpkburnupb If * trowed to continuefthat!:tre dutside the range
assumed for long-term fue
beyond this limit, the peaking factors a' ' d as initial
conditions in the accident analysis may;te alidated
(Ref. 5). Restoring the CEAs to within' lim i or reducing
THERMAL-POWER to that fraction of JATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)
that is allowed by CEA group positie'n using the limits
specified in the COLR, ensures that acceptable peaking
factors are maintained.

Since these effects are cumulative, actions are provided to
limit the total time the part-length CEAs can be out of

,limits in any 30-EFPD or 365-EFP0 period. Since the '

cumulative out-of-limit times are in days, an additional
2 hours is a reasonable time to restore the part-length CEAs
to within the allowed limits.

In the event that a CEA group is found inoperable, the CEA
group is considered to be not within limits and Required
Action A.2 and LCO 3.1.5 apply,

(continued)a

(continued)
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Part-Length CEA Insertion Linits-
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS L1,
(continued)

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should
comence. Four hours is a reasonable time, based on
operating experience, to reduce power to s 20 RTP from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems,
gpNp,

\g$7 xip
SIL 2Iii8.1 -

&"W'Verificekioh"ofreach part-length CEA group position every
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS eHV e?.

12 hogrk61s sufficient to detect CEA positions that may
app #ach he: limits, and provide the operator with time to
undertake ,the Required Action (s) should insertion limits be-
found torbe; exceeded @The-12-hour Frequency also takes into-
account th' indjcation provided by the PDIL alarm circuite

and other informat'ioQabout CEA group positions available to
the operatop"W;theJcontrolaroom.

',HP AM.O SR 3.1.8.1 is modified bys Note that allows exception to .sV SR 3.0.4. SR 3.0'.'4 is.not$applictble since the unit must be
in the applicable MODES in order tol, perform surv&iilances -4

that demonstrate the LCO linitts arbinet.
P%h..

%
[ REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,'

Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10, " Reactor
Design"; General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
Limits."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Ccoled Nuclear Power
Reactors."

\

3. [ Unit Name] Core Opert. ting Limits Report, Section [ ],
"[CEA Ejection Accident, Accident Bases]";
Section [ ], "[CEA Ejection Accident, Fuel Rod
Damage"; Section [ ], "[ Thermal and Hydraulic
Limits)."

(continued)

(continued)
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Part-Length CEA Insertion Lioits
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 4. (Unit Namej FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."
(continued)

5. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "(Title]."
__
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STE-SDM
B 3.1.9

p].,
,

\ B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMSj

| B 3.1.9 Coccial Test Em;gAtiqns (STE)-SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM1_ (Digital)

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of MODES 2 and-3 STE is to permit
relaxation of existing LCOs to allow the performance of
certain PHYSICS TESTS. These tests are conducted to

.detsruine the control element assembly (CEA) worth and SDN.

(Q[Kf
. , .

Y Section4I of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality Assurance
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Processinge

? Plants *-(Ref.el), requires that a test program be
% stablistof tM ensure that structures, systems, and
components!yilh perform satisfactorily in service. All
functidns'necessa'ry to ensure that specified design
conditionsiare'not exceeded during normal operation and
anticipal.edfoperationaboccurrencesmustbetested. Testing

is requirti as,ad' operation of the power plant.stegral part of the design, fabrication,
constructio%s'foRpatificationoftheNRCforthepurposeof

ined
Requirement
conducting tests and?exper s ents are specified in

h. 10 CFR 50.59, " Changes,cTests','yand Experiments" (Ref. 2).V
The key objectives of$ p gatestjpro%

* j.

ggare to (Ref. 3):
Provic'e assurance that the fan (hy has beena.
adequately designed; ff,'y ' V

Validate the analytical'b els used in design andb.
analysis;

,

I

Verify assumptions used for predicting plant response;c.

d. Provide assurance that installation of equipment in
the facility has been accomplished in accordance with
the design; and

.
e. Ver:fy that operating and emergency procedures are

-adequate.<

To accompli .h %ese objectives, testing prior to initial'

criticality, as cer each refueling shutdown, and during

(continued)

(continued)
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STE-SDM
i B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND startup, low power operation, power ascension, and at-power
,

(continued) operation is required. The requirements for PHYSICS TESTS
for reload fuel cycles assure that the operating
characteristics of the core are consistent with the design
predictions and that the ccre can be operated as designed

,

(Ref. 5).

PHYSICS, TESTS )rocedures are written and approved in
accordancesiti established formats. The procedures include
allxinformation necessary to permit a detailed execution of
testing required to ensure that the design intent is met.
PHY$1CS TEST $iare, performed in accordance with these
procedurestand.testiresults are approved prior to continued
power'escalat$n'andslong-termpoweroperation. Examples of
PHYSICS TESTSH nclude determination of critical boron
concentratjeh, CEA groep worths, reactivity coefficients,
flux symmetry, and| core power distribution.

W j Dn
av +e

The acceptance crb, ,iihthillow suspension of certain LCOsAPPLICABLE
s

SAFETY ANALYSES for PHYSICS TESTS are that' fuebdaenge criteria are not
exceeded. Even if an accident occurs?during PHYSICS TESTS
with one or more LCOs suspended Xfueltdamage criteria are
preserved because adequatablimitW on poier, distribution and
shutdowncapabilityaremaintaineddurinyjptJYSICSTESTS. "

.mysh,
Reference 5 defines the requirementsufoFindfal testing of
the facility, including PHYSICS TESTSP Requirements for
reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS arandefined in ANSI /ANS

S19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4).. PHYSICS TESTS for raicad fuel cycles (
are given in Table 1 of ANSI /ANS 19-6.1-1985. Although
these PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished sithin the
limits of all LCOs, conditions may occur when one or more
LCOs must be suspended to make completion of PHYSICS TESTS
possible or practical. This is acceptable as long as the
fuel desian criteria. 3re not violated. As long as the
linear heat rete (LHR) remains within its limit, fuel design
criteria are preserved. In this test, the following LCOs
are suspended:

LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIh-T, > 200* F";a.

(continued)

(continued)
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STE-SDM
B 3.1.9

Q BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE b. LCO 3.1.5, "CEA Alignment";
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) c. LCO 3.1.7, " Regulating CEA Insertion Limits"; and
1d. LC0 3.1.8, "Part-Length CEA Insertion Limits.

Therefore, this LCO places limits on the minimum amount of
CEA worth required to be available for reactivity control
enten;CEA worth measurements are performed.,y

4/kThe ikkvidual LCOs cited above govern CEA group height,
N

insertion,Mant System flow, reactor inlet temperature T , Additionally, the LCOs governing
and alignment.

' Ger
#

'pretturiterrpressurecontributetomaintainingdeparlure
fromineleate belling (DNB) parameter limits. The initial

ioritertyria for accidents sensitive to core powerco
dist ibuti 'are preserved by the LHR and DNB parameter
limits, w , ' criteria!for the loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) am s
for Emergent (pecifjedjte 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance CriteriaCofe Coeling Systems for Light Water Nuclear
Power Reactors"h(Reff 6). ._The criteria for the loss ofp forced reactor coolant f)gw e ident are specified in the
Reference 7. Operation withi .1,be LHR limit preserves the,

( LOCA criteria; operatten/withi !,the DNB parameter limits
preserves the loss of?flowrgriter(a,.,

Aik
SRsareplacedasnecessarytoensure4thatLHRandDNB
parameters remain within limits"during' PHYSICS TESTS.
Performance of these SRs allowsMPHYSICS TESTS to be
conducted without decreasingsthe margin of safety.

Requiring that shutdown reactivity equivalent to at least
the highest estimated CEA worth be availchle for trip
insertion from the OPERABLE CEAs, provides a high degree of
assurance that shutdown capability is maintained for the
most challenging postulated at::ident, a stuck CEA. Since
LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN," is susponded, however, there
is not the same degree of assurance during this test that
the reactor would always be shut down if the highest worth
CEA was stuck out and calculational uncertainties or the
estimated highest CEA vorth was not as expected (the single
failure criteria is not met). This situation is judged
acceptable, however, because specified acceptable fuel

(continued)

(continued)
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STE-SOM
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE damage limits are still met. The risk of experiencing a
SAFETY ANALYSES stuck CEA and subsequent criticality is reduced during this

(continued) PHYSICS TEST exception by the requirements to determine CEA
positions every 2 hours; by the trip of each CEA to be
withdrawn within 24 hours prior to suspending the SDM; and
by ensuring that shutdom reactivity is available equivalent
to the reactivity worth of the estimated highest worth CEA,

A
Ref. 5 6 %4
PHY,SICfTESTS; include measurement of core parameters or
entreise of, control components that affect process
virfables.4Among-the process variables involved are total
plaherfradial peaking factor, total integrated radial
peakingafactor,sAZIltJTHAL POWER TILT, and AXIAL SHAPE IN,0EX,
which repr.esentiinitjal condition input (power peaking) to
the accident ~ analystW Also involved are the mosable
control components 1(shutdown and regulating CEAs), which
affect power peak,ing and .aregequired for shutdown of the
reactor. The Ifmits fointhese variables are specified forn

eachfuelcycleis?'t{'hgg#C0ftEAPERATING LIMITS REPORT(Ref. 6). g
*

.

PHYSICS TESTS meet the Skiter,1NNhaclusion in Technical
Specifications since th'e campensts 4tprocess variable
LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meetuCriteria 1, 2, and
3 of the NRC Irterim Policy Statement, j%

.

RIlh
jf

LC0 This LC0 provides that a minimum amount of CEA worth is
immediately available for reactivity control when CEA worth
measurement tests are performed. This Special Test
Exception is required to permit the periodic verification of
the actual-versus-predicted core reactivity condition
occurring as a result of fuel burnup or fuel cycling
operations. The SDM requirements of LC0 3.1.1 and the
regulating CEA insertion limits of LCO 3.1.7 may be
suspended..

[For this facility, an OPERABLE CEA constitutes the
following:]

[For this facility, the fo11 ewing support systems are
required OPERABLE to ensure that the LCO and SR conditions
are met: [ List) ]

(continued)

(continued)
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STE- SDH
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, the required support systems which upon
(continued) their failure do not result in CEA inoperability or the

condition of this LC0 to not be met and their justification

are as follows: (List] ]
_

APPLICABILITY 1his LCO is applicable in MODES 2 and 3. Although CEA worth
testing is conducted in MODE 2, sufficient negative

, reactivity is inserted during the performsnce of these tests
,

'

A 'to result _in temporary entry into MODE 3. Because the:

t,, intent 11stoimmediatelyreturntoMODE2tocontinueCEA
riworth measurements, the Special Test Eneption allows

limited operation to 6 consecutive hours in MODE 3 without
having<to borate to meet the SDH requirements of LC0 3.1.1.

% x .;; ,'
;

Ms y,

ACTIONS fu.l.
'

'

+-

With any CEk o'ti' fully inserted and less than the minimum
d

required reactivity equivalent.available for insertion, or

- Cj than the reactivity equivalent"of the highest worth CEA,
N with all CEAs inserted and the7 reactor suberitical by less

;

restoration of the minimum'SDN requtyements must be
accomplished by increasing the RCSLboron concentration. The,

#

required Completion Time of 15 minute @to initiate boration
allows the operator sufficient time to'< align the valves and

'
start the boric acid pumps andils consistent with the

; Completion Time of LC0 3.1.1.s

In the event that any withdrawn CEA is found to be1

inoperable, the Required Action A.1-applies.
,

F
'

SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.1.9.1
i REQUIREMENTS

Verification of thc position of each partially or fully
withdrawn full-length or part-length CEA is necessary to
ensure that the minimum negative reactivity requirements for

; insertion on a trip are preserved. A two-hour Frequency is
'

sufficient for the operator to verify that each CEA position
is within the acceptance criteria.2

(continued)

'(continued)
i V
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STE-SDM
B 3.1.9, ,

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 1R 3.1.9.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Prior demonstration that each CEA to be withdrawn from the
core during PHYSICS TESTS is casable of full insertion when
tripped from at least a 50% wit 1 drawn position provides
assurance that the CEA will insert on a trip signal. The
7-day requirement ensures that the CEAs are OPERABLE prior
to reducieng SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits of LCO
3,1,1.g#4 h

xdjp M
Rf .ff :.
1. khtlijID, CM ,of. Federal Regulations, Part 50,REFERENCES

Appendigt,~*Bection XI (Test Control), " Quality
AssurAmetiCritette for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel i

ProcMing7)astp!"ga
2. Title 10gCMe of F,qderal Regulations, Part 50.59,'

" C h ang e s , 4Te s t s . n aM) Empe ri ment s . "

3. Regulatory G SB Revisfon 2, " Initial Test

NucearRegulator(@Co
Pro rams for WateP oled liet Power Plants," U.S.

4 ust-1978.,

4. ANSI /ASME-19.6.1-198th" Reload StPHYSICS TESTS
for Pressurized Water Reactors," an National
Standards Institute, December 13,

,

(UnitName]FSAR,Section[14)VK?[ Testing
5.

Requirements)."

6. [ Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report, "(Title)".

'
,

(

O
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.10

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.10 _ PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2 (Digital) .
1

BASES
-_ - -..- -....__-.- - - _. _--_--- - -...--- . -

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of these MODES 1 and 2 Special Test ;

Exceptions is to permit relaxation of existing LCOs to
allem the performance of certain PHYSICS TESTS. These
tettsfare conducted to determine specific reactor core

fp[vWh'aracteristics.
iq

9 Sect XI.of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality Assurance
a for' hoclear Power Plants and Fuel Processing

Ma ts"4 f.51.), requires that.a test program be
estaM) to' ensure that structures, systems, and
composinthv()1jperform satisfactorily in service. All
functions necessary to ensure that specified design
conditionsieve not. exceeded during normal operation.and
anticipated operettenaFoccurrences (A00s) must be tested.
Testing is T*equire' ,ase an integral part of the design,d

Requirements fo$tition, and operation of the power plant.
fabrication, co

r hetificatio( cf the NRC for the purpose of

[(] conducting tests <ined experiments;.,are specified in 10 CFR
50.59, " Changes, Testsg and,Exp'ery
The key objectives of a test' prog %{ments" (Ref. 2).W '%h

ras?are to (Ref. 3):
e$$?$

Provideassurancethatthedecilithhasbeena.
adequately designed; gj~

y

b. Validate the analytical models' used in design and
; analysis;

Verify assumptions used for predicting plant response;c..

d. Provide assurance that installation of equipment in,

the facility has been accomplished in.accordance with
: design; and
.

e. Verify that operating and emergency procedures are
adequate.

,

To accomplish these objectives, testing prior to initial
criticality,-after each refueling shutdown, and during
startup, low power operation, power ascension, and at-power

(continued) !n

(continued)
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND operation is re:qired. The 2quirements for PHYSICS TESTS
(continued) for reload fuel cycies assure that the operating

characteristics of the core are consistent with the design
predictions and that the core can be operated as designed
(Ref. 4).

PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved in
,

accordance with established formats. The procedures include
all information necessary to permit a detailed execution of
testing required to ensure that design intent is met.
PliVSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with these
procedures and test results are approved prior to continued
poweb escalation'an'd long-term power operation. Examples of
PHYSICS TESTS include determination of critical boron
concentrationECEAgroupworths,reactivitycoefficients,
flux symmetry, and; core power distribution.

h

* '

nh
APPLICABLE It is acceptable toiUNdnd certain LCOs for PHYSICS TESTS
SAFETY ANALYSES because fuel damage crheria are not exceeded. Even if an

accident occurs during PHYSICS <TESTSswith one or more LCOs
suspended, fuel damagescriterf a 'are'p' reserved because the

~

limits on power distribution'andfshutdtiwn capability are
maintained during PHYSICS 7ESTS. 4 Q%
Reference 5 defines requirements for initiettesting of the
facility,includingPHYSICSTES1S,.Re@irementsforreload
fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are definedLin ANSI /ANS 19.6.1-1985
(Ref. 4). Although these PHYSICS TESTS are generally
accomplished within the limits of all LCOs, conditions may
occur when one or more LCOs must be suspended to make
completion of PHYSICS TEST possible or practical. This is
acceptable as long as the fuel design criteria are not
violated. As long as the linear heat rate (LHR) remains
within its limit, fuel design criteria are preserved even
when one or more of the limits specified in the following
LCOs are suspended:

a. LC0.3.1.4, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)";

b. LC0 3.1.5, "CEA Alignment";

(continued)

(continued)
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.10

h BASES (continued)Q _ .

APPLICABLE c. LCO 3.1.6, " Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits;"
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) d. LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating CEA Insertion Limits;"

e. LCO 3.1.8, "Part-Length CEA Insertion Limits;"

f. LCO 3.2.2, " Planar Radial Peaking _ Factors;" and,

,,gj, i.C0 3.2.3, " AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T )."
q

. n,

[W THERWPOWER during PHYSICS TESTS arni requires that the LHRThe safety analysis (Ref. 7) places lim".s on allowable

M'maintainedwithinlimits.eadtthb departure from nucleete boiling (DNB) parameter beThe power plateau of < 85% Rated
Thermab Pewer (RTP) and the associated trip setpoints are
requjredtoensure[ explain).

TheindivibalLCOL verning CEA group height, insertion
and alignment, . AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI), total _ planar radial
Peaking FactorJtota14 integrated radial peaking factor, and
T preserve tne'LHR111mits.eAdditionally, the LCOs
98verning ReactorjCoolant System (RCS) flow, reacW inletp temperature (T Jand pressurizeg pressure contrit., ,e tomaintaining DNS), parameter: limits?, The initial condition('
criteria for accidents sensitive to, core power distribution
are preserved by the LHR and DNB parameter limits. The
criteria for the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) are
specified in 10 CFR 50.46 " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency
Core Cooling Systems for Lisht1 Water Nuclear Power Reactors"
(Ref.6). The criteria for the~ loss of forced reactor
coolant flow accident are specified in Reference 7.
Operation within the LHR limit preserves the LOCA criteria;
operation within the DNB parameter limits preserves the loss
of flow criteria.

,

During PHYSICS TESTS, one or more of the LCOs that normally;

preserve the LHR and DNB parameter limits may be suspended.;

The results of the accident analysis are not adversely
impacted, however, if LHR and DNB parameters.are verified to
be within their limits while the LCOs are suspended.
Therefore, SRs are placed as necessary to ensure that LHR
and DNB parameters remain within limits during PHYSICS
TESTS. Performance of these SRs allows PHYSICS TESTS tc be-
conducted without decreasing the margin of safety.

'(continued)

p (continued)
b'
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core parameters or
SAFETY ANALYSES exercise of control components that affect process

(continued) variables. Among the process variables involved are total
planar radial peaking factor, total integrated radial
peaking factor, T , and ASI, which represent initial
conditioninput(howerpeaking)totheaccidentanalysis.
Also involved are the movable control components (shutdown
and reguliting CEAs), which affect power peaking and are
requi jforshutdown of the reactor. The limits for these
var es ars|specified for each fuel cycle in the CORE

ING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 8).
0(S

.

& (
PHYS K$tTESTS mob the criteria for inclusion in Technical
Speciffbat'ioniM ceithe component and process variable
LCOs suspended Alrincj YSICS TESTS meet Criteria 1, 2, and
3 of the IqVIntgig_ icy Statement.

;p

4 [ Na $ diduaECEAs to be positioned outside ofLC0 This LC0 permits i
their normal group" el ttfand insprtion limits during the
performance of PHYSICS E$TS, suchfas those required to:

a. Measure CEA worth;
,

b. Determine the reactor stability ind d damping
factor under xenon oscillation cond *

A P' .

Determine power distributions 7feFnon-normal CEAc.
configurations; Y

d. Measure rod shadowing factors; and

e. Measure temperature and power coefficients.

Additionally, it permits the center CEA to be misaligned
during PHYSICS TESTS required to determine the isothermal
temperature coefficient (ITC), MTC, and power coefficient.

The requirements of LC0 3.1.4, LC0 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6,
LC0 3.1.7, LC0 3.1.8, LCO 3.2.2, LC0 3.2.3, may be suspended
during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is restricted to test power plateau
which shall not exceed 85% RTP, and |

(continued)
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.10,

i

L (jN l

( BASES (continued)'

{ l

LCO b. In MODE 1 > 20% RTP, the limits of LCO 3.2.1, " Linear I
'

(continued) Heat Rate (LHR)," are maintained and determined as
specified in SR 3.1.10.1-

I

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2 because the reactor
mustube critical at various THERMAL POWER levels to perform
.the PHYSICS TESTS described in'the LCO section. Limiting
the te6 power plateau to less than'85% RTP ensures that4

LHRs are maintained within acceptable limits.
. . diO h
near gp q |

ACTIONS A.1 Rb1 W
,

O j?i%M l

if TflERMALLPOWER exceeds the test power plateau, or the LHR
requirements of LC033;t.,1 are exceeded in MODE 1, THERMAL
POWER mdst'be reduce {to restore the aMtional thermal
margin provi4 led)y tie reduced THERMAL P0wu . The 1S-minute
Completion Timeleasures that prompt action is taken to
reduce THERMAL POWlf to' within, acceptable limits.Q *p M N Nk

sy n
Q C.1 and C.2

& % k
If Required Actions A.1 or. 8,1 canngbbe completed within
the required Completion Time, PHYSN5iVSTS must be
suspended within I hour and theTreactFmust be placed in
MODE 3. Allowing I hour to suspend PHYSICS TESTS allows the
operater sufficient time to change any abnormal CEA
configuration back to within the limits of LC0 3.1.5,
LCO 3.1.6 and LC0 3.1.7, prior to' placing the reactor in
MODE 3 within 6 hours. This increases thermal margin and is
consistent with the Required Actions of the power
distribution LCOs.

The required Completion Time of 6 hours is adequate to
perform a controlled shutdown and is consistent with the
power distribution LC0 rompletion Times.

(continued)

O
V
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PHYSICS TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 & 2
B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.10.1
REQUIREMENTS .

Monitoring LHR and the departure from nucleate boiling ratio
(DNBR) ensures that the LHR and DNBR limits are not
exceeded. Refer to LCO B 3.1.4, " Power Distribution
Limits," for a discussion of the Bases for these parameters.
Continuous monitoring is accomplished by the Core Operating
Limits Supervisory System (COLSS), which generates margin
limits based on the LHR and the DNBR and will generate a
COLSS margin alarm should a limit be exceeded. This
Surveillance'is not applicable at < 20% RTP because
adequate LHR'and DNBR margins exist up to this power level.

.m,' b

SR 3.1110.2 y ,
'

,

S J' u . |?

Verifying that THERMAL" POWER is equal to or less than that
allowed by'the test power plateau, as specified in the
PHYSICS TEST orocedure and: required by the safety analysis,
ensures that adequate LHR:and'ONBR margins are maintained
while LCOs are suspended..iThe 1-hour Frequency is
sufficient, based uponithe7 slow rate.of power change and

~

increased operational controls in' place during PHYSICS
tTESTS. Monitoring LHR ensures;that the limits are not

exceeded. Refer to LCO*B 3;1i4r" Power ^ Distribution
Limits," for a discussion"of'the~8ases for.these parameters.

Mi
z: y

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix B, Section XI (Test Control), " Quality -
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
Processing Plants." l

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.59,
" Changes, Tests, and Experiments."

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, " Initial Test
iPrograms for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. I

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1978. |

4. ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985, " Reload Startup PHYSICS TESTS
for Pressurized Water Reactors," American National
Standards Institute, December 13, 1985.

(continued)

(continued)
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PHYSICS--TEST Exceptions-MODES 1 &- 2 l

B-3.1.10

i BASES (continued)

REFERENCES . 5. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [14], "[ Testing
(continued)- Requirements]."

6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling-
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

'I

/P ;.[ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15.3.2.1], "[ Title)."
7,r

.,

M B .' -[ Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report, "(Title)."
g%|7
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LHR
B 3.2.1

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.1 Linear Heat Rate (LHR) (Analog)

4

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LCO is to limit the core power
distrib'ution to the initial values assumed in the accident

,

analyses. Specifically,- operation within the limits imposed
by this. LC0 limits potential-fuel-cladding failures that

i,could' breach the primary finsion-product barrier and release
%<+3 * fission' products to the reactor coolant in the event of a

'| " control . element assembly NEA), or other postulated accident. loss-of2 coolant accident tLOCA), loss of flow, ejected
(

' requiring; termination by a Reactor Protection System trip
funct1on.mThis: LCO limits the' amount of damage to the fuel-
cladding during an accident by assuring that the plant is
operating,with< n acceptable bounding conditions at the onset
of a transient.

Methods of controlling the power distribution include:

) a. The use of CEAs to alter the axial power distribution;

b. Decreasing CEA insertico by boration, thereby
improving the radial power distribution; and-

Correcting off-optimum conditions .which cause marginc.
degradations (e.g., a CEA drop or misoperation of the
unit).

Thecorepowerdistributioniscontrolledsothat,Lin
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in vio'lation of this LCO.= The limiting; safety
system settings and this LCO are based on the accident
analyses (Refs. I and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated
operational occurrences --(A00s) and the limits of acceptable
consequences are not exceeded for other postulated
accidents.

Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
the xenon distribution skewing which is a significant factor
in control of the axial power-distribution.

(continued)

(continued)
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) various combinations of which may )roduce acceptable power

distributions. Operation within tie design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the LHR and Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNil).

The limits on the LHR,l Integrated Radial Peaking Factor
the Tota'i Planar Radial Peaking

Factor (Fl ), the Tota
(FF , the dZ1HUTHAL POWER TILT (T'), and the AXIAL SHAPE
INDIX (ASI) represent limits within which the LHR algorithms
are valid. These limits are obtained directly from the core

,reload analysis.

Either of the two core power distribution monitoring
systems, the Excore Detector Monitoring System and the
Incore Detector Monitoring System, provide adequate
monitoring of the core power distribution and are capable of
verifying that the LHR does not exceed its limits. The ,

'

Excore Detector Monitoring System performs this function by
continuously monitoring the ASI with the OPERABLE quadrant
symmetric excore neutron flux detectors and verifying that
the ASI is maintained within the allowable limits specified
in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 3).

In conjunction with the use of the Excore Detector
Monitoring System and in establishing the ASI limits, the
following assumptions are made:

a. The CEA Ncrtion limits of LCO 3.1.6 and LC0 3.1.7
are satisfied;

b. The (T,) restrictions of LC0 3.2.4 are satisfied; and

c. The Fly does not exceed the limits of LCO 3.2.2.

The Incore Detector Monitoring System continuously provides
a direct measure of the peaking factors and the alarms which
have been established for the individual incore detector
segments ensure that the peak LHRs will be maintained within

(continued)

(continued)

O.
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND the limits specified in the COLR.- The setpoints for these
(continued) alarms include tolerances, set in conservative directions,

for:-

a. A measurement calculational uncertainty factor of
1.062;

b. An engineering uncertainty factor of 1.03;

'c. An allowance of 1.002 for axial fuel densification and,

thermal' expansion; and>

4.: A THERMAL POWER measurement uncertainty factor of
1.02.

APPLICABLE The fueltcladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation _.(Condition 1) and A00s (Condition 2)

(Ref. 4, GDC 10). The Power Distribution and CEA Insertion
and A'ignment LCOs preclude core power distributions from

n occurring that would violate the following fuel design
criteria:

a. During a LOCA,- peak cladding-temperature _must not-
exceed a limit of 2200'F (Ref.^ 5);

b. During a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at~ 1 east
a 95% probability at a 955 confidence _ level that the

-

hot fuel rod in:the core does not experience a DNB-
condition (Ref. 4, GDC'10). _This is referred to
hereafter as the 95/95 DNB criterion;

During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy.c.
1

input to the fuel must not exceed.280 cal /gm
(Ref. [ ]); and

d. The control rods must be. capable of' shutting down- the
reactor with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn
(Ref. 4, GDC 26).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel-design criteria (Refs. 4 and 5). This
is accomplished by maintaining the power distribution and

; (continued)

[\ (continued)'
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
,

SAFETY ANALYSES parameters are within operating limits supported by the
(continued) accident analyses (Ref.1) with due regard for the

correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that
the. peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref,5). Hig peak cladding temperatures are assumed to
cause severe e adding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

The LCOs governing the LHR, the ASI, and the Reactor Coolant
System ensure that these criteria are met as lon as the

FT FT and T, imits
core is operated:within the ASI, Ee,la't*ter are . processspecified in the .COLR (Ref. 3 .
variables that characterize' t e three-dimensional power
distribution of the reactor core. Operation within the
limits for these variables' ensures that their actual values
are within the range used in the accident analyses.

Fuel-cladding damage does not occur while operating at
conditions outside the limits of these LCOs during normal
operation. Fuel-cladding damage could result, however,
should an accident occur trom initial conditions outside the
limits of these LCOs. The potential for fuel-cladding
damage exists because changes-in the power distribution can

l cause increased power peaking and correspondingly increase
local LHRs.

LHR, ASI, FT , FJ, and T, satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
InterimPolIycy Statement.

LC0 The power distribution LC0 limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) operating limits. .The power distribution LC0 limits,
except T,, are provided in the COLR. The limitation on the
LHR ensures that in the event of a LOCA, the peak
temperature of the fuel cladding will not exceed 2200'F.

(continued)

(continued)
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LHR l

B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, an OPERABLE Incore Detector Monitoring
(continued) System and Excore Detector Monitoring System constitute the

following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are :

required OPERABLE to ensure Incore Detector Monitoring
System and Excore Detector Monitoring System OPERABILITY:]

,

z[Forithisfacility,thoserequiredsupportsystemswhich
fupontheirfailuredonotdeclaretheIncoreDetector

A Monitoring System and Excore Detector Monitoring System
D inoperable and their justification:are as follows:]
q. ,y . . ,

'

J $|& v
APPLICABILITY In MODE IM power distribution must be maintained within the

limits assumed in the accident analysis to ensure that fuel
damage doesinot result following an-A00. In other MODES,
this LCO*does netiapply because there is not sufficient
THERMAL NWER tojrequire a limit on the core power
distribution, bN

(
~

,

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

WiththeLHRexceedingitslimit,eic$ssivefueldamage
could occur following an accident.- In this condition,
prompt action'must be taken to reduce the LHR to within the
specified limits. (For-this' facility,-LHR is restored to
within its limits by the following actions:] Fifteen
minutes to initiate corrective actions to reduce the LHR
allows the operator sufficient time to evaluae core
conditions and to initiate proper-correctifs actions. One
hour to restore the LHR to within its spe::ified -limits is
reasonable and ensures that the c9re doer not continue to
operate in this condition.

Ikl

If the LHR cannot be returned to within its specified limit
or LHR can not be determined because-of Incore Detector and
Excore Detector Monitoring Systems inoperability, TilERMAL
POWER must be reduced. The change to MODE 2 ensures that
the core is operating within its thermal limits and placos

(continued)_
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS the core in a conservative condition. Six hours is a
(continued) reasonable amount of time to allow, based on operating

experience, to reach MODE 2 in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 . 2.1'.1
'

REQUIREMENTS . .

Continuous monitoring of the LHR is provided by the Incore
Detector Monitoring System and the Excore Detector
Monttoring System. Either of these two core power
distr.ibution monitoring systems provides adequate monitoring
of the' core power distribution and is capable of verifying
that the LHR=does not exceed its specified limits. A Note
has been added to indicate that the provisions of SR 3.0.4
do not apply for this SR.

SR 3.2.1.2 and SR 3.2.1.3

Performance of these SRs;is necessary to ensure that the
Excore Detector Monitoring System can accurately monitor the

!
LHR. Therefore, these;SRs are only ' applicable when the
Excore Detector MonitoringmSystem is being used to determine
the LHR.
follows:] (For this facility the-purpose of the SRs is as[For this facility the justification for
performing SR 3.2.1.2 every 12 hours and SR 3.2.1.3 and
SR 3.3.1.4 every 31 days is as follows:]

SR 3.2.1.4 and SR 3.2.1.5

Performance of these two SRs is necessary to ensure that the
Incore Detector Monitoring System can accurately monitor
LHR. Therefore, they are only applicable when the Incore
Detector Monitoring System is being.used to determine the
LHR. (For this facility, the purpose of SRs is as follows:]
[For this facility, the justification for performing these
surveillances every 31 days is as follows:]

A Note has been added to each of the SRs to indicate that
the provisions of SR 3.0.4 do not apply.

_

(continued)

O.
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LHR )
B 3.2.1

3

1
p ,

7 BASES (continued) .j
|

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Chapter (15), "[ Accident Analysis)." )
'l2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Chapter (6), "(Emergency Core

Cooling System)."

3. (Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report.

4.a;% Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
$yt Appendix A, " General. Design Criteria for Nuclear Power

bP Plants."
,

'

'' Ag
s 5. .: Title,10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,

'%f,gT);!? Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core-Cooling
.

i
1 Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors." '
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Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor (Fly)
B 3.2.2

,

k_/ B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.2 Total Planar Radial Peakina Factor (Fly) (Analog)_

|

BASES l

I
lBACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LCO is to limit the core power

disttibution to the initial values assumed in the accident
analyses. Specifically, operation within the limits imposed

_ could br?tCO-limits potential fuel-cladding failures that
^ by this
" each the primary fission-product barrier and release5

~ fissikproducts to the reactor coolant in the event of a
$ blest-of-coolant accident (LOCA)', loss-of-flow, ejected-

' cont ~roleelement' assembly (CEA), or other postulated accident
requiringstermination by a Reactor Protection System trip
function.u)ThisiLCO limits the amount of-damage to the fuel
cladding during'an accident by assuring that the plant is
operating'within acceptable bounding conditions at the onset
of a transient ;4:'M yg

em. A
Methods of controlling the, power distribution include:

toShthe axial power distribution;[ a. The use of C
y , nn e. .

b. DecreasingCEA9nsertionbyboration,thereby
improving the radial power distribution;: and -

Correcting _off-optimum condition %sdrhich cause margin
2; g

c.
degradations (e.g., CEA_ drop or misoperation of the
unit). tf

The core power distribution is_ controlled so that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment-limits), the power distribution does
not result in. violation of this LCO. The limiting safety
-system settings (LSSSs) and this LC0 are based on the
accident analyses (Refs. I and 2), so that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded as a result
of anticipated operational. occurrences (A00s) and the limits
of acceptable consequences are not exceeded for other-
postulated accidents.

Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
the xenon distribution skewing which is a significant factor
in control of the axial power distribution.

(continued)
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Total Planar Radial' Peaking Factor (Fly)
B 3.2.2

:

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) various combinations of which may produce acceptable power

distributions. . Operation within the design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the linear heat rate (LHR) Departure from Nucleate
Boiling (DNB).

/
ThelimitFontheLHR the FT the Total Integrated Radial

Jactor (FJ), AZIMUTHdl., POWER TILT (T , and the
HAPE ~INDEX (ASI) represent limits with)in which the

Peaki
AX1AL
Liglialgorithms are valid. These limits are obtained
directJyfromthecorereloadanalysis.

<th -

EitheroftheI)wtwo core power distribution monitoring
systems, the Excore Detector Monitoring System and the
Incore Detector Monitoring System, provide adequate
monitoring of the: core power,. distribution and are capable of
verifying that?the LHR.does"not exceed its limits. The
Excore Detector ~ Monitoring System performs this function by
continuously monttering<the<ASI with the OPERABLE quadrant
symetric excore neutroniflux detectors and verifying that
the ASI is maintained within the' allowable limits specified
in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS . REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 3).

m
3

-

.

In conjunction with-the use of the "Excore Detector
Monitoring System and'in establishing the ASI limits, the
following assumptions are made: 'B

,

a. The CEA insertion limits of LC0 3.1.6 and 3.1.7 are
satisfied;

b. The T, restrictions of LC0 3.2.4 are satisfied; and

c. The Fly does not exceed the limits of this LCO.

The Incore Detector Monitoring System continuously provides
a direct measure of the peaking factors, and the alarms
which have been established-for the individual incore
detector segments ensure that the peak LHRs will be
maintained within the limits specified in the COLR. The
setpoints for these alarms include tolerances, set in the
conservative directions, for:

a. A measurement calculational uncertainty factor of
1.062;

(continued)

(continued)
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Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor (Fly)
B 3.2.2

O
V BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND b. An engineering uncertainty factor of 1.03;
0 continued)

c. An allowance of 1.002 for axial fuel densification and
thermal expansion; and

d. A THERMAL POWER measurement uncertainty factor of
1.02.

;'r

; ,.-

,tH . i

APPLICABLE N i The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSESe normal' operation (Condition 1) and A00s (Condition 2)

'2(Aef.4,tGDC10). The Power Distribution and CEA Insertion
and Alignment LCOs preclude core power distributions from
occurring <that"would violate the following fuel design
criteria: |

a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not
exce'ed a= limit of 2200'F (Ref. 5);

b. During a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at least
A a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the
!'j hot fuel rod in_the core does not experience a DNB

condition (RefE4, GDC'10), referred to hereafter as
the 95/95 DNB criterion;

,

Duringanejectedrodaccident,Ihefissionenergyc.
input to the fuel must not-exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref. []); and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reacter with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highest worth control rod stuck, fully withdrawn
,Ref. 4, GDC 26).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Refs 4 and 5). This
is accomplished by maintaining the power distribution and
reactor coolant conditions such that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supported by the
accident analyses (Ref. 1) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

(continued) i

O) |( (continued) !v
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Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor (Fly)
B 3.2.2 |

l

9!BASES (continued) i

APPLICABLE Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
SAFETY ANALYSES restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that

(continued) the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200'F
(Ref 5). High peak cladding temperatures are assumed to
cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

A
The LCQi governing the LHR, the ASI, and the Reactor Coolant
Systas shsutesthat these criteria are met as long as the
corinM(s operated within the ASI, Ee,latter are processF' FJ, and -T, limits
sitet"ified in:the COLR (Ref. 3).
vartelesf tbat characterize the three-dimensional power
distributio'n ( the' reactor core. Operation within the
limits for these variables ensures that their actual values
are withia[the' range |used in the accident analyses,

y ..

-

Fuel-claddingda$egedoesnotoccurwhileatconditions
outside the liett~s of these7LCOs during normal operation.
Fuel-cladding darpage couldiresult, however, should an
accident occur from inittsl conditions outside the limits of
these LCOs. This potential for fuel cladding damage exists
because changes in the, power distribution can cause
increased power peaking >and jorrespondingly increased local
LHRs. g4 4 '4
LHR, ASI, Fly, FJ, and Tq satisfy Criteri 2 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement. yy

4

LC0 The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) operating limits. The power distribution LC0 limits,
except T,, are provided in the COLR. The limitation on the
LHR ensures that in the event of a LOCA, the peak
temperature of the fuel cladding will not exceed 2200*F.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE Incore Detector Monitoring
System constitu+- ' : ' following:]

[For this facilib % following support systems are
required to be 0. A .E to ensure Incore Detector Monitoring
SystemOPERABILITY:]

(continued)

(continued)
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1

Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor (Fly)- '

B 3.2.2

( BASES (continued) |
|

1

LLO [For this facility, those required support systems which, |
(continued) upon their failure, do not require declaring the Incore ;

Detector Monitoring System inoperable and their i
justification are as follows:)_ i

A'

df)tinitt' assumed in the accident analyses to ensure that fuelf.li M BE 1, power distribution must be maintained within the
APPLICABIllTY

damageldoes not result following an A00. In other MODES,
kKthis,LCOdoesnotapplybecausethereisnotsufficient

'

Mp6diitributjonM,T m ant POWER to require a 1 hit on the core power
JSa W

; y gy
i ACTIONS 81 anQF jv 4x-

The limit'ationsMFf 'provided in the COLR-ensure that the,

assumptionsiused!|in Mie analysis for establishing the LHR,1

LCO, and LSSS remain' valid during operation at the various
i p allowable CEA group"insertioniltmits. If FT exceeds its
;V, basiclimitationXoperationmay'Econtinueundyer the

additional restrictions' imposed bygthese Required Actions,

(reducing THERMAL POWER and withdrawing CEAs to or beyond,
4 the long-term steady-state insertionflimits of LC0 3.1.7)

since these additional restrictions ' provide adequate
'

provisions to assure that the assumptions used in'
establishing the LHR, LCO, and LSSS remain valid (Ref. 3).
Six hours to return FT to within its limit is reasonable
and ensures that all EAs meet the long-term steady-state

i insertion limits of LCO 3.1.7, " Regulating CEAs." [Forthis
' facility, the justification for the Completion Time is as,

follows:)
:

L1

If FI cannot be returned to within its li:ait, or FT
cannolbedeterminedbecauseof.IncoreDetectorMonYtoring

: System inoperability, THERMAL POWER must be reduced. A'

change to MODE 3 ensures that the core is operating within
its thermal limits and places the core in a conservative-

condition. Six hours is a reasonable amount of time to
allow, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 in an
orderly manner and without c1allenging plant systems.

b
V (continued)
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Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor (Fly)
B 3.2.2 i

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.1
| REQUIREMENTS
i The periodic surveillance requirements for determining the

calculated Fly provides assurance that the Fly remainsI

within the range assumed in the analysis throughout the fuel
cycle. Determining the measured F' after each fuel loading
prior to exceeding 70% of RATED THlf(MAL POWE'< (RTP) provides
additional; assurance that the core was properly loaded.

Performance if_ the surveillance every 31 days of accumulated
operation intMODE 1 ensures that unacce) table changes in
the F L are promptly detected. [For th s facility, the

justincation,for the 31-day frequency is as follows:].
/4 4

This surveillance canfonly be accomplished after THERMAL
POWER exceeds 20%-RTP because the incore detectors are not
available below 20% RTP. Therefore, entry into the
applicable MODE will occur prior to the completion of this
surveillance. +w'

WA
SR 3.2.2.1 is modifiebxby two Notes. The first Note permits
entry into MODE 1 to perform this SR. [For this facility,

|
the reasons for the second Note.in the,SR are as follows:].

SR 3.2.2.2 and SR 3.2.2.3 >

| Measuring the value of F,y and T each time a calculated
value of Fly is required providel assurance that the'

calculated value of . I accurately, reflects the condition of
the core. [ForthisfI1cilitythereasonsfortheaboveare
as follows:].

The Frequency for these surveillances is in accordance with
the Frequency requirements of SR 3.2.2.1.

t

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Chapter [15], "[ Accident Analysis]."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Chapter [6], "[ Emergency Core
Cooling System]."

3. [ Unit Name] Core Operating Limits Report.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Total-; Planar RadiallPeaking Factor (Fly) '|
'

B-3.2 2:
~

BASES .(continued)
1

REFERENCES 4. - Title 10,' Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50; j

(continued) Appendix A, " General Design-Criteria for Nuclear Power "

Plants." *

~

5. Title' 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.,46,- .;

g,, " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
A v $, Systems.for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."s.
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Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor -(2.3FJ)
B 3.

i

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS'

B 3,2.3 Total Inteorated Radial Peakina Factor (FJ) (Analog)

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LCO is to limit the core power
distribution to the initial values assumed in the accident

-Mal)ses. Specifically, operation within the limits imposed
Mthis LCO limits potential fuel-cladding failures that
f

&g$could' breach the primary fission-product barrier and releasefission [ products to the reactor coolant in the event of a
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), loss-of-flow, ejected

qcontrol element assembly (CEA), or other postulated accident
requiring; termination by a Reactor Protection System trip
function &This;LC0 limits the amount of damage to the fuel
cla'dding duringian accident by assuring that the plant is
operating within acceptable bounding conditions at the onset
of a transient. >

Methods of Nnkroll,ing the power distribution include:

The use of CEAs to alter the axial power distribution;/" a.

b. Decreasing CEA insertion by'boration, thereby'

improving the radial power distribution; and

| c. Correcting off-optimum conditionsiwhich cause margin
degradations (e.g., CEA drop'or misoperation of the

; unit).

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in,

' conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA;

insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
i not result in violation of this LCO. The limiting safety

system settings (LSSSs) and this-LCO are based on the-
accident analyses (Refs. I and 2), so that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded as a result
of anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) and the limits'

of acceptable consequences are not exceeded for other
postulated accidents.

| Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
the xenon distribution skewing which is.a significant factor
in control of the axial power distribution.

(continued)G

(continued)
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Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factnr (2.3FJ)
B 3.

BASES (untinued)

BACKGR0b ' Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) various combinations of which may 3roduce acceptable power -

distributions. Operation within tie design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the linear heat rate (LHR) and Departure from Nucleate
Boiling (DNB).-

The limit $ hon the LHR, he AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T ), and thethe Total Planar Radial Peaking

AXIAla5HAk)$theFJ,tNDEX(ASI)representlimitswithinw31chtheFactor 7(FT -

LHR< algorithms are valid. These limits are obtained
dir,ectly from theicore reload analysis.

KgW g
Eitheroftheftwoc. ore power distribution monitoring
systems, t W Excore Detector Monitoring System and the
Incore Detector Monitoring System, provide adequate
monitoring of the' core power distribution and are capable of
verifying thatsthe~LHR does not exceed its limits. The
Excore Detector / Monitoring? System performs this function by
continuously monitoring the ASI with the OPERABLE quadrant
symmetric excore neutroniflux detectors and verifying that
the ASI is maintained within the allowable limits specified
in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS-REPORT (00LR) (Ref. 3).

~, % r.
In conjunction with the use of tha>Excore Detector
Monitoring System and in establishing th' ASI limits, thes 4

following assumptions are made: ') g
a. The CEA insertion limits of LCO 3.1.6 and LC0 3.1.s

are satisfied;

b. The T, restrictions of LC0 3.2.4 are satisfied; and

c. TheFly does not exceed the limits ot' LC0 3.2.2.

The Incore Detector Monitoring System continuously provides
a direct measure of the peaking factors, and the alarms
which have been established for the individual incore
detector segments ensure that the peak LHRs will be
maintained within the limits specified in the COLR. The >

setpoints for these alarms include tolerances, set in
conservative directions, for:

a. A measurement calculational uncertainty factor of
1.062;

(continued)

(continued)
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Total Integrated Radial Peaking factor (2.3B 3. J)
F

BASES (continued) f
1

BACKGROUND b. An engineering uncertainty factor of 1.03;
(continued) |c. An allowance of 1.002 for axial fuel densification and i

thermal expansion; and

d. A THERMAL POWER measurement uncertainty factor of
1.02.;,3

f3

[;|ThefNIcladdingmustnotsustaindamageasaresultof
<,

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANAtf5($,A normel2 peration (Condition 1) and A00s (Condition 2)0

M(Ref.''4,00010). The Power Distribution and CEA Insertion
and A16punent' LCOs preclude core power distributions fr.v.
occurring that would violate the following fuel dest ,nicriteria: E

: .

a. During'a LOCA, peak cladding temperature mt4t not

exceeda'%mitoft7200'F(Ref.5);li

Q n:
b. During a ldianf-flow accident, there must be at least

O hot fuel rodjin the cure does not experience a DNB
a 95% probability at!a 965 confidence level that the

condition (Ref44r 00C <10),qreferred to hereafter as
the 95/95 DNB criterioni g
During an ejected rod accide N b fission energyc.
input to the fuel must not' exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref.());and

'

,
,

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highest worth control rod stuck full withdrawn
(Ref. 4. GDC 26).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
t.o maintain the fuel design criteria (Refs. 4 and 5). This
is accomplished by maintaining the power distri% tion and
reactor coolairc conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supportad by the
accident unalyses (Ref.1 with due regard for the
correlations between measu) red quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

(continued)OQ (continued)
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Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor (2.3FJ)
B 3.

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
SAFETY ANALYSES restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that

(continued) the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200"F
(Ref. 5). High peak cladding temperatures are assumed to
cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

The LCOs governing the LHR, the ASI, and the Reactor Coolant
System' ensure that these criteria are met as long as the
coreits operated within the ASI, Ff , FJ, and T, limits
specified in'the COLR (Ref. 3). T$ye latter are process
var 16bles,that characterize the three-dimensional power
distribetten of> the reactor core. Operation within the
limits for these variables ensures that their actual values
are within the range.used in the 'nt analysis.

Fuel-cladding damage does not occo, e .le at conditions
outside the limits of these LCOs during normal operation.
Fuel-cladding demage could result, however, should an
accident occur fros' initial: conditions outside the limits of
these LCOs. This potential for. fuel-cladding damage exists
because changes in the power distribution cause increased
power peakir.g and correspondingly increased local LHRs.

LHR, ASI, Fly, FJ, and T satisfy Criterion _2 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement,. ~,

LC0 The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and the measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) operating limits. The power distribution Lt,0 limits,
except T,, are provided in the COLR, The limitation on the
LHR ensures that in the event of a LOCA, the peak
temperature of the fuel cladding will not exceed 2200*F.

4

(For this facility, an OPERABLE Incore Detector Monitoring
System constitutes the following:)

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure Incore Detector Monitoring
SystemOPERABILITY:)

(continued)

(continued)
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Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor (2.3FI)
B 3.

O
V BASES (continued)

I .

LCO [For this facility, those required support systems which,
(continued) upon their failure, do not require declaring the Incore

Detector Monitoring System inoperable snd their
justification are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY la'lWDE 1, power distribution must be maintained within the
dinits' assumed in the accident analysis to ensure that fuel

ddamage'doesnotresultfollowinganA00. In other MODES,
Q this LC0 does not apply because there is not sufficient'

t .THE W L POWER to require a limit on the core power
'hdistributten.:~

',
.

,

<
m,

ACTIONS A.I. A.2m isd'A.3

} ThelimiNtions$nF provided in the COLR ensure that the
assumptions;used in he analysis for establishing the ASI,
LCO, and LSSS remain valid during operation at the various

O allowable CEA group insertion limits. IfFJexceedsits
basic limitationnoperation may; continue under the
additional restrictions'taposed by the Required Actions
(reducing THERMAL POWER; withdrawing CEAs to or beyond the
long-term steady-state insertion limits of LCO 3.1.7; and
establishing a revised upper THEWL' POWER limit) since
these additional restrictions provide ' adequate provisions to
assure that the assumptions used in establishing the LHR,
LCO, and LSSS remain valid (Ref.- 3). Six hours to return
FJ to within its limits is reasonable and ensures that all
CEAs meet the long-term steady-state insertion limits of
LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating CEAs."
justification for the Completion [For this facility, theTime is as follows:]
L.1

If FJ cannot be returned to within-its limit or Ft can ot be
determined because of Incore Detector Monitoring System
inoperability, THERMAL POWER must be reduced. A change to
MODE 3 ensures that the core is operating within its-thermal
limits and places the core in a~ conservative condition. Six

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Total Integrated Radiel Peaking Factor (FJ) |,

B L?.3

O|BASES (continued)

ACTIONS hours is a reasonable amount of time to allow, based on
(continued) operating experience, to reach MODE 3 in an orderly manner

and without challenging plant systems.

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3. 2. L 1
REQUIREMENTS A%

The M todicisurve111ance requirements for determining the
calculated F1 provides assurances that the FJ remains within
the. range as6umed in the analysis throughout the fuel cycle.
Determining-the measured FJ once after ench fuel loading
prior to? exceeding 70% of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) providesc
additional apurance that the core was properly loaded.

fPerformance'y wof the su.rveillance every 31 days of accumulated
operation in MODE 1 ensures that unacceptable changes in the
F, are promptly detected.
Frequency is justified as fo[For this facility, the 31-dayllowst)

Tk,
This surveillance must V {accomp%1shed after THERMAL POWER

exceeds 20% of RTP becampTherefore,yentry in the applicablethejinberg detectors are not
available below 20% RTP,

MODE will occur prior to the complettop4
of this

surveillance, t
, ,t

. SR[3.2.3.1)ismodifiedbytwoNotes.FTNs!fjrstNote
| permits entry into MODE 1 to perform this SRd {For this
'

facility, the reasons for the second Note in the SR are as
follows:)

SR 3.2.3.2 and SR 3.2.3.3

Measuring the value of F| and T each time a calculated
value of FJ is required providel assurance that the
calculated value of F1 accurately reflects the condition of
the core. [For this Facility this is because:)

The Frequency for these surveillances is in accordance with
|

! the requirements of SR 3.2.3.1.
1

(continued)
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Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor (2.3B 3. J)
F

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) FSAR, Chapter (15), " Accident Analysis."

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Chapter (6), " Emergency Core Cooling I

System."

3. (UnitName)CoreOperatingLimitsReport.
1.

4. iTitle 10, code of Federal Regulations. Part 50,
A T Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power

,wcf Plants . "
C,| '' R'
4 s.5. yTitic,10, code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,

q;;[. . :" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
, Systems for. Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

/ n. -

-_ _ _ _ _ . _
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)AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,4B 3.2.

|
(,-~) B 3.2 POWER O!STRIBUTION LIMITSq)

l B 3.2.4 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,) (Analog)

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LCO is to limit the core power
distribution to the initial values assumed in the accident
a se s .. Specifically, operation within the limits imposed
Ayj LCO limits potential fuel-cladding failures that

Moould ach the primary fission-product barrier and release
/fissi fproducts to the reactor coolant in the event of a

'

loss ecoolant accident (LOCA), loss-of-flow, ejected
espppel hetent assembly (CEA), or other postulated accident
Ftqfiir steristeat'on by a Reactor Protection System trip
func pThiKLC0 limits the amount of damage to the fuel

'
c1 duringian accident by assuring that the plant is
operhting Within acceptable bounding conditions at the onset
of a tr&nt, c-

Methods o'fy % q Qi*N>
V ,

1iing the power distribution include:

The use of CCA(s to alter)the- axial power distribution;
% y .A

a.
W &: %

( b. Decreasing CEA,tasertion byJboration, thereby
improving the radial p er distribution; and

c. Correcting off-optimum condit which cause margir.
degradations (e.g., CEA drop:or misoperation of the
unit), p

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in violation of.this LCO. -The limiting safety
system settings and this LCO are based on the accident
analyses (Refs. I and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not ::::9eded as a result of anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s) and the limits of acceptable
consequences are not excoeded for other postulated
accidents.

Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes'
the xenon distribution skewing which is a significant factor
in control of the axial power distribution.

(continued)

(continued)
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AZlHUTHAL POWER TILT (T )
B 3.2.q4

j

.

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Pownr distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) varsous combinations of which may produce acceptable power

distributions. Operation within t;.e design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the linear heat rate (LHR) and Departure from Nucleate*

Boiling (DNB).

The limiti: on the LHR,l Integrated Radial Peaking Factorthe Total Planar Radial Peaking
Factors (IL), the Tota
(f| 4 the Ter and the AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI) re) resent14m)18$ within which the LHR algorithms are valk.These-

limits are;pbtained directly from the core reload analysis.
VEithhEyrNsf the two core power distribution monitoring

systens, the Excore Detector Monitoring System and the
Incore Detector Monitoring System, )rovide adequate
monitoring'of the core power distri)ution and are capable of
verifying that,the' LCR does not exceed its limits. The
Excore Detector: Monitoring System performs this function by
continuou$1y monitoring'the ASI with the OPERABLE quadrant
symmetric excore neutron detectors and verifying that the
ASI in ntintained within the allowable limits specified in
the CORE MERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 3).

In conjunciton with the use of the Excore Detector
Monitoring System and in establishing the'ASI limits, the
following assumptions are made:

.

,. N
a. The (fA insertion limits of LCO 3;1.6 and LC0 3.1.7

are sitisfied;

b. The 1, restrictions of LCO 3.2.4 are satisfied; and

c. The /}, does not exceed the limits of LC0 3.2.2.

The Incore Detector Monitoring System continuously provides
a direct nos.sure of the )eaking factors, and the alarms
which hpve been establisled for the individual incore
detector segments ensure that the peak LHRs will be
maintair.ed within the limits specified in the COLR. The
setpoints for these alarms include tolerances, set in
conservative directions, for:

a. A measurement calculational uncertainty factor of
1.062;

(continued)
__

(continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,4)
S 3.2.

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND b. An engineering uncertainty factor cf 1.03;
(continued)

c. An allowence of 1.002 for axial fuel densification and
thermal expansion; and

d. A THERMAL POWER measurement uncertainty factor of
, 1.02.

/:

.ji $' [

APPLICABLE N The fA1 cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES) 40Coperation (Condition 1) and A00s (Condition 2) (Ref. 4,

i" Alignment:LCOs preclude core power distributions from10).JThe Power Distribution and CEA Insert <on and
occurring ~that.would violate the following fuel design
criteria:-

,,

DurikaLOCA,peakcladdingtemperaturemustnota.
exceed a limitjf> 2200'F (Ref. 5);

. .:

b. During'a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at least
a 95% probability at a %% confidence level that the
hot fuel rod =in the core does not experience a DNB,

( condition (Ref.: 4,00010), referred to hereafter as,

the 95/95 DNB criterion;

Duringanejectedrodaccideni,thefission-energyc.
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref. [ ]); and

,

d. The control. rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highest worth control rod. stuck fully withdrawn
(Ref. 4. GDC 26).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Refs. 4 and 5). This
is accomplished by maintaining the power distribution and
reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating' limits supported by the
accident analysis (Ref.1 with due regard for the
correlations between measu) red quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

(continued)

(~ (continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,4)
B 3.2.

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
SAFETY ANALYSES restricting tne maximum linear heat generation rate so that

(continued) the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 5). High peak cladding temperatures are assumed to
cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

TheLCOsinverningtheLHR,theAS1,andtheReactorControl
Systes' ensure that these criteria are met as long as the
cor.e'tdi operated within the AS1, FT FJ,andT limits

T$y,latter are, processspesified inithe COLR (Ref 3). e
variables that characterize the three-dimensional power
disttiM4n ofsthe reactor core. Operation within the
limitt:fet these" variables ensures that their actual values
are within the range 7ased in the accident analyses.

G V % x ..
Fuel-claddingdaa,nge'boe:notoccurwhileatconditions
t tside these 100s during normal operation. Fuel-cladding
damage could result,.however,'snould an accident occur from
initialconditionfoutsidethelimiteoftheseLCOs.
Changes in the powst 1!stribution cause increased power
peaking and correspondingly increased local LHRs.

LHR, ASI, i FJ,and satt fy CriYe'rion 2 of the NRC
InterimPoIc,yStatement.O e, Q

%
;;.j, Q

LC0 The power distribution LCO limits artJbased on correlations
between power peaking and the measured variables used as
inputs to the LilR and Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) operating limits. The power distribution LC0 limits,
except T,, are provided in the COLR. The limitation on the
LHR ensures that in the event of a LOCA, the peak
temperature of the fuel cladding will not exceed 2200'F.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE Incore Detector Monitoring
System constitutes the following:] -

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure incore Detector Monitoring
SystemOPERABILITY]

(continued)

(continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT- (T,4)
B 3.2.

O BASES (continued) '

O
LC0 [Forthisfacility,thoserequiredsupportsystemswhich,

(continued) upon their failure, do not require declaring the Incore
Detector Monitoring System inoperable and their
justification are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY In ISDE 1, power distribution must be maintained within the
Seitstassumed in the accident analysis to ensure that fuel

f mag (does not result following an A00. In other MODES,
h this LOS does not apply because there is not sufficient

p% THERM L* POWER to require a limit on core power distribution.
\7(M ZP j W .

AA ;,

ACTIONS A.1Wd Alle 4 -

If the meNiured T is. greater than (0.03
0.10, th'e|calculalien of T may be non-co)nservative.and less than

T,
mustberestoredwithin.2hoursorFr
determined to' be,Within the;11mits ofyLC0 3.J must be

and F
2.2 and

LC0 3.2.3 within t| hours.and determined to be within these

l'" limits every 8 hours thereafter as long as T, is out of
limits. Two hours
to reposition CEAs,(is?isufficientVtime to allow the operatorand significant radial xenon
redistribution will not occur withiatthis time. (Forthis
facility, the justification for the,8ehour Completion Time
is as follows:) sp ' 9,

(For this facility, T is restired to within its limits by
the following actions,:)

B.I. B.2.1. B.2.2. and B.2.3

With T, > 0.10, Fly and FJ must be within their specified
limits within 2 hours to ensure that acceptable flux peaking
factors are maintained. Based on operating experience, I
hour is sufficient time for-the operator to evaluate these
factors. If F1 and F are within limits, operation may
proceedforuplo2ho|urswhileattemptsaremadetorestore
T, to within its limit. [For this facility , T
to within its limits by the. following actions:), is restored(Forthis |

facility, the justification of 2 hours to restore T, within
its limit is as follows:)

(continued) |
_

(continued)
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)AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,4B 3.2.

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS If T, s 0.03 cannot be achieved, it may still be desirable
(continued) to retain the ability to operate the reactor. In the case

of a tilt generated to be a CEA misalignment, it allows
recovery of the CEA while continuing to operate. Except as
a result of CEA misalignment, a T of greater than 0.10 is
not expected; if it should occur,, continued operation of the
reactor may be necessary to discover the cause of the tilt.
If this_ occurs, operation is restricted to only those
conditions required to identify the cause of the tilt. It
is.pocessaryfto explicitly account for power asymmetries
because the,redial power peaking factors used in the core
power distribution calculations are based on an untilted
powerffstribu, tion.

,

If the T is not restored to within its limits, the reactor
willcontinueto:operatewithanaxialpowerdistribution
mismatch. ' Continued operation in this configuration may
induce an axial xenon oscillation which will result in
increased linear heat generation rates when the xenon
redistributes. If'T cannot be restored to within its
limitswithin2 hour [streactorpowermustbereduced.
Reducing THERMAL POWER"toJ< 20% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)
within 2 hours provides conservative protection from

~

increased peaking due to potential xenon redistribution.
Required Action B.2.1 is inodified by two. Notes which require
all subsequent actions be performed once Required Action
B.2.1 is entered. This ensures corrective action is taken
before unrestricted power operation resumes.V Fo110 wing!

| THERMAL POWER reduction < 20% RTP, T must be restored
' s(0.03)beforeTHERMALPOWERisinc|reased(RequiredAction

B.2.2.1). This Required Action )revents the operator from
increasing THERMAL POWER above tie conservative limit when
the condition, T outside its limits, has existed but allows
theunittocontlnueoperationfordiagnosticpurposes. The
Completion Time of Required Action B.2.2.1 is modified with
a note to indicate that the cause of the out-of-limit
condition must be corrected prior to increasing THERMAL
POWER. Also, this note indicates that subsequent power
operation above 20% RTP may proceed provided that the

| measured T, is verified 5 [0.03] at least once per hour for
12 hours, 0; until verified at 95% of RTP. [Forthisi

' facility, the 12-hour verification of T, s (0.03] is
| justified as follows:)

(continued)
'

(continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,4)
B'3.2.

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS U
(continued) .

If Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not :
met, or FI , FJ or T cannot be determined because of Incore
Detector Mi)nitoring Iystem inoperability THERMAL POWER must
be reduced. A chanoe.tn MODE 3 ensures that the core is
operating within its thermal limits and placer the core in a
conservative condition. Six hours is a reasonable amount of

,, time;to. allow based on operating ex)erience, to reach MODE
gfyinanforderlymannerandwithoutcla11engingplant.

qgsystems,,

e .x y
d |^^ *

. _ ,

SURVE!LLANCE 1R 2 1 4.1
*

REQUIREMENTS '.. 3--
T, must beJealc01ated at 12-hour intervals. Some tilt
events are' detectable in their own right, however.
Thereforei [for..this: facility, the purpose of this statement
as relatedttemthe 12-hour Frequency is as follows:). Also,
the 12-hour Frequency preve ts significant xenon
redistribution. ;D '

( c g t,
.

(For this facility, the Frequency,is justified as follows:)
,

REFERENCES 1. [UnitName)FSAR, Chapter [i5),"A6cidentAnalysis."

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Chapter (6), " Emergency Core Cooling
System.

3. (Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report.

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Pl ants. "

5. Title 10, code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

|

[
i ,
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ASI
B 3.2.5

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.5 MIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI) (Analog)

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LC0 is to limit the core power
distribution to the initial values assumed in the accident
anahysis. Specifically, operation within the limits imposed
W24s LCO limits potential fuel cladding failures that

dmouldbach the primary fission-product barrier and release
,gp//'fissiga products to the reactor coolant in the event of a

%' @'centes1 elseent assembly ((CEA), or other postulated accident-
loss-dF4 coolant accident LOCA), loss of flow, ejected

requiriagitermination by a Reactor Protection System trip
functienAThis LCO limits the amount of damage to the fuel
cladding durininan accident by assuring that the plant .is
operating,with n acceptable bounding conditions at the onset
of a traasient,A &y,gg

y
Methods oficentrolling'the power distribution include:

% 4y s
a. The use of CEAs'to titer)the axial power distribution;

c g 39 m
b. DecreasingCEA,iniertionhy"boration,thereby

improving the radial ' power distribution; and
A

c. Correcting off-optimum conditions which cause margin
degradations (e.g., a CEA, drop or misoperation of the
unit). g

,

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in violation of this LCO. The limiting safety
system settings (LSSSs) and this LCO are based on the
accident analyses (Refs.1 and 2), so that specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded as a result
of anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) and the limits
of acceptable consequences are not exceeded for other
postulated accidents..

Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
the xenon distribution skewing which is a significant factor
in control of the axial power distribution.

(continued) 1

(continued)
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ASI
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) various combinations of which may )roduce acceptable power

distributions. Operation within tie design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the linear heat rate (LHR) and Departure from Nucleate
Boiling (DNB).

The limits on the LHR, the Total Planar Radial Peaking
Factor'(FJ ), the Total Integrated Radial Peaking Factor
(FJ), the dzimuthal Power Tilt (T ), and the ASI represent
limits within which the LHR algor,ithms are valid. These
limits are obtained directly from the core reload analysis.

Either of the two core power distribution monitoring
systems, the Excore Detector Monitoring System and the
Incore Detector Monitoring System, provide adequate
monitoring of the core power distribution and are capable of
verifying that the LHR does not exceed its limits. The
Excore Detector Monitoring System performs this function by
continuously monitoring the ASI with the OPERABLE quadrant
symmetric excore neutron flux detectors and verifying that
the ASI is maintained within the allowable limits specified
in the COLR (Ref. 3).

In conjunction with the use of the Excore Detector
Monitoring System and in establishing the ASI limits, the
following assumptions are made:

| a. The CEA insertion limits of LCO 3.1.6 and LC0 3.1.7
| are satisfied;
1

b. The T, restrictions of LC0 3.2.4 are satisfied; and|

c. The Fly does not exceed thr lisilts of LC0 3.2.2.

The incore Detector Monitoring System continuously provides
a direct measure of the peaking factors and the alarms which
have been established for the individual incore detector
segments ensure that the 3eak LHRs will be maintained within
the limits specified in tie COLR. The setpoints for these
alarms include tolerances, set in conservative directions,
for:

a. A measurement calculational uncertainty factor of
1.062;

(continued)

(continued)
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ASI
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND

(continued) b. An enginscring uncertainty factor of 1.03;

c. An allowance of 1.002 for axial fuel densification and
thermal expansion; and

d. A THERMAL POWER measurement uncertainty factor of
'-3.02.

gp3
,

f
The fuel' cladding must not sustain damage as a result ofAPPLICABLE 4

SAFETYANALYSES(eperation:qCondition1)andA00s(Condition 2)(Ref.4, i

'UDC 10);<P he' Power Distribution and CEA Insertion Snd
Alignment;LCOs preclude core power distributions from
reaching levels that would violate the following fuel design
criteria: *

;,

a. During a LOCA,1 peak cladding temperature must not
exceed:a' limit of 2200'F (Ref. 5);

'p b. During a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at least
s a 95% probability of 95% confidence level that the hot

fuel rod in the core:does not experience a DNB
condition (Ref.'4, GDC;10), ref. erred to hereafter as
the 95/95 DNB criterion;

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the-fuel must n.ot-exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref.-[]);and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highest worth control rod stick fully withdrawn
(Ref. 4, GDC 26).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Refs. 4 and 5). This
is accomplished by maintaining the power distribution and
reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating-limits supported by the,

i accident analyses (Ref.1) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

(continued)

>O (continued)
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ASI
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)
_

APPtlCABLE Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
SAFETY ANALYSES restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that

(continued) the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 5). High peak cladding temperatures are assumed to
cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

The LC0_s governing the LHR, the AS1, and the Reactor Coolant
System' ensure that these criteria are met as lon as the
coratis' operated within the ASI, F F|, and T, imitsy,
specified in the COLR (Ref. 3 . T e latter are process
variables that characterize t e three-dimensional power
distribution of the reactor core. 0)eration within the
limits for these variables ensures t1at their actual values
are within the range ~.used in the accident analyses.

Fuel-cladding damage'does not occur while at conditions
outside these LCO during normal operation. Fuel-cladding
damage could result, however, should an accident occur from
initial conditions'outside the limits of these LCOs. This
potential for fuel-cladding damage exists because changes in
the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and
correspondingly increased local LHRs.

LHR, ASI FT , FJ, and T, Otisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
InterimholicyStatement,

y

,g
. 3

LCO The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) operating limits. The power distribution LCO limits,
except T , are provided in the COLR. The limitation on the

'

LHR ensures that in the event of a LOCA, the peak.'

temperature of the fuel cladding will not exceed 2200*F.

The limitation on AS1, along with the limitations of LCO
3.3.1, represents a conservative envelope of operating,

conditions consistent with the assumptions which have beenr

; analytically demonstrated adequate to maintain an acceptable
; minimum DNBR throughout all A00s. Of these, the

loss-of-flow transient ie tha mnet limiting. Operation of
the core with conditions within the specified limits

(continued)

(continued)
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ASI
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)
i

LCO provides assurance tcat an acceptable minimum margin from
(continued) DNB conditions will be maintained in the event of any A00,

including a loss-of-flow transient.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE Excore Detector Monitoring
System constitutes the following:)

(fotthis facility, the following support systems are
. required to be OPERABLE to ensure Excore Detector Monitoring-

,'isystemOPERABILITY:)

For s facility, those required su
Yu(pon;their.' failure, do not require debport systems which,laring the Excore

Detector;Ilonitoring System inoperable and their
justification are as follows:)
%' '.c

22 .: .. ~

APPLICABILITY In MODE'li poweridistrlbution must be maintained within the
limits assumed in thofaccident analysis to ensure that fuel
damage does'not* result following an A00. In other MODES,
this 1.C0 does not/ apply because there is not sufficient

O THERMAL POWER totrequi.re.a limit on the core power
distribution. jb ;

* 9
,

%

|4: kih.
ACTIONS Ad

~ '

,

s
0)erating the core within the limits of the ASI specified in
tie COLR and within the limits of LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor
Protection System Instrumentation," provides assurance that
an acceptable margin for DNB will be maintained in the event

;' of a loss-of-flow accident. If the core power exceeds the
core power limit based on DNB, fuel design limits may not be '

maintained following a loss-of-flow accident and prompt ;

action must be taken to restore the DNB 3arameters. The
Required Actions, which are to restore tie ASI, should be-,

| completed within 2 hours to limit the time the plant is
'

operated outside the initial conditions assumed in the
accident analyses. Additionally, this Completion Time is
sufficiently short so that the xenon distribution in the
core will not change significantly.

(continued)

(continued)
k
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ASI
B 3.2.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS (For this facility, ASI is restored to within its limits by
(continued) the following actions:)

IL1

If the ASI cannot be restored to within its specified
limits, or ASI cannot be determined because of Excore
Detector Monitoring System inopertbility, core power must be
reduced.;'A change to MODE 2 ensures that the core is
operating further from thermal limits and places the core in
a conservative condition. Six hours is a reasonable amount
of time to. allow, based on operating experience, to reach
MODE'.2 in' an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that:the ASI is within the specified limits
ensures that the core is not appro:ching DNB conditions. A
12-hour Frequency is adequate to allow the operator to
identify trends in conditions that would result in an
approach to the ASI limits, because the mechanisms that
affect the ASI, such as xenon redistribution or CEA drive
mechanism malfunctions, cause the ASI to change slowly and
should be discovered before the limits are exceeded.

(For this facility, ASI is verified using the following
instrumentation:)

A Note is added to this SR to indicate that the provisions
of SR 3.0.4 do not apply.;

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) FSAR, Chapter (15), " Accident Analysis."

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Chapter (6), " Emergency Core Cooling
System."

3. (Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Report.,

|

| (continued)

(continued)

9
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1
: AS!

| B 3.2.5

1

! BASES (continued)
i.

i REFERENCES 4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
(continued) Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power

Pl ants. "
1
.

1 5. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
| ' Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling

Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors.",
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LHR
B 3.2.1

i

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.1 Linear Heat Rate (LHR) (Digital)
'

BASES

:

The p se of this MODE 1 LCO is to limit the core powerBACKGROUND
distrYb ion to the initial values assumed in the accident-

' anakses. Specifically, operation within the limits imposed
lyathis LCO limits potential fuel-claddina failures that;

f,$eeuldtreachtheprimaryfissionproductiarrierandrelease
g%pfissios; products to the-reactor coolant in the event of a1oss-ehcoolant accident (LOCA , loss-of-flow ejected

4esseroleleasetassembly(CEA))or.otherpostulatedaccident ;

' reqtlir termlnetton by a Reactor Protection System (RPS)
trip, ton ifhis LCO limits the amount of damage to the
fueli adotas during an accident by assuring that the plant;

'

isoperatiywithinacceptableconditionsattheonsetofa .

transien g ,. :4
'

v .,9
Methods of eenthiling; the power distribution _ _ include:

9@ ,; t

a. Usin full-1 th (or part-length) CEAs to alter the4 '

axia power $ t on;$.

b. Decreasing CEA interi.ien,by' thration, thereby ,

improving the radial power distribution; and
w

Correctingoff-optimumcondtItons'whichcausemarginc.
degradations (e.g., CEA drop or misoperation of the
unit).

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in-
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment limits). the power distribution does

'not result in violation of this LCO. The linMing safety
.

system. settings'and this LC0 are based on the uccident
. analyses (Refs. 4 and 5), so that specified acceptable fuel'

design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated
:

operational occurrences (A00s) and the limits of acceptable
consequences are not exceeded for other postulated-
accidents..

!Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
.the xenon distribution skewing which is a significant factor
in axial power distribution control.,

|

(continued)- ;

-(continued)
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) various combinations of which may )roduce acceptable power

distributions. Operation within tie design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the LHR and the Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB).

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the Departure
from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
the claddinUsurface heat riu(DNBR), defined as the ratio ofx required to cause DNB to the
actual cladc jeg surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value
during both normal operation and A00s is ( ) as calculated
by+the CE-U Correlation (Ref 6) and corrected for such
facters astrod bows and grid spacers, and it is accepted as
an apiropriate'eargin~to DNB for all operating conditions.i

There areit M r distribution monitoring systems,
the Core Operating

.imit Supervisory System (COLSS)he core
and the

core protection calculators-(CPCs), which monitor t
power distribution and' art capable of verifying that the LHR
and the DNBR do not-exceed their limits. The COLSS performs
this function by continuously monitoring the core power
distribution and calculating core mer operating limits
corresponding to the allowable. pea ( LHR and DNBR. The CPCs
perform this function by [.]. ,

,

A DNBR penalty factor is included in both'the COLSS and CPC
DNBR calculation to accommodate the effects of rod bow. The
amount of rod bow in each assembly is deaendent upon the
average burnup experienced by that assem)1y. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher than average burnup will
experience a greater magnitude of rod bow. Conversely, fuel
assemblies which receive lower than the average burnup will
experience less rod bow. In design calculations for a
reload core, each batch of fuel is assigned a penalty which
is applied to the batch's maximum integrated planar-radial
power peak. This penalty is correlated with the amount of
rod bow that is determined from a batch's maximum average
assembly burnup. A single net penalty for the COLSS and
CPCs is then determined frns the penalties associated with
each batch that comprises a core reload, accounting for the
offsetting margins due to the lower radial power peaks in
the higher burnup batches.

(continued)
I

(continued)

O
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The COLSS and CPC will indicate continuously to the operator
(continued) how far the core is from the o7erating limits and pruvide an

audible alarm should an operating limit be exceeded. Such a ('
condition signifies a reduction in the capability of the '

plant to withstand an anticipated transient, but does not
necessarily imply an immediate violation of fuel design
limits. If the margin to fuel design limits continues to
decrease, the RPS ensures that the specified acceptable fuel
design Aimits are not exceeded for A00s by initiating a

j! reactor trip.
$ nThe COL 5S continually generates an assessment of the |

t cancelated margin for specified LHR and specified DNBR |

' limits.e The data required for these assessments include
measured,incorez neutron flux, CEA positions, and Reactor ),

Coolant System (RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and flow. '

In addition to the monitoring performed by the COLSS, the
RPS (via'the CPCs) continually infers the core power
distribution end thermal margins by processing reactor
coolant datay signals from excore neutron flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed. switch assemblies whichOs indicate CEA position. In this, case, the CPCs assume a

V minimum core power of 105' AATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). This
threshold is set at SOK RTP because the power range excore
neutron flux detecting system is inaccurate below this power
level. If power distribution or other parameters are
perturbed as a result of an A00, the high local power
density or low DNBR trips in the RPS will initiate a reactor
trip prior to excceding fuel 'de' sign limits.

The limits on the AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI), the Planar Radial
Peaking Factor (Fay), and the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,),

-

represent limits within which the LHR and DNBR algorithms
are valid. These limits are obtained directly from the
initial core or reload analysis.

;

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES operation (Condition 1) and A00s (Q ndition 2) (Ref. 2).

(continued)

(continued)
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LHR i
B 3.2.1 ,

l

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The Power Distribution and CEA insertion and Alignment LCOs
SAFETY ANALYSES preclude core power distributions from reaching levels

(continued) that would violate the following fuel design criteriat

a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not
exceed a limit of 2200'F,10 CFR 50.46 (Ref.1);

b. Durias,a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at least
a $3R probability at a 05% confidence level that the

, stet'fuellrod in the core does not experience a DNB
#4conditio'nj(Ref. 2), referred to hereafter as the
W 95/95 MW criterion;
7,xQ W

c. DuMn'g an'ajecte( rod accident, the fission energy
input Athe fuel .tust not exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref/((V)))Jand,pg.

d. The contro1%ds must be capable of shutting down thes

reactor with a sinteum t* quired SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highest weHh'contrW1 rod stuck fully withdrawn
(GDC26,Ref.*['])nk

M' . . m
The power density at anyJpoint lp the' core must be limited

tomaintainthefueldesigncriteria(Re(distributionands. I and 2). This
is accomplished by maintainirig the powerJ
reactor coolant conditions so that"the pe W LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits se W etted by the
accident analyses (Ref. 4) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantitles, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in~the determination of
power distribution.

Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200'F
(Ref. 1). High peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200'F
will cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

The LCOs governing the LHR, the ASI, and the RCS ensure that
these criteria are met as long as the core is operated
within the ASI limits specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS

REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 3)three-dimensional power distribution
The latter are process variables.

that characterize the
of the reactor core.

(continued)

(continued)
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LHR
B 3.2.1

'

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 0>eration wittln the limits for these variables ensures that
SAFETY ANALYSES t1eir actual values are within the range used in the accident

(continued) analyses (Ref. [ )).
Fuel-cladding damage does not occur from conditions outside
the limits of these LCOs during normal operation. However,
fuel-cladding damage could result should an accident occur
frasiinitial conditions outside the limits of these LCOs.
24 potential for fuel-cladding damage exists because

Mdanges.in the power distribution can cause increased power
gpeaking{and correspondingly increased local LHRs.

31hesOIR"satNfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
9tatement;. ?

y;;;n k
;# os

LCO The powetWNtribut}en LCO limits are based on correlations'

between power 4a(|4Md certain measured variables used asinputs to t W "ans SNBR operating limits The power.

distribution'LCO 1Astts are provided in the COLR.
m .. 3

O The limitation onithe US:enswes that in the event of a
LOCA, the peak temperettm sf the1 fuel cladding will not
exceed 2200'F. "7 4

-

(Forthisfacility,anOPERABLECOLSbendanOPERABLECPC
consists of the following:) 9 c

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure the COLSS and the CPCs are
OPERABLE:)

(Forthisfacility,thoserequiredsu)portsystems,which
upon their failure do not result in tie inoperability of the
COLSS and CPCs, and their justifications are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
critical. The power distribution LCOs, however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 above 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable below 20% RTP are:

(continued)

(continued)
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LHR I
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)
,

1

APPLICABILITY a. The incore neutron detectors which provide input to
(continued) the COLSS which then calculates the operating limits

are inaccurate due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio
which they experience at relatively low core power
levels; and

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating the
local power density (LPD) and DNBR trip signals. When
the core power is below this level, the core is
operating'well below its thermal limits and the

n.' resultant CPC-calculated LPD and DNBR trips are highly
renservative.-

, .

'

ACT!ONS A.1 and A.2

Operation at op below the''COLSS calculated )ower limit based
on the LHR in units.of kW/ft assures that tle LHR limit is
not exceeded. if the COLSS calculated core power limit
based on the LHR exceeds'the operating limit, initiating
corrective action within.15 minutes ensures that prompt

! action is taken to reduce LHO to below.the specified limit.
[For this facility, LHR is restored to within its limits by

the following actions:) [One hour is a reasonable time toaccomplish this because ).
B.1 and B.2

If the COLSS is not available, the OPERABLE local power
density channels are monitored to ensure tiat the LHR limit

j is not exceeded. Operation within this limit ensures that
in the event of a LOCA, the peak temperature of the fuel
cladding will not exceed 2200'F. If the LHR limit is
exceeded, initiating corrective action within 15 minutes
ensures that the allowance of 2 hours to complete this,

| ACTION is a reasonable time, based on [ ), to restore LHR
to within limits when the COLSS is not in use. If, during
this time, conditions develop that would approach core
safety limits, a reactor trip will be generated by the CPCs.

(continued)
_.

(continued)
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| LHR |

: 8 3.2.1
!

BASES-(continued)
|
1

i ACTIONS G.d
! (continued)
! If the LHR cannot be returned to within its limit or LHR
j cannot be determined because of COLS$ and CPC inoperability,
i core power must.be reduced. Reduction to less than 205 RTP
i ensures that the core is operating within its thermal limits
f and places the core in a conservative condition bated on the i

i trip setpoints generated by the CPCs which assume a minimum i

j com power of 20% RTP, Six hours is a reasonable time to )
greach 905 RTP in kn orderly manner and without challenging;

| gyFplant systems.
| v ,a

| h ,,- .nq

: SURVEILLANCE- SR 1E121 i
: REQUIREMENTS w . .

! This" surveillance to verify LHR is only applicable when the

continuous monitoring (as indicated by Note 2 .
COLSS is,.in service In this case,;

;ef the LHR is provide by the COLSS-;

! whichcalculatescore)owerandcore ower operating limits
i basedonthe'LHRland:continuouslydislaystheselimitsto
I the operator. A COLSS n alarm is annunciated in the
! event that the THENELc exceeds the core power-
I

operating limit basedien% LHRy:! w >
, ,

- The SR is also modiffed by a" Note tst: states that SR 3.0.4
does not apply %cause surveillance ~ cannot be accomplished
prior to increasing THERMAL POWERJabove 20% RTP because the .

COLSS assumes a minimus THERMAllPOWER of 20% RTP.

i SR 3.2.1.2
i

With the COLSS out of service (Note 2), the operator must
monitor the LHR With each OPERABLE local power density

; channel. For this facility a 2-hour = Frequency is-sufficient
- to allow the operator to identify trends that ould result:

| in an approach to the LHR limite,;and .is-justified'as-
j follows: ( ).
*

!- The surveillance is also modified by a Note that states that.
| SR 3.0.4 does not apply because the-surveillance cannot be
; accomplished: prior to increasing THEREML POWER above 20% RTP
| because ( ).

| -(continued)
p $

(continued)

.
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LHR |
B 3.2.1 |

|

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification that the COLSS margin alarm actuates at a
THERMAL POWER level equal to or less than the core power
o)erating limit based on the LHR in units of kW/ft ensures
t1at the operator will be alerted should operating
conditions approach the LHR operating limit. (Forthis
facility,1the justification for performing this SR every
31 ys is as follows:)

The" surveillance is modified by a Note that states that
SR 3.0.4 does not apply because surveillance cannot be
accomplished prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above 20% RTP
because Col.SS assumes a minimum THERMAL POWER of 20% RTP.

.

_

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water. Nuclear Power Reactors."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
Appendix t., "Genert) Design Criteria for Nuclear Power,

Plants," GDC 10. " Reactor Design '

3. (Unit Name) Core Operating Limits Rsport (Title).

4. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15), '(Accident Analysis)."

| 5. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(6),'(EmergencyCore
Cooling System)."

6. CE-1 Correlation for DNBR.i

1

- ,

,

r
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Planar Radial Peaking Factors (F,)1
'

.8 3.2.2-

8 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION t.iMITS-

B 3.2.2 Planar Radial- Peakina Factors (F,) (Digital) .

BASES
. -

.

. .

BACKGROUND The purpose'of this MODE 1 LCO is.t'o limit the core power = |

' ditt ibution to:the initial values assumed in the accident .

1
-

es.- Specifically,: operation within|the limits imposed i

4 stLCO limits potential fuel-cladding failures that
-Kuldtreachtheprimaryfission-product:sarrierandrelease-

1osswi M| products:to the reactor coolant-in the event of.a.- ufission
-

?

'

oolant ' accident : (LOCA),1os s-of-flow, ' ejected ' -
W4pentrol elatent assembly (CEA), gr other postulated accident

requir tersteetion-by a Reactor ProtectionLSystem (RPS):
. trip lon ifhis1LCO limits the amount of damage to the-
fuel addin
is operating *g:dering an' accident by' assuring that the-plantLwithin acceptable conditions at the; onset of Ja1
transiengp gg

.
v A3 .

. _ .

Methods of- centrollingithe power distribution include:
" Mp ?y .,%

a. .The use of fq)Slangthi(or,part-length) CEAs to alter.

O the axial: pawer distHbution;.
a jygg 9%

b. Decreasing CEAMertlekby beiration, thereby
improving the radial; power distribution; Land-

%g
~

Correcting off-optimum conditions aihich cause margin ~c.
: degradations (e.g.,_a CEA1 drop _or misoperation Nf the
unit). '

+ ..

The core-power distribution'!s;contro11ed'so that,tini
conjunction with other core operating parameters.(CEA
insertion-and: alignment limits). the power distribution does -

-not result in violation- of this- LCO.J LimitingLsafety system-
settings and;this LC0~are based on the accident analyses
(Refs. -4 ~and 5), so that: spectfied acceptable fuel' design
limits are not; exceeded-as a result of< anticipated:

.

operational occurrences (A00s)' and the limits of acceptable -
consequences-are not-exceeded for_-other-postulated)
accidents.

' Limiting power distribution-: skewing over-time also minimizes-
the xenon distribution skewing:which is'a significant factor
in axial power distribution control. Power distribution:is

(continued)<

O' (continued)
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Planar Radial Peaking Factors (Fxy)
8 3.2.2

BASES (continued)
_ . - -

BACKGROUND a product of multiple parameters, various cort,inations of
(continued) which may produce acceptable power distributions. Operation

within the design limits of power distribution is
accomplished by generating operating limits on the linear
heat rate (LHR) and the Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB).

Proximity;-to the DNB condition is expressed by the Departure
from Nucleate. Boiling Ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of
the cladding surface heat flux required to cause' DNB to the
actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value
ddring both normal operation and A00s is [ ] as calculated
by the CE-1; Correlation (Ref. 6) and corrected for such
factors as' rod.-bows'and grid spacers and it is accepted as
an appropriate sarginite DNB for all operating conditions,

zp .

'here are two core M er distribution monitoring systems,
the Core Operating ;imit Supervisory System (COLSS) and the
core protection' calculators:(CPCs) which monitor the core
power distributionasad are. capable of verifying that the LHR
and the DNBR do not' exceed their limits. The COLSS performs
this function by continuously monitoring the core power
distribution and calculating core power. operating limits
corresponding to the allowable: peak LHR(and DNBR. The CPCs
perform this function by [ -]L '' - i
A DNBR penalty factor is included in both SCOLSS and CPC
DNBR calculation to accommodate the effects oferod bow. The
amount of rod bow in each assembly isLdependent upon the
average burnup experienced by that assembly. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher than average burnup will
experience a greater magnitude of rod bow. Conversely, fuel.

assemblies that receive lower than average burnup will
experience less rod bow. In design calculations for a

' reload core, each batch of fuel is assigned a penalty whichi

is applied to the batch's maximum integrated planar-radial
power peak. This penalty is correlated with the amount of'

rod bow that is detennined from a batch's maximum average
assembly burnup. A single net penalty for the COLSS and
CPCs is then determined from the penalties associated with
each batch that comprises a core reload, accounting for the
offsetting margins due to the lower radial power peaks in
the higher burnup batches.

(continued)
__

(contimed)
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Planar' Radial Peaking Factors (F,y)
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The COLSS will indicate continuously _ to the operator how far
(continued) the core is from the operating limits-and provide an audible

alarm should an operating limit be exceeded. Such a
condition signifies a reduction-in the capability of the
plant to withstand an anticipated trans_ lent, but does not

'

necessarily imply an immediate violation of fuel design
limits. If-the margin to fuel design limits continues to
decrease, the RPS ensures that the specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded for A00s by initiating a
reactor trip.

.

The COLSS continually generates an assessment of the
calculated margin for LHR and DNBR specified . limits. The
data required for these assessments include measured incore
neutron flux, CEA positions, and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and flow.

In addition to the monitoring performed by the COLSS, the
RPS (via the CPCs): continually infers the core power
distribution and thermal margins by processing reactor
coolant data, signals from excore neutron- flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies which

O. indicate CEA position. In this case, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). This
threshold is set at 20% RTP because the power range excore
neutron flux detecting system is inaccurate below this-power
level. If power distribution or other arameters are
perturbed as a result of an A00, the hi h, local power
density or low DNBR trips in the RPS wi l initiate a reactor
trip prior to exceeding fuel design limits.

The limits on the AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI), the Planar Radial
Peaking Factor (F,y), and the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq)
represent limits within which the LHR and DNBR algorithms
are valid. These limits are obtained directly from the
initial core or reload analysis.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not' sustain damage as a result of'

SAFETY ANALYSES operation (Condition 1) and A00s (Condition'2) (Ref. 2).:

The Power Distribution and CEA Insertion and Alignment LCOs

(continued)

(continued)
L
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Planar Radial Peaking Factors (F,y)
B 3.2.2 ,

RA3ES (continued)

1

APPLICABLE preclude core power distributions from reachino l
would violate the following fuel design criterla:evels thatSAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)
a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not

exceed a limit of 2200*F (10 CFR 50.46) (Ref.1);

b. During a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at least
a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB
condition (GDC 10) (Ref. 2), referred to hereafter as
the 95/95 DNB criterion;

'

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm
(Ref. [ )); and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn
(GDC 26, Ref. ( )).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Refs. I and 2). This

I is accomplished by maintaining the power di'.tribution and
reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supported by the
accident analyses (Ref. 4) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and the uncertainties in the determina, tion of
power distribution.

Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F,
(Ref. 1). High peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200*F
will cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

The LCOs governing the LHR, the ASI, and the RCS ensure that
these criteria are met as long as the core is operated
within the ASI, F,y, and To limits specified in the CORE
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR)'(Ref. 3). The latter are
process variables that characterize the three-dimensional
power distribution of reactor core. Operation within the

(continued)

(continued)
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Planar Radial Peding Factors (F,y)
B 3.2.2

O
BASES (continued)

,

APPLICABLE limits for these variables ensures that their actual values
SAFETY ANALYSES are within the range used in the accident analyses

(continued) (Ref. [ ]).
Fuel-cladding damage does not occur from conditions outside

the limits of these LCOs for the ASI, Fxy, damage, couldand T during-
normal o)eration. However, fuel-cladding
result siould an accident occur from initial conditions
outside the limits of these LCOs. This potential for fuel-
cladding damage exists because changes in the power
distribution can cause increased power peaking and
correspcaC*ngly-increased LHRs.

The F,y satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

LC0 The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and DNBR operating limits. The power
distribution LCO limits are provided in the COLR.

)

J Limiting the values of the calculated Planar Radial Peaking
Factors, (F|y
or greater th)an the measured Planar Radial Peaking Factorsused in the COLSS and CPCs to values equal to
(Ffy) provides assurance that the limits calculated by the
COLSS and CPSs remain valid.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE COLSS and an OPERABLE CPC
consist of the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure the COLSS and the CPCs are
OPERABLE:]

[For this facility, those required support systems, which '

upon their failure do not result in the inoperability of the
COLSS and CPCs, and their justifications are as follows:]

(continued)

!

O '

O
|
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Planar Radial Peaking Factors (F,y) !

B 3.2.2-

BASES (continued) ,

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
critical. The power distribution LCOs, however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 > 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs are
not applicable < 20% RTP are:

a. The incore neutron. detectors which provide input to
the COLSS which then calculates the operating limits
are inaccurate due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio
that they experience at relatively low core power
levels; and

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating the
local power density (LPD) and DNBR trip signals. When
the core power is below this level, the core is
operatug well below its thermal limits and the
resultant CPC calculated LPD and DNBR trips are highly
conservative.

ACTIONS A.l.1 3.nd A.1.2

If the Ffy exceeds the Fly values used in the COLSS and CPCs,
non-conservative operating limits and trip setpoints may be
calculated. In this case, action must be taken to ensure
t. int the COLSS operating limits and CPC trip setpoir.ts
remain valid with respect to the accident analysis. The
operator can do this by performing the Required Actions

i (A.1.1 and A.l.2). Analyses in Ref. [ ] show that by taking
these Required Actions, the. safety requirements established
in the accident analyses are met. [For this facility, the
justification for the 6-hour Completion Time is as follows:),

| This is supported by Reference [ ).

Ea1

As an alternative to Required Actions A.l.1 and A.1.2, the
| operator may adjust the affected values of Fly used in the
I COLSS and the CPC to a value equal to or greater than Ffy.
1

[For this facility, the justification for the 6-hour
Completion Time is as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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Planar Radial Peaking Factors (F,y)
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)
l i

ACTIONS AJ
(continued)

If Required Actions A.1.1 and A.I.2'or A.2 cannot be
accomplished within 6 hours, the core power must be reduced. 1
Reduction to 20% RTP or less ensures that the core is )

!operating within the specified thermal limits' and places the
core in a conservative condition based on the trip setpoints
generated by the CPCs and COLSS operating'11mits;.these
limits are established assuming a minimum core power of 20%
RTP. Six hours is a reasonable time to reach 20% RTP in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

.

This periodic surveillance is for determining, using the
incore detector system, that F*y is less than or equal to
the Fi used in the COLSS and CPCs. It provides assurance
that the Fi values used remain valid throughout the fuel

7cycle. A .requency of 31 effective full- sower days is - i

,3 acce) table since the power distribution s1ould change only

(V) slig1tly with the amount of fuel burnup. Determinifig the
F"y after each fuel loading when the THERMAL POWER is
> 40% RTP, but prior.to exceeding 70% RTP, provides . ,

additional assurance that the core was properly loaded.
,

This SR is modified by a Note which states that SR 3.0.4
does not apply because this surveillance cannot be -
accomplished prior to increasing THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP
because COLSS assumes a minimum THERMAL POWER of 20% RTP.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, .Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light = Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants,' GDC 10, " Reactor Design."

,

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Core Operating Limits Report,
"[ Title]."

(continued)

(continued)
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Planar Radial Peaking Factors (F,y)
I

-

|

B 3.2.2 |
1

BASES (continued)
|

REFERENCES 4. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [15), " Accident Analysis."
(continued)

5. [Vnit Name] FSAR, Section (6], " Emergency Core Cooling
System."

6. CE-1 Correlation for DNBR.
,
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T"3-
)

B 3.2.

| .B 3.2 POWER' DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.3 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq)- (Digital)|

,

-
,

1

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LCO is to limit' the core power-
distribution to the-initial values assumed in the accident -
anaines. Specifically,- operation within the limits imposed

,

. ALCO limits potential: fuel-cladding failures that |

. uld%ach the primary fission-productiwrrier and release'

fissiosyroductstothereactorcoolant<intheeventofa
t;esstr$oolant accident -(LOCA)~, less-of-flow, ej0cted . ,

''
. loss

ol e f assembly'(CEA)- or other' postulated accident ]regtfiri e
_

tion by a Reactor Protection System (RPS)-
'J

trip n." is LCO limits the amount of damap.to the ;

fuel a hjPing an accident.by assuring that the p'lant, I

is operati ' thin acceptable conditions'atsthe onset of a !

transieng , A ,f np l-

y 1

Methods of '. isiekhepowerdistributioninclude:: I

" W9 A <

,The use of f$5dlength?(er part-length) CEAs to alter
. ,

_

,

a.
the axial gagpr gutt%

b. Decreasing:CEA4t$tertha by heration,Lthereby
improving the radial power distffbution; and ,

Apig1
.Correctingoff-optimumconditions4hatcausemargin:c.
degradations (e.g., -a CEAidrop.or misoperation of- the-

|: _ unit).
' V

1

1 The core power distribution is controlled..so that, in.
l conjunction with other core operating parameters-(e.g., CEA

insertion and alignment. limits), the power distribution does
not result'in violation'of this LCO. The limiting safety =
system settings and this LCO:are based on the accident
analyses (Refs. 4' and 5), so thatLspecified-acceptable fuel-
design limits are not exceeded as"a result of: anticipated :
operational occurrences (A00s)- and the'lletts of acceptable-
consequences are not exceeded for- other postulatedi
accidents.

Limiting power distribution skewing over time. also R

| minimizes the xenon distribution skewing which is a
,

-significant factor in axial power distribution control.. J
'-

(continued)

y. (continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T'3
) l

B 3.2.

BASES (continued)

l BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) various combinations of which may )roduce acceptable power

distributions. Operation within tie design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits-
on the linear heat rate (LHR) and the Departure from

i Nucleate Boiling (DNB).

ProximityitotheDNBconditionisexpressedbytheDeparture
from Nucleate. Boiling Ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of
the,claddingisurface heat flux required to cause DNB to the-
actual cladding surface heat-flux. The minimum DNBR value,

! during both Enerm413 operation and A00s is [ ] as calculated
, by the!CF1 Correlation (Ref. 6) and corrected for such
j factors"af rod?bews and grid spacers, and it is accepted as
; anappropriatefanrginftoDNBforalloperatingconditions.
\ W Qyrg

There are two core, m er distribution monitoring systems,
the Core Operati_ng'.imit. Supervisory System (COLSS) and the
core protectiontcalculators (CPCs)..which monitor the core
power distribution"andchre capable of verifying that the LHR-c

and the DNBR do not' exceed!their limits.- The COLSS performs
this function by contintiously monitoring the core power
distribution and calculating core' power operating limits
corresponding to the allowable peak LHR;and DNBR. The CPCs
perform this function by [p ). A %

ADNBRpenaltyfactorisincludedinthefC0(SSandCPCDNBR
calculation to accommodate the effects!of rod bow. The
amount of rod bow in- each assemblyjs<de)endent upon- the -
average burnup experienced by that"assem?ly. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher than average burnup will'

| experience a greater magnitude of rod bow. Conversely, fuel
assemblies that receive lower than average burnup will
experience less rod bow. In design calculations for.a
reload core, each batch of. fuel is assigneo a penalty that
is applied to the batch's maximum integrated planar _ radial
power peak. This penalty is correlated with the amount of
rod bow that is determined from a batch's maximum average
assembly burnup. A single .nat penalty for the COLSS and
CPCs is then determined from the penalties associated with -
each batch that comprises a core reload, accounting for the
offsetting margias due to the lower radial power peaks in
the higher burnup batches.

~(continued)

(continued).
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T )
P 3.2f3

BASES (continued)

|

BACKGROUND The COLSS will indicate continuously to the operator how far
(continued) the core is from the operating limits and provide an audible

alarm should an operating limit be exceeded. Such a
condition signifies a reduction in the capability of the
plant to withstand an anticipated transient, but does not
necessarily imply an immediate violation of fuel design
limits. If the margin to fuel design limits continue to
decrease, the RPS ensures that the specified acceptable fuel
.designilimits are not exceeded for A00s by initiating a

greactor[ trip.

The,C SS continually generates an assessment of the
Vcalculated mag 9

or these assessments include measured incore
in for LHR and DNBR specified limits. The

" data required
neutmn; flux data, CEA positions,. and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS)finle{[ temperature, pressure, and flow.

Inaddit.iodtothemonitoringperformedbytheCOLSS,the-
RPS (via'the CPCs)Leentinually infers the core power
distributionrand1thessel margins by processing reactor
coolant data,- signaWfrom excore neutron flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies which

s indicate CEA position..cIn this case, the CPCs assume a
} minimuin core poweb eP*05 RATED THERMAL- POWER (RTP). This

thresholdissetat'80ERTPbecause3thepowerrangeexcore
neutron flux detecting system is inaccurate below this power
level. If power distribution or other parameters are
perturbed as a result of an A00Jthe high -local power
density or low DNBR trips in the RPS will initiate a reactor
trip prior to exceeding fuel design limits.

The limits on the AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI), the Planar Radial
Peaking Factor (Fxy), and the-(Tq)- represent limits within
which the LHR and DNBR algorithms are valid. These limits
are obtained directly from the initial core or reload
analysis.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY' ANALYSES operation (Condition 1) and A00s (Condition 2) (Ref. 2).

The Power Distribution and CEA Insertion and Alignment LCOs
preclude core power distributions from occurring.that would
violate the following fuel design criteria:

(continued)

L (continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T )
B 3.2 3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not-
SAFETY ANALYSES exceed a limit of 2200*F (10 CFR 50.46) (Ref.1);

(continued) |
b. During a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at least

a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the |

hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB
condition (GDC 10) (Ref. 2), referred to hereafter as i

the 95/95 DNB criterion; |
sk

c. J Duping %'an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
|

ginput to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm
;g(Ref. ( ]); and

d. NII$ntrNNdkmust.becapableofshuttingdownthe
reactor.with.a r41Himum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN d th
the highestlWortpcontrol rod stuck fully withdrawn
(GDC 26), (Ref. [ ]).

Thepowerdensi at, ~ M ut' in the core must be limitedp
to maintain the fuel igec.riteria(Refs.Iand2). This
isaccomplishedbf~'maintainingtt}epowerdistributionand
reactor coolant conditions'so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within opet ati$ limits supported by the
accident analysis (Ref. "4) sit L4ue regard for the
correlations between measund quantitieshthe power
distribution, and uncertainties in'the determination of
power distribution. hQ
Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA ib,alimited by
restrictingthemaximumlinearheat1enerationratesothat
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 1). High peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200*F
will cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

,

The LCOs governing the LHR, the ASI, and the RCS ensure that
these criteria are met as long as the core is operated
within the ASI, F,y, and T, limits specified in the CORE
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (Ref. 3). The latter are
process variables that characterize the three-dimensional
power distribution of the reactor core. Operation within
the limits for these variables ensures that their actual
values are within the range used in the accident analyses
(Ref[ ]).

(continued)

(continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T"3
)

B 3.2.

tO
Q BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Fuel-cladding damage does not-occur from conditions outside
SAFETY ANALYSES

the limits of these LCOs (for the ASI, F,y, damage couldand Tq) during(continued) normal o >eration. However, fuel-cladding
result siould an accident occur from initial conditions
outside the limits of these LCOs. The potential for fuel-
cladding damage exists because changes in the power
distribution cause increased power peaking and
correspondingly increased local LHRs.

4Thi Tadatisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
<;;, Statement,

'

s; .e
*/ I " }p<ww

LCO Thepower(distributionLCOlimitsarebasedoncorrelations
betwean' power.ptaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the'.HR and DNBR operating limits. The power
distribution'LCO 11 mitt > are provided in the COLR.

w mgn,
The limitattee's en th6;T are provided to ensure that design
operatingmargins'artmaintained. AT 0.10 is not
expected. Shouldlit; occur, the ACTIONS >to be taken ensure
that operation is restricted to"only those conditions

\ required to identify,th cause of;the tilt. It is necessary
to explicitly account for power asymmetries because the
radial peaking factors used in the core power di:tribution
calculations are based on an untytod: power distribution.

1, i

[For this facility, an OPERABLE'COLSS and an OPERABLE CPC
consists of the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are-
required to be OPERABLE to ensure the COLSS and the CPCs are
OPERABLE:]

[Fo: this facility, those required su) port systems, which
upon their failure do not result in tie inoperability of the
COLSS and CPCs, and their justifications are as follows:]

.

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
critical. The power distribution LCOs however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 > 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable < 20% RTP are:

(continued)Oi

Q (continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T'3
)

B 3.2.

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY a. The incore neutron detbetors that )rovide input to I
(continued) the COLSS, which then calculates tie operating limits,

are inaccurate due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio
which they experience at relatively low core power
level s. )

i
|

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating the
local power density (LPD) and DNBR trip signals. '4 hen

.- the corstpower is below this level, the core is
4 operating well-below its thermal limits and the
' v resultant CPC calculated LPD and DNBR trips are tighly

tconservative?4
f- o

. .

_we

Q? jpW

ACTIONS M 4"~~no
If the measured T is greder than the T allowance used in
theCPCsbuts0.30Fnen-conservativetrlpsetpointsmaybe
calculated. Required Action A.1_will restore the To to
within its specified limits by repositioning the CEAs, and
the reactor may return.04 normal, operation. A Completion
Time of 2 hours is suff"cient time to~ allow the operator to
reposition the CEAs because significant radial xenon
redistribution will not occur within this time.

M '

If the To cannot be restored within 2 hours, the Tq
allowance in the CPCs must be adjusted per this Required
Action, to be equal to or greater than the measured value of
Tq to enture that the design safety margins are maintained.

[For this facility, To is restored to within its limits by
the following actions:] ;

161

If the measured Tq > 0.10, the measured T must be verified
to be equal to or less than the Tq allowa,nce used in the
CPCs. The Completion Time of 2 hours provides sufficient
time to perform SR 3.2.3.2 (verifying To is within its
specified limit), and yet limits the probability of
operation with a power distribution out of limits.

(continued) l

(continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T"3
)

B.3.2.

BASES (continued)
_ _ - .

ACTIONS In the case of a tilt generated by a CEA misalignment, this
(continued) ACTION statement allows recovery of the CEA misalignment,

since a measured T > 0.10 is not expected. If it should
occur, continued o,peration of the reactor may be necessary
to discover the cause of the tilt. If this occurs,

operation is restricted to only those conditions required to
identify the cause of the tilt. It is necessary to

explicitly account for power asymmetries because the radial
power peaking factors used in the core power distribution

" calculation are based on an unt11ted power distribution.
.

',
'

..[For this facility, Tq is restored to within its limits by
the.followingLactions:]

B.2.21 B.2.2.L and 8.2.2.3

If th'e meas's d .ured T is not restored to within its specified
..

limits, the react,or will continue to operate'with an axial
power distribution mismatch. Continued operation in this
configuration:may induce an axial xenon oscillation, which
will result in increased linear heat generation rates when

p the xenon redistributes. -If the measured Tq cannot be

U restored to within.its limit within 2 hours, reactor power
must be reduced. ReducingiTHERMAL POWER to < 50% RTP
within 4 hours provides an acceptable level of protection
from increased power peaking ~due to/ potential xenon
redistribution (Ref. [ ]). Required Action B.2.2.1 is
modified by two Notes that require thatEall subsequent
actions be >erformed once Required Action B.2.2.1 is
entered. 111s ensures that corrective action is taken '

'

before unrestricted power operation resumes.

The linear power level-high trip setpoints are reduced to
s 55% RTP to ensure that the a::umptions of the accident-
analysis regarding power peaking are maintained. For this
facility,16 hours is a reasonable time considering the
required reduction in THERMAL POWER because [ ).

THERMAL POWER is restricted to 50% RTP until the measured
Tq is restored to within its specified limit by correcting ,

the out-of-limit condition. This action prevents the -!
operator from increasing THERMAL POWER above the
conservative limit when a significant T has existed, but

iq
allows the unit to continue operation for diagnostic j
purposes.

(continued)

ON (continued)
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AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T'3
)

B 3.2.
,

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The Completion Time of Required Action B.2.2.3 is modified
(continued) by a Nete governing subsequent power increases. After a

THERMAL POWER increase following restoration of T
operation may proceed provided the measured Tq is*lletermined
to remain within its specified limit at the increased
THERMAL POWER level.

The provliten to allow discontinuation of the surveillance

at Isa,.verffy @ tits specified limit at a THERMAL POWER
after lpg that Tq s 0.10 is-within its specified limit

st"onc er hour for 12 hours or until Ta is verified
t tte'within9
2 R RTP prigiride.ssan acceptable exit from this ACTION after
the'

'T ;hasg%een returned to an acceptable value.g
,, o

[For this facility, TeMs restored to within its limits by
thefollo%pg'a f)'

#a ALt
If the measured T(, pedo & p at he"Westored or determined withinx .

r

itsspecifiedlimit(, pp'ewermustbereduced. Reduction
to 2 20% RTP ensures th etheSahehsthermal limits and pla . 'theftere V operating within itsconservative
condition based on the t i feetpH nte rated by the CPCs,
which assume a minimum co #oweMpf 2 P. Six hours is
a reasonable time to reac 20% RTP'in an erly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

,tg,g W ,-&
97

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Continuous munitoring of the measured Ta by the incore
nuclear detectors is provided by the COLSS. A COLSS alarm
is annunciated in the event that the measured Tq exceeds the
value used in the CPCs.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The first states that
SR 3.0.4 is not applicable, and the second states that this
surveillance is only applicable when the COLSS is in
service.

(continued)

(continued)
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)AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,3-B 3.2.

(
\ . BASES (continued)

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) With the COLSS out of service (Note 2), the operator must
calculate the T, and verify that it is within its specified
limit. For this facility, a 12-hour Frequency allowing the
operator to identify developing tilts is justified because
[ 1 In addition, the 12-hour Frequency prevents
sjM icant xenon redistribution. However, some tilt-

be events are detectable in their_ own right.
ere ,[ J.

This. is ified by a Note which states that SR 3.0.4 is
,(Note 1).

SR 15 * hit
hiq7 m

alarm actuates at a valueVerificati t the COLSS T,he CPCs encures-that theless thap valu in t
operator- 11 |s ' should T approach its operating
limit. [ Foe t'"f ity,a-31$ayFrequencyisjustified
as follows:]T t{ g .

h ch states that SR 3.0.4 ish This SR is modift
by)fU not applicable. V T

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal'. a s, Part 50.46,_

" Acceptance Criteria fon$feergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water % clear Power Reactors."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix. A " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," CD(,10. " Reactor Design."

3. [ Unit Name).FSAR, Core Operating Limits Report,
"[Ti tl e) . "

'4. [ Unit Name] FSAR,-Section [15), "[ Accident Analysis]."

5. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section-[6], "[ Emergency Core
Cooling System)."

6. CE-1 Correlation fur DNBR.

.

|
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DNBR
B 3.2.4

' O
B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LlHITS

B 3.2.4 Deoarture from Nucleate Bollina Ratio (DNBR) (Digital)

l

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 1 LC0 is to limit the core power
!

distribution to the initial value assumed in the accident :

analyses. Specifically, operation within the limits imposed I
h ,tMs LC0 limits potential fuel cladding failures that

/sy^ld'treachtheprimaryfissionproductbarrierandreleaseceu
Wfissionfproducts to the reactor coolant in the event of a

<% loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), loss-of-flow, ejected
N~~ control' element assembly-(CEA) or other postulated accident

,

requiring.ter1mination by a Reactor Protection System (RPS) '

trip [ function. ?This LC0 limits +he amount of damage to thefue1 cladding 3dering an accident by assuring that the plant
is operating within acceptable conditions at the onset of a

transiente " , dyggg !
V

Methods of cont'rollingi he power oistribution include:t

' ' %4 - ; e,p The use of f@lengthf(or part-length) CEAs to altera.
the axial power distribution;

gg gv

b. DecreasingCEAhmsertionbyboration,thereby
improving the radial po'wer distribution; and

Acn
c. Correcting off-optimum conditionsihich cause margin

degradations-(e.g., a CEA' drop or misoperation of the
unit).

^~

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in violation of this LCO. The limiting safoty
system settings and this LC0 are based on the accident
analysis (Refs. I and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s) and the limits of acceptable
consequences are not exceeded for other postulated
accidents.

Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
the xenon distribution skewing, which is a significant
factor in axial power distribution control.

!

| (continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters, l
(continued) various combinations of which may )roduce acceptable power

distributions. Operation within tie design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits i

on the linear heat rate (LHR) and the Departure from
Nucleate Boiling (DNB).

Proximiy'es(4etheDNBconditionisexpressedbytheDNBR,defin %e ratio of the cladding surface heat flux-
re ' to'53use DNB to the actual cladding surface heat
f} ' The mestrum DNBR value during both normal operation
an A00s ism asicalculated by the CE-1 Correlation
(ReN@amf'cormqted for such factors as rod bows and grid
spacer's#and 1010 a . ted as an appropriate margin to DNB
for all operet495 co tions.

There are kwo co % d 7
W

theCoreOperatipp'[powerdistributionmonitoringsystems,
m

Limits, ' rvisory System (COLSS) and thei

core protectiohicalc4gtersi CPCs), which monitor the core
power distributiont $h ' pable of verifying that the LHR
and the DNBR do no~t heir ipits. The COLSS performs

' St ng the core poweri
-

this function by conti sly
distribution and calcu n . acuer operating limits -

g3 Di8gnd DNBR, The CPCscorresponding to the al w
"p('$4perform this function by - *

.

A DNBR penalty factor is included in- sCOLSS and CPC
DNBR calculation to acco:amodate the ' rod bow. The
amount of rod bow in each assemblyg J4ependent upon the
average burnup experienced by that* assembly. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher than average burnup will-
experience a greater magnitude of rod M w. Conversely, fuel
assemblies that receive lower than %e average burnup will
experience less rod bow. In des %n calculations for a
reload core, each batch of fud is assigned a penalty that
is applied to the batch's r.4ximum integrated planar radial
power peak. This penalty is correlated with the amount of.
rod bow that is determined from a batch's maximum average
assembly burnup. A single net penalty for the COLSS and
CPCs is then determined from the penalties associated with
each batch that comprises a core reload, accounting for the
offsetting margins due to the lower radial power peaks in
the higher burnup batches.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)
1

1

BACKGROUND The COLSS will indicate continuously to the operator how far
(continued) the core is from the operating limits and provide an audible |

alarm should an operating limit be exceeded. Such a 1

condition signifies a reduction in the capability of the
plant to withstand an anticipated transient, but does not
necessarily isoly an immediate violation of fuel design
de _ts . - If the margin to fuel design limits continues tolimi

se, the RPS ensures that the specified acceptable-fuel
limits are not exceeded for A00s by initiating a

$g,leact ftrip.W /?R
Y%The SS tinully generates an assessment of the

N,@s)i rat : in for LHR and DNBR specified limits. The
Urt di these assessments include measured incore

; .neuty . positions, and Reactor Coolant System,

(RCS)jd p(ptegerature, pressure, and flow,
In additigityto the peq1toring performed by the COLSS, the

| RPS (via' Die testf~nually infers the core power
distribution emal margins by processing reactor,

'

coolant dat 'from sacore neutron flux detectors,
and input from re ant Mswitch assemblies which
indicate CEA pos n.

~ 'thth) case, the CPCs assume a;

% minimim core poweh ofs (9ATED tERMALPOWER(RTP This
RTPibeca@ust he power range).threshold is set at5 excore

neutron flux detectin.g system is i urate below this power
level . If power distribution or arameters are

i perturbed as a result of an A004 the local power
~ density or low DNBR trips in the llPS will initiate a reactor
; trip prior to exceeding fuelMsign limits.

The limits on the AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI), the Planar Radiali

: Pet. king Factor (F ), and the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T )
represent limits Elthin which the LHR and DNBR algorfthms

'

i are valid. These limits are obtained directly from the
; initial core or reload analysis.
,

!
_

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation (Condition 1) or A00s (Condition 2)

: (Ref. 4). The Power Distribution and CEA Insertion and
Alignment LCOs preclude core power distributions from
reaching levels that would violate-the following fuel design
criteria:

'

(continued)
'

U (continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not
SAFETY ANALYSES exceed a limit of 2200'F (10 CFR 50.46) (Ref. 5);

(continued)
b. During a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at least

a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB
condition (GDC 10) (Ref. 4), hereafter referred to as
thecM/{5 DNB criterion;
r : *1 ,

cM. f0er'ing'an, ejected rod accident, the fission energyinput to:the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref 6);

.?!and } f y .ijtW m
h") y

d. The' control rods;must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with.a m Wimum required SHUTDOWN MARGIN with
the highestierth>' control rod stuck fully withdrawn.
(GDC 26) (Ref/ 7).

,49 ,. f
The power density att any:peIkt' in the core must be limited
to maintain the fueFdes'lgairiteria (Refs. 4 and 5). This
is accomplished by' maintaining thespower distribution and
reactor coolant conditions so thattthe peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within ope attag 11m'itstsupported by the

~

accident analyses (Ref.1),with;due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities hthe power
distribution, and uncertainties in'the determination of
power distribution. A,

i . .

y,

Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heatLgeneration rate so that
the peak cladding' temperature does not exceed 2200'F
(Ref. 4). High peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200'F
may cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy water reaction.

The LCOs governing the LHR, the ASI, and the RCS ensure that
these criteria art met as long as the core is operated
within the ASI, F , and T limits specified in the CORE
OPERATINGLIMITSidPORT(dOLR)(Ref.8). The latter are
process variables that characterize the three-dimensional
power distribution of the reactor core. Operation within
the limits for these variables ensures that their actual
values are within the range used in the accident analyses
(Re f. 1) ,

i

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Fuel-cladding damage does not occur from conditions outside
SAFETY ANALYSES the limits of these LCOs during normal operation. However,

(continued) fuel-cladding damage could result should an accident occur
from initial conditions outside the limits of these LCOs.
This potential for fuel-cladding damage exists because
changes in the power distribution can cause increased pcwer
peaking and correspondingly increased local LHRs. The
minteum DNBR ratio satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim

Alicy Statement in that it is an initial condition assumed

<d#pinthepsafetyanalyses.fy

%@7 4kbh
LCO TWpowebdistdbution LCO limits are based on correlations

between;peteer ; ing and certain measured variables used as
inp6ts'to % en and DNBR operating limits. The power
distributi,an]!fDlimitsareprovidedintheCOLR.

g% .m
With the COLSS dnEsery4ce and one or both' of the Control
Element Asstely;Cale:i ators (CEACs OPERABLE the DNBR willbe maintained by M ring that the c) ore power, calculated by
the COLSS is equa W or less)than the permissible core,

power operating 19 t c41Culateitby the COLSS. In the event,

( that the COLSS is in sdevice but/neither of the two CEACs is,

OPERABLE, the DNBR will be'esintained by ensuring that the'

core power calculated by the"COLSS,isiequal to or less than
a reduced value of the permissibleleere power operating
limit calculated by the COLSS. Anithisscondition, the
calculated operating limit shall be reduced by 13.0% RTP.

4
For those instances when the COLSS-is out of service and
either one or both of the CEACs are OPERABLE, the DNBR will
be maintained by operating within the acceptable region
specified in the COLR as shown in Figure 3.2.4-1 and using

, any OPERABLE CPC channel. Alternatively, when the COLSS is
1 out of service and neither of tho two CEACs is OPERABLE, the

DNBR will be maintained by operating within the acce) table
region specified in the COLR for this condition as slown in
Figure 3.2.4-2 and using any OPERABLE CPC channel.

With the COLSS out of service, the limitation on DNBR as a
function of the ASI represents a conservative envelope of:

operating conditions consistent with the analysis
,

(continued)
1

(continued)

[Q
\

'
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BASES (continued)

'

LCO assumptions which have been analytically demonstrated
(continued) adequate to maintain an acceptable minimum DNBR for all-

A00s. Of these, the postulated loss-of-flow transient is
the most limiting. Operation of the core with a DNBR at, or
above, this limit provides assurance that an acceptable
minimum DNBR will be maintained in the event of a loss-of-
flow trangient.,

[For kility,anOPERABLECOLSS,anOPERABLECEACand
an LE WC consists of the following:)

W
[ his. lit the following support systems are

CPCs - E%ki:]%LEtoensuretheCOLSS,CEACandthe
req

[For this y se required systems, which upon their
failure do'not reetht"in_ the inoperability of the COLSS,

CEAC and CPCs,4end'their,Ojijf(fications are as follows:]
just

Y Ab
v gg }4r

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a' cernfhtimethereactoris
critical.

Thepowerdi.t05 jib 4 Hen' LC% however, are onlyapplicable in MODE 1
not applicable < 20% RTP aWi5PSSThe;!?easons these- LCOs are

>'

%> dg$dh,
a. -The incore neutron detectors whichfgegne input to-

the COLSS which then calculatesAbsvopettting limits

which they experience at relath)ely low core powerare inaccurate due to the pooris tjnal-to-noise ratio
levels; and

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating the
local >ower density (LPD) and DNBR trip signals.
When tie core power is below this level, the core is
operating well below the thermal limits and the
resultant CPC calculated LPD and DNBR trips are highly
conservative.

(continued)
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I

BASES (continued) I

ACTIONS Ad
0>erating.the core at or above the minimum required value of,
tie DNBR provides assurance that'an acceptable minimus DNBR
will be maintained in the event of a postulated loss-of-flow
transient. If-the core power as calculated by the COLSS
exceeds the core power limit calculated by the COLSS based ]

DNBR, fuel design limits may'not be maintained |
a loss of flow and prompt action must be~ taken toj. --

- to he DNBR above its'ainimus Allowable Value. -With - l
the C in service,15 minutes is a reasonable time:to
all ator to, initiate corrective actions to restore- I

-

R its specified limit,-because of the low
.

b tssevere-transient _ occurring in this :

h!?W(time.
rela ho

|

With the LS$ 4 e, the actions to restore DNBR- i

shouldbecq hin I hour per this Required Action-
to limit the~ ; the ant is operated outside the
initial condition . sumedj Mhe analyses. -

iff |B.1 and BJE
,

With the COLSS out of: service, th rator is again .. -

required to take prompt: action-( M thin 15 minutes) to
restore the:DNBR above'its' min Wable Value.
However, in this instance, 2, s are allowed to restoro.
the DNBR above its-minimus A1 able Value because' of--
additional conservatisms in the'CPCs (Ref. [-]).- [For this-
facility, the Completion Time of 2 hours to restore DNBR
above its minimum value, determined.with the CPCs,: is
justifled .as ~ follows:)

.C.d

If the-DNBR cannot restored'or determined within the allowed:
times of Conditions A:and B, core power must be reduced.
Reduction to < 20% RTP ensures that the core is. operating--
within its thermal limits and places the core in a-
conservative _ condition based on the trip setpoints generated
by the CPCs which assume a minimum core power of 20% RTP.

(continued)

(continued)
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DNBR
B 3.2.4

DASES (continued)
_ _ .

ACTIONS Six hours is a reasonable Completion Time to reach
(continued) 20% RTP in an orderly manner and without challenging plant

systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.1
REQUIREMENTS hr

Contimonissimonitoring of the DER is provided by the COLSS,
whichLealcul'ates core pow e and core power operating limits
bantFon thefpBR and rantinuously displays these limits to
that(eperatord A COLSS margin alarm is annunciated in the
eveittftbatsthe JWAL POWER exceeds the core power
operating'lini(jbased;pn the DNBR.

This SR is i Note that states that SR 3.0.4 does
not apply b'ecausesstrrveillance cannot be accomplished prior
to increasing }WAL POWER) 20% RTP because the COLSS-
assumes a minimum Tlif.ME?NlWER of 20% RTP. In addition,
the surveillance is"r dly" ' 11 cable when COLSS is in' servicee,

| and is so indicated by % '2. s
i Wf 49: .P dW 'A(f ggyeh Yg.

SR 3.2.4.2

With the COLSS out of serisce (Ndte,2),tthe' operator must
monitor the DNBR as indicated on any of tip <0PERABLE DNBR
channels of the CPCs to verify that the195tMs within the
specified limits, shown in either FigerC3.2f4-1 or 3.2.4-2,
as applicable. A 2-hour Frequency As> adequate to allow the

I operator to identify trends in con'ditions that would result
'

in an approach to the DNBR.llmit--because I ].

This SR is also modified by a Note that states that SR 3.0.4
does not apply because surveillance cannot be accomplished
prior to increasing THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP because ( ).

SR 3.2.4.3

Verification that the COLSS margin alarm actuates at a power
level equal to or less than the core power operating . limit,
as calculated by the COLSS, based on the DNBR, ensures that
the operator will be alerted should operating conditions
approach the DNBR operating limit. A 31-day Frequency is
adequate because [ ).

(continued)

(continued)
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l

BASES (continued)

|
SURVEILLANCE This SR is also modified by a Note that states that SR 3.0.4 |

I
REQUIREMENTS does not apply bectuse surveillance cannot be accomplished

(continued) prior to increasing THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP because the !

COLSS assumes a minimum THERMAL POWER of 20% RTP. )

\-

l
'

REFERENCES 1. <8[ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15), "[ Accident Analysis)."
.

A-

q?{d d [.4Unit Name] FSAR, Section [6), "(Emergency Core
Cooling System)."

,

k{.gyhbI1:CapelationforDNBR.
e

4. ,Titlet10, Csde of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
<! Appendix. A',E" General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power

Plants','"CDC 10. " Reactor Design."-
,

( ;' x ,

5. TitW10,. Code'of F6deral Regulations, Part 50.46, |
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems *foritight Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

6. [UnitNamelFSAR, ion![c.],"[ Title)."

7. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," GDC 26, " Reactivity. Control System Redundancy
and Capability."

8. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Core Operating Limits Report,
"[ Title]."

i

i

!

('
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ASI
B 3.2.5

#
B 3.2 CONTAIMENT' SYSTEMS

]
B 3.2.5 AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI) (Digital)

.

;

BASES

BACKGROUND The' purpose of this MODE 1"LCO is to. limit the core poweri
dist ibution to the initial values assumed in the accident |
a s. Specifically,: operation within the~ limits imposed- J

' LCO limits potential fuel-cladding failures that
ach .the primary fission-product barrier and release

isst ucts to the reactor coolant-in the event of a i

os . oo)ent accident (LOCA), loss-of-flow, ejected |
assembly (CEA),-or other postulated accident - !

'r ion by a Reactor Protection System (RPS) !

ti 1p is.LCO limits the amount of damage _to the..

fuel ~ ng an ac.cident by assuring the plant is
operating

.

acceptable conditions at the onset of a:
ansien

_

Methods of 4the power distribution include: I
'

,
. n s

.a.. The use of le ir,part-length)CEAstoalter.
the axial-p d tiemii'

Q-

.. ;.

b. Decreasing CEA%erti sby h tion, thereby ,

improving the radial power-distMbution; and '

di@hc. Correcting off-optimum con @% ions dich cause margin
degradations (e.g., a CEA'erop _or_ misoperation of the

. unit). #
;

The core power distributionLis controlled so that, in
| conjunction with other core operating parameters (CEA-
' insertion and alignment: limits), the power distribution does !

i not result inLviolation of. this .LCO. The limiting safety
'

system settings are based on the accident analyses (Refs. I
and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel design limits are
not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational
occurrences (A00s) and the limits of acceptable consequences

I are not exceeded for other-postulated accidents.

Minimizing power _ distribu' ion skewing over time also! t
'

minimizes the xenon distribution skewing which is a N,J:
significant factor in axial power distribution control.

;

| (continued)-

(continued)
V
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BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) various combinations of whien may aroduce acceptable power

distributions. Operation within tie design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the linear heat rate (LHR) and the Departure from
Nucleate Boiling (DNB).

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the Departure
from Nucleate Boiling Ratie (DNBR), defined as the ratio of

f the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the
actul cladoing surface heat flux. The minimum DhBR value
during both normal operation and A00s is ( ) as calculated
by the CE-1 Correlation (Ref. 3), and corrected for such
factors as rod bows nnd grid spacers, and it is accepted as
an appropriate margin to DNB for all operating conditions.

There are two core power distribution monitoring systems,
the Core Operating imit Supervisory System (COLSS) or the
coreprotectioncalculators(CPCs),whichmonitorthecore
power distribution and are capable of verifying that the LHR
and the DNBR do not exceed their limits. The COLSS performs
this function by continuously monitoring the core power
distribution and calculating core )ower operating limits
corresponding to the allowable'peu LHR and DNBR. The CPCs
perform this function by ( ).

,

A DNBR penalty factor is included in both the COLSS and CPC
DNBR calculations to accommodate the effects of rod bow, i

The amount of rod bow in each assembly is dependent upon the
average burnup experienced by that assembly. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher than average burnup will
experience a greater magnitude of rod bow. Conversely fuel
assemblies which receive lower than average burnup will
experience less rod bow. In design calculations for a
reload core, each batch of fuel is assigned a penalty which
is applied to the batch's maximum integrated planar rad!al
power peak. This penalty is correlated with the amount of
rod bow that is determined from a batch's maximum average
assembly burnup. A single net penalty for the COLSS and CPC
is then determined from the penalties associated with each
batch that comprises a core reload, accounting for the
offsetting margins due te the lower radial power peaks !n
the higher burnup batches.

(continued),

_

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The COLSS will indicate cratinuously to the operator how far
: (continued) the core is from the operating limits and provide an audible

alarm should an operating limit be exceeded. Such a
condition signifies a reduction in the capability of the
plant to withstand an anticipated transient, but does not
necessarily imply an immediate violation of fuel design
limits. If the margin to fuel design limits continbes to
decrease, the RPS ensures that the specified acceptnole fuel
design limits are not exceeded for A00s by initiating a
reactor trip.

) s
14 The COLSS continually generates an assessment of the

ceiculated margin for LHR and DNBR specified limits. The
data required for these assessments include measured incore
nedtron flux, CLA positions, and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and flow.

In addition to the monitoring performed by the COLSS, the
RPS (via the CPCsbContinually infers the core power
distribution %,ed hhe md1 margins by processing reactor
coolant data; signals from encore neutron flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies which

O. indicateCEApositten.-:nthiscase,theCPCsassumea
.

minimum core power'of 405 RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). This
threshold is set at 80K of RTP because the power range
excore neutron flux detecting system is inaccurate below
this power level. If power distributten or other parameters
are perturbed as a result of. an A00, the high local power
density or low DNBR trips in the RPS will initiate a reactor
trip prior to exceeding fuel design limits.

The limits on the ASI, the Planar RadW Peaking Fattors i

(F,y) and the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T ' cepresent limits
within which the LHR and DNBR algoriths are valid. These i
limits are obtained directly from the initial core or reload
analysis.

,

J

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of |
SAFETY ANALYSES operation (Condition 1) or A00s (Condition 2) (Ref. 4). The 4

Power Distribution and CEA Insertion and Alignment LCOs

(continued)

| (continued)

| f)V ,
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE preclude core power distributions from reaching levels that
SAFETY ANALYSES would violate the following fuel design criteria:

(continued)
a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not

exceed a limit of 2200'F (10 CFR 50.46) (Ref. 5);

b. During a loss-of-flow accident, there must be at least
a 95 probability at a 95% confidence level that the
hut! fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB
condition (GDC 10) (Ref. 4), hereafter referred to as

4 the 95/95:DNB criterion;

C0eriefanejectedrodaccident,thefissionenergyc.
input to %e fue);must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 6);

p M
d. The eewtrol rods must be capable of shutting down the

reactor with'e'ainimum required SHUTDOWN MRGIN with
the highest worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn.
(GDC 26) (hef. 7hg " >

i k.
The power density at "~

tw
fnt in<the core must be limited

to maintain the fuel de criteria _(Refs. 4 and 5). This
reactor coolant conditions se)g the peWer distribution and
is accomplished by mair4a nir

that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within opertting 19etts supported by the
accident analyses (Ref.1) with due regad for the
correlationsbetweenmeasuredquantitiu$thespower
distribution, and uncertainties in the Wetermination of
power distribution. .A"

p
Fuel-cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 5). High peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200*F
may cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a
Zircaloy-water reaction.

4

The LCOs governing the LHR, the ASI and the RCS ensure that
these criteria are met as long as the core is operated

within the ASI, F , and T, LR) (Ref. 8).
limits specified in the CORE

OPERATINGLIMIT3EEPORT(CO The latter are
process variables that characterize the three-dimensional
power distribution of the reactor core. Operation within
the limits for these variables ensures that their actual

(continued)

(continued)

.
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i |
;

| ASI

| B 3.2.5

(
*\ BASES (continued)

!

: APPLICABLE values are within the range used in the accident enalysis
! SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref.1).

(continued)
'

Fuel-cladding damage does not occur from conditions outside>

4 these LCOs during normal operation. However, fuel-cladding
damage could result should an accident occur from initial.

cond.ltions outside the' limits of these LCOs. This potential
1-cladding damage exists' because changes in the power'

tion can cause increased power peaking and
re dingly increased local L4RE The limits on the ASI

atis l riterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement in
that py are initial conditions assumed in the safety

;

1h

LCO The k tion LCO limits are based on correlations
between poter >eaking;' certain measured variables used as.
inputs to,the- JilRfans R operating limits. The power
distributioeJ5JimitsareprovidedintheCOLR.

M y- 9
The limitation on St ensurssithat the actual ASI value is

O maintained within4e rehge' ofi#alues used in the accident
analysis. The ASt'llett*6ensuresthet with T, at its maximum

- upper limit the DNBt Will'est dyhbelow the ONBR SafetyLimitforAb0s. '

5%,y
~

i [For this facility, an OFLRABLE OplSS and an OPERABLE CPC
consists of the following:] g@'

,

, p
(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure the COLSS and the CPCs are

; OPERABLE:)

| [For this facility. those required su) port systems, which
! upon their failure do not result in tie inoperability of the
: - COLSS and CPCs,- and their justifications are as follows:)

9

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
*ritical. The power distribution LCOs however, are only.

applicable in MODE 1 > 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs are
not applicable < 20% RTP are:

(continued)

(continued)i
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ASI
B 3.2.5

BASES (cont 1Ned)
i

APPLICABILITY a. The incore neutron detectors which provide input to
(continued) the COLSS which then calculates the operating limits

are inaccurate due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio
which they experience at relatively low core power
levels; and

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minlaus core power of 20% RTP when generating the
local power density (LPD) and DNBR trip signals. When
the core power is below this level, the core is

' eperating:Well below the thermal limits and the;

'tresultant' CPC calculated LPD and DNBR trips are highly'

conservative.1
~ x, ,

x .< >

ACTIONS /kl ,
,

TheASIlimitsspecifiediktheCOLRensurethattheLOCA
and loss-of-flow accident cr.iteria assumed in the accident
analyses remain valid; .If the ASI exceeds its limit, a
Com)letion Time of 2 hours is allowed to restore the ASI to
wit 11n its specified liMt. This gives the operator,

i sufficient time to repotttion the regulating or part-length
CEAs to reduce the axial power imbalanc%The magnitude of

, any potential xenon oscillation is~ signiflonntly reduced if -
| the condition is not allowed to persist,for more than
| 2 hours because [ ). J 7

| (For this facility, ASI is restored't~o within its limits by
the following actions:]

1L1

If the ASI is not restored to or determined to be within its
specified limits within the required Completion Time, the
reactor will continue to operate with an axial power

| distribution mismatch. Continued operation in this
| configuration would induce an axial xenon oscillation, and
| would result in increased linear heat generation rates when

the xenon redistributes. Reducing thermal power to
s 20% RTP reduces the maximum LHR to a value which will not

, exceed the fuel design limits should a design basis event
| occur. The 4-hour Comaletion Time allows for an orderly

reduction in power witicut challenging plant systems.

(continued) ,
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AS!
B 3.2.5

(O/ BASES (continued)

SURVE!LLANCE SR 3.2.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

The ASI can be monitored by both the incore (COLSS) and
excore (CPC) neutron detector systems. The COLSS provides
the operator with an alarm should an ASI limit be
approached.

Verification of the ASI every 12 hours ensures that the
operator is aware of changes in the ASI as they develop. A

, fit-hour Frequency for this surveillance is acceptable
A & because ti.e mechanisms which affect the ASI, such as xenon
b redistribution or CEA drive mechanism malfunctions, cause

i slaw changes:in the ASI and will be discovered before the
" limits are ex'eeeded. (For this facility, ASI is verified

using the fq110 wing instrumentation:]
y ,

;,j'

3
REFERENCES 1. (Unit Hams) FSARi:$ection (15), "(Accident Analysis)."

s; y ' ;
2. [UnitName);FsARTSection(6),"(EmergencyCore

Cooling Systee]'." ,">
,

CE-1 CorrelaIfon M SNBR. )3.
'% .r.

4. Title 10, Code o'f Federal Regulktions, Part 50,
Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," GDC 10. " Reactor Design."

5. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

6. (UnitName)FSAR,Section[),"(Title)."
l 7. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,

Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System Redundancy
and Capability."

8. (Unit Name
' "[ Title).") FSAR, Core Operating Limits Report

'

,

i

n
'J
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTAlION

|B 3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation (Analog)

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core fuel design limits and reactor coolant

re boundary integrity during anticipated operational
ces (A00s), and to assist the engineered safety
(ESF) systems in mitigating accidents.

The n and monitoring systems have been designed to
ration of the reactor. This is achieved by
ing safety system settings (LSSS) in terms

of rs ectly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on system parameters and equipment
per rman

The LSS ef s specification as the ALLOWABLE
VALUE, in ith the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protec acti to prevent exceeding acceptable
limits during D Ba dents (DBAs).O During A00s, whi s expected to occur one or
more times during if acceptable limit is:

1. The departure from nucleat ratio (DNBR) shall
be maintained above the t (SL) value to
prevent departure frc.i ate b iling;

i

2. Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and

3. The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of (2750) psia
shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the SLs within the above values assures that
offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100
criteria during A00s.

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceotable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
limits. Different accident categories are allowed a

| different fraction of these limits based on probability of
1

: (continued)

(continued)
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. RPS Instrumentation
| 8 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued) .

BACKGROUND occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an
(continued) accident category is considered having acceptable

consequences for that event.

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:

M ment channels;.

e a ;

RPS ;| .

it Breakers (RTCBs).e

The role se modules in the RPS is discussed
below.

Measurement C , el s

Heasurement chann tin field transmitters or
process sensors and a te imentation, provide a

| measurable electronic the physical
! characteristics of the asured.

The excore nuclear instrumentati tnd nalog core1

protection calculators
the measurement channels (CPCs) are con

omponents in
The wide ear.

instruments (NIs) provide a Power f Change--High Trip.
Three RPS trips use a power level ignated as Q power as
an input. Q power is the higher of NI power and primary
calorimetric power (AT power) based on RCS hot-leg and cold-
leg temperatures. Trips using Q power as an input include
the Variable High Power Tri) (VHPT)--High, Thermal Margin /
Low Pressure (TM/LP), and tie Axial Power Distribution
(APD)--High trips.

The analog CPCs provide the complex signal processing
necessary to calculate the TM/LP trip setpoint, APD trip|

setpoint, VHPT trip setpoint, and Q power calculation.

The excore NIs (wide range and power range) and the analog
CPCs (TM/LP and non c.1.1.+~t) are mounted in the RPS
cabinet, with one channel of each in each of the four RPS
bays.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation |

B 3.3.1 (Analog) !

/*
( BASES (continued)

l

BACKGROUND Four identical measurement channels with electrical and
(continued) physical separation are provided for each parameter used in I

,

the direct generation of trip signals. These are designated
channels A through D. Measurement channels provide input to
one or more RPS bistables within the same RPS channel. In

iaddition, some measurement channels may also be used as '

in ts to Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)
les, and most provide indication in the control room,

ent channels used as an input to the RPS are never
control functions.

Wh h 1 monitoring a parameter exceeds a
etpoint indicating an unsafe condition the ;

ngtheparameterinthatchannelwilltrip. '

Tri o ore channels of bistables monitoring the
sa -energizes matrix logic, which in turn
de- ergi initiation logic. This causes all eight
RTCBs t , int ing power to the control element
assembi ing them to fall into the core.

Three of t ure and bistable channels are
necessary to mee r y and testability of GDC 21

.O in 10 CFR 50. A i The fourth channel(V .
provides additio it allowing one channel to
be removed from se c bypass) for
maintenance or testing, whi sti ntaining a minimum
two-out-of-three logic. Thus, 1 a channel
inoperable, no single additi I in the RPS can
either cause an inadvertent nor prevent a required
trip from occurring.

In order to take full advantage of the four-channel design,
adequate channel-to-channel independence must be
demonstrated, approved by the NRC staff, and this approval
documented by an NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER).
Adequate channel-to-channel independence includes )hysical,

and electrical inde)endence of each channel from tie others.
Furthermore, each ciannel must be energized from separate
inverters and station batteries.- Plants that have
demonstrated adequate channel-to-channel independence, as,

documented by the NRC SER (Ref. 2) may o>erate in a two-out-
of three logic configuration, with one ciannel removed from 4

service, for the time stated in Reference 2.

(continued)

(continued)m
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1

I RPS Instrumentation .

'B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Since no single failure will either cause or prevent a I
-

(continued) protective system actuation, and no protective channel feeds
a control channel, this arrangement meets the requirements
of Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) 279-1971 (Ref. 3).

'

Many of t e RPS trips are generated by comparing a single
measur to a fixed bistable setpoint. Certain
funct ver, make use of more than.one measurement to,

pr at The following trips use multiplo.

ement nnel inputs:

At_Itygl-dog*

This es lower of the two SG levels as an
inp bistable,

$tt . --

This trip of the two SG pressures as an
input to a c able.

i O-

The VHPT uses Q p i nl t. Q power is
'

the higher of NI power and a pcwe has a trip
setpoint which tracks power level rds so that
it is always within a fixed in ve current
power, subject to a minimum On power

l increases, the trip setpoint ins fixed unless
manually reset, at which point,it increases to the new
setpoint, a fixed increment above Q power at the time
of reset, subject to a maximum value. Thus, during
power escalation, the trip setpoint must be repeatedly

| reset to avoid a reactor trip.
1

Thermal Marcin/ Low pressure and Asymmetric Steam*
-

Generator Transient Protective Trio Function (ASGTPTF)

Q power is only one of several inputs to the TM/LP
trip. Other inputs include internal AXIAL SHAPE INDEX
(ASI) and cold-leg temperature based on the higher of
two cold-leg resistance temperature detectors (RTDs).
The TM/LP trip setpoint is a complex function of these

(continued)

(continued)
,
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RPS Instrumentaticn
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

,
'

BACKGROUND inputs and represents a minimum acceptable RCS
(continued) pressure to be compared to actual RCS pressure in the

TM/LP trip unit.
~

SG pressure is also an indirect input to the TM/LP
trip via the ASGTPTF. This function provides a
reactor trip when the secondary pressure in either SG
xceeds that of the other generator by greater than a

ed amount. The trip is implemented by biasing the
LP trip setpoint upward so as to assure TM/LP trip
an asy metric SG transient is detected.

dtion--Hich_

ASI are inputs to the APD trip. The APD
t is a function of Q power, being more

rest at higher power levels. It provides a
re tri ual ASI exceeds the APD trip
se

Bistables

O Bistable trip u he RPS cabinet, receive an
analog input fr hannels, compare the
analog input to tr Ls, rovide contact output
to the matrix logic. They so p local trip
indication, and remote annuncia

There are four channels of le trip units, designated
A through 0, for each RPS f ion, one for each measurement
channel. Bistable output relays de-energize when a trip
occurs.

The contacts from these bistable relays are arrai.;d into
I six coincidence matrices, comprising the matrix logic. If

bistables monitoring the same parameter in at least two
channels trip, the matrix logic will generate a reactor trip
(two-out-of-four logic).

Some of the RPS measurement channels provide contact outputs
to the RPS, so the comparison of an analog in>ut to a trip
setpoint is not necessary. In these cases, t1e bistable
trip unit is replaced with an auxiliary trip unit. The
auxiliary trip units provide contact multiplication so the

(continued)

(continued)
'
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RPS Instrumentation I
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND single input contact opening can provide multiple contact
(continued) outputs to the coincidence logic, as well as trip indication

and annunciation.

Trips employing auxiliary trip units include the loss-of-
load trip and the APD--High trip. The loss-of-load trip is
a contact input from the Electro-Hydraulic Control System
contro pressure on each of the four high pressure stop
valv

D tri escribed above, is a complex function, in
the ip comparison is performed within the

CP PD--High trip unit employs a contact
inpu

All RPS exception of the loss-of-load tri)
generate pret rm as the trip setpoint is approacled.

The trip setp s bistables are based on the
analytical limit eference 4. The selection of
these trip setpoi i th dequate protection is
provided when all sens d ng time delays are
taken into account, ration tolerances,
instrumentation uncert t drift, and severe
environment errors-for h that must
function in harsh environments, a defi 10 CFR 50.49-
(Ref. 5)-ALLOWABLE VALUES specified 3.3.1 are
conservatively adjusted with respe alytical
limits. A detailed description o methodology used to'

calculate the trip setpoints, inc ng their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the " Plant Protection System
Selection of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 6). The nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still
more conservative than that specified by the ALLOWABLE
VALUE, to account for changes in random measurement errors,

detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
'

such a change in measurement error is drift during the
Surveillance interval. If the measured setpoint does not
exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is considered'

OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure
that SLs of Specification 2.0 are not violated during A00s,
and the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing

(continued)
_

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation l

B 3.3.1 (Analog) ;

BASES (continued)
i

BACKGROUND the plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of
(continued) the A00 or DBA, and the equipment functions as designed.

Note that in LC0 3.3.1, the ALLOWABLE VALUES of
Table 3.3.1-1 are the LS$$. These ALLOWABLE VALVES are
established to prevent violation of the SLs during normal
plant operation and A00s.

WABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.1-1 are based upon
dology described in Reference 6, which incorporates

all e known uncertainties applicable for each channel.
s of these uncertainties are factored into theTh -

f each trip setpoint. All field sensors and
equipment for these channels are assumed

to wi the allowances of these uncertainty
*

ma

Each ch of t oss control equipment can be tested
on line v he signal or setpoint accuracy is
within the lowance requirements. Once a
designated take ut of service for testing, a
simulated signal in place of the field

O instrument sign uipment for the channel in
i test is then tes d, calibrated.

Reitlor Protection stein L ic

The RPS logic, consisting of initiation logic,
employs a scheme that provis reactor trip when bistables
in any two of the four chant s sense the same input
parameter trip. This is called a two-out-of-four trip
logic. This logic and the RTCB configuration are shown in
Figure B 3.3.1-1.

Bistable relay contact outputs from the four channels are
configured into six logic matrices. Each logic matrix
checks for a r) incident trip in the same parameter in two
bistable chani.els. The matrices are designated the AB, AC,
AD, BC, 80, and CD matrices to reflect the bistable channels
being monitored. Each lo
energized matrix relays. gic matrix contains four normallyWhen a coincidence is detected,
consisting of a trip in the same function in the two
channels beti g monitored by the logic matrix, all four
matrix relays de-energize.

(continued)

b(D (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog) i

BASES (continued)

|
This figure for illustration only. Do not use for :

| operation.

!

o&
%> .

Figure B 3.3.1-1
functional Diagram of the Two-Out-of-four Logic and RTCB Configuration

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation !
B 3.3.1 (Analog) !

EASES (continued)

l
'

BACKGROUND The matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip paths, with
(continued) one of the four matrix relays in each matrix opening

contacts in one of the four trip paths. Each trip path :

provides power to one of the four normally energized RTCB l
control relays (K1, K2, K3, and K4). The trip paths thus 1

each have six contacts in series, one from each matrix, and
perform a logical QB function, opening the RTCBs if any one

e of the six logic matrices indicate a coincidence
on.

ach path is responsible for opening one set of two of
the Bs. The RTCB control relays (K-relays), when

interrupt power to the breaker undervoltage
and simultaneously apply power to the shunt

tri e on each of the two breakers. Actuation of
ei oltage or shunt trip attachment is
suf cien en the RTCB and interrupt power from the
motor-g or s to the control element drive
mechani

When a coi urs two RPS channels, all four
matrix relays i af trix de-energize. This in

O turn de-energiz 1 r control relays, which
simultaneously h rvoltage and energize the
shunt trip attachm e RTCBs, tripping them
open.

Hatrix logic refers to the mat supplies, bistable
auxiliary relay contacts, a erconnecting wiring up to,
but not including, the matr lays.

The initiation logic consists of the trip path power
source, matrix relays and their associated contacts, all
interconnecting wiring, and solid state (auxiliary) relays
through the K-relay contacts in the RTCB control circuitry.

|

It is possible to change the two-out-of-four RPS logic to a
two-out-of-three logic for a given input parameter in one
channel at a time by trip channel bypassing select portions
of the matrix logic. Trip channel bypassing a bistable
effectively shorts the bistable relay contacts in the three
matrices associated with that channel. Thus, the bistables
will function normally, producing normal trip indication and
annunciation, but a reactor trip will not occur unless two
additional channels indicate a trip condition. Trip channel

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation.
'

B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

: BACKGROUND bypassing can be simultaneously performed to taiy number of
(continued) parameters in any number of channels, providing each

parameter is bypassed in only one channel at a time. An
interlock prevents simultaneous trip channel bypassing of
the same parameter in more than one channel. Trip channel
bypassing is normally employed during maintenance or
testing.

For t ts that have demonstrated sufficient
ch o nnel independence, .two-out-of-three logic

mini that is required to provide adequate plant
ti failure of one channel still ensures a

re generated by the two remaining
OPE -out-of-three logic also prevents.

inadverte c d by any single channel failure in a
trip con

' In addition t tri 1 bypasses, there are also
operating byp s PS trips. Some of these
bypasses are ena , others automatically in all

| four RPS thcr.nel tc tions do not warrant the
specific trip protect Al ing bypast.es are

| automatically removed ass conditions are no
| longer satisfied. Tri a ypasses include
i Power Raie of Change--Hi e C Flow--Low, SG

Pressure--Low, APD--High, M/LP, d AS Ihe loss- of-.

load trip operating bypass is automati abled and
disabled.

Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers

The reactor tri) switchgear, shown in Figure B 3.3.1-2,
consists of eig1t RTCBs, which are operated in four sets of
two breakers
trip switchgea(four channels).

Power input to the reactor
r comes from two full-capacity MG sets

operated in parallel such that the loss of either MG set
does not de-energize the CEDMs. There are two separate CEDM
power supply buses, each bus powerin; half of the CEDMs.
Power is supplied from the MG sets to each bus via two
redundant paths (trip legs). Trip legs IA and IB supply
power to CEDM bus 1. Trip legs 2A and 2B supply powar te
CEOM bus 2. This ensures that a fault or the opening of a
breaker in one trip leg (i.e., for testing purposes) will
not interrupt power to the CEDM buses.

!

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

,

Q BASES (continued)
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Figure B 3.3.1-2
Simplified functional Diagram of the RPS Trip Switchgear

-(continued)m

N (continued)
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RPS Instrumontation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

i BACKGROUND Each of the four trip legs consists of two RTCBs in series.
| (continued) The two RTCBs within a trip leg are actuated by separate
| initiation circuits.

The eight RTCBs are operated as four sets of two breakers
(four channels). For example, if a breaker receives an open
signal in trip leg A (for CEDM bus 1), an identical breaker
in tri B (for CEDM bus 2) will also receive an open
sig arrangement ensures that power is interrupted
to ses, thus preventing trip of only one half of

5 f-trip). Any one inoperable breaker in a,

! Iw a e entire channel inoperable.

Each erated by either a manual reactor
trip push r RPS-actuated K-relay. There are four
Manual R h buttons, arranged in two sets of
two, as s wn i e B 3.3.1-2. Depressing both push
buttons in ei et w uit in a reactor trip.

When a Manual initiated using the control
room push buttons ri s and K-relays are
bypassed, and the RTC rv nd shunt trip
attachments are actua i the RPS.

l Manual Reactor Trip circ de push button and
'

interconnecting wiring to oth R s ne ry to actuate
both the undervoltage and shunt tri) ts, but
excludes the K-relay contacts and t onnecting
wiring to the RTCBs, which are co d part of the
Initiation Logic.

Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the o)ening of individual sets of RTCBs, can be
performed eitler at power or shutdown, and is normally
performed on a quarterly basis. Nuclear instrumentation and
the CPCs can be similarly tested. Process transmitter
calibration is normally performed on a refueling basis.

APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be
SAFETY ANALYSES detected by one or more RPS functions. The accident

analysis contained in Reference 4 takes credit for most RPS
trip functions. Functions not specifically credited in the
accident analysis were qualitatively credited in the safety

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

Og BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE analysis and the NRC staff-approved licensing basis for the
SAFETY ANALYSES plant. These functions may provide protection for

(continued) conditions which do not require dynamic transient analysis
to demonstrate function performance. These functions may
also serve as backups to functions that were credited in the

'

safety analysis,

ecific safety analyses applicable to each protective
are identified below:

1. b_lthigh Power Trio--JJigt1

rovides reactor core protection against
etivity excursions that are too rapid for

su r Pressure--High, or TM/LP trip to protect
e following events require VHP1

prot :

a. EA withdrtwal event,
b,
c. ater at-removal event,
d. CEA e on nd,O) e, main MLSB)(outsideV contai e

The first thre event are A and fuel integrity is
maintained. The fourth an re accidents and
limited fuel damage may .

The VHPT--High ensures t low DNBR, high linear
power density and the RCS pressure SLs are maintained
during normal operation and A00s and, in conjunction
with the ESFAS, the consequences of the MSLB and CEA
ejection accidents will be acceptable.

2. Power Rate of Chance--Hiah

The Power Rate of Change -High trip is used to trip
the reactor when excore wide range power indicates an
excessive rate of change. The Power Rate of Change--
High provides a backup to the VHPT to ensure that low
DNBR, high linear power density, and the RCS pressure
SLs are maintained. The Power Rate of Change--High
function minimizes transients for events such as a
continuous CEA withdrawal or a boron

(continued)7
b (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE dilution event from low power levels. The trip may be
SAFETY ANALYSES bypassed when THERMAL POWER is < lE-4% RTP, when poor

(continued) counting statistics may lead to erroneous indication. It

is also bypassed > 15% RTP where moderator temperature
coefficient and fuel temperature coefficient make high rate.

of change of power unlikely. With the RTCBs open, the Power
'

Rate of Change--lligh trip is not required to be OPERABLE;
howeve indication and alarm functions of at least two
chan equired by LC0 3.3.7 to be OPERABLE.
LC ros the wide-range channels are available to

and t the operator to a boron dilution event.
'

3. Flow--Low

The Co t Flow--Low trip provides protection
dur ng events:

a. los CS f1
b. los y AC power,
c. react p (RCP) seized shaft,
d. RCP sh , and

'

e. certain MSL nts

The loss of RCS f 1 f non-emergency
AC power events are fu tegrity is,

maintained. The RCP eized aft, red shaft, and
MSLBs are accidents that may res el damage.
The Reactor Coolant flow--Low vided to trip
the reacto , thus assisting FAS in the event of
a sheared RCP shaft accident ince this is an
accident, SLs may be violated. However, the
consequences of the accident will be acceptable.

4. P_ressurizer Pressure--Hiah

The Pressurizer Pressure--High trip, in conjunction
with pressurizer safety valves and mhin steam safety
valves (MSSVs), provides protection against over
pressure conditions in the RCS during the following
events:

a. loss of condenser vacuum with a concurrent loss
of offsite power,

b. loss of condenser vacuum with a concurrent loss
of one 6.9 kV bus,

1

(continued) I

(continued)
i
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RPS Instrumentation I

B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE c. isolation of turbine at 102% power,
SAFETY ANALYSES d. Feedwater System pipe breaks between the steam

(continued) generator and check valve,
e. CEA withdrawal, and
f. loss of feedwater flow.

The Pressurizer Pressure--High trip assures that the
CS pressure SL will not be exceeded during A00s, and

conjunction with the ESFAS, that the consequences
accidents will be acceptab11,

5. ure--Hioh

ment Pressure--High trip prevents exceeding
nt nt design pressure during certain loss-

ccidents (LOCAs) or fendwater line break-

acc It assures a reactor trip prior to, or
co nt wi LOCA, thus assisting the ESFAS in
th or MSLB. Since those are
acci be violated. However, the
conse he ent will be acceptable.

6.

The SG Pressu pp es protection against
an excessive ra e of t ex ion from the SGs,
which would result in a ra trolled cooldown of
the RCS. This trip is ut down the reactor
and assist the ESFAS i event of an MSLB, Since
these are accidents, S ay be violated. However,
the consequences of the accident will be acceptable.

7. Steam Generator Water level--Low

| The SG Water Level--Low trip is requiNd for the
! following events to help prevent exceeding the RCS

design pressure due to a loss of heat sink:

a. Steam System piping failures,
b. Feedwater System pipe-breaks,
c. inadvertent opening of an SG atmospheric dump

valve (ADV),

(continued)

(continued)
A

,
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE d. loss of normal feedwater, and
SAFETY ANALYSES e. asymmetric loss of feedwater.

(continued)
The SG Water Level--Low ensures that low DNBR, high
linear power density,and the RCS pressure SLs are
maintained during normal operation and A00s and, in
conj nction with the ESFAS, the consequences of the
f er System pipe break accident will be

e.

xial. t Distribution--Hioh

ip ensures that excessive axial
L that due to axial xenon oscillations,

will se 1 damage. It ensures that neither a
ONB SL nor a peak linear heat rate
(LHR whic esponds to the temperature for fuel
centerli tin ccur. This trip is the
primary e t fuel centerline melting.

9a. Thermal Mar

The TM/LP trip ) the DNBR SL during
A00s and aids tie g in accidents. The
following events re pr tion:

a. excess load (inadvertent o an SG ADV),
b. RCS depretsurization (ina fety or

power-operated relief y (PORVs) opening,
c. SG tube rupture, and
d. LOCA accident.

i The first two events are A00s, and fuel integrity is
maintained. The third and fourth are accidents, and
limited fuel damage may occur. The trip is initiated
whenever the RCS pressure signal drops below a minimum
value (P,,,) or a com9uted value (P,,,) as described
below, whichever is fligher. The computed value is a
function 0 power, ASI, as determined from the axially-;

; split excore detectors, reactor inlet (cold-leg)
temperature, and the number of RCPs operating.

The minimum value of reactor coolant flow rate, the
maximum AIIMUTHAL PUWLR llLI, and the maximum CEA

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation !

B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

.

'

APPLICABLE deviation permitted for continuous operation are
SAFETY ANALYSES assumed in the generation of this trip function. In

(continued) addition CEA group sequencing in accordance with
LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating CEA Limits,* is assumed.
Finally, the maximum insertion of CEA banks that can
occur during any A00 prior to a VHPT is assumed.

94 Asymmetric Steam Generator Transient protective Trio
,

ASGTPTF provides protection for those A00s
o d with secondary system malfunctions which

asymmetric primary coolant temperatures. The
g event is closure of a single main steam

o lve. ASGTPF is provided by comparing the
essure in both SGs in the TM/LP calcu-

lat the pressure in either exceeds that in the
et the etpoint, a TM/LP trip will result.

10. Lo

The loss-o ( stop valve (TSV) control oil

ON~
pressure) ry for the loss of heat-
removal cap condary system following
a turbine tri s-o d trip prevents
lifting the pressuriz safe lves, PORVs, and
MSSVs in the event of a tu erator trip. Thus
the trip minimizes the temperature
transients on the reac initiating trip well
before reaching Pressu r Pressure--High trip and
pressurizer safety valve setpoints. The four RPS
loss-of-load reactor trip channels receive their input
from sensors mounted on the high-)ressure TSV
actuators. Since there are four algh-pressure TSVs,
one actuator per valve and one sensor per actuator,
each sensor sends its signal to a different RPS
channel. When the turbine trips, control oil is
dumped from the high-pressure TSVs. When the control
oil pressure drops to the appropriate setpoint, a
reactor trip signal is generated,

11. Reactor Protection System loaic

The RPS logic provides for automatic trip initiation
to maintain the SLs during A00s and assist the ESF

(continued)O
V (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation |

B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued) |

APPLICABLE systems in assuring acceptable consequences during
SAFETY ANALYSES accidents. All transients and accidents that call for

(continued) a reactor trip assume the RPS logic is functioning as
designed.

12. Reactor Trio Circuit Breakin

A the transient and accident analyses which call
actor trip assume that the RTCDs operate and

r power to the CEDMs.

I s tar T r_t o

it ir
. 'r Trip is part of the RPS circuitry,a

y- operator to shut down the reactor
whent icter is rapidly trending toward its
trip 'setpo manual trip accomplishes the same
resultsg y one. egeautomatictripfunctions.

y3,

14. J - y

The automatic byp remo - atures must function as
a backup to manu t 1 safety-related

.

trips to assure t t re not
operationally oppas es y analysis
assumes the functions are no bypa These are:.

14a. Zero power mode bypass (Z l on the
TM/LP, ASGTPTF, and rea oolant low flow
trips when THERMAL POWE s < lE-4% RATED THERMAL
POWER (RTP). This bypass is manually enabled
below the specified setpoint to psrmit low-power
testing. The wide-range N1 Level I bistable in
the wide-range drawer permits manual bypassing
below the setpoint and removes the bypass above
the setpoint.

14b,c. Power rate of change bypass removal. The Power
Rate of Change--High trip is automatically
bypassed at < 1E-4% RTP, as sensed by the wide-
range NI Level 2 bistable, and at > 12% RTP by
the power-range NI Level I bistable mounted in
their respective NI drawers. Automatic bypass

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

O
Q BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE removal is also effected by these bistables when
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions are no longer satisfied. !

(continued)
14d. Loss of Load and APD--Hi h bypass removal. The

Loss of Load and APD--Hi h trips are l

automatically bypassed w en at < 15% RTP as
sensed by the power-range NI Level I bistable. l
The bypass is automatically removed by this
bistable above the setpoint. This same bistable
is used to bypass the Power Rate of Change--High
trip.

1

essure--Low bypass removal. The SG
re--Low trip is manually enabled below the

re p setpoint. The permissive is removed,
by) ass automatically removed, when the SG

ure- .ow pre-trip clears.

The RPS t r' satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim t.

A

LCO The LCO requires e n performing an RPS
function to be OPE lu any instrument renders.

the affected channe s) ino erabl reduces the
reliability of the affected fun The specific
criteria for determining chan LITY differ slightly
between functions. These c a are discussed on a
function-by-function basis W.

Actions allow maintenance (trip-channel) bypass of
individual channels, but the bypass activates interlocks
that prevent operation with a second channel in the same
function bypassed. Plants are restricted to 48 hours in a
trip channel bypass condition before either restoring the
function to four-channel operation (two-out-of-four logic)
or placing the channel in trip (one-out-of-three logic).
At plants where adequate channel-to-channel independence has ,

been demonstrated, specific exce)tions have been approved by
the NRC staff to permit one of tie two-out-of-four channels -

to be bypassed, for an extended period of time.

i Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each RPS trip
function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified

(continued),'\[d'
(continnd)
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RPS Instrumentation'

B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

,

LCO in the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The nominal |

(continued) setpoints are selected to ensure the set >oints measured by
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed tle ALLOWABLE VALUE
if the bistable is performing as required. Operation with a4

trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal tri)
setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is accepta)1e
provided hat operation and testin,i is consistent with the
assump of the plant-specific setpoint calculations.
Each E VALUE specified is more conservative than the
an it assumed in the safety analysis in order to

for trument uncertainties appropriate to the trip
on, ertainties are defined in the " Plant

Pr ection of Trip Setpoint Values"
(Ref .

The trip ified in TABLE 3.3.1-1-are considered
OPERABLE en:

1. All chan c cessary to provide a reactor
trip are in service;

2. Channel measureme ce s are known (via test,
analysis, or dest o be within the
assumptions of th a ions;

3. Required Surveillanc testi is c t and has
.'

demonstrated performance wit in eillance
test's acceptance criteria; an

!

4. The associated operational b s is not enabled
except under the conditions specified in the LCO
Applicability for the function.

;

The following bases for_each trip function identify thei

j above RPS trip-function criteria items which are applicable
' to establish the trip function OPERABILITY:

1. Variable Hiah Power Trio--Iliah
I
'

This LCO requires all four channels of the VHPT to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.!-

|

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO VHPT--High trip channels are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY
(continued) requirements 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough to provide an
operating envelope that prevents unnecessary linear
power level high reactor VHPT--High trips during
normal plant operations. ALLOWABLE VALUE is low
nough for the system to maintain a margin to

cceptable fuel-cladding damage should a CEA
ction accident occur.

setpoint is operator adjustable and can be
ixed increment above the indicated THERMAL

Operator action is required to increase.

point as THERMAL POWER is increased. The
t is automatically decreased ks THERMAL

POW ases. The trip setpoint has a maximum and
a um s .

Addi imum value the possible variation in
trip cal ation and instrument errors,
the maximum al state THERMAL POWER level at

Ox
which a tr o ed is 112% of RTP, which
is the valu e y analyses.

To account for hese e rors, safety analysis
minimum value is 40% RTP. step is a maximum
value assumed in the sa s. There is no
uncertainty applied to tep.

2. Power Rate of Chance--Hioh

This LCO requires (four] channels of the Power Rate of
Change--High to be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2, as well
as in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the RTCBs are closed and
the CEA Drive System is capable of CEA witMrawal.

Power Rate of Change--High channels are OPERABLE when
j OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied.

| The high power rate of change trip serves as a backup
to the administrative 1y enforced startu) rate limit.
(For this facility, the basis for the A.LOWABLE VALUE :

is as follows:] )
I

(continued) 1

A (continued)
U
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO 3. 'ReAs. tor Coolant riow--tow
(continued)

This LCO requires four channels of the Reactor Coolant
Flow--Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

Reactor Coolant flow--Low channels are OPERABLE when
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3, and 4 are
s ed,

t ay be manually bypassed when THERMAL POWER
alls w IE-4% RTP. This bypass is part of the ,

PM which also bypasses the TM/LP trip and
er block signal to the Q power select
allows low-power physics testing at.

red te atures and pressures. It also
all cooldown with shutdown CEAs
with awn.

This tri ugh to maintain fuel
integrity of-flow condition. The
setting is 1 oa for nonul operating
fluctuations from it To account for
analysis uncerta the safety analysis,-

i is 93% RTP.

4. Pressurizer Pressure--Hiah
'

This LCO requires four channel rizer
Pressure--High to be OPERAR' DES 1 and 2.

*

Pressurizer Pressure--Hige n.nnels are GPERABLE when
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3 are sa?isfied.

This ALLOWABLE VALUE is set high enough to allow for
pressure increases in the RCS during normal operation
(i.e.. plant transients) not indicative of an abnormal
condition. The setting below the lift setpoint of the
pressurizer safety valves and low enaugh to initiate a
reactor trip when an abnormal condition is indicated.
The difference between the ALLOWABLE VALUE and the
analysis setpoint of 2470 psia includes allowance for
harsh environment.

This trip concurrent with PORVs operation avoids the
undesired operation of the pressurizer safety valves.

*

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

I BASES (continued)
__

LCO 5. Containment Pressure--Hiah
(continued)

This LCO requires four channels of Containment
Pressure--High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

Containment Pressure--High trip channels are OPERABLE
when requirements 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied.

ALLOWABLE VALUE f s set high enough to allow fw
11 pressure. increases in containment s pected
ing normal operation (i.e., plant heatup), and not
i ve of an abnormal condition. The setting is

to initiate a reactor trip to prevent
pressure from exceeding design pressuro

n DBA. The 4 psig setpoint is also assumed
y analysis and includes an tMcertainty of

+.? .25 psig.

6.

This L fo annels of SG Pressure--Low
per SG to RA ODES 1 and 2.

( SG Pressure 1 OPERABLE when'
OPERABILITY r 1, , and 4 are satisfied.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is suf below the full-
load operating value for sure so as not to
interfere with normal operation, but still high
enough to provide the ired protection in the event
of excessive steam deman . Since excessive steam
demand causes the RCS ta col down, resulting in
positive reactivity '- i to the core, a reactor
trip is required to of,z . chat effect.

The difference between the ALLOWABLE VALUE and the
safety analysis value of 600 psia includes harsh
environment uncertainties.

The function may be manually bypassed as SG pressure
-is reduced during controlled plant shutdowns. This
bypass is permitted at a preset SG pressure. The

(continued)

(continued)
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L RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO bypass,-in conjunction with the ZPMB, allows testing
(continued) at low temperatures and pressures, and heatup and

cocidown with the shutdown CEAs withdrawn, from a
bypass (,ndition the trip will be reinstated
automatically as SG pressure increases above the
preset pressure.

7. --

sL equires four' channels of SG Water Level--Low
er SG be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.g

''#

Low channels are OPERABLE when
8C ements 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied. -

'

The E is sufficiently below the normal
oper ing or the SGs so as not to cause a>

reactor uri 1 plant operations. The trip
setpoint h o ensur9 a reactor trip
signal is g re water level drops below the .
narrow range att p (with a 5% allowance
for instrument er tor trip will remove,

the heat source ( ),thereby
conserving the re i

8. Axial Pgygr Distribu on--H
,

This LCO requires four channel igh to be
OPERABLE in MODE 1.

APD--High channels are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY
requireneents 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied.

The APD--High trip function ALLOWABLE VALUES ensure
that neither a DNBR less than the SL nor a peak '.HR,
which corresponds to the temperature for fuel |

centerline melting, will exist as a consequence of
axial power maldistributions. This trip is the
primary protection against fuel centerline melting.

,

The ALLOWABLE VALUE curve was derived from an analysis
of many axial power shapes with allowancer for
instrumentation inaccuracies and the uncertainty
associated with the excore to incore ASI relationship.

(continued)

(continued)>
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RPS Instrumentation |
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ILCO The APD trip is automatically bypassed < 15% RTP,
(continued) where it is not required for reactor protection.

9a. Thermal Marcin/ Low Pressure |

This LCO requires four channels of TM/LP to be
OPERABLE in MODES I and 2.

LP channels are OPERABLE when the OPERABILITY
irements 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied.

WABLE VALUE includes allowances for equipment I

ime, measurement uncertainties, processing
further allowance to compensate for the
ssociated with providing effective
of the occurrence that exhibits the most

rapi ase in margin to the SL.

Th r nually bypassed when THERMAL POWER
fall RTP. This bypass is part of the
ZPMB hich so bypasses the Reactor

'

Coolant F1 wt provides a AT power block

O-
signal to t - i logic. This ZPMB allows
low-power p n educed RCS temperatures
and pressures, al eatup and cooldown,

with shutdown As wi rawn

9b. Alvmetric Steam Generato r ns Protective Trin
[v m

| v
inis LC0 requires four channels of ASGTPTF to be

| OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

ASGTPTF channels are considered OPERABLE when
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3 and 4 are satisfied.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough to avoid trips
caused by normal operation and minor transients, but
assures DNBR protection in the event of Design Basis
Events. The difference between the ALLOWABLE VALUE
and the 175 psia analysis setpoint allows for 40 psia
of measurement uncertainty.

The trip may be bypassed when THERMAL POWER falls
below IE-4% RlP. The ASGTPTF is subject to the ZPMB,

(continued)

( (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

I
LCO since it is an input to the TM/LP trip, and is not

(continued) required for protection at lcw-power levels.

10. Loss of Load

This LCO requires (four] of the loss-of-load trip
channels to be OPERABLE in MODE 1.

of-load channels are considered OPERABLE when
TY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied.

[For lity, the basis.for ALLOWABLE VALVE is

The o rip may_be bypassed when THERMAL
POW 15%, since it is no longer needed to
preve t li f 'he pressurizer safety valves, SG
safety vs , or - in the event of a loss of
load. Tf ue Supply System (NSSS) and the
Steam Dump

~

>quir the use of the above
r psble of accommodating the

loss of loa i

equipment,-

11.

Failures of individua bista e re nd their i
contacts are addressed in.Functi ough 10.
This specification addresses- f he matrix
logic not addressed in the a such as the failure
of matrix relay power-:uppli r the failure of the
trip channel bypass contact in the bypass condition,

|

Loss of a single vital bus will de-energize one of the
two power supplies in each of three matrices. This
will result in four RTCBs opening; however, the
remaining four closed RTCBs will prevent a reactor
trip. For the purposes of this LCO, de-energizing up
to three matrix power supplies due to a single failure
is to be treated as a single channel failure,
providing the affected matrix relays de-energize as
designed, opening the affected RTCBs.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

h('N BASES (continued)

LC0 Each of the four initiation logic channels opens one
(continued) set of RTCBs if any of the six coincidence matrices

de-energize their associated matrix relays. They thus
perform a logical DB function. Each initiation logic
channel has its own power supply and is independent of
the others. An initiation logic channel includes the
matrix relay through to the K-relay contacts, which

ox
pen the RTCB.

is possible for two initiation logic channels
cting the same trip leg to de-energize if a matrix

er pply or vital instrument bus fails. This will
opening the two affected sets of RTCBs.

s f RTCBs has been opened in response to a
channel, initiation logic channel, or

Manu tor Trip channel failure, the affected set
of s may sed for up to I hour for
Su 1 g on the OPERABLE initiation logic,
RTC , rip channels.- In this case the
redun RTC ill provide orotection if a
trip shoul eq It is unli(ely that tript,q,

will be re d Surveillance testing,Ej coincident are he remaining series RTCB
channel. If ptr er supply or vital bus
failure has ope ed tw sets CBs, manual trip and
RTCB testing on the closed cannot be
performed without causin

lla. Matrix Loaic

This LC0 requires six channels of matrix logic to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5
when the RTCBs are closed and CEA Drive System is
capable of CEA withdrawal.

Matrix logic channels are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY
requirements 1 and 3 are satisfied,

lib. Initiation loaic-

This LC0 requires four channels of initiation logic to
be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5
when the RTCBs are closed anc the CEA Drive System is
capable of CEA withdrawal.

q (continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LC0 Initiation logic channels are OPERABLE when
(continued) OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3 are satisfied.

12. Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers

The LC0 requires four RTCB channels to be OPERABLE in
MODES I and 2, as well as in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when
t Bs are closed and the CEA Drive System is

of CEA withdrawal.

CB c els are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY
eq n and 3 are satisfied,

sts of two breakers operated in a
sing initiation logic or Manual Reactor
Tri his ensures that power is
inte u )t - entical locations in the trip legs
for bot 1 buse preventing power removal to
only one trip).

Failure of aker fects the entire
channel, and bot ke set must be opened. -

Without reliable s d su) port
circuitry, a reacto

. ot r w1 ether
initiated automatical y or m uall

Each channel of RTCBs starts at cts which are
actuated by the K-relay, and ontacts which are-
actuated by the Manual React rip, for each set of
breakers. The K-relay actuated contacts and the
upstream circuitry are considered to be RPS logic and
fall under the requirements of Function 11. Manual
Reactor Trip contacts and upstream circuitry are
considered to be Manual Reactor Trip circuitry and
fall under the-requirements of Function 13.

If one set of RTCBs has bean opened in response to a
single RTCB channel, initiation logic channel, or
Manual Reactor Trip channel failure, the affected set
of RTCBs may be closed for up to I hour for
Surveillance testing on-the OPEPABLE initiation logic,
RTCB, and manual trip channels. In this case the
redundant set of RTCB will provide protection. If a
single matrix power supply or vital bus failure has

(continued)

, (continued)
!
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RPS Instrumentation |

D 3.3.1 (Analog) :

BASES (continued)
|
l

LCO opened two sets of RTCBs, manual trip and RTCB testing
(continued) on the closed breakers cannot be performed without ;

causing a trip.

13. Manual Reactor Trio

The LCO requires all (four] Manual Reactor Trip |
hannels to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and MODES 3, !

and 5 when the RTCBs are closed and the CEA Orive
tem is capable of CEA withdrawal.

actor trip channels are OPERABLE when i

Y requirements 1 and 3 are satisfied,

ent sets of two adjacent push button = are
se)arate locations. Each push buttot is

cons a clannel and operates two of the eight,

RT Depr _both push buttons in either channel
wi ruption of power to the CEDMs,
all to fall into the core. This design
ensure in ailure in any push button
circuit can er prevent a reactor trip.

Manual Reac h ns are also provided at
the reactor t ear ally)incasethe
control room push but s be inoperable, or the
control room becomes uninh These are not
part of the RPS and cann ted in fulfilling
the LC0 OPERABILITY re ents. Furthermore, LC0
Actions need not to be ered 'iue to failure of a
local manual trip.

14. Interlocks /Bvoasses

The LC0 on bypass permissive removal channels requires
that the automatic bypass removal feature of all
(four] operating bypass channels be OPERABLE for each
RPS function with an operating bypass in the MODES
addressed in the specific LC0 for each function. All
(four) bypass removal channels must be OPERABLE to
ensure that none of the four RPS channels is
inadvertently bypassed.

Interlock channels are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY-

requirements 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied,

p (continued)

U (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation |

B 3.3.1 (Analog) 1

BASES (continued)

LCO- This LCO applies to the bypass removal feature only.
(continued) If the bypass enable function is failed so as to

prevent entering a bypass condition, operation may
continue.

Interlock function ALLOWABLE VALUES are based on
anal sis of functional requirements for the bypassed
f ns. These are discussed above as part of the

ssion for the affected functions.

t his ity, the following support systems are
r tred BL o ensure RPS instrumentation
OP

[For this se required support systems which,

upon thei not require declaring the RPS
instrument tion able and their justification are as
follows:)

[For this facil rted systems impacted by the
inoperability of tru tion and the
justification of wheth n upported system is
declared inoperable ar t should.be noted

> that LC0 3.3.1 may nee en ith additional
conditions, if it is det tt S provides
support to other systems.

APPLICABILITY Most RPS trips are required to be BLE in MODES I and 2
because the reactor is critical in these MODES. The trips
are designed to take the reactor subcritical, which
maintains the SLs during A00s, and assists the ESFAS in
providing acceptable consequences during accidents.
Exceptions to this are:

The APD--High Trip (Function 8) and loss of load-

(Function 10) are only applicable in MODE 1, because
they are automatically bypassed below at < 15% RTP,
where they are no longer needed.

The Power Rate of Change--High trip, RPS Logic-

(Function 11), RTCBs (Function 12), and Manual Ren tur
Trip (Function 13) are also required in MODES 3, 4,

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.1 (Analog) l

/^\
BASES (continued)

__. __

i
IAPPLICABILITY and 5, with the RTCBs closed, to provide protection

(continued) for boron dilution and CEA withdrawal events.

Most trips are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4,
and 5. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the emphasis is placed on j

return to power events. The reactor is protected in these !
'

MOD S by assuring adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

has been added to provide clarification that for this
0, h function specified in Table 3.3.1-1 is treated as

,'an in ndent entity with an independent Completion Time.

|
'

w

ACTIONS A pr n ~ tion channel is inoperable when it does not
sa BILITY criteria for the functions channels.
Thes cri are outlined for each function, in the LCO
section. ases, ost common causes of channel
inoperal t ht failure or drift of the bistable
or process cient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the pla set analysis. Typically the

(G-) actuation rathe a s of function. This
drift is found sm results in a delay of

determination is a ing the performance of a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL th ess instrument is set
u ) for adjustment t bring to specification. If
tie trip setpoint is less conse han the ALLOWABLE
VALUE in Table 3.3.1-1, the c eclared inoperable
immediately, and the approp Condition (s) from
Table 3.3.1-1 must be enter mmediately.

In the event a channel's trip set)oint is found
nonconservative with respect to tie ALLOWABLE VALVE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal-processing electronics,
or RPS bistable is found ino)erable, then all affected
functions provided by that ciannel must be declared
inoperable and the unit must enter the Condition for the
particular protection function affected.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function
exceeds that specified in any related Condition associated I

with the same trip fb.: tion, then the plant is outside the |safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 is immediately
|entered, if applicable in the current MODE of operation.
1

(continued) |p |

(continued)
,
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS (pglition A

| (continued)
Condition A is applicable to all RPS protection functions.
Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
channels for one or more functions are inoperable at the
same time. The Required Action is to refer to Table 3.3.1-1
and imediately take the Required Actions for the protection
functi fected.

io to the failure of a single channel in
an RPS functions: VHPT--High; Power Rate
of C r Coolant Flow--Low; Pressurizer
Pressure- n ment Prassure--High; SG Pressure--
Low; SG w; APD--High; TM/LP; ASGTPTF; or loss
of load. PS c nce logic is normally two-out-of-four.

Required Acti .1 ferred action as it restores
full functional the RPS.

If one RPS channel is ra tup or power operation
is allowed to continu v operable channel is
placed in bypass or tr h equired Action
B.2.1). B) specifying e possibility of,

inadvertently bypassing a redund cha is eliminated.
The provision of four trip channels al channel to be
'ypassed (removed from service) dur ons, placingu
the RPS in two-out-of-three coinc logic. It is
preferable to place-an inoperable nnel in bypass rather
than trip, since no additional random failure of a single
channel can either spuriously trip the reactor or prevent it
from tripping.

The Completion Time of 1 hour allotted to restore, bypass,
or trip the channel is sufficient to allow the operator to
take all appropriate actions for the failed channel and-
still ensures that the risk involved in operating with the
failed channel is acceptable.

For plants that have not demonstrated sufficient
channel-to-channel independence, the. failed channel is
restored to OPERABLE status or is placed in trip within

148 hours (Required Action B.2.2.1 or Required Action 1

(continued) i

| (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation i

B 3.3.1 (Analog) |

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.2.2.2). Required Action B.2.2.1 restores the full
(continued) capability of the function. Required Action B.2.2.2 places

the function into a one-out-of-three configuration. In this
configuration, common cause failure of dependent channels
cannot prevent trip.

The 48-hour Completion Time is based on operating
ence, which has demonstrated that a random failure of

channel occurring during the 48-hour period is a
- ability event.

i es to the failure of two channels in any of
the functions: VHPT--High; Power Rate of
Ch - ctor Coolant Flow--Low; Pressurizer
Pressure- Containment Pressure--High; SG Pressure--
Low; SG r Le ; APD--High; TM/LP; ASGTPTF; or loss
of load

Required A th ferred action as it improves
c\ the functional ili he RPS. The allowed
I Completion Time icient time to perform theO Required Action.

Required Action C.2. and ulre ion C.2.2 provide for
placing one inoperable channel i , and the other
channel in trip within the 1- tion Time. This
time is sufficient to allow perator to take all,

| appropriate actions for the ed channels and still
ensures the risk involved in operating with the failed
channels is acceptable. With one channel-of protective-
instrumentation bypassed, the RPS is-in a two-out-of-three
logic; but with another channel failed, the RPS may be
operating in a two-out-of-two logic. This is outside the
assumptions made in the analyses and should be corrected.
To correct the problem, the second channel is placed in

! trip. This places the RPS in a one-out-of-two logic. If

| any of the other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal,
the reactor will trip.

I The bypassed channel should be restored to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours, for reasons similar to those stated under

| Condition B. After one channel is restored to OPERABLE, the
provisions of Condition B still apply to the remaining

g (continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS inoperable channel. Therefore, the channel that is still

(continued) inoperable after completion of Required Action C.2.2 shall
be placed in trip if more than 48 hours have elapsed since
the initial channel failure.

[sndition D

Condit applies to one initiation logic channel
(Fun ), RTCB channel (Function 12) or Manual
Re r hannel (Function 13), in MODES 1 and 2, since

ave t same actions. MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the
sh essed in Condition R. These actions

in r ing the channel or oaening the affected
RTCB . oves the need for_ tie affected channel
by perfon as lated safety function. With an RTCB
o)en, th e tions are in one-out-of-two logic,
w11ch mee red requirements, but testing on the
OPERABLE chan cann rformed without causing a
reactor trip, e in the inoperable channels
are closed to )e Therefore, the RTCBs
associated witi o le nel may be closed for up
to I hour for the per ce PS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST. The specific a n as follows:

Required Action 0.1 is t d , as it restores
the functional reliability of th PS.

Required Action D.2 provides for op TCBs
associated with the inoperable' ch within a 1-hour; .

! Completion Time. This action is ervative since-
depressing the manual reactor trip push button associated!

with either set of breakers in the other. trip leg will cause
a reactor trip. With this configuration, a single channel
failure will not prevent a reactor trip. The allotted
Completion Time is adequate to open the affected RTCBs,
while maintaining the risk of having them closed at an
acceptable level.

Condition E

Conditions E and K apply to one automatic bypass removal
channel inope:able. They differ only in-the shutdown track
invoked if the raanirad arHanc and associated Completion
Times are not met. If the bypass removal channel for any
operating bypass cannot be restored to OPERABLE, the

(continued)

(continued) W
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)
G

ACTIONS associated RPS channel may be considered OPLRABLE only if
(continued) the bypass is not in effect. Otherwise the affected RPS

channel must be declared inoperable, as in Condition B, and
the bypass either removed, or the bypass removal channel
repaired. The bases for Required Actions and Completion
Times are the same as discussed for Condition B.

ns F and L apply to two inoperable automatic bypass
remov hannels. If the bypass removal channels for two
ope sses cannot be restored to OPERABLE, the

channel may be considered OPERABLE only if
in effect. Otherwise the affected RPS

cha st declared inoperable, as in Condition C, and
th removed, or the bypass removal channel
rep red. Required Action F.3.2 provides for the
restora f th affected automatic trip channel to
OPERABL at he rules of Completion Time
specifie on C. Completion Times are
consistent ion

p Condition G
'b Condition G is ent he red Actions and

associated Completi Times f Co on B, C, D, E, or F
are not met.

If the Required Actions ass d with these Conditions
cannot be completed within required Completion Times,
the reactor must be brought to a MODE in which the Required
Actions do not apply. Six hours is a reasonable time, based
on operating experience, to reach the required MODE from

,

'

full power in an orderly manner and without challenging iplant systems. I

!-
Condition H

I
1

The excore detectors are used to generate the internal ASIi

| used as an input to the TM/LP,-and APD--High trips. Incore
detectors provide a more accurate measurement of ASI. If !

t

L one or more excore detectors cannot be calibrated to match
'

incore detectors, power is restricted or reduced during
| subsequent operations because of increased uncertainty

associated with using uncalibrated excore detectors.
,

(continued)
OQ (continued)t
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

!

ACTIONS Calibration need only be performed above 15% RTP because
(continued) uncertainties in the ASI measurement process inake it,

| unreliablo below this power level.

[For this facility, the 24-hour Completion Time is justified
as follows:]

Co identical to Condition B except for the
n tr invoked if the Requiref Actions and

a iat on Times are not me'.. Since Condition I
a) , and 5 with the ITCBs closed, the
slut by Condition M raquires opening the
RTCBs.

fandition

Condition J i n ndition C except for the
shutdown track Required Actions and
associated Compl are met. Since Condition J
applies to MODES 3, 4, 5 RTCBs closed, the
shutdown track impose C equires opening the
RTCBs.

Condition K

Condition K is identical to'Conditi for the
shutdown track invoked if-the Regt ctions and
associated Completion Times are nt t. Since Condition K
spplies to MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs closed, the
shutdown track imposed by Condition M requires opening the
RTCBs.;

ConditiorLL

Condition L is identical to Cor.dition F except for the
shutdown track invoked if the Required Actions and
associated Completion Times are not met. Since Condition L
applies to MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs closed, the
shutdown track imposed by Condition M requires opening the
RTCBs.,

(continued)

(continued)

: O
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RPS Instrumentation
| B 3.3.1 (Analog)
I
,

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition M ,

(continued) lCondition M is entered when the Re<uired Actions and <

associated Completion Times of Concitions I, J, K, or L are |
not met.

| If actions associated with these conditions cannot be
i ted within the required Completion Time, opening the
| Ings the reactor to a MODE where the .9equired 1
'

o not apply, and ensures no CEA withdrawal will 1

occur For this facility, the basis for the 6-hour
Co is as follows:]

!
Co es if one matrix logic channel |
(Fu ion is inoperable in MODES 1 and 2. MODES 3, 4, j
and 5 w eR sed are addressed in Condition Q. .

Loss of 1 nstrument bus will de-energize one
of the two supplies in up to three matrices.
This is M r ing trix failure, providing the
matrix reiays as te he failed power supplies de-

O'
energize as req .

{For this-facility - ue for the matrix relays
not de-energizing as requi are 110ws:]

The channel must be restored status within
48 hours. The 48-hour Comp Time provides the operator
time to take appropriate ac s and still assure that any
risk involved in operating with a failed channel is
acceptable. Operating experience has demonstrated that the
probability of a randora failure of a second matrix logic

| channel is low during any given 48-hour interval. If the
! channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 48
' hours, Condition P is entered.

Condition 0

i Condition 0 applies to the failure of both initiation logic
'

channels (Function 11.b) affecting the same trip leg. Since
this will open two channels of RTCBs, this Condition is also
applicable to the two affected RTCBs. This condition allows
for loss of a single vital instrument bus or matrix power
supply, which will de-energize both initiation logic

(continued)

t (continued) |
|
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS channels in the same trip leg. This will open both sets of
(continued) RTCBs in the affected trip leg, satisfying the Required

Action of opening the affected RTCBs.

Of greater concern is the failure of the initiation circuit

in a non-trip condition (e.g., due to two initiation (K)
relay fa ures). With only one initiation logic channel
failed non-trip condition, there is still the redundant
set n the trip leg. With both failed in a non-
tr , the reactor will not trip automatically when

ed, ither case, the affected RTCBs must be opened
late the appropriate manual trip push

bu f the four push buttons opens one set
of R f the initiation circuitry. Caution
must be e e depressing the wrong push buttons.
may resu trip.

If the affect B(s) be opened, Condition-P is
entered. Thi ul r if there is a failure in the
manual trip circ RTCB(s).

Condition P
'

Condition P is entered as ted with Conditions
N or 0 are not met withi rec pletion Time.

If the RTCBs associated with the inop 1annel cannot
be opened, the reactor must be shut in 6 hours and

, ell the RTCBs open. Six hours is sonable-time, based
| on operating experience, to reach required MODE from

full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

Condition 0

Condition Q applies to one matrix logic channel inoperable
in MODES 3, 4, or 5. In these MODES the probability of most
accidents or transients occurring (and their associated
consequences) is significantly reduced. Therefore, there is

| no need to move to a different MODE if one channel is
inoperable. Opening the RTCBs will not cause a transient.
The channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within
48. hours.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.l' (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS If the ino)erable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
(continued) status wit 11n 48 hours, all RTCBs must be opened, placing

the plant in a MODE where the LCO does not apply, and
ensuring no CEA withdrawal occurs.

[For this facility, the basis for the 48-hour Completion
Ti is as follows:)

_B

ondi hRappliestothefailureofoneinitiationlogic
ch (F tion 11.b), RTCB channel (Function 12), or

rip channel (Function 13) affecting the same
3, 4, or 5 with the RTCBs closed. The

cha estored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours.
If channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
sta s wi hours, all RTCBs must.be opened, placing
the plar a M0 hich the LC0 does not apply, and
ensurins C M accurs.

[For this eb for the 48-hour Completion
Time is as follO

( Condition S

Condition S applies o two itia logics, RTCB channels,
or Manual Reactor Trip channels yle in MODES-3, 4, or
5, with the RTCBs closed. Co ts similar to
Condition 0 in that it allo loss of a single vital
instrument bus or matrix po supply, which will de-
energize both initiation logic channels in the same trip
leg. This will o)en both sets of RTCBs in the affected trip
leg, satisfying tie Required Action of opening the affected
RTCBs.

In the event that two channels fail in a non-trip condition,
the affected RTCBs must be opened immediately to restore
reactor trip capability. In these MODES the probability of

| most accidents or transients occurring (and their associated-
| consequences) is significantly reduced. Therefore, there is
'

no need to move to a different MODE if one channel is
inoperable. Opening the affected RTCBs restores automatic
and manual reactor trip capability in= a one-out-of-two logic
in the remaining trip leg.

(continued)

{bT (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Conditign_1
(continued)

Condition T is applicable to each one of the RPS functions-
presented in Table 3.3.1-1.- '

Required Action T.1 verifies that all recuired support
features associated with the other reduncant channel (s) are .

'ERABL in a Completion Time of I hour. The specified |
.omp is sufficient for plant operations persor: el
to etermination. If verification determines loss

tion apability, LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately
d. ve if the support feature LC0 or RPS LCO

ta n tion the loss-of-function situation,
then .0 y need to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for a .ticul function are found in the
REQUIREMENTS SR column of e- r that function. Most

functions are su NEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, CHANNEL CAL dr se-time testing.

In order for a facili for topical reports
as the basis for justi 1 Frequencies,
topical reports must be a Staff safety
evaluation report that est blish the ability of each
topical report for that ~ facility.

SR 3.3.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every.12 hours (nsures
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on another- channel. It
is based on the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the same-parameter should read approximately the
same value. Significant deviations between the two
instrument channels could be an indication of excessive
instrument drift in one of the channels or.of something even
more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will-detect gross channel
failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

r
( ) BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
REQUIREMENTS on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,

(continued) including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-processing
equipment has drifted outside its limits, if the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
c is are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off

ring times when Surveillance is required, the
CHECK will only verify taat they are off scale in

the direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
ver t e reading at the bottom of the range and not

e.

The a Frequency, about once every shift, is based
on rience that demonstrates the rarity of
cha el f Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK.

guarant at un ted overt channel failure is limited
to 12 h probability of two random failures.

in redunda n any 12-hour period is extremely
low, the C mi es the chance of loss of
protective funct ue ure of redundant channels.O The CHANNEL CHE p s formal, but more(d frequent, checks f 0 ILITY during normal
operational use of s iated with the LCO
required channels.

SR 3.3.1.2
;

A daily calibration (heat b ce) is performed when THERMAL
POWER is 2 15%. The daily calibration shall consist of-
adjusting the " nuclear power calibrate" )otentiometers to
agree with calorimetric calculation if t1e absolute
difference is > 1.5%. The "AT power calibrate"
potentiometers are then used to null the " nuclear power-
AT power" indicators on the RPS Reactor Power and Indication
panel. Performance of the daily calibration ensures that
the two inputs to the Q power measurement are indicating
accurately with respect to the much more accurate secondary
calorimetric. The Frequency of 24 hours is based on plant
operating experience and takes into account indications and
alarms located in the control rocm to detect deviations in
channel outputs. The Surveillance Frequency is modified by
a Note indicating this test need only be performed when
THERMAL POWER is 2 15% RTP, The secondary calorimetric is

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE inaccurate at lower power levels. A second Note indicates
REQUIREMENTS the daily calibration may be suspended during PHYSICS TESTS.

(continued) (At this facility, the basis for this Note is as follows:]

SR 3.3.1.3

It is necessary to calibrate the excore power range channel
upper a wer subchannel amplifiers such that the internal
ASI e TM/LP and APD--High trips reflects the true-
cor ribution as determined _by the incore

ors. ote to the Surveillance Frequency indicates
est uired when THERMAL POWER is ,;t 15% RTP.

Un excore and incore measurement process
make n calibrate when below 15% RTP, If the
excores ar o y calibrated to agree with the
incores, icted during subsequent operations
because o iner neertainty associated with using
uncalibrated det The 31-day Surveillance.

Frequency is u n operating experience of-the
excore linear a the slow burnup of the
detectors. The e ngs a strong function of the
power produced in the he bundles, and do not-
represent an integrate a the core. Slow
changes in neutron flu ycle can also be
detected at this interva

SR 3.3.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perf every 92 days to
ensure the entire channel will pe its intended function
when needed.

; In addition to power supply tests, The RPS CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of three overlapping tests as
described in Reference 7. These tests verify that the RPS,

? is ca)able of performing its intended function, from
bista)le input through the RTCBs. They include:

Bistable Tests. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. The bistable setpoint,

must be found to trip within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified,
'

in the-LCO. The difference between the current "as found"
and the previous test "as left" values must be consistent<

with the drift allowance used in the setpoint analysis.
Wherever these tolerances are not met, a recalibration can

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog) l

Q BASES (continued)

l

SVRVEILLANCE be performed to establish OPERABILITY of the. channel. I
REQUIREMENTS However, repeated consecutive failures would be indicative |

(continued) of a failure that cannot be corrected by recalibration
alons.

A test signal is then superimposed on the input in one
channel at a time to verify that the bistable trips within

ecified tolerance around the setpoint. This is done
e affected RPS channel trip channel bypassed.

(For s facility, the justification for the 92-day
> Fre y bistables is as follows:]

This test is performed one matrix at a.

tir. er s that a coincidence in the two input
ch s function removes power from the matrix
rel s, testing, power is applied to the matrix
relay t ils, revents the matrix relay contacts
frorii as n , nergized state. This test will
detect any ts around the bistable contacts in
tile coincid ' su as may be caused by faulty,

bistable relay ot ip bypass contacts.

V (For this facili tif . ion for the 92-day:
,

Frequency for matrt . s aW4 llows:]
Trio Path Tests. These tests ar pr to the matrix
logic tests, except that test Althheld from one
matrix relay at a time, allo .the initiation circuit to
de-energize, opening the af ted set of RTCBs. The RTCBs
must then be closed prior to testing the other three
initiation circuits, or a reactor trip may result.

'

The Surveillance Frequency of 92 days is based on the
reliability analysis presented in topical report CEN-327,
"RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 8).

SR 3.3.1.5

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the excore power range channels
every 92 days ensures that the channels are reading
accurately and within tolerance. A Note is added stating
that the neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because they are passive devices, with minimal
drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a

,- y (continued)

(continued)
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RPS lnstrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE meaningful signal. Slow changes in detector sensitivity are
REQUIREMENTS compensated for by performing the daily calorimetric

(continued) calibration (SR 3.3.1.2) and the monthly linear subchannel
gain check (SR 3.3.1.3). In addition, associated control
room indications are continuously monitored by the
operators.

The Sur ance frequency of 92 days is acceptable, based
on p ting experience, and takes into account
in n d alarms available tu the operator in the

ro

A CHANNEL NA ST on the loss of load, power rate of
change a or trip channels is 3erformed prior
to a reac r st o ensure the entire clannel will
perform its i d ft if required. The loss-of-load
pressure sens ed during reactor operation
without closing sure TSV, which would result in
a turbine trip or ip, e Power Rate of Change--
High trip function is re startup operation, and

; is bypassed when shut The Manual Reactor.

Trip function can eithe er or shut down;|

however, the sim)licity cu and the absence of
drift concern ma(es this i terval dequ Additionally,
operating experience has shown that t onents usually
pass the Surveillance when performet day Frequency
prior to each reactor startup.

SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3.1.7 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.1.4, except SR 3.3.1.7 is applicable only to bypass
functions and is performed once within 92 days prior to each
startup. Proper operation of bypass permissives is critical
during plant startup because the bypasses must be in place
to allow startup operation and must be-removed at the
appropriate points during power ascent to enable certain
reactor trips. Consequently, the appropriate time to verify
bypass removal function OPERABILITY is just prior to
startup. The allowance to conduct this test within 92 days
of startup is based on the reliability analysis presented in
topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Evaluation" (Ref. 8). Once the operating bypasses are I

REQUIREMENTS removed the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the 1

(continued) associated trip function gets inadvertently bypassed. This
feature is verified by the trip function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, SR 3.3.1.4. Therefore, further testing of the bypass
function after startup is unnecessary. ,

SRAt . 3.1. 8

8 is actuated by an undervoltage coil and a shunt
trip The system is designed so that either.

de- the undervoltage coil or energizing the shunt
cause the circuit breaker to open. When an

i ither during an automatic reactor trip or
by al push buttons in the control room, the
un is de-energized and the shunt trip coil is
ene ized. s makes it difficult to determine if one of
the coi asso circuitry is defective.

Therefore, months a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is
performed all sets of undervoltage coils,
and all four set sh coils, individually. During

(O)
undervoltage coi s unt trip coils shall remain
de-energized, pr i ation. Conversely,",
during shunt trip g,. ndervoltage coils shall
remain energized, preventi thei ration. This test
ensures that every undervoltag d every shunt trip
coil is capable of performin ed function, and
that no single active failu any RTCB componer:t will
prevent a reactor trip. Th -month Frequency was
developed considering it is prudent that these surveillances
be performed only during a plant outage. This is due to the
plant conditions needed to perform the Surveillance and the-
potential for unplanned plant transients if the Surveillance
is performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18-month Frequency.

If one set of RTCBs has been opened in response to a single
RTCB channel, initiation logic channel, or manual reactor,

| trip channel failure, the affected set of RTCBs may be
closed for up to I hour in accordance with LC0 3.0.5 for'

Surveillance testing on the OPERABLE initiation logic, RTCB,
and manual trip channels. In this case the redundant set of

(continued)

(~'} (continued)
N-]
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

l SURVEILLANCE RTCBs will provide protection if a trip should be required,
l

REQUIREMENTS It is unlikely that a trip will be required during the
(continued) Surveillance testing, coincident with a failure of the

remaining series RTCB channel. If a single matrix power
supply or vital bus failure has o)ened two sets of RTCBs,
manual trip and RTCB testing on tie closed breakers cannot
be performed without causing a trip.

SR 3 '

.1.9 the performance of a' CHANNEL CALIBRATION every -
1 nths- -

CHAN _ L a complate check of the instrument
channel i t etector. The test verifies the
channel measured parameter with the
'necessary ang curacy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel a d to nt for instrument drift $ atween
successive te tr at the instrument channel
remainsoperationgf! setpoint within the assumptions
of the plant-specW nt

'

ysis. Transmitter "as
found" values and "as ' va
verify drift assumpti

'

'

ne recorded and used to
channels, CHANNEL

CALIBRATION shall find h em' rrors 'and bistable
setpoint errors are with ie mpt of the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Mea remen setpoint error
determination and readjustment must be ed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-s

_
point

analysis.

I Recalibration restores the OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated

I failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated, unit. RTD channels may be calibrated
in place, using cross-calibration techniques, or in a test
bath after removal from piping. For cross-calibration, at
least one RTD should be replaced with a newly calibrated RTD

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog) j

1

Q BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE during each refueling cycle to ensure accurate RTD cross-
REQUIREMENTS cross-calibration. This replacement RTD must be the same

(continued) model as the remaining RTDs. Using a newly calibrated RTD
as a reference assures RTD signal drift continues to remain
random rather than systematic, and is within the limits
specified in the plant-specific setpoint analysis. The
re lacement interval may be extended to alternate refueling, i

i is demonstrated thtt over the extended interval the
ft is random rather than systematic, and is bounded |lant-specific setpoint analyses assumptions. This

deter tion may use results of statistical analysis ofs

6 op g a and calibration data from similar plants i

. model of RTD in the same environmental
it:

Thed Frequency is based on the assumption of an ;

18-month tion interval in the determination of the :

magnitu equi rift in the setpoir.t analysis, j

The Survei @tet"
ified by a Note to indicate that.the

neutron de exc d from CHANNEL CALIBRATION
hecause they are ive, s, with minimal drift, andO because of the dj ,c lating a meaningful signal..

V Slow changes in c 't si are compensated for by
performing the dail blo .tri libration (SR 3.3.1.2)'

and the monthly linear sube annel check (SR 3.3.1.3).

SR 3.3.1.10
i

This SR ensures that the RPs SPONSE TIMES are verified to'
be less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in
the safety analysis. Individual component response times
are not modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the
overall or total elapsed time, from the point at which the
parameter exceeds the trip setpoint value at the sensor,
to the point at which the RTCBs open. Response Times are
conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This results
in the interval between successive tests of a given channel
of n x 18 months, where n is the number of channels in the
function. The 18-month Frequency is based upon operating
experience, which has shown that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response-time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Also, response times cannot.be determined at
power, since equipment operation is required. Testing may

g (continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Analog) 1

BASES (continued)
;

SURVEILLANCE be performed in one measurement or in overlapping segments,
REQUIREMENTS with verification that all components are tested.

(continued)
A Note is added to indicate that the neutron detectors may
be excluded from RPS RESPONSE TIME testing because they are
passive devices, with minimal drift, and because of the
difficult of simulating a meaningful signal. . Slow changes
in dete sensitivity are compensated for by performing
the d rimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.2) and the
mon i subchannel gain check (SR 3.3.1.3).

REFERENCES 1. Federal Regulations, Par''. 50
"G al Design Criteria for Nu.ie4r Power

2. [ Unit Na NRC Evaluation Report, (Date)].

3. Institute o and Electronic Engineers,
IEEE-279-19 af rotection,

Systems for Nucle
April 5, 1972.

. we ting Stations,"

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, C ident Analysis].",

5. Title 10, Code of Federal Regula t 50.49,
" Environmental Qualification of quipment
Important to Safety for Nucl er Plants."

6. [ Unit Name], '[ Plant Protection System Selection of
Trip Setpoint Values.]"

7. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Chapter [ ], "[ Instrumentation and
Control]."

8. CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval
Evaluation," June 2,1986, including Supplement 1,
March 3, 1989.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

m
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation (Digital)

BASES
.__

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core fuel design limits and the reactor
c nt pressure boundary during (RCPB) anticipated

onal occurrences (A00s), and to assist the Engineered
atures (ESF) Systems in mitigating accidents.

' The c non and monitoring systems have been designed to
ration of the reactor. This is achieved by
ing safety system settings (LSSS) in terms

of p rs ectly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on system parameters and equipment
per 'manc

The LSS f) s specification as the ALLOWABLE
VALUE, i ith the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protec acti to prevent exceeding acceptable
limits during d basi dents (DBAs).

( ,) During A00s, whi s expected to occur one or
more times during i e acceptable limit is:

1. The departure from nucleate ratio (DNBR) shall
be maintained above the s t (FL) value, to
prevent departure from e ling;

'

2. hral centerline irelting hall c.ot occur: and

3. The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure SL of
[2750] psia shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the SLs within the above values assures that
offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100
criteria during A00s.

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accider.ts is that the offsite dose shall be

| maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
2

limits.
!
'

(continued)

Q (continued) ;
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RPS instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

BACKGROUND Different accident categories are allowed a different
(continued) fraction of these limits based on probability of occurrence.

Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an accident category 1
is considered as having acceptable consequences for that i

event.

The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These 'es are:

. u r.t channels;

Bisty ;.

,

Rea it breakers (RTCBs)..

The role of e 'f the les in the RPS is discussed
below. -

~

MeasuremtDt Chann -

Measurement channels, i ld transmitters or
process sensors and as c t ation, provide a-
measurable electronic si upo physical
characteristics of the parameter ing ed.

The excore nuclear instrumentation, rotection
calculators (CPCs), and the contrc ment assembly
calculators (CEACs) are considered mponents in the
measurement channels of the Linear Power Level--High, Log-
Power Levcl--High, DNBR--Low, and Local Power Density
(LPD)--High trips.

Tour identical measurement channels, designated channels A
through 0, with electrical and physical separation are
provided for each parameter used in the generation of trip
signals, with the exception of the control element assembly
(CEA) losition indication used in the CPCs. Each
measuruent channel provides input to one or more RPS
bistables within the same RPS channel. In addition, some
measurement channels are used as inputs to Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System (ESFAS) bistables, and most
provide indication in the control room.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Measurement channels used as an input to the RPS are not
(continued) used for control functions.

Whsin a channel mon toring a parameter exceeds a I
i

predetermined setpoint, indicating an unsafe condition, the
bistable monitoring the parameter in that channel will trip.
Tripping bistables monitoring the same parameter in two or

hannels will de-energize Matrix Logic, which in turn
izes the Initiation Logic. This causes all eight -

open, interrupting power to thir CEAs, allowing them
to fa nto the core.

ur measurement and bistable channels are
ss the redundancy and testability of

10 ix A, GDC 21 (Ref. 1). The fourth channel
ar al flexibility, by a110 wing one channel to
se r move service (trip channel bypast,) for
mainten r to while still maintaining a minimum
two-out t

in order t ady ge of the four channel design,) adequate channel han pendence must be
( demonstrated, ap e staff, and this approval
'

documented by an E ion Report (SER).
Adequate channel-t n d nee includes abysical
and electrical inde ndence ea annel from tie others.
Furthermore, each clannel must b ed from separate
inverters and station batteri that have
demonstrated adequate r.hanne hannel independence, as
documented by the NRC SER ( 2) may o>erate in a two-out-
of-three logic configuration, with one ciannel removed from
service, for the time stated in Reference 2.

1 Since no single failure will either cause or prevent a
protective system actuation, and no protective channel fceds
a control channel, this arrangement meets the requirements
of IEEE 279-1971 (Ref. 3).

The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive the
DNBR and LPD parameters and their associated RPS trips.
Four separate CPCs perform the calculations independently,
one for each of the four RPS channels. The CPCs provide
outputs to drive display indications
margin, and calibrated neutron flux po(wer levels) andDNBR margin. LPD
provide low DNBR and high LPD pretrip and trip signals. The

(continued)O
V (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation l
B3.3.1(Digital) |

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND CPC channel outputs for the DNBR-Low and LPD-High trips
(continued) operate contacts in the Matrix Logic, in a manner identical

to the other RPS trips.

t'ach CPC receives the following inputs:,

Hot leg and cold leg temperatures;.

er pressure;.

acto olant pump (RCP) speed;e

lux levels;.

Tar si ns; and.

CEAC enal ors..

Each CPC is p a d W essable constants." These
are various a g correction factors, etc., that
are required for puta s. They can be accessed
for display or for th os ging them as
necessary.

The CPCs use this consta b formation to
perform a number of calcul tions, hes lude the
calculation of CEA group and subgroup s (and the

i assignment of conservative penalty rection and
calculation of average axial powe ution (based on
excore neutron flux levels and CE itions) calculation of
coolant flow (based on pump speed) and calculation of
calibrated average power level (based on excore neutron flux
levels and AT-power).

The DNBR calculation considers primary pressure, inlet
temperature, coolant flow, average power, axial power
distribution, radial peaking factors, and CEA deviation
penalty factors frcm the CEACS, to calculate the state of
the limiting (hot) cmlant channel in the core. A DNBR--Low
trip occurs when the calculated value reaches the minimum
DNBR trip setpoint.

The LPD calculation considers axial power distribution,
average power, and radial peaking factors (based upon target

i CEA position) and CEAC penalty factors to calculate the

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital) 1

(~'h
| V BASES (continued) I

.

'

BACKGRDUND current value of compensated peak power density. A 1

(continued) LPD--High trip occurs when the calculated value reaches the )
trip setpoint. The four CPC channels provide input to the
four DNBR--Low and four LPD--High RPS trip channels. They
effectively act as the sensor (using many inputs) for these
trips, j

ACs perform the calculations required to determine the !
of CEAs within their subgroups for the CPCs. Two
nt CEACs compare the position of each CEA to its

subgr position. If a deviation is detected by either
CE clator sounds and appropriate ' penalty

ansmitted to all CPCs. These penalty factors
er just the effective operating margins to the

DNB d --High trips. Each CEAC also drives a
si is switchable between CEACs. The CRT
disp ays ual CEA positions and current values of the
renalty rs f > selected CEAC.

Each CEA h te reed switch assemblies mounted
outside the ho two CEACs receives CIA

g position input f ne wo reed switch position

V) transmitters on the position of all CEAse

is independently y CEACs.,

Bistables

Bistable trip units, mounted i Protective System
(PPS) cabinet, receive an ar nput from the measurement
channels, compare the analos put to trip setsoints, and
provide contact output to the Matrix Logic. Taey also
provide local trip indication and remote annunciatiot

There are four channels of bistable trip units, designated A
through D, for each RPS function, one for each measurement
channel. Bistable output relays de-energize when a trip
occurs, in turn de-energliing b1 stable relays mounted in the
PPS relay card racks.

The contacts from these bistable actuated relays are
arranged into six coincidence matrices, comprising the
Matrix Logic, if bistables monitoring the same parameter in
at least two channels trip, the Matrix Logic will generate a
reactor trip (two-out-of-four logic).

(continued)
O/

] (continued)'
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Some of the RPS measurement channels provide contact outputs
(continued) to the RPS, so the comparison of an analog input to a trip

setpoint is not necessary. In these cases, t1ere is no
bistable card, and opening the contact input directly
de-energizes the associated relays. These include the loss
of load trip, and the CPC-generated DNB--Low and LPD--High
trips.

The t oints and ALLOWABLE VALUES used in the
bi ased on the analytical limits stated in
P, nce 4 ne selection of these trip setpints is such
t adeq r ctinn is provided when all sensor and
pro s are taken into account. To allow for
cali instrumentation uncertainties,
instrumen a evere environment errors, for those
RPS chant function in harsh environments as
defined b 10 C 9 (Ref. 5), ALLOL'ABLE VALVES specified,

in Table 3.3. ec ively adjusted with respect to
the analytica mi iled description of the
methodology used the trip setpoints, including
their explicit un ,i vided in the plant
protection selection o p values (Ref. 6). The
nominal trip setpoint bistable is normally
still more conservativ ed by the ALLOWABLE
VALUE, to account for ch surement errors
detectable by a CHANNEL F CTION TEST. e example of
such a change in measurement error is ring the
surveillance interval. If the mens nt does not
exceed the ALLOW"".E VALUE, the b is considered
OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWADLE VALUE will assure
that SLs of Specification 2.0 are not violated during A00s,
and the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing
the plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of
the A00 or DBA, and the equipment functions as designed.

Note that in LCO 3.3.1, the ALLOWABLE VALUES of
Table 3.3.1-1 are the LSSS. These ALLOWABLE VALUES are
established to prevent violation of the SLs during normal
plant operation and A00s.

Each channel of the process control equipment can be tested
on line to verify that the signal or setpoint accuracy is
within the specified allowance requirements of Reference 7.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Once a designated channel is taken out of service for
(continued) testing, a simulated signal is injected in place of the

field instrument signal. The process eculpment for the
channel in test is then tested, verifiec, and calibrated.

The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.1-1 are based upon
the ethodology described in Reference 6, which incorporates

the known uncertainties applicable for each channel,
itudes of these uncertainties are factored into the

e tion of each trip setpoint. All field sensors and
igna ocessing equipment fer these channels are assumed

to thin the allowances of these uncertainty

The PS 1 onsisting of Matrix Logic and Iciciation
Logic, sa that provides a reactor tri) when
bistabi n the four channels sensing tie same
input para This is called a two-out-of-four trip
logic. Thi th D configuration are shown in
Figure B 3.3.1-1

Bistable relay c s thJ four channels are
configured into si i Each logic Matrix
checks for a coinct nt tri in t me parameter in two
bistable channels. The matrices gnated the AB, AC,
AD, BC, BD, and CD matrices, ;1e bistable
channels being monitored, gic Matrix contains four
normally energized matrix r s. When a coincidence is

'

detected, consisting of a tri) in the same function in the
two channels being monitored )y a Logic Matrix, all four
matrix relays de-energize.

The matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip paths, with,

one of the four matrix relays in each matrix openingi

contacts in one of the four trip paths. Each trip path
provides power to one of the four normally energized RTCB
control relays (K1, K2, K3, K4). The trip paths thus each
have six contacts in series, one from each matrix, and
perform a logical "QB" function, opening the RTCBs if any
one or more of the six logic matrices indicate a coincidence
condition.

,

,

_
(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

|

|
|

|

|

4
.

i

Figure B 3.3.1-1
Simplified Functional Diagram of RPS Trip Logic

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued) )

BACKGROUND Each trip path is responsible for opening one set of two of ;
the eight RTCBs. The RTCB control relays
de-energized, interrupt power to the breake(K-relays), when(continued)

'

r undervoltage 1

trip attachments lihd simultaneously apply power to the shunt
trip attachments on each of the two breakers. Actuation of
either the undervoltage or shunt tri) attachment is
sufficient to open the reactor trip areaker and interrupt

from the motor-generator (MG) sets to the control
drive mechanisms (CEDM).

hen incidence occurs in two RPS channels, all four
mat in the affected matrix de-energize. This in

es all four breaker control relays, which
-energize the undervoltage and energize the

shu t ents in all eight RTCBs, tripping them
op

Matrix refe he matrix power supplies, bistable
relay c ct rconnecting wiring up to, b4t not
ir.cluding lays.

The Initiation L co f the trip path power source,

|O
matrix relays an contacts, all,

! interconnecting s tate (auxiliary) relays
through the K-rela in TCB control circuitry,

i It is possible to change the tw four RPS logic to a
two-out-of-three logic for a parameter in one'

channel at a time by trip c bypassing select portions,

of the Matrix Logic. Trip el bypassing a bistable
effectively shorts the histable relay contacts in the three
matrices associated with that channel. Thus, the bistables;

j will function normally, producing normal trip indication and
. annunciation, but a reactor trip will not occur unless two
! additional channels indicate a trip condition. Trip channel

bypassing can be simd taneously performed to any number of
parameters in any number of channels, providing each
parameter is bypassed in only one channel at a time. An
interlock prevents simultaneous trip channel bypassing of
the same parameter in more than one channel. Trip channel
bypassing is normally employed during maintenance or
testing.

For those plai.ts that have demonstrated sufficient channel-
to-channel in:lependence, two-out-of-three logic is the

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGr.0VND minimum that is required to provide adequate plant
(continued) protection, since a failure of one channel still ensures a

reactor trip vould be generated by the two remaining
OPERABLE channels. Two-out-of-three logic also prevents
inadvertent trips caused by any single channel failure in a
trip condition,

in addi to the trip channel bypasses, there are also
oper asses on select RPS trips. These bypasses are
en a y, in all four RPS channels, when plant
c, ons et warrant the specific trip protection. All
o in are automatically removed when enabling
by no longer satisfied. Operating
bypa r mplemented in the bistable, so that
normal tr at is also disabled. Trips with
operatin ude Pressurizer Pressure--Low,
Logarith ow 1--High Reactor Coolant Flow--Low,

' Steam Generat ) Le gh or Low, and CPC (DNBR--Low
and LPD-ciligh

The loss of load ing ss is automatically
enabled and disabled,

i Reactor Tri '

The reactor tri) switchgea , sho in F B 3.3.1-2,
consists of eig1t RTCBs which are ope four sets of
two breakers (four channels). Powe he reactor
trip switchgear comes from two ful city MG sets
onerated in parallel such that th ss of either MG set,

| does not de-energize the CEDMs. There are two separate CEDM
power supply buses, each bus powering half of the CEDMs.
Power is supplied from the MG sets to each bus via two
redundant laths (trip legs). Trip legs lA and IB supply
power to C EDM bus number 1. Trip legs 2A and 2B supply
power to CEDM bus number 2. This ensures that a fault or
the opening of a breaker in one trip leg (i.e. for testing
purposes) will not interrupt power to the CEDM buses.

Each of the four trip legs consists of two RTCBs in series.
The two RTCBs within a trip leg are actuated by separate
initiation circuits.

The eight RTCBs are operated as four sets of two breakers
(four channels). For example, if a breaker receives an open

(continued)

(continued)
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' RPS Instrumentation
iB 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued) ,

| j

|

o41o

Figure B 3.3.1-2
Simplified Functional Diagram of the RPS Trip Switchgear

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND signal in trip leg A (for CEDM bus number 1), an identical
(continued) breaker in trip leg B

receive an open signal.(for CEDM bus number 2) will alsoThis arrangement ensures that power
is interrupted to both CEDM buses, thus preventing the
tripping of only one half of the CEAs (a half trip). Any
one inoperable breaker in a channel will make the entire
channel inoperable.

Each CBs is opere,ed l>y either a manual reactor
tr n or an RPS-actuated K-relay. There are four

reac trip push buttons, arranged in two sets of
t s ure B 3.3.1-2. Depressing both push
bu will result in a reactor trip.

When a ma t rip is initiated using the control
room pust RPS trip paths and K-relays are
bypassed, nd t undervoltage and shunt trip
attachments a uate endent of the RPS.

Manual reactor thus includes the push button
and interconnecti o bo TCBs necessary to
actuate both the under ge nt trip attachments,

; but excludes the K-rel o heir interconnecting
wiring to the RTCBs, w t si part of the
initiation logic, i

Functional testing of the entire RPS, able input
through the o)ening of individual s , can be
performed eitler at power or shut d is normally
performed on a quarterly basis, ear instrumentation,
the CPCs, and the CEACs can be similarly tested. Process
transmitter calibration is normally performed on a refueling
basis.

APPLICABLE The RPS functions to maintain the SLs during all
SAFETY ANALYSES A00s and mitigates the consequences of DBAs in all MODES in

| which the RTCBs are closed.

Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be
detected by one of more RPS functions. .The accident
analysis contained in Reference 4 takes credit for most RPS
trip functions. Functions not specifically credited in the
accident analysis were qualitatively credited in the safety

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE analysis and the NRC staff-approved licensing basis for the 1

SAFETY ANALYSES plant. These functions may provide protection for l

(continued) conditions which do not require dynamic transient analysis i
to demonstrate function performance. These functions may
also serve as backups to functions that were credited in the
safety analysis.

T ecific safety analyses applicable to each protective
n are identified below:

1. '--

e ns of the RPS instrumentation that develop
trips for linear power level provide plant

ti uring certain A00s, and assist the ESFs in
on of certain accidents.

Th ar P vel--High trip provides protection
ag t during the following events:

* u CEA hdrawal from low power (A00),

e uncon rawal at power (A00), and

CEA ejec en+

The Linear Power Level--HI nsures that low
DNBR, high LPD, and the e SLs are
maintained during normi ration and A00s and, in
conjunction with the E! , the consequences of the
CEA ejection accident will be acceptable.

2. Loaarithmic Power Level--Hiah:

The Logarithmic Power Level--High trip protects the
integrity of the fuel cladding and helps protect the
RCPB in the event of an unplanned criticality from a
shutdown condition.

In MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs closed and the
CEA Drive System capable of CEA withdrawal, protection
is required for CEA withdrawal events originating when
THERMAL POWER is < lE-4% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP).
For events originating above this power level, other
RPS trips provide adequate protection.

( (continued)
t

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE In MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs open, or the CEAs
SAFETY ANALYSES not capable of withdrawal, the Log Power

(continued) Level--High trip does not have to be OPERABLE.
However, the indication and alarm portion of two log
power level channels must be OPERABLE to ensure proper
indication of neutron po)ulation and to indicate a
boron dilution event. T1e indication and alarm
fu ns are addressed in LCO 3.3.7.

3. :--

The P ur r Pressure--High trip provides
he high RCS pressure SL. In

nc he pressurizer safety valves and the..

main f valves, it provides protection
aga rization of the RCS pressure
boun ry d he following events:

Los oad without a reactor trip+

being the turbine trip (A00),

Loss of cond v ),*

CEA withdraw po onditions (A00),.

Chemical and Vol me Co 01 S malfunction+

(A00),and

Main feedwater System p ak(accident)..

The Pressurizer Pressure--High trip assures that the
RCPB SL will not be exceeded during A00s, and, in
conjunction with the ESFAS, the consequences of
accidents will be acceptable.

4. Pressurizer Pressure--Low

The Pressurizer Pressure--Low trip is provided to trip
the reactor to assist the ESF systems in the event of
loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs). During a LOCA, the
SLs are challenged, however, the consequences of the
accident will be acceptable. A safety injection
actuation signal SIAS) and containment isolsticnactuation signal (CIAS) are initiated simultaneously.(

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

n
BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 5. Containment Pressure--Hiah:
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Containment Pressure--High trip prevents exceeding
the containment design pressure during a design basis
LOCA or main steam line break (MSLB) accident. During
a LOCA, the SLs are challenged; however, the
consequences of the accident will be acceptable. An
IAS and CIAS are initiated simultaneously.

mm Generator Pressure--Low:.

ressure--Low trip provides protection against
ye rate of heat extraction from the SGs

result in a rapid, uncontrolled cooldown
R This trip is needed to shut down the

assist the ESF systems in the event of an
MSLB in feedwater line break (MFLB) accidents.
A stea ion signal (MSIS) is initiated
si a

7. :

- The SG Wat v ) ensures that a reactor
trip signal d he following events to
help prevent Lhe gn pressure of the RCS
due to the loss of th leat -

inadvertent openin tmospheric dump*

valve (A00),

loss of normal feedwater event (A00), and*

feedwater system pipe break (accident).*

The SG Water Level--Low function ensures that low
DNBR, high LPD, and the RCS pressure SLs are
maintained during normal operation and A00s and, in
conjunction with the ESF systems, the consequences of
the feedwater line break accident will be acceptable.

8. Steam Generator Water level--Hiah:

The SG Level--High trip is provided to protect the
turbine from excessive moisture carryover in case ofi

an SG overfill event.

(continued)

O- (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
1B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 9. Reactor Coolant Flow--Low:
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Reactor Coolant Flow--Low trip provides protection
against an RCP sheared shaft event. The DNDR limit is
expected to be exceeded during this event; however,
the trip ensures the consequences are acceptable.

10.

of load (turbine stop valve (TSV)- control oil
ressu trip is enticipatory for the loss of heat

rem a lities of the secondary system following
The loss of load trip prevents
rizer safety valves and the main

stea valves in the event of a turbine
gen hus, the trip minimizes the pressure
or t iperat ansient on the reactor by initiatingi

a trip w fore essurizer Pressure--High and
safety v e reached.

The four RP ad r or trip channels
receive their in om mounted on high
pressure TSV act re TCV are four high
pressure TSV, one r , and one sensor
per actuator, each s ignal to a
different RPS channel Who he t e trips,
control oil is dumped from the hi ure turbine
stop valves. When the control re drops to
the appropriate setpoint, a r trip signal is
generated,

11. Core Protection Lalculators:

The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive
the DNBR and LP0 parameters and their associated RPS
trips. The DNBR--Low and the LPD--High trips provide
plant protection during the following A00s and assist
the ESF systems in the mitigation of the following
accidents:

a. Local Power Density--Hioh:

! The LPD--High trip provides protection against
' fuel centerline melting due to the occurrence of
| excessive LPD peaks during the following A00s:
|

(continued)

(continued),

|
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
-.

APPLICABLE decrease in feedwater temperature,*

( SAFETY ANALYSES
i (continued) increase in feedwater flow,e

increared main steam flow (not due to steame

line rupture) without turbine trip,

uncontrolled CEA withdrawal from low power,e

uncontrolled CEA withdrawal at power, ande

CEA misoperation resulting in a single part-
length CEA drop,

ts listed above (except CEA misoperation,
a single part-length CEA drop), DNBR-Low

will he reactor first since DNB would occur,

be uel ine melting would occur,

b. Nucleate Boilina Ratio--Low:

The D ow ovides protection againstO core g occurrence of locally
satura n he limiting (hot)
channel g fo g events and is the
primary reactor t p (t the reactor first)
for these events:

decrease in ter temperature,*

increase in feedwater flow,*

increased main steam flow (not due to steame

line rupture) without turbine trip,

increased main steam flow (not due to steame

line rupture) with a concurrent single
failure of an active component,

steam line break with concurrent loss of*

offsite AC power,

loss of normal AC power,+

partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow,+

(continued),

('
(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

total loss of forced reactor coolant flow,APPLICABLE *

SAFETY ANALYSES |
'

(continued) single RCP shaft seizure.*

uncontrolled CEA withdrawal from low power,.

uncontrolled CEA wit,,drawal at power,e

oCEAmisoperationresultinginafull-length
CEA drop,

isoperation resulting in a part-length
bgroup drop,

m sample or instrument line break, and

rupture.

In the a 1 he SG tube rupture, the RCP
: shaft seizu ample or instrument line break

are accident ta s.

12. n:

These calculators p ts e DNBR--Low and
LPD--High tri)s, an re, t efor utred to be
OPERABLE in tie same MODES on th rovided for
those trip functions.

The effect of any misoperate A within a subgroup on
the core power distribution is assessed by the CEACs,
and an appropriately augmented power distribution

'

penalty factor will be supplied as input to the CPCs.
As the reactor core responds to the reactivity changes!

caused by the misoperated CEA and the ensuing reactor
coolant and doppler feedback effects, the CPCs will
initiate a DNBR--Low or LPD--High trip signal, if fuel
design limits are approached. Each CPC also directly
monitors one " target CEA" from each subgroup, and uses
this information to account for excessive radial
peaking-factors, events involving CEA groups out of
sequence, and subgroup deviations within a group,
without tha naad Far crare

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B3.3.1(Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 13. Reactor Protection System looic:

SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The RPS logic provides for automatic trip initiation
to maintain the DNBR, LPD, and RCS pressure SLs during
A00s and assist the ESF systems in assuring acceptable
consequences during accidents. All transients and
accidents that call for a reactor trip assume the RPS
logic is functioning as designed.

:. .

he transient and accident analyses which call,

r tor trip assume that the RTCBs operate and
i wer to the CEDMs.

15. :

Th al r trip is part of the RPS circuitry.
It u perator to shut down the reactor
whene eter is rapidly trending toward its
trip ma reactor trip accomplishes the
same resu an automatic trip functions.

16. IntRrl2

The operational bypass s are plicitly modeled in
the safety analysis. The bypass removal
features must function as to manual actions
for all safety-related to assure the trip
functions are not oper ally bypassed when the
safety analysis assumes the functions are not
bypassed. The bases for each of these bypasses is
discussed under individual trips in the LCO section,

a. loss of load,

b. Logarithmic Power level--High,

c. Reactor Coolant Flow--Low,

d. CPC (DNBR--Low and LPD--High),

(continued)

(continued)

: O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

|
APPLICABLE e. SG Level (High and Low), and'

SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) f. Pressurizer Pressure--Low.

The RPS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 Th e s all instrumentation performing an RPS
n to OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders

I ffec 1(s) inoperable and reduces the
'

re fected functions. The specific
crit o g channel OPERABILITY differ slightly
between f se criteria are discussed on a
function sis below.

| Actions allow enanc p channel) bypass of
individual ch 1 ypass activates interlocks'

that prevent ope second channel in the same
function bypassed ed is approved by the NRC
staff to permit one of tw four channels to be
bypassed for an exten , the plant may
operate for the time s 2, with one channel
in each function trip ch e fectively placing
the plant in a two-out-of- hree 1 icc ration in those
functions. In other cases, plants ar ted to 48

| hours in a trip channel bypass cond e either
| restoring the function to four ch operation (two-out-
| of-four logic), or placing the ch in trip (one-out-of-
| threelogic).

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each RPS trip
function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified
in the plant-specific setpoint calculations. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoint measured by
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE
if the bistable is performing as required. Operation with a
trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip
setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptablei

provided that operation and testing is consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more conservative than the
analytical limit assumed in the safety analysis in order to

(continued) !

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO account for instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip
(continued) function. These uncertainties are defined in the PPS

selection of trip setpoint values (Ref. 6).

The trip functions specified in Table 3.3.1-1 are considered
OPERABLE when:

1 11 channel components necessary to provide a reactor
p signal are functional and in servicel

2. nel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
1 , or design information to be within the

s of the setpoint calculations

3. veillance testing is current and has >

performance within each Surveillance
test ptance criteria; and

,

R

4, Th ational bypass is not enabled
exce onditions specified by the LCO's
Appi th ction.

O The following b ) function identify the
above RPS trip ems which are applicable
to establish the t ILITY requirements.

Bases for the individual functi ements are as
follows:

1. Linear Power level--Hi
,

This LCO requires all four channels of the Linear
Power Level--High to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

Linear Power Level--High trip channels are OPERABLE
when OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2. and 3 are
satisfied.-

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough to provide an
operating envelo)e that prevents unnecessary Linear
Power Level--Hig1 reactor triss during normal plant
operations. The ALLOWABLE VALJE is low enough for the
system to maintain a margin to unacceptable fuel
cladding damage should a CEA ejection accident occur.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

I.

LC0 2. Locarithmic Power level--Hich
i (continued)

This LCO requires four channels of the Logarithmic
Power Level--High to be OPERABLE in MODE 2, and in
MODE 3, 4, or 5 when the RTCBs are shut and the CEA
Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal.

L hmic Power Level--High trip channels are
when OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4

s fied,

he A VALUE is hign enough to provide an
pe that prevents unnecessary

Level--High reactor trips during
. no tions. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is low
i eno tem to maintain a margin to

unac ptab cladding damage should a CEA
withdraw nt

The Logari vel--High trip may be by)assed,

when THERMA bove -4% RTP to allow tie,

; reactor to be br to uring a reactor
startu). This b ally removed when

|
THERMA. POWER de RTP. Above IE-4%

i RTP, the Linear Pow lig p provides
adequate protection r rea vity sients.

! The trip may also be manually ring physics
' testing pursuant to LC0 3.4. actor Coolant

System (RCS) Loops-Test Ex ons." [At this
facility, the reasons for this bypass and the basis
for allowing bypass are as follows:]

3. Pressurizer Pressure--High

This LCO requires four channels of Pressurizer
Pressure-High to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

Pressurizer Pressure--High trip channels are OPERABLE
when OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and 3 are
satisfied.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is set below the nominal lift
setting of the pressurizer code safety valves and its

; operation avoids the undesirable operation of these

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO valves during normal plant operation. In the event of
(continued) a complete loss of electrical load from 100% power,

this function ensures the reactor trip will take
place, thereby limiting further heat input to the RCS
and consequent pressure rise. The pressurizer safety
valves lift to prevent overpressurization of the RCS.

__Los4 -

s LCO requires four channels of Pressurizer
sure--Low to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

Pressure--Low trip channels are OPERABLE
- LITY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 are

le

The LE VALUE is set low enc;gh to prevent a
'

re trip normal plant oaeration and
pr r e transients. iowever, the
setpo nough that with a LOCA, the reactor
trip soon gh to allow the ESF systems
to perform pe the analyses and mitigate
the conseq e dent.

The trip setp ma y decreased to a
minimum value o 300 p ia as surizer pressure is
reduced during controlled tdowns, provided
the margin between the pressure and the
setpoint is maintained than or equal to 400 psi.
This allows for contro depressurization of the RCS
while still maintaining an active trip setpoint until
the time is reached when the trip is no longer needed
to protect the plant. Since the same Pressurizer
Pressure-Low bistable is also shared with the SIAS, an
inadvertent SIAS actuation is also prevented. The
setpoint increases automatically as pressurizer
pressure increases until the trip setpoint is reached.

The Pressurizer Pressure--Low trip and the SIAS
function may be simultaneously bypassed when RCS
pressure is below 400 psia, when neither the reactor
trip nor an inadvertent SIAS actuation are desirable,
and these functions are no longer needed to protect
the plant. The bypass is automatically removed as RCS

(continued)

O (continued)b
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I RPS Instrumentatien
| B 3.3.1 (Digital) )

i BASES (continued)
i
.

LCO pressure increases above 500 psia. The difference
' (continued) between the bypass enable and removal features allows '

for bypass permissive bistable hysteresis, and allows
setting the bypass setpoint close enough to the limit
so as to avoid inadvertent actuation at the 300 psia
trip setpoint minimum value.

5. Ett11 E t .ll19h

requires four channels of Containment
ress -High to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

; sure--High trip channels are OPERABLE
equirements 1, 2, and 3 ared

sati

The LOW UE is high enough to allow for small,
'

pressure ase tainment expected during
'

normal o lant heatup) and not,

indicative al condition. It is set low
enough to i act ip when an off-normal
condition is ind .

6. Steam Gen.c
|

This LCO requires four chan s h SG of SG
Pressure--Low to be OPERABLE in 2.

1

SG Pressure--Low channels ar BLE when

| OPERABILITY requirements 1, nd 3 are satisfied.
'

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is sufficiently below the full
load operating value for steam pressure so as not to -

|
interfere with normal plant operation, but still high
enough to provide the required protection in the event
of excessive steam demand. Since excessive steam
demand causes the RCS to cool down resulting in
positive reactivity addition to the core, a reactor
trip is required to offset that effect.

The trip setpoint may be manually decreased as SG.

"

pressure is reduced during controlled pl6nt cooldown,
provided the margin between SG pressure and the

| setpoint is maintained less than 200 psi. This allows

| (continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO for controlled depressurization of the secondary
(continued) system while still maintaining an active reactor tripi

' setpoint and MSIS setpoint until the setpoints are no
longer needed to protect the plant. The setpoint
increases automatically as SG pressure increases until
the specified trip setpoint is reached.

am.cenerator.WaterLevel--Low
,

s LC0 requires four channels of SG Water Level--Low
each SG to be OPERABLEin MODE-1 or 2. -

vel--Low channels are OPERABLE when
requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied.

e E VALUE is sufficiently beloy the normal
ope evel for.the SGs so as not to c.ause a
re tri -normal plant operations. The same
bi 1 the reactor trip also u.itiates
emergq r to the affected generator, via the
emerge er tion sfgnal (EFAS). The
minimum set i ed by EFAS requirements.

-

O The reactor i the heat source (except
decay heat) se the reactor heat sink.

This trip and e SG ter L High trip may be
manually bypassed simultan 1en cold leg
temperature is below the klimit to allow for'

CEA withdrawal during g. The bypass is
automatically removed cold leg temperature
reaches'200*F. (for this facility, the basis for
allowing bypass below 200'F-is as follows:)

8. Steam Generator Water level--Hiah

This LCO requires four channels-for each SG of SG
Water level--High to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

SG Water Level--High channels are OPERABLE when
OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough to allow for normal
plant operation and transients without causing a
reactor trip. It is set low enough to ensure a

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO reactor trip occurs before the water level reaches the
(continued) steam dryers. Having SG water level at the trip value

is indicative of the plant not being operated in a
controlled manner.

,

This trip and the SG Water Level--Low trip may be l

manually bypassed simultaneously wh:n cold leg |
t ure is below the specified limit to allow for '

rawal during testing with the SGs in wet
p. he bypass is automatically removed when cold

eg te rature reaches 200'F. LFor this facility,
the f allowing bypass below 200'F is as

9. p.g-_LO.g

This C0 r four channels of Reactor Coolant
Flow--Lo e OP in MODES I and 2.

Reactor C w channels are OPERABLE when
OPERABillTY s -1 3, and 4 are satisfied.

,
The ALLOWABLE VA is ugh to allow for the

! slight variations c flow during
i normal plant operat pr ng the required

protection. Tripping the re tor es that the
resultant power-to-flow ratio pr equate core
cooling under the expected pre tions for
this event.

The Reactor Coolant Flow--Low trip mry be manually
bypassed when reactor. power is less than IE-4% RTP,
This allows for the de-energization of one or more
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) (e.g., for plant
cooldown), while maintaining the ability to keep the
shutdown CEA banks withdrawn from the core if desired.

LC0 3.4.5, " Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Loops-
MODE 3 " LCO 3.4.6, " Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Loops-MODE 4,' and LC0 3.4.7, " Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled" ensure adequate RCS
flow rate is maintained. The bypass is automatically
removed when THERMAL POWER increases above 1E-4% RTP,

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation,

'

B 3.3.1 (Digital)

| BASES (continued)

LCO as sensed by the wide range (logarithmic) nuclear
(continued) instrumentation. (for this facility, the basis for

allowing bypass when THERMAL POWER is below 1E-4% RTP
is as follows:)

10. Loss of Load

his LCO requires four channels of the loss of Load
p to be OPERABLE in MODE 1.

s of load channels are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY
u ents 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied,

pass Control System (SBCS) is capable of
) of the full power main steam flow
y) ass capability directly to the

itiout causing the) main steam safety valves! con
to Ti ar Steam Supply System (NSSS) is.

ca e g a 10% step change in )ower when a
prima ry system energy mismatc1 occurs,
witho he surizer safety valves to lift.
This means th can sustain a turbine trip

[m}
,

without ca izer safety valves or the
w, main steam s Lift, provided power is

s (55)% RTP. e thd ss of load trip may be t

bypassed when reactor ower (55)% RTP, as sensed
by the power range nuc ear ntation. When

'

above 55% RTP both the b e and bypass
removal are automatica rfonned,

11. Core Protection Calculators

a. Local Power Density--High, and

b. Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio--Low.

This LCO requires four channels for each function to
be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all A00s, and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
-

B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

LCO CPCs are OPERABLE when the following OPERABILITY \
(continued) requirements are satisfied:

the CPC hardware is functional and in service,+

an approved version of CPC software is installede

and running,

essabic constants are installed and are equal
more conservative than the values specified

i ference[),

ryeillance testing is current and has <

performance within each Survaillance
c ance criteria, and

.he ed operational bypass is not enabled*

exc nder ditions specified by tht4 LCO j

App b' e function,'

j

LPD and DNB nel OPERABLE when
OPERADILITY requi ts nd 3 are satisfied.

A CPC is not cons r f CEAC, LPD, or
DNBR inputs are ino he ns required in
the event of CEAC, L , and BR i hannel
failures ensure the CPCs remain f performing
their safety function. '

| The CPC channels may be manu bypassed below
'

IE-4% RTP, as sensed by the wide range (logarithmic)
nuclear instrumentation, This bypass is manually
instated in all four CPC channels, when plant
conditions do not warrant the trip-protection. The!

l bypass effectively removes the DNBR-Low and LPD-fligh
'

trips from the RPS logic circuitry. The operating
bypass is automatically removed when enabling bypass
conditions are no longer shtisfied,

l This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC-generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power when pressurizer

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
8 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

LCO pressure may be low, or RCPs may be off. LAt this
(continued) facility, the basis for allowing bypass holow

1E-4% RTP is as follows:)

During special testing pursuant to LCO 3.4.17, '005
Loop's-Test Exce)tions' the CPC channels may be
manually bypassec when THERMAL POWER is below 5% RTP.
At this_ facility, the reasons for this bypass and the

is for allowing the bypass are as follows:)

CPCs have no setpoints but provide inputs to the'

R- w and LPD--HIDh trips. [For this facility, the

f,he DNBR--Low and LPD--Hig)h trip ALLOWABLEhe CPCs are as follows:|

12. emblv. Calculatori
,

Th re wo channels associated with the
CE o when in H000 1 or 2.

The L Cs res that the CPCs are either
informed of vi position within eachn) subgroup, CEACs, or that appropriate(V- conservatis e CPC calculations to
account for a CE tations. Each CEAC

'

provides an id tical put 11 four CPC
chann':12. Each CPC uses t of the two CEAC'

transmitted CEA deviatto actors. Thus, only
one OPEAASLE CEAC is r to provide CEA deviation
protection. Thi; LCO ires both CEACs to be
OPERABLE, so thrt no single CEAC f.ailure can prevent a
required reactor trip from accurring.

,

CEACs are OPERABLE when:-

the CEAC hardware is functional and in service,*

an approved version of CEAC software is installede

and running, ,

Required Surveillance testing is current end has*

demonstreted performance withia each Surveilluce
test's acceptance criteria,,

(c.ontinued) i

- ..

(coatinued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
e

i
LCO all input bistable actuated re)ay channels are+

j (continued) functional and in service,
'

all reed switch positions are OPER % E.*

The CFACs have no setpoints but pro'/ide inputs to the
v1SR--Low and ' PD--lligh trips.

13. t Protection System Loaic

he LC the RPS logic channels ensuru that cach of
the . wi requirements are met:

.b a ip will be initiated wher or .Nsary,e

b. protection system coincidenca 'ogic
s ma d (minimum two-out-of-three, no w l

two of-fot ,, d
I c. suffi cy is maintained to permit e

channel of s ice for terting or
maintenance.

RPS logic channel a L OPERABILITY
requirements 1 and fi

Failures of individual bistable d their
contacts are cddressed in func ough 11.
This specificatiou addresses res of the matrix
logic not address.S. n the a e, such as the failure
of mhtrix relay powr supplies, or the failure of the
hip channel typass contact in the bypass conditi m.
Lov of a single vital bus will de-energize one of the
two p'wer supfies in each of three matrices. This,~

will M t in four RTCBs opening; however, the
remainl3 |vur closed RTCBs will prevent a reactor
trip. For. CNe purposes of this LCO, de-energizing up
to three atr't power supplies due to a single failure
is to be treat.1 as a single channel failure,
providing the ??fected murix relays de-energize as
designed, openh g the affected RTCBs.

(cor<inued)
..- - . .

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.31 (Digital).

BASES (continued) |

LCO Each of the four initiation logic channels opens one
(continued) set of RTCSs if any of the six coincidence matrices

<

de-energize their associated matrix relays. They thus '

perform a logical _ or functior.. Each initiation logic
channel has its own power supply and is independent of
the others. An initiation logic chainel includes the
matrix relay through to the K-relay contacts, whic'.
pen the RTCB.

is possible for two initiation logic channels'

tcting the same trip lig to de-eneinize if a matrix-
er ply or vital instrument bus fatic. This will

s opening the two affected sets of R,'CDs,

.

s f RTCBs has been opened in response to a
i n channel, initiation logic channel, or

manu ctor: trip channel failure, the affected set
of s ma sed for up to I hour for.
Su 11 g on the OPERABLE initiation logic,
RTCB,4 rip channels. In this case tiie
redundl RTC ill provide protection if a

g trip shoul req It is unlikely that a trip
will be re d Surveillance testing,g'
coincident re he remaining series RTCB
channel. I f_ g tri er supply or vital bus
failure has opene tw sets CBs, manual trip and
RTCB testing on the closed cannot be
performed without causin .

13.a. Matrix Loaic

This LCO requires six channels of Matrix Logic to be.

OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2, and in MODE 3, 4, or 5, when
-

the RTCBs are closed and the CEA Drive System is
capable of CEA withdrawal.

Matrix Logic channels are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY
requirements 1 and 3 are satisfied.

f

13 b. leitiation Loaic Channels

This LC0 requires four channels of initiation logic to
be OPERABLE in MODE 1 cr 2, and in MOCE 3, 4, or 5,
when the RTCBs are closed and the CEA Drive System is
capable of CEA withdrawal.

g (continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
D 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
1

LC0 InMiation logic channels are OPERABLE when
(continued) OPEKABILITY requirements 1 and 3 are satisfied. '

l
14. Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers

The LCO requires four RTCB channels to be OPERABLE in
MOD 1 or 2, and in MODE 3, 4, or 5 when the P.TCBs are
c and the CEA Drive System is capable of CEA

1.

TCB c els are OPERABLE when OPERABILITY
eq n or 3 are satisfied.

isting of two breakers operated in a
sin initiation logic or manual reactor
tri his ensures that power is
inte upte entical locations in the trip legs
for both buse preventing power removal to
only one trip).

Failure of ake fects the entire
channel, and bot b .

Without reliable s d su) port
circuitry, a reacto p ot r w1en either
initiated automatical y or uall

Each channel of RTCBs starts a ets which are
| actuated by the K-relay and ntacts which are
| actuated by the manual react rip for each set of
I breakers. The K-relay actuated contacts and the

upstream circuitry is considered to be RPS logic and
falls under the requirements of function 13. Manual
reactor trip contacts and upstream circuitry is
considered to be manual-reactor trip circuitry and
falls under the requirements of function 15.

| If one set of RTCBs has been opened in response to a
'

single RTCB channel, initiation logic channel, or
manual reactor trip channel failure, the affected set
of RTCBs may be closed for up to I hour for
Surveillance testing on the OPERABLE initiation logic,,

| RTCB, and manual trip channels. In this case the
redundant set of Hitus will provide protection. If a

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation |
B 3.3.1 (Digital) |

BASES (continued)

LCO single matrix power supply or vital but failure has )
(continued) opened two sets of RTCBs, manual trip and RTCB. testing !

on the closed breakers cannot be performed without
causing a trip.

15. Manual Reactor Trio

he LCO requires all four Manual Reactor Trip channels ,

be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2, and in MODE 3, 4, er 5, !

n the RTCBs are closed and the CEA Drive System ~1s-
able of CEA withdrawal.

tor Trip channels are OPERABLE when
requirements 1 and 3 are satisfied,

ent sets of two adjacent push- buttons are
-prov se arate locations. Each push button is
cor ed a 1 and operates two of the
eid ssing both push buttons in either- i

set interruption of power to the CEDMs
allow to into the core. This design
ensures t si lure in any push button
circuit ca prevent a reactor trip.

Manual reacto b are also provided at
the reactor tr p swi ear lly) in case the
control room aush buttons operable, or the
control room )ecomes uni These are not
part of the RPS and car e credited in fulfilling
theLC0OPERABILITYrel ements. Furthermore, LC0
Actions need not to be entered due to failu m of a
local manual trip.

The affected set of RTCBs may be closed for up to:

1 hour for Surveillance testing on the OPERABLE
initiation logic, RTCB, and-manual trip channels. In
this case the redundant RTCB will provide protection.

16. Interlocks /Bvoasses
|

The LC0 on bypass permissive removal channels requires
that the automatic bypass removal feature of alli

four operating bypass channels be OPERABLE for each
RPS function with an operating bypass in the MODES
addressea in the specific LC0 for each function.

| (continued)
;
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RPS Instrumentation
B3.3.1-(Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO Therefore all four bypass- removal channels must be
(continued) OPERABLE to ensure that none of the four RPS channels

are inadvertently bypassed.

Interlock-channels are OPERABLE when the OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied.

.'

!. - O applies to the bypass removal feature only.
pass enable function is failed so as to

'

aven ntering a bypass condition, operation may
ontin .In the case of the Logarithmic Power

.Leve p (function b), the absence of a bypass
um power to below the-trip setpoint.

The I tion ALLOWABLE VALUEG are based upon
ana s onal requirements for the bypassed
func ons, e are discussed above as part of the
LC0 disc for ffected functions.

[For this facil 4 wing support systems are
required to be OPr nsurggPS instrumentation
OPERABILITY:] glQ

l [For this facility, th e s t systems which,
upon their failure, do n cu ,dec g the RPS-
instrumentation inoperable anc t ir ju ation are as
follows:]

[For this facility, the supported illPbms impacted by the
inoperability of the RPS instrumeiW; ion:and the
justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:] It should be noted
that LC0 3.3.1 may need to be augmented with additional

,

,

Conditions, if it is determined that the RPS provides
support to other systems included in the STS.

APPLICABILITY Most RPS trips are required to be OPERABLE in MODE'I or 2
because the reactor is critical in these modes. The trips
are designed to take the reactor subcritical, which
maintains the SLs during A00s and assists the ESFAS in
providing acceptable consequences during accidents. Most
trips are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

p
BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 3, 4, and 5, the emphasis is placed on return to
(continued) power events. The reactor is protected in these MODES by

assuring adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN. Exceptions to this are:

1. Logarithmic Power Level--High (Function E), RPS Logic
(Function 13), RTCBs (Function 14), and Manual Reacto'
Trip (Function 15). These functions are also required
o be OPERABLE in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTCBs

sed and the CEA Orive System capable of withdrawal.
s is required to provide protection from boron
tion and CEA withdrawal events.

,

ave operating bypasses, discussed in the
d tion. The interlocks that allow these

byp al 0PERABLE whenever the RPS function they
su LE.

>

Y
ACTIONS A protecti ~ ci hannel is inoperable when it does not

satisfy the mP Yc ria for the functions channels.
These criteria a tli each function, in the LC0

3 section of the s. ommon causes of channel[V inoperability is il r drift of the bistable
or process module to d the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setp t an s. Typically the
drift is found to be small and r n a delay of
actuation rather than a total nction. This
determination is generally uring the performance of a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST who e process instrument is set
up for adjustment to bring it within specification. If the
trip setpoint is 'iess conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE
in Table 3.3.1-1, the channel is declared inoperable
immediately, and the appropriate Condition (s) from

! Table 3.3.1-1 must be entered immediately.

In t' event a channel's trip setpoint is found non-
conseivative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the

i tw ' ter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,.

l .c ...a bistable is found inoperable, then all affected
functions provided by that channel must be declared
inoperable and the unit must enter the Condition for the
particular protection function affected.

1

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
} B 3.3.1 (Digital)--

i

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function
(continued) exceeds those specified in one or other related Conditions-

associated with the same trip function, then the plant is
outside the safety analysis. Therefore, LCO:3.0.3 is
immediately entered, if applicable in the current MODE of
operation.

Co applicabic to all RPS protection functions
dres he situation where one or more channels for-

r ns are inoperable at the same time. .The
Re refer to Table 3.3.1-1 and immediately
take ns for'the protection functions
affected.-

Condition

Condition B a e lure of a single channel in
any of the fol tions: Linear Power Level- -
High; Logarithmi 1--H ; Pressurizer
Pressure--High; Pressu P -Low; Containment
Pressure--High; SG Pr ter Level--Low; SG
Water Level--High; Rea Low; Loss of Load;
and CPC; LPD--High and D RP ncidence logic is
normally two-out-of-four.

Required Action B.1 -is the- preferre it restoresfull functional capability of the

If one RPS channel is inoperable, startup or power operation-
is allowed to continue, providing the inoperable channel is
placed in bypass or trip within I hour (Required
Action B.2.1).

The I hour allotted to restore, bypass, or trip the channel
is sufficient to allow the operator to take all appropriate
actions for the failed channel and still. ensure that the
risk involved in operating with the failed channel is
acceptable.

For plants that have not demonstrated sufficient . channel-to-
channel independence, the. failed channel is restored to
OPERABLE status or is placed in trip within 48 hours

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS (Required Action B.2.2.1 or B.2.2.2). Required Action !
; (continued) B.2.2.1 restores the full capability of the function.

Required Action B.2.2.2 places the function into a one-out-
of-three configuration. In this configuration, common cause
failure of dependent channels cannot prevent a trip. The
48-hour Completion Time is based upon operating experience
th has demonstrated-that a random failure of a second
c 1 occurring during the'48-hour period is a low

ity event.

lies to the failure of two channels in any of
functions: Linear Power Level--High;

lo level--High; Pressurizer Pressure--High;
Pr ure--Low; Containment Pressure--High; SG
Pre sure- G Water Level--Low; SG Water Level--High;
Reactor nt F w; Loss of Load; and CPC,
LPD--Hi

Required A th eferred action as it improves
the functional il he RPS.

\ Required Action Action C.2.2 provide for
placing one inoper 1 pass, and the other
channel in trip wit n 1-h Com n Time. This time is
sufficient to allow the operato all appropriate
actions for the failed channe 1 ensure the risk
involved in operating with iled channels is
acceptable. With one chann f protective instrumentation
bypassed the RPS function is in a two-out-of-three logic,
but with another channel failed the RPS may be operating
with a two-out-of-two logic. This is outside the
assumptions made in the analyses and should be corrected.
To correct the problem, the second channel is placed in
trip. This places the RPS in a one-out-of-two logic. If

any of the other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal,
the reactor will trip.

The bypassed channel should be restored to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours, for reasons similar to those stated under
Condition B. After one channel is restored to OPERABLE, the
provisions of Condition B apply to the remaining inoperable
channel. Therefore, the channel that is still inoperable

(continued)
i

(continued)
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Rrs Instrumentation
S 3.3.1 (Digital)

,

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS after completion of Required Action C.2.2.shall be placed in
(continued) trip if more than 48 hours have elapsed since the initial

channel failure.

Condition D

Condition D applies to one automatic bypass removal channel i

inoper If the bypass removal channel for any operating i

bypa be restored to OPERABLE status, the associated
RP e be considered OPERABLE only if the bypass is a
r effe Otherwise the affected RPS channel must be
c red r , as in Condition B, and the bypass
ei bypass removal channel repaired. The
Base cris and Completion Times are the same
as discus Co ion B.

Condition _

Condition E a e perable automatic bypass
removal channe s ass removal channels for two
operating bypasse re ed to OPERABLE status,
the associated RPS ch ma idered OPERABLE onlyif the bypass-is not i f tse the affected RPS
channels must be decla 1 in Condition C, and

.the bypass either remove ypa moval channel
repaired. Also, Required ction .3.2 des for the
restoration of the affected bypassed trip channel
to OPERABLE status within the rules ion Time
specified under Condition C. Com n Times are
consistent with Condition C.

Condition F

Condition F is entered when the Recuired Actions and
associated Completion Times of Concition B, C, D, or E are
not. met.

If the Required Actions associated with these Conditions
cannot be completed within the required Completion Time, the
reactor must be brought to a MODE where the Required Actions
do not apply. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required MODE
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

h BASES (continued)d
ACTIONS Condition G

(continued)
Condition G applies to the failure of a single CEAC channel.
There are only two CEACs, each providing CEA deviation input
into all four CPC channels. With one failed CEAC, the CPC
will receive CEA deviation penalty factors from the
re ining (operable) CEAC. If the second CEAC sh0uld fail

tion H), the CPC will use large preassigned penalty
The specific actions allowed are as follows:

Requ Action G.1 is the preferred action as it restores
the t 1 reliability of the RPS.

1 etion Time of 4 hours takes into account
the ed nt OPERABLE CEA and frequent verification
(4 derivatives.

With on ino , the second CEAC still provides a
compreh v parison checks on individual CEAs
within su 1 as outputs to all CPCs, CEA
deviation a pos indications for display.
Verification th h ithin 7 inches of other CEAs

.Q in its group on ve rovides a check on the
Q proper position an ifies operation of the

remaining CEAC. A CEA 11 not generate. penalty
factors until deviat ons gr ter inches are
encountered.

The Completion Time of once hours is adequate, based
on operating experience, co ering the low probability of
an undetected CEA deviation coincident with an undetected
failure in the remaining CEAC channel within this limited
time frame.

As _long as Required Action G.2.1 is accomplished as
specified, the inoperable CEAC can be restored to OPERABLE
status within 7 days, '[For this facility, the basis for the
7-day Completion Time is as follows:)

Condition H

Condition H applies if the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times of Condition G are not met, or if both
CEACs are inoperable. Actions associated with this

(continued)
_

p (continued)
O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition involve disabling the CEA Drive System, while
(continued) providing increased assurance that CEA deviations are not

occurring, and informing all OPERABLE CPC channels, via a
software flag, that both CEACs are failed. This will assure
that the large penalty factor associated with two CEAC
failures will be applied to CPC calculations. The penalty
factor f two failed CEACs is sufficiently large that power
must b tained significantly below 100% RTP if CPC
gene tor trips are to be avoided. -The specific
ac are as follows:-

.

his the basis for the 4-hour Completion Time
pr Required Actions is as follows:]

H.l.is t re tion as it improves the functional--

reliabil .,

ILL.1

Heeting the DN rements of LCO 3.2.5 ensures
that power level HAP EX are within a
conservative region.o ati on actual core
conditions. [In addi Power Cutback (RPCB),

| System must be disable at CEA position
will not be affected by to

ILLZ

The " full out" CEA reed switches e acceptable
indication of CEA position. Ther e, the CEAs will remain
fully withdrawn, except as required for specified testing
[or flux control via CEA group number 6]. This verification
ensures that undesired perturbations ir, local fuel burnup
are prevented.

IL.2.d

The "RSPT/CEAC Inoperable" addressable constant in each of
the CPCs is set to indicate that both CEACs are inoperable.
This provides a conservative penalty factor'to ensure that a
conservative effective margin is maintained by'the CPCs in
the computation of DNBR and LPD trips.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS [LjL1
(continued)

The CEDM Control System is placed and maintained in "0FF" to
prevent inadvertent motion and possible misalignment of the
CEAs.

ebensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
oups must be made once every 4 hours. Verification

hat. CEA is within 7 inches of other CEAs in its group
pr eck that no CEA has deviated from its proper

the group.

Con tio ies if an OPERABLE CPC or Cc.AC has three or
more au tart 12-hour period.

CPCs and C empt to auto restart if they detect a
fault condi as culator malfunction or loss ofpower. A succes .au rt restores the calculator to

O operation;-howe o restarts might be ,

indicative of a r .-

If a nonbypassed CE has t ee o e auto restarts, it-
may not be completely reliable. re, a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL. TEST must be perfo

. CEAC to ensure itis functioning properly.

Based on plant operating experience, the 24 hours is
adequate and reasonable to perform the test while still
keeping the risk of operating in this condition at an
acceptable level, since overt channel failure wi' most
likely be indicated and annunciated in the controi room by
CPC on-line diagnostics.

Condition J

Condition J applies if any CPC cabinet receives.a high
temperature alarm. There is one temperature sensor in each
of the four CPC bays. Since CPC bays B and C also house
CEAC calculators 1 and 2 respectively, a high temperature in
either of these bays may also indicate a problem with the
associated CEAC.

<

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-

B 3.3.1 (Digital)
|

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS If a CPC cabinet high temperature alarm is received, it is
(continued) possible for the CPC to be affected and not be completely

reliable. Therefore, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST must be-
performed within 12 hours.

(For this facility, the basis for the 12-hour Completion
Time is as follows:]

ion lies to one Initiation = Logic channel
ion B channel (Function 14), or Manual

Re (Function 15), in MODE 1 or 2, since
they ons. MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTCBs
shut are ondition Q. These= actions involve
either r annel or o)ening the affected RTCBs.
The latte remo need-for tie affected channel by
performing it ciat ty funct19n. With an RTCB
open, the aff d re in one-out-of-two logic,
which meets re ements, but testing on the
OPERABLE channel per d without causing a
reactor trip, unless CB inoperable channels
are closed to permit e, the'RTCBs
associated with one-in y be closed for up
to I hour for the perfo R NNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST.

Required Action K.1 is the preferre s it restores' the functional reliability of the

In MODE 1 or 2, Required Action K.2 provides for opening the,
~

RTCBs associated with the inoperable channel within 1 hour,
j This action is conservative since depressing the manual

reactor trip push button associated with either set of'

breakers in the other trip leg will cause a reactor trip.
With this configuration, a single. channel failure will not
prevent a reactor trip. The allotted Completion Time is
adequate to open the affected RTCBs, while maintaining the;

risk of having them closed at an acceptable level.,

Condition L
J

; Condition L is entered when the Required Actions and
associated Completion Times of Condition H, I, J, or K are
not met. :

.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
3 3.3.1 (Digital)

rs
'

DASES (continued)
1

ACTIONS If Required Actions associated with these_ Conditions cannot
(continued) be completed within the required Completion Time, the

reactor must be brought to a MODE where the Required Actions
do not apply. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required MODE
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

Condi M applies if one Matrix Logic channel
(F n a) is inoperable in MODE 1 or 2. MODES 3, 4,

RTCBs closed are addressed in Condition P.
Vital instrument bus will de-energize one

of mat power supplies in up to three matrices.
Th d a single matrix. failure, prov_iding the
mat x rel ssociated with the failed power supplies de- |

energiz ~requ For this facility, the consequences
for the ri t de-energizing as required are as
follows:] 5

The channel must es OPERABLE status withinp) 48 hours. This i ator time to take thei

'd appropriate acti 1 re that any risk involved
in operating with kann s acceptable. Operating
experience has demonstrated ; hat- robability of a random
failure of a second Matrix Logi is low during any
given 48 hour interval. If t cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within 4 s, Condition 0 is entered.

Condition N

Condition N applies to the failure of both Initiation Logic
channels (Function 13.b) affecting the same trip leg. Since
this will open two channels of RTCBs, this Condition is also
applicable to the two affected RTCBs. This condition allows
for loss of a single vital instrument bus or matrix power
supply, which will de-energize both Initiation Logic
channels in the same trip leg. This will open both sets of
RTCBs in the affected trip leg, satisfying the Required
Action of opening the affected RTCBs.

Of greater concern is the failure of the initiation circuit
in a non-trip condition (e.g., due to two initiation relay

(continued)

(continued)
<
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RPS Instrumentation |

B 3.3.1 (Digital):

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS failures). With only one Initiation Logic channel failed in
(continued) a non-trip condition, there is still the redundant set of

RTCBs in the trip leg, With both failed in a non-trip
condition, the reactor will not trip automatically when
required. In either case, the affected RTCBs must be opened
immediately by using the appropriate manual trip push
buttons, ince each of the four push buttons opens one se' "

of RTC ependent of the initiation circuitry. Caution
must sed, since depressing the wrong push buttons
ma a reactor trip.

af d (s) cannot be opened, Condition 0 is
; en nly occur if there is a failure in the
'

manu p r the RTCB(s).

Conditio ,!

Condition 0 i red ons associated with condition
M or N are no t

If the RTCBs asso th perable channel cannot
be opened, the "a ctor b wn within 6 hours and
all the Rich opened.n ime of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on o e , to roach the
requir6J h0DE from full. or manner and
without challenging plant systems.

Conditioq_E

Condition P applies to one Matrix ic channel inoperable
in MODE 3, 4, or 5. In these MODES the probability of most
accidents er transients occurring (and their associated
consequences) is significantly reduced. Therefore, there is
no need to nove to a different mode'if one channel is
inoperable. Opening the L es will not cense a transinnt.

The channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within
48 hours. If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours, all RTCDs must be opened,
placing the plant in a MODE where the LC0 does not apply,
and ensuring no CEA withdrawal occurs.

[For this facility,- the basis for the 48-hour Completion
Time is as follows:)

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
R 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
.

ACTIONS Condition 0
(continued)

Condition Q applies to the failure of one Initiation Logic
channel (function 13.b), RTCB channel (function 14), or
manual reactor trip channel (function 15) in MODES 3, 4, or
5 with the RTCBs closed. The channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours. If:the inoperable channel
c be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours, all

st be opened, placing the plant in a MODE where the
not apply, and ensuring no CEA withdrawal occurs.

[F ility, the basis for the 48-hour Completion
ows:)-

Con tion les to two Initiation Logics, RTCB channels,
or Manu ctor hannels affecting the same trip les
inopera i or 5, with the RTCBs closed.
Condition to Condition N in-that it allows for
loss of a s in ent bus or matrix power

n supply, which wi -e both initiation logic
channels in the his will open both sets of

- RTCBs in the aff e tisfying the Required.
Action of opening d

In the event that two channels non-trip condition,
the affected RTCBs must be op ately to restore
reactor trip capability. I MODES _th6 probability _of
most accidents or transient curring (and their associated
consequences) is significantly reduced. 'Therefore, there is
no need to move to a different MODE if one channel is
inoperable. Opening the affected RTCBs restores automatic !

and manual reactor trip capability in one-out-of-two logic |
; in the remaining trip leg.

Condition S I

{ Condition S applies to the Logarithmic Power Level--High
trip during operation in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTCBs i

L closed and the CEA. Drive System capable of CEA withdrawal. j

-(continued)

(continued)-

.O
V:
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RPS Instrumentation 3
B 3.3.1 (Digital) !

O:BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition S is identical to Condition B except that if the
(continued) Required Actions or associated Completion Times of Condition

S are not met, Condition U is entered. The Bases for the
Required Actions and Completion Times are as discussed under
Condition B.

Condition T

Condi plies to the Logarithmic Power Level--High
tr n eration in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTCBs

and CEA Drive System capable of CEA withdrawal,
tio i tical to Condition C except that if the

Re ssociated Completion Times of
Cond' , Condition U is entered. The Bases
for Requi ons d Completion Times are as discussed
under Co

Condition U

Condition U is he Required Actions and
associated Compi of ition S or T are not met.
If the Required Actio f t be completed within
the required Completio R ust be opened
placing the plant in a c ere log >ower trip
channels are not required o be RABL ne lour is a
reasonable time to perform the Requir , which
maintains the risk at an acceptable

. e having one
or two channels inoperable.

Condition V

Condition V is applicable to each one of the RPS functions
presented in Table 3.3.1-1.

Required Action V.1 verifies that all required support
features associated with the other redundant channel (s) are
OPERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour. The specified
Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations personnel
to make this determination. If verification determines loss
of functional capability, LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered. However, if the support feature LC0 or RPS LCO
takes into consideration the loss of function situr. tion,
then LCO 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

(~'
k BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any ) articular RPS function are found in the
REQVihE.".ENTS SRs column of Taale 3.3.1-1 for that function. Most

functions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION and response time testing.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as he basis for justifying Surveillance Frequencies,
t 1 reports must be supported by an NRC staff SER that

shes the acceptability of each topical report for
ility,

or e CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
thh fai e of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CH a comparison of the indicated parameter for
inst umen els of a similar parameter. It is based
on the tio nstrument channels monitoring the
same pa t ad approximately the same value.
Significan between the two instrument channels
could be an of ssive instrument drift in one

a of the channels- en g more serious. CHANNEL
l 1 CHECK will detec, o failure; thus, it is key toV verifying that t ta continues to operate

properly between e CA ATION.

Agreement criteria are determin plant staff based
on a combination of the chann nt uncertainties,
including isolation, indica nd readability. If a
channel is outside the mate iteria, it may be an,

indication that the transmitter or the signal processing
' equipment have drifted outside their limit. If the channels'

are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally
off-scale during times when Surveillance is required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off-scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK

_guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited

(continued)
A
( (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued) |
1

SVRVEILLANCE to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures
REQUIREMENTS in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is extremely

(continued) low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of
protective function due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supalements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of ciannel OPERABILITY during normal
operatio 1 use of the displays associated with the LCO
require nnels.

I s RPS trips with multiple inputs, such as the
nd L puts to CPC, a CHANNEL CHECK must be

p rme 1 puts.

SR

The RCS ated by each CPC is verified to be
less than re the RCS total flow rate every 12 hours
with THERMAL gre n or. equal to 70% RTP. The
Surveillance cated flow. (For this
facility, the t used for this comparison is
as follows:) Thi ure t the DNBR setpoint is
conservatively adjuste h to - actual - flow
indications (as determ Operating Limits
Supervisory System (C0 St lance Frequency,
about once every shift, s pl pcrating
experience and is further ustifi by et that
parameters are continuously monitored ontrol room.

SR 3.3.1.3

The CPC and CEAC auto restart count is checked every,

12 hours to monitor the CPC and CEAC for normal operation.l

If three or more auto restarts of a non-bypassed CPC or CEAC
occurs within a 12-hour period, the CPC or CEAC may not be
completely reliable. Therefore, the Required Action of
Condition I must be performed. The Surveillance Frequency
is based upon operating experience that demonstrates the
rarity of more than one channel failing within the same

| 12-hour interval.

SR 3.3.1.4

A daily calibration (heat balance) is performed when THERMAL
POWER is 1 15%. The linear power level signal and the CPC

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

A
h BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE addressable constant multipliers are adjusted to make the
REQUIREMENTS CPC AT power and nuclear power calculations agree with the

(continued) calorimetric calculation if the (absolute) difference is
;t(2]%. The value of (2]% is adequate because this value is
assumed in the safety analysis. These checks are adequate
to ensure-that the accuracy of these CPC calculations is
mai tained within the analyzed error margins. The power-

must be-> 15% RTP to obtain accurate data. At lower
vels, the accuracy of calorimetric data is
ble.

Th u of 24 hours is based on plant operating
takes into account indications and alarms

ntrol room to detect deviations in channel
out he veillance Frequency is. modified by a Note
in

.

est need only be performed when THERMAL
POW is TP. The secondary calorimetric is i

'inaccur lo r levels. Note 1 to the SR
indicat h bration may be suspended during
PHYSICS TE facility the basis for this note is
as follows: ot indicates SR 3.0.4 is not
applicable. Th ee SR 3.0.4 is required,(q because power m e RTP before the Surveillance4

d can be performed >

SR 3.3.1.5

The three vertically mounted ear instrumentation
detectors in each channel a d to determine axial power
distribution for use in the R and LPD calculations.
Because the detectors are mounted outside the reactor.

,

vessel, a portion of the signal from each detector is from '

core sections not adjacent to the detector, This is termed i

" shape annealing," and is compensated for after every |
refueling by performing SR 3.3.1.15,' which adjusts the gains
of the three detector amplifiers for shape annealing.
SR 3.3.1.5 assures that the preassigned gains are still
proper. Power must be above 15% because the CPCs do not use
the excore generated signals for axial flux shape
information at low power levels. The Note exempting
SR 3.0.4 is required, because power must be above 15% RTP |
before the Surveillance can be performed. The 31-day |

(continued)
_

! (continued)
r
(
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
.

SURVEILLANCE Frequency is adequate because operating experience which
REQVIREMENTS demonstrates long-term drift of the instrument channels is !

(c6ntinued) minimal and the fuel burnup is a slow and easily monitored i

parameter.

SR 3.3.1.6
'

The RC rate indicated by each CPC is verified to be
less qual to the RCS total flow rate every 31' days.
Th ures that the DNBR setpoint is conservatively
< sd wi respect to actual flow indications as-
c mine a orimetric calculation. Operating
ex a the specified 31-day interval is
adeq drift is minimal and changes in
actual f1 ar nimal over core life.

SR 3.3.1.

A CHANNEL FUH . NA erformed every 92 days to
ensure the enti 1 perform its intended function
when needed.

In addition to power y . RPS CHANNEL
! FUNCTIONAL TEST consis ov ing tests as

described in Reference 7 e sts ify that the RPS
is capable of performing i s inte ed f n, from
bistable input through the RTCBs. Th e:

Bistable Tests. "As found" and " t" values for,

bistable trip setpoints are recor The bistable.

setpoints must be found to trip within the ALLOWABLE VALUES
i specified in the LCO. The difference between the current

"as found" and the previous test "as-left" values must be
consistent with the drift allowance used in the setpoint
analysis. Wherever these tolerances are not met, a
recalibration can be performed to establish OPERABILITY of
the channel. However, repeated consecutive failures would4

be indicative of a failure that cannot be corrected by
recalibration alone.

A test signal is then superimposed on the input in one.

channel at time to verify that the bistable trips within the
specified tolerance around the setpoint.

(continued)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

(continued),

,
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

:{

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE This is done with the affected RPS channel trip channel
,

REQUIREMENTS bypassed.
(continued) ,

Matrix Lno4: Tests. This test is performed one matrix at a
time. It verifles that coincidence in the two input
channels for each function removes power to the matrix
relays. During testing, power is applied to the matrix
r test coils and prevents the matrix relay contacts from

their energized state. This test will detect any
r rcuits around the bistable contacts in the

oinc ce logic, such as may be c:used by faulty bistable
rel t channel bypass contacts.

These tests are similar to the matrix
log ,e pt that test power is withheld from one
ma time, allowing the initiation circuit to
de- ergi ning the affected set of RTCBs. The RTCBs
must th clos r to testing the other three
initiat c i, 'a reactor trip may result.

TheCPCanN els excore nuclear instrumentation
channels are tes ep

()
\) The excore neutr c s use preassigned test'

signals to verify ne nment. The excorelogarithmic channel est s al i erted into the
preamplifier input, so as to te rst active element
downstream of the detector. ange excore test
signal is inserted at the d ' input, since there is no
preamplifier.

A quarterly CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using
test software. This software includes preassigned
addressable constant values which may differ from the
current values. Provisions are made to store the
addressable constant values onto a computer disk prior to
testing and to reload them after testing. A Note is added
to verify the CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST includes the
correct value of addressable constants.

The Surveillance Frequency of 92 days is based upon the
reliability analysis. presented in topical report CEN-327,
"RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 8).

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation

| B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.8
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the excore power range channels
every 92 days ensures that the channels are reading
accurately and within tolerance. A Note is added the
neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION
because. ey are passive devices, with minimal-drift, and
becaus he difficulty of simulating a meaningful sign &l,

,

,

S1 g n detector sensitivity are compensated for by
ing daily calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.4)

e y ear subchannel gain check (SR 3.3.1.5).

In a n control room indications are
continuou to by the operators.

The Surve lanc ency of 92 days is based upon the
i reliability a is p in topical report CEN-327,

"RPS/ESFAS Ex val Evaluation" (Ref. 8).
SR 3.3.1.9

The characteristic. a test are as described
| for SR 3.3.1.7. This SR 3.3.1.7 only in

that the CHANNEL FUNCTIO pt ss of load
functional unit is only required )ove TP. When above
55%, and the trip is in effect, the C JNCTIONAL TEST
ensures the channel will perform it t protective;

j function if needed.
'

SR 3.3.1.10

SR 3.3.1.10 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
every 18 months.

'

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to measured parameters with the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION. leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
tests, to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational with the setpoint with the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as found"

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE values and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify
REQUIREMENTS drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL

| (continued) CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
' setpoint analysis. Measuremont and setpoint error

determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
ana sis.

ation restores the OPERABILITY of an otherwise
1 component found to have errors larger than

assu y the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
fat he same channel over a relatively small number

is must_be considered as potentially
rministic failure that cannot be corrected

by t

Fie tr rs may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibra a' l ry, or replaced with an equivalent
laborat c it. Resistance temperature detector
(RTD) cha alibrated in place using
cross-cali niq or in a test bath after
removal from pil F -calibration, at least one

p( ) RTD should be r ply calibrated RTD during
each refueling c e rate RTD
cross-calibration, s ace RTD must be the same

-

medel as the remain g RTDs Usi newly calibrated RTD
as a reference assures RTD sign continues to remain.
random rather than systematic hin the limits
specified in the plant setp alysis. The replacement
interval may be extended to ernate refueling if it is
demonstrated that over the extended interval, the RTD drift
is random rather than systematic, and is bounded by the
plant-specific setpoint analyses assumptions. This
determination may use results of statistical analysis of -

operating data and calibration data from similar plants
using the same model of RTD in the same environmental
conditions.

The Surveillance Frequency is based u)on the assumption of
an.18-month calibration interval in tie. determination of the i

magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

(continued)
-.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE The SR is modified by a Note to indicate that the neutron '

REQUIREMENTS detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they
(continued) are passive devices, with minimal drift, and because of the

difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal. Slow changes :

in detector sensitivity are compensated for by performing '

the daily calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.4) and the
monthly linear subchannel gain check (SR 3.3.1.5).

SR 3 .

T lati haracteristics of each CEAC CEA position
i tio 'if and each optical isolator for CEAC to
CP . verified once per 18 monthe to ensure
that or a CPC channel will not render (
another PC nnel inoperable. (For this facility,
the test teria is contained in the following
reference r is lows:] The CEAC CEA position
isolation ampk rs, in CPC. cabinets A and D,
prevent a CEAC9 u agating back to CPC A or D,
the optical iso to CEAC data transfer prevent
a fault originati PC c nel from propagating back
to any CEAC through th ata

[For this facility, th t month Frequency is
as follows:]

SR 3.3.1.12

Each RTCB is actuated by an under e coil and a shunt
trip coil. The system is designe that either
de-energizing the undervoltage coil or energizing the shunt
trip coil will cause the circuit breaker to open. When an
RTCB is opened, either during an automatic reactor trip or
by using the manual push buttons in the control room, the
undervoltage coil is de-energized and the shunt trip coil is
energized. This makes it impossible to determine if one of
the coils or associated circuitry is defective.

Therefore, once per 18 months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is
performed which tests all four sets of undervoltage coils,
and all four sets of shunt trip coils, individually. During
undervoltage coil testing, the shunt trip coils shall remain
de-energized, preventing their operation. Conversely,
during shunt trip coil testing, the undervoltage coils shall

(continued)

(continued)
d
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

(V BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE remain energized, preventing their operation. This test
REQUIREMENTS ensures that every undervoltage coil and e;very shunt trip

(continued) coil is capable of performing its intended function, and
that no single active failure of any RTCB component will
prevent a reactor trip. The 18-month Frequency was
developed considering it was prudent that these
Surveillances only be performed during a plant outage. This
w e to the plant conditions needed to perform the

lance and the potential for unplanned plant
n ts if the Surveillance is performed with the reactor

at p Operating experience has shown these components.

us p the Surveillance when performed on the 18-month

j
Ever 18 I, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CPC Cs, ual reactor trip.

j

For the ma trip circuitry, this test verifies
that the t tons e capable of opening the RTCBs
as required. T mo uency was developed(q considering it hese Surveillances only be

j performed during a his was due to the plantv conditions needed th eillance and the
potential for unala ed pl tra its if the Surveillance
is performed wit) the reactor at k Operating
experience has shown these con giually pass the
Surveillance when performed 18-month Frequency.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the CPCs and CEACs shall
include the injection of simulated process signals into the
channel as close to the sensors as practicable to verify
OPERA'BILITY including alarm and trip functions.

)
The basis for the 18-month Frequency for the CPCs and CEACs
is because CPCs and CEACs perform a continuous 4

self-monitoring function which eliminates the need for
frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS. This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL l
TEST essentially validates the self-monitoring function and
checks for a small set of failure modes that are
undetectable by the self-monitoring function. Operating
experience has shown that undetected CPC or CEAC failures

<

usually do not occur in any given 18-month interval. |

(continued)

b]r (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 33 L3.1.14 :
'

REQUIREMENTS "

(continued) SR 3.3.1.14 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to ,

SR 3.3.1.7, except SR 3.3.1.14 is only applicable to bypass
functions. Proper operation of bypass )e,rmiscives is
critical during plant startup because tie bypasses must be '

in place o allow startup operation and must be removed at ,'

the ap ate points during power ascent to enable certain
reac Consequently, the ap3ropriate time to verify
by n operability is just ;)efore startup. The "

nce t nduct this test within 92 days of startup is
up re' ility analysis presented in topical .

re ESFAS Extended Test Interval
Eval Once the operating bypasses are
renioved, sse ust not fail in such a way that the "'

associat n is inappropriately bypsssed. This
feature i veri the trip function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST SR 3.3. SR Therefore, further testing3 . .

of the bypass et tartup is unnecessary.

SR 3.3.1.15

The three excure dete s CPC cht.nnel for
axial flux distributio a ar enough from the
core to be exposed to fl o h 1, in the core,
although it is desired th they ly r heir particular
level. The CPCs adjust for thf s flux by using the
predetermined shape annealing matri in the CPC ''
software. After refueling, it is sary to re-establish
the shape annealing matrix elemen or the excore detectors
based on more accurate incore detector readings. This is
necessary because refueling could possibly prottuce a
significant change in shape ennealing matrix coefficients.

Incore detectors are inaccurate at low power levels.
THERMAL POWER should be significant, but less than f0% to
perform an accurate axial shape calculation used to derive
the shape annealing matrix elements.

1

By restricting power to s 70% until shape annealing niatrix
elements are verified, excessive local power peaks within
the fuel are avoided.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instruasntation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

GASES (continued)
_

SURVEll. LANCE 3R 3.3.1.16
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR ensurer that the RPS RESPONSE TIME is verified to be-

less ther, or equti to the craxbum values assumed in the
safety analysis. Individual component responsa. times are
not modeled in the anslyses. The-anal 3ses model the overall. !' or otal elapsed time, from the point at which the parameter a

s- the trip st'tpoint value at the sensor,. to the point
the RTCBs open, Response times are demonstrated on

'
. th STAGGERLD TEtiT BASIS.. This results in the

nte between successive tests of a given channel of
n 1' ths, where n~ is the. number of chann:ls in the

18-m) nth; frequency is based upon operating
has shown that random failures of

-ins i omponents. causing serious resFonse time
de notichannel failure, are infrequent *

occu ren so, response times cennot be determined at
' aower, equ perut'on is required. Testing.may

ae 3erf d' urement or in overlapping segments,
Witi verif all componenti are ttsted..>

'

A Note-is added di :the neutron detectors mayO be excluded fro E testing because they-are
V passive devices, 1 , and because of the

difficulty of simu an signal. -Slow changes
in detector sensiti ty,are compe for by performing
the daily calorimetric calibrati .3.1.2) and the

j monthly linear subchannel ga 3.3.1.3).

(continued)-
'

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
' _

,

REFERENCES 1. Title 30, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
.

Appendix A, " General Desisgn Criteria for Nuclear Power '

Plants."

2. [ Unit- Name] [NRC Staff Safety Evaluation Report,
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o

i 3. I andard 279-1971, " Criteria for Protection
-

or Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
1972.

Wi e dated FSAR, Section (14'j, "[ Accident-

h
5. Tli.1 e Federa' Regulations, Par; 50.43,-
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2 Encineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentattgn
(Analog)

BASES

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems,- based upon the
of selected unit parameters, to protect against
g core design limits, Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
boundary, and to mitigate accidents.

The tains devicts and circuitry which generate the
als when the monitored variables reach levels

ive of conditions requiring protective

1. Safe iction Actuation Signal (SIAS);

2. Co , nm ctuation Signal (CSAS);

3. Conta tion tuation Signal (CIAS);

4. Main Steam lat (MSIS);

5. Recirculation a >S i RAS); and

6. Auxiliary feedwater Actuati 1 (AFAS).

Ecuipment actuated by each o above signals is
icentified in the FSAR (Ref .

Each of the above ESFAS Instrumentation Systems is segmented
into three interconnected modules. These modules are:

Measurement channels;.

Bistables; and.

ESFAS 1.ogic..

The role of each of these modules in the ESFAS is discussed
below.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog) j

|

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND 14easurement Channels
(continued)

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters or
process sentors and associated instrumentation, provide a
measurabie electronic signal based upon the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured.

Four i al measurement channels with electrical and
phys ation are provided * r each parameter used in
t of trip signals. These are designated

is A ugh D. Measurement channels provide input to
bi hin the same ESFAS channel. In addition,

so nels may also be used as inputs to
Reac tem (RPS) bistables, and most provide
indicati c ol room. Measurement channels used
as an in or ESFAS are not used for control
functions.

When a channe ni rameter indicates an unsafe
condition, the oring the parameter in that
channel will tri tw more channels of
bistables monitoring t me er will de-energize
both channels of actu associated
Engineered Safety Feat q t.

>
Three of the four measurement an aista hannels are
necessary to meet the redundancy and ty of GDC 21
in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 7 th channel
)rovides additional flexibility, owing one channel to
se removed from service (trip cha bypass) for
maintenance or testing, while still maintaining a minimum
two-out-of-three logic.

In order to take full advantage of the four channel design,
adequate channel-to-channel independ n ce must be
demonstrated, approved by the NRC staff, and this approval
documented by an NRC Safety Evaluation Report. Adequate
channel-to-channel independence includes physical and
electrical independence of each channe; fr:m the others.
Furthermore, each channel must be energized from separate
inverters and station batteries. Plants that have
demonstrated adequate channel-to-channel independence, as
documented by the NRC Safety Evaluation Report (Ref. 3) may
operate in a two-out-of-three logic configuration, with one

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)'

BASES (continued)
i

BACKGROUND channel removed from servir.e, for the time stated in
(continued) Reference 3.

Since no single failure will either cause or prevent a
protective system actuation, and no protective channel feeds
a control channel, this arrangement meets the requirements
of nstitute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

279-1971 (Ref. 4).

Bis units receive an analog input from the
nnels, compare the analog input to trip

ovide contact output to the matrix logic.
The ro local trip indication, and remote
a

There a ur c of bistables, designated A through
D, for on, one for each measurement
channel. e two ESF functions share the same
input and t( containment pressure input to
CIAS and SIAS), a le may be used to satisfy

[%') both functions, bles may be shared betxen
n/ the RPS and ESFA su Pressure--Low input to

the RPS and SIAS).

The trip setpoints and ALLOWABL used in the
bistables are based on the an mits stated in
Reference 5. The selection ese trip setpoints is such
that adequate protection is vided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment effects, for those
ESFAS channels which must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 2), ALLOWABLE VALUES specified
in Table 3.3.2-1 are conservatively adjusted with respect to
the analytical limits. A detailed description of the
methodology used to calculate the trip setpoints, including '

their explicit uncertainties, is provided-in the plant
protection selection of trip setpoint values-(Ref. 6). The-
actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable is-
normally still more conservative than that specified by the,

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND ALLOWABLE VALUE to account for changes in random measurement
! (continued) errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. If the

measured setpoi!:. does not exceed the ALLOWADLE VALUE, the
bistable is considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure

that Safe y Limits (SLs)d during anticipated operational
of LCO Section 2.0, * Safety

Limits," a not violate
occur 00s), and the consequences of Design Basis
Ace s (' ) will be acceptable, providing tie plant is |ed fr ithin the LCOs at the onset of the ADO or 1

D nand quq ent functions as designed, j

Each F# ted on line to verify that the signal.
processing n d setpoint accuracy is within the
specifiedd uirements of Reference 1. Once a
designated'chan aken od of service for testing, a
simulated sig s inj n place of tt.e field
instrument si s equipment for the channel in
testisthentesd. , and calibrated. SRs for the
channels are spec Ti ie Su 111ance Requirements
section.

4

The ALLOWABLE VALUES li t 1- 2-1 are based on
the methodology described nce hich incorporates
all of the known uncertain ies ap icab r each channel.
The engnitudes of these uncertainties cred into the
determination of each trip setpoint d sensors and,

signal processing equipment for t a hannels are assumed
to operate within the allowances .hese uncertainty
magnitudes.

D FAS Loaic

The two independent actuation subsystems compare the four
sensor subsystem outputs. figure B.3.3.2-1 illustrates the
functional arrangement of me actuation subsystem, if a
trip occurs in the same parameter in two or more sensor
subsystem channels, the two-out-of-four logic in each
actuation subsystem initiates one train of ESFAS. Either'

train controls sufficient redundant and independent
equipment.

(continued)
___

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
8 3.3.2 (Analog)'

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Each actuation subsystem channel is housed in two cabinets.
(continued) One cabinet contains the logic circuitry for the actuation i

i|
channel, while the other cabinet contains the power relay
equipment. This power relay equipment includes the power
relays (initiation relays) which actuate the ESFAS equipment
in response to a signal from the actuation logic. |'

,

l' possible to change the two-out-of-four ESFAS logic to
t-of-three logic for a given input parameter in one

iann at a time by trip channel bypassing select portions
of t atrix logic. Trip channel bypassing a bistable '

ef horts the bistable relay contacts in the logic4

,' ,

that channel. Thus, the bistables will
t , producing normal trip indication and

annt ESFAS actuation will not occur since the
by is effectively removed from the coincidence
lo c. annel bypassing can be simultaneously
perform any of parameters in any number of
channel 'p parameter is bypassed in only one
channel at.qd interlock prevents simultaneous trip
channel bypT he parameter in more than one
channel. Trip c el g is normally employed duringO maintenance or i

forplantsthathad ate ficient channel-to-
channel independence two-ou o f-t ogic is the minimum
that is required to provide ade nt protection, since
a failure of one channel stil SFAS actuation would
be generated by the two rem OPERABLE channels. Two-
out-of-three logic also pre s inadvertent actuations
caused by any single channel failure in a trip condition.

In addition to the trip channel bypasses, there are
operating bypasses (blocks) on-the Pressurizer Pressure-- )

Low input to the SIAS, and the Steam Generator (SG)'

Pressure--Low input to the MSIS, when these inputs are no
longer required for protection. These bypasses are enabled
manually when the enabling conditions are satisfied in three
of the four sensor subsystem channels. The operating bypass
circuitry employs four bistable channels in the sensor
subsystems, sensing pressurizer pressure (for the SIAS), and4

*

SG pressure (for MSIS). These bistables provide contact
output to the three-out-of-four logic in the twc actuation,

subsystem channels. When the logic is satisfied, manual
bypassing is permitted. There are two manual bypass

(
-

(continued)c
% (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

DACKGROUND actuation controls for each function, one per train.
(continued) All operating bypasses are automatically removed when

enabling bypass conditions are no longer satisfied.

Manual ESFAS initiation capability is provided to permit the
operator to manually actuate an ESF Eystem when necessary.
Two push tions are provided in the control room for each
ESFAS on. Each push button actuates one train via the
ESFA

tuati ogic is tested by inserting a local test
1. n nce logic trip will occur if there is the

si of a sensor channel trip, either
legi sting. Most ESFAS functions employ
several s a el two-out-of-four actuation logic
modules, le actuating a subset of the ESFAS
equi) ment ssoc ith that function, Each of these
subclannels c tes tvidually, so that simultaneous
actuation of n an be avoided during testing.

Except in the cas ion channels SIAS Nos. 5 and
10, CIAS No. 5, and n I tuation logic channels,

can be tested at powe nated subchannels
must be tested when sh s actuate the
following equipment, whi ea ed at power:

Reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal isolation.

valves;
Service water isolation valv.

j Volume control tank (VCT) di arge valves;.

Letdown stop valves;|
.

Component cooling water (CCW) to RCPs;.

l CCW from RCPs;.

| Main steam isolation valves;.

Feedwater isolation valves; and: .

t

Instrument air containment isolation valves..

'
.

APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or
SAFETY ANALYSES more ESFAS functions. One of the ESFAS functions is the

primary actuation signal for that accident. An ESFAS
function may be tha p*N'*y *d"*t Mn signal for more than
one type of accident. An ESFAS function may also be a

I

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE secondary, or backup, actuation signal for one or more other
SAFETY ANALYSES accidents. Functions such as manual initiation not

(continued) specifically credited in the accident analysis were
qualitatively credited in the safety an 1ysis or the NRC
Staff-approved licensing basis for the plant. These
functions may provide protection for conditions which do not
require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate function

mance. These functions may also serve as backups to
s that were credited in the accident analysis

by Reference 5.

ESF o ive functions are as follows:

n Actuation Sional.

ures acceptable consequences during loss-
o f-c accident (LOCA) events, including steam
ge rt ure (SGTR), and main steam line
br eedwater line breaks (FWLBs)
(insi t). To provide the required
prote ra h containment pressure or a
low pressur )r ignal will initiate SIAS.O SIAS initi t Core Cooling Systems

\ (ECCS) (, c i ion ] and the emergency
diesel genera .

2.

The CSAS initiates con nt spray, preventing
containment over-press tation during a LOCA or MSLB.
To provide the required protection, both a high
containment pressure signal and an SIAS have to
actuate. This configuration reduces the likelihood of
inadvertent coitainment spray.

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Sianal

The CIAS actuates the Containment Isolation System
ensuring acceptable consequences during LOCA and MSLBs
or FWLBs (inside containment). To provide protection,
a high containment pressure signal will initiate CIAS
at the same setpoint as a SIAS is generated.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 4. Main Steam._lsolation Sianal
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The MSIS ensures acceptable consequences during an
MSLB or FWLB by isolating both SGs if either generator
indicates a low SG pressure. The MSIS. concurrent
with or following a reactor trip, minimizes the rate
of heat extraction and subsequent cooldown of the RCS
dum .these events.

5.
"

tion Actuation Sianal<

1

At t [d the injection phase of a LOCA 'he
19 Tank (RWT) will be nearly empty,

n must be provided by the ECCS to
remo h The source of water for the ECCS
pum ally switched to the containment
reci ulat p. Switchover from RWT to
containm mp m ur before the RWT empties to,

prevent h t S pumps and a loss of core
cooling cap similar reasons switchover
must not occ here sufficient water in the
containment sump pp I suction. Furthermore,
early switchover i t f ensure sufficient
borated water is ' j m RWT to ensure the
reactor remains shu n (,he rculation mode.
A RWT level--Low signal init' ites AS.

6. Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation S4
i

An AFAS initiates feedwater to both SGs if a low
level is indicated in either SG unless the generator
is ruptured.

The AFAS maintains an SG heat sink during the
following events:

1. MSLB;

2. FWLB;

3. Inadvertent opening of an SG atmospheric dump
valve; and

4. Loss of feedwater.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE A low SG water level signal will initiate auxiliary feed to
SAFETY ANALYSES the affected SG.

(continued)
Secondary SG differential pressure (SGI > SG2 or SG2 > SG1)
inhibits auxiliary feed to a generator identified as being
ruptured. This in)ut to the AFAS logic preveitts loss of the
int n generator w111e preventing feed ng a ruptured
g ator during MSLB and FWLBs. This prevents containment

ssurization during these events.

The E satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Sta t. 1

LC0 Th all instrumentation performing an ESFAS
func ion PERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the aff m chan inoperable and reduces the
reliabi o' ted functions. The specific
criteriafd g channel OPERABILITY differ slightly
between fun K' ese teria are discussed on a
function-by-func ba w.A

C Actions allow ma ri annel) bypass of
individual channel b ctivates interlocks
that prevent operation wit a see iannel in the same
function bypassed. Plants are d to 48 hours in a
trip channel bypass condition her restoring the
function to four channel op

(one-(out-of-three logic).two-out-of-four logic),
n

or placing the channel in t At
31 ants where adecuate channel-to-channel independence has
)een demonstrated, specific exce)tions have been approved by
the NRC staff to permit one of tie two-out-of-four channels
to be bypassed for an extended period of time.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are s)ecified for each ESFliS
actuation trip function in the .00. Nominal trip set points
are specified in the plant-specific setpoint calculations.
The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure the setpu nts
monitored by the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TES15 do not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE if the bistable is performing as required.
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the
nominal trip setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALVE, is
acceptable provided that operation and testing is consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint

(continued)7

(continued)
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: ESFAS Instrumentation
i B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO calculations. Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more
(continued) conservative that the analytical limit assumed in transient

and accident analysis in order to account for instrument
uncertainties appropriate to the trip function. Thesei

uncertainties are defined in the " Plant Protection System
Selection of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 6).

The tv-i etions specified in Table 3.3.2-1 are considered
OPE :

1 ch 1 components necessary to provide an ESFAS
ctu functional and in service;

2. t uncertainties are known via test,
anal d n information to be within the
ass setpoint calculations;

3. Required illa ting is current and has
demonstr within each surveillance test

'

acceptance
i

4. The associate ope nal is not enabled except
under the conditi s 0 Applicability for
the function.

The Bases for the LCO on FAS f tion :

1. Etfity_Inits11mtar

la. Manual Actuation

This LCO requires two channels of SIAS Manual
Actuation to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Manual Actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The SIAS Manual Actuation channels only function
to energize or de-energize, open or close,
contacts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustable trip function with which to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

(continued)

(continued)-
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)
_

LCO lb. Containment Pressure--High
(continued)

This LC0 requires four channels of SIAS
Containment Pressure--High to be 6PERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and ?

Containment Pressure--High signal channels are
OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, and 3.

The ALLOWABLE.VALUE for this trip is set high
gh to allow for small pressure increases in
inment expected during normal operation

plant heatup), and not indicative of an
f al condition. The setting is low enough

iate the ESF functions when an off-normal
ion is indicated. This allows the ESF

stem form as expected in the accident
tigate the consequences of the

dents.

Ic.i

This L f hannels of SIAS
Pressuri .r e-- o be OPERABLE in MODES
1, 2, and .

Pressurizer Pressur channels at:
OPERABLE when the sfy OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2 , and 4.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE for this trip is set low
enough to prevent actuating the SIAS during
normal plant o>eration and pressurizer pressure
transients. Tie setting is high enough that with
a LOCA or MSLB it will actuate to perform as
expected, mitigating the consequences of the
accidents.r

The Pressurizer Pressure--Low trip may be blocked
when pressurizer pressure is reduced during
controlled plant shutdowns. This block is
permitted below [1800) psia, and block permissive
responses are annunicated in the control room.
This allows for a controlled depressurization of

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

i

BASES (continued)

LCO the RCS while maintaining administrative control
(continued) of ESF protection. From a blocked condition, the j

block will be automatically removed as
pressurizer pressure increases above 1800 psia as j

sensed by two of the four sensor subsystems, in
accordance with the bypass philosophy of removing
bypasses when the enabling conditions are no

nger satisfied.

is Permissive Removal for Pressurizer
--L9.%--

quires four channels of the Bypass
moval for SIAS Pressurizer

to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2--

The ss Re or Pressurizer Pressure--Low
cha E when they satisfy
OPERA ments 1, 2, and 3.

The bypass p si els consist of four
sensor subs ms uation subsystems.
This 1.00 app u the four sensor
subsystems, in n sor istables, and
associated equipment. ilur the actuation
subsystems, including the m ass key
switches, are considered ogic
failures, and are addre n the logic LCO.

This LCO applies to the bypass removal feature
only. If the bypass enable function is failed so
as to prevent entering a byptss condition,,

operation may continue.'

[At this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE
VALUE is as follows:]

Id. Actuation Loaic

This LCO requires two channels of SIAS Actuation
Logic for SIAS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,

,

cod (4].

| (continued)

(continued)

O
1
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO Actuation logic consists of all circuitry housed
(continued) within the actuation subsystems including the

initiating relay contacts responsible for
actuating the ESF equipment.

Actuation logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

oTheSIASActuationLogiconlyfunctionsto
energize or de-energize, or to open or close,
contacts,

fore, these functions have no adjustable
unction setpoints with which to associate

n WABLE VALUE.

2. 41

CS ither manually or automatically.
For a uation it is also necessary to have
an aut anu IAS. The SIAS opens the
containment y whereas the CSAS actuates

Os
other requi The SIAS requirement
should alwa i a legitimate CSAS, since
the Containme signal used in the SIAS--

is the same set oint d in SAS. The
transmitters used to initi are independent of
those used in the SIAS t nadvertent
containment spray due lures in two sensor
channels.

2a. Ep_nual Actuation

This LCO requires two channels of CSAS Manual
Actuation to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Manual actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The CSAS Manual Actuation channels only function
to energize /de-energize or open
Therefore, these functions have/close contacts.no adjustable
trip setpoint with which to associate an
ALLOWABLE VALUE.

(continued)

p (continued)
t.g
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! ESTAS Instrumentation |
1 B 3.3.2 (Analog) !

|

BASES (continued)
_

LCO 2b. Containment Pressure--Hich
(continued)

This LCO requires four channels of CSAS
Containment Pressure--High to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3.

; Containment Pressure--High signal channels are
ERABLE when they satisfy OP RABILITY

|
utrements 1, 2, and 3.

ALLOWABLE VALUE is set high enough to allow
| pressure increases in containment

ring normal operation (i.e., plant
not indicative of an off-normal,

he setting is low enough to initiate
ions when an off-normal condition is

ndic This allows the ESF Systems to
per< as ex in the accident analyses to
mit sences of the analyzed
acci

The Contain re h setpoint is the
same in the ,CSAS(function 2),

and CSIAS ( lo
r different

sensors and. ch of these
functions.

2c. Actuation loaic

This LCO requires two e als of CSAS Actuation
Logic for CSAS to be OPf' in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

Actuation logic channels hre OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY Requirements 1 and 3.

Actuation logic consists of all circuitry housed
within the actuation subsystems including the
initiating relay contacts responsible for
actuating the ESF equipment.

| The CSAS Actuation Logic only functions to
I energize or de-energize, or open or close,
i contacts. Therefore, these functions have no

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO adjustable trip function with which to associate
(continued) and ALLOWABLE VALUE.

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Sional

3a. Manual Actuation

oActuationforCIAStobeOPERABLEinMODES1,2,
This LCO requires two channels of CIAS Manual

3, and 4.

al actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
fy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

S Manual Actuation channels only function
gize or de-energize, or open or close,

ts. Therefore, t:1ese functions have no
ust p setpoints with which to associate

ALUE.

3b.

.O This channels of CIAS
Contai e h to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1,

Containment Pressure- nal channels are
OPERABLE when they .RABILITY
requirements 1, 2 3.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is set high enough to allow
for small pressure increases in containment
expected during normal operation (i.e.,_ plant
heatup), and not indicative of an off-normal
condition. The setting is low enough to initiate
the ESF functions when an off-normal condition is
indicated. This allows the ESF Systems to

iperform as expected in the accident analyses to '

mitigate the consequences of the analyzed i
accidents, l

The Containment Pressure--High setpoint is the
same in the SIAS (Function 1), CSAS (Function 2),

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog) j

BASES (continued)

LCO and CIAS (Function 3). However different sensors
(continued) and logic are used in each of these functions.

3c, Containment Radiation--Hioh

This LCO requires four channels of CIA 5
Containment Radiation--High to be OPERABLE in

DES 1, 2, and 3.

inment Radiation--High signal channels are
BLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY

i nts 1, 2, and 3.

E VALUE is high enough to avoid
ctuation, but adequate to provide
tion of the CIAS in the event of a

OCA.

3d. k

This L two nnels of Actuation Logic
for CIAS to ER MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Actuation lo ERABLE when they
satisfy OPERAB re 1 and 3.

Actuation logic consists of uitry housed
within the actuation subs uding the
initiating relay contac ponsible for
actuating the ESF equip .

The CIAS Actuhtion Logic only functions to
energize or de-energize, or open or close,
contacts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustabh setpoints with which to associate an
ALLOWABLL VALUE.,

! 4. Main Steam Isolation Sianal

4a. Manual Actuation

This LC0 requires two channels [per SG) of the
MSIS Manual Actuation to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation,

| B 3.3.2 (Analog)
| p

BASES (continued)
i

LCO Manual actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
(continued) satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The HSIS Manual Actuation channels only function
to energize or de-onergize, or open or close,
contacts. Therefore, these functions have no

.

adjustable trip setpoints with which to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

Steam Generator Pressure--Low.

is LCO requires four channels of MSIS SG !
sure--Low for each SG to be OPERABLE in

1, 2, and 3.

5 sure--Low signal channels are OPERABLE
hey satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, '

and

VALUE is set below the full load
o lue steam pressure so as not to '

inter it plant operation. However, ;O the s ugh to provide theO requi n xcessive steam demand.
An exces de auses the RCS to cool
down, res ting a po e reactivity addition
to the core. An MSIS ired to prevent the
excessive cooldown.

This function may manually blocked when SG
pressure is reduced during controlled plant
cooldowns. The block is permitted below 785 psia
and the block permissive responses are
annunciated in the control room. This allows a
controlled depressurization of the secondary
system while maintaining administrative control
of ESF protection. From a blocked condition the
block will be removed automatically as SG
pressure increases above 785 psia, as sensed by
two of the four sensor subsystems, in accordance
with the bypass philosophy of removing bypasses

..

!

when the enabling conditions are no longer *

satisfied,
t

(continued)
4

(continued)
j'

'

;

!
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ESFAS Instrumentat' ion
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

G!BASES (continued) j

LCO 4b.ii. Bvoass Permissive Removal for SG Pressure--Low
(continued)

This LCO requires four channels per SG of the
Bypass Removal for MSIS SG Pressure--Low to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

Bypass permissive channels are OPERABLE when they
tisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2 and 3.

bypass removal channels consist of four
or subsystems and two actuation subsystems.

applies to failures in the four sensor
including sensors, bistables, and

a uipment. Failures in the actuation
m neluding the manual bypass key

considered actuation logic failures,
nd ressed in the logic LCO.

Thi 0 the bypass removal feature
only, s enable function is failed so
as to rin ypass condition,
operation ma ti

[For this fa b for the ALLOWABLE
VALUE is as fo

4c. Actuation M
This LCO requires two c s of MSIS Actuation
Logic to be OPERABLE in ES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Actuation logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy 0PERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The HSIS Actuation Logic only functions to
energize or de-energize..or to open or close,
contacts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustable trip function with which to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

(continued)

(continued)

O
|
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO 5. Recirculation Acutation sianal
(continued)

5a. Manual Actuation

This LCO requires two channels of RAS Manual
Actuation to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Manual actuatien channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The RAS Manual Actuation channels only function
energize or de-energize, or open or close.

. acts.

her re, these functions have no adjustable
taoints with which to associate an

BLE VALUE.

Sb.
~

--

s uir r channels of RWT Level--Low
to be BL ES 1, 2, and 3.

RWT Le 1 nnels
are OPE he isfy OPERABILITY
requiremen s 1, and

The upper limit on ALUE for this trip
is set low enough sure RAS does not initiate
before sufficient er is transferred to the
containment sump. Premature recirculation could
impair the reactivity control function of safety
injection by limiting the amount of boron
injection. Premature recirculation could also
damage or disable the recirculation system if
recirculation begins before the sump has enough
water to prevent air entrainment in the suction.
The lower limit on the RWT Level--Low trip
ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough to transfer
suction to the containment sump prior to emptying
the RWT.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation,

B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO Sc. Actuation Loaic
(continued)

This LCO requires two channels of RAS Actuation
Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Actuation logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

RAS Actuation Logic only functions to
gize or de-energize, or open or close, .

c acts. Therefore, these functions do not have
e trip setpoints with which to associate,

E VALUE.

6. Auxil' aedw r Actuation Sianal

The S1 tuates auxiliary feedwater AFW)to
an SG on evel t generator unless t has
been ide i ruptured.

A low level ener , as sensed by a two-
out-of-four coin e wide range sensors for
any generator, w AS start signal,
which starts both F s, and feeds both
SGs. The AFAS also he dary
differential pressure in bo SGs, initiates an
AFAS block signal to a ruptured if the
pressure in that geneiator is the other
generator by the differentia sure setpoint.

6a. Manual Actuation

This LCO requires (four] channels per SG of AFAS
Manual Actuation to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,

; and 3.

| Manual actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
! satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The ATAS Manual Actuation channels only function
to energize or de-energize, open or close,
contacts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustable trip setpoints with which to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

|
LCO 6b. SG A/B Level--Low

(continued)
This LCO requires 4 channels, for each SG, of SG
Level--Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

SG Leval--Low signal channels are OPERABLE when
they satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2,

o6
and 3.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE assures adequate time exists
to initiate AFW while the SGs can function as a

t sink.

'-- - -

c, .
i.

1

C0 requires four channels per SG of SG,

ffe ressure--High to be OPERABLE in
d 3.

ial ssure--High
- signa ne PERABLE when they satisfy

OPERA s 1, 2, and 3.

The ALL f is trip is high enough
to allow or sma pres differences and
normal instrumentatio between the SG
channels during no on without an
actuation.- The s is low enough to detect
and inhibit feedi a ruptured SG in the event
of an MSLB or FWLB while permitting the feeding
of the intact SG.

6d. Actuation Loaic

This LCO requires two channels per SG of AFAS
Actuation Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

I
Actuation logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
| B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

LCO Actuation logic consists of all circuitry housed
(continued) within the actuation subsystems including the

initiating relay contacts responsible for
actuating the ESF equipment.

The AFAS Actuation Logic only functio. to
energize or de-energize, or open or close,

ntacts. Therefore, these functions have no
setpoints with which to associate an

WABLE VALUE.

this li the following su? port systems are
' re e LE to ensure ESTAS instrumentation
'

OPE :
'

[For thi se required su) port systems which
upon thei . fail not result in tie ESFAS
instrumentati ng inoperable and their
justification a

(For this facili orte ystems impacted by
inoperability of the ins tation and the
justification of whett r- a upported system is
declared inoperable ar s :

APPLICABILITY All EEFAS functions are required to
.

E in MODES 1,i

! 2, and 3. In H0 DES 1, 2 and 3 the suff cient energy in
the primary and secondary systems warrant automatic ESF
System responses to:

1. Close the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), to
preclude a positive reactivity addition;

2. Actuate AFW to preclude the loss of the SGs as a heat
sink (in the event the normal feedwater system is not
available);

3. Actuate ESF Systems to prevent or limit the release of
fission product radioactivity to the environment by
isolating containment and limiting the containment
pressure from exceeding the containment design

,

pressure during a design basis LOCA or MSLB; and |

(continued) j

(continued)

l
|
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

nV BASES (continued)
,

APPLICABILITY 4. Actuate ESF Systems to ensure sufficient borated
(continued) inventory to permit adequate core cooling and

reactivity control during a design basis LOCA or MSLB
accident.

In MODES 4, 5, and 6 automatic actuation of ESFAS functions
is ot required because vaquate time is available for plant

ors to evaluate p M t conditions and respond by
operating the U r components if required. ESFAS
tuation captiH11ty is required for functions other

than in MODE 4 even though automatic actuation is not
re ause of the large number of components,

h ESFAS, actuation is simplified by the use
uation push buttons. Manual actuation of

AFA r red in MODE 4 because AFW will already be
in a his MODE.

The ESF uati c must be OPERABLE in the same MODES
as the iual actuations. In MODE 4, only the
portion of gic responsibic for the required
manual actu e BLE,

in MODES 5 and SF systems are eithers

A - reconfigured or s wn cooling operation.
Accidents in these slo develop, and would be
mitigated by manual operati n of idual components.

A Note has been added to prsv cation that each
function specified in Tabl( -1 is treated as an
independent entity for this , with an independent
Completion Time.

_

ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LC0
section of the Bases. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drif t of the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis.

! Typically, the drift is small and results in a delay of
actuation rather than a total loss of function.
Determination of setpoint drift is generally made during the

(continued)

|k (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog) |

BASES (continue 4

| ACTIONS performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
| (continued) instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it to within
| s aecification. If the trip setpoint is not consistent with

tie ALLOWABLE VALUE in Table 3.3.2-1, the channel must be
declared inoperable immediately, and the appropriate
Condition (s) from Table 3.3.2-1 entered,

,

in the a channel's trip setpoint is found non-
( cons with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the

tr e strument loop, signal processing electronics,
AS bi le is found inoperable, then all affected

tions i by that channel must be declared
in nit must enter the condition statement
for ection function affected,

c

When the erable channels in a trip function,

exceeds t se s d in any related Condition associated
with the same funct' hen the plant is outside the
safety analys C0 3.0.3 should be immediately
entered, if ap current MODE of operation.

Condition A

Condition A is applic S rotection functions.
Condition A addresses th w ne or more
channels for one or more nctio are rable at the
same time. The Required Action is to Table 3.3.2-1
and immediately take the Required Ac the protection
functions affected.

Condition B

Condition B applies to the failure of a single channel of
one or more input parameters in the following ESFAS
functions: <

l. SIAS
Containment Pressure--High
Pressurizer Pressure--Low

3. CIAS
Containment Pressure--Hi h
Containment Radiation--High

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation-

B 3.3.2 (Analog)
i

O
BASES (continued)

; ACTIONS 4. MSIS

(continued) SG Pressure--Low

5. RAS
Refueling Water Tank Level--Low

6. AFAS
Level--Low
Differential Pressure--High

SFAS incidence logic is normally two-out-of-four. If one
ES a is inoperable, startup or power operation is

inue as long as action is taken to restore
of redundancy.

Rem .1 is the preferred action as it restores
ful' funct capability of the ESFAS.

'

If one S inoperable, startup or power
o)eration continue providing the inoperable
ciannel is ypa r trip within one hour
(Required Actio ecifying either option, the

(3 possibility of i ssing a redundant channel
x is eliminated, n ur trip channels allows

one channel to be emo from service) during
operations, placing he ES in ut-of-three
coincidence logic.

The Completion Time of I ho tted to restore bypass or
trip the channel is suffici to allow the operator to take
all appro)riate actions for the failed channel and still
ensures t1at the risk involved in operating with the failed
channel is acceptable.

For plants that have not demonstrated sufficient channel-to-
channel independence, the failed channel is restored to
OPERABLE status or is placed in trip within 48 hours
(Required Action B.2.2.1 or B.2.2.2). Required Action
B.2.2.1 restores the full capability of the function.
Required Action B.2.2.1 places the function into a one-out-
of-three configuration. In this configuration, common cause
failure of the dependent channel cannot prevent ESFAS
actuation. The 48-hour Completion Time is based upon

(continued) )
(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

i

BASES (continued)

i

ACTIONS operating experience which has demonstrated that a random
(continued) failure of a second channel occurring during the 48 hour

period is a low probability event.

Condition C

Condition C applies to the failure of two channels in any of
the fo g ESFAS functions:

'

1.
ontai t Pressure--High j

Pres er essure--Low
|

4

3.
1

Cont Pr re--High |
Con ion--High j

J

4. MSIS j
SG Press '-

5. RAS

RWT Level--!ow

6. EFAS
s SG 1evel--Low'

SG Differential Pres re--H

Required Action C.1 is the preferre it improves
the functional reliability of the .

With two inoperable channels, one channel shnuld be placed
in bypass, and the other channel should be placed in trip
within the 1-hour Completion Time. With one chanwel of
protective instrumentation bypassed, the ESFAS function B
in two-out-of-three logic but with another channel failed,
the ESFAS may be operating with a two-cut-of-two logic.
This is outside the assumptions made in the analyses and
should be corrected. To correct the problem, the second
channel is placed in trip. This places the ESFAS in a one-
out-of-two logic. If any of the other OPERABl.E channels
receives a trip signal ESFAS actuation will occur.

For plants that have not demonstrded sufficient channel-to-
channel independence one of the failed channels should be
restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours, for reasons

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

e

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS similar to those stated under Condition B. After one
(continued) channel is restored to OPERABLE, the provisions of

Condition B still apply to the remaining inoperable channel. *

Therefore, the channel that is still-inoperable after
completion of Required Action C.2.2 shall be placed in trip
if more than 48 hours has elapsed since the initial channel-

failure.

Condi D applies to the failure of oho MSIS SG Pressure--
Low n I ressurizer Fressure--Lu bypass removal

The re 1 channels consist of four sensor
subt o actuation subsystems. Condition 0

,

app' es t res in one of the four sensor subsystem:, ,

includi sors abins, and associated equi) ment.
Failure n subsystems, including tie manual
bypass key e considered actuation logic
failures, a esse Condition 1.

In Condition D i to c mtinue operation with
( one bypass permi 1 el failed, providing the

bypass is disabled c D.2).- This can be
accomplished by rem ing t bypa th the manual bypass
key switch which disables the b both trains. Since
the bypass function must be m bled, the bypass
)ermissive function will no self cause an undesired
)ypass insertion.

Alternatively, the bypass may be disabled by defeating the
bypass permissive input in one of the four channels to the
two-out-of-four bypast removal logic, placing the bypass
removal feature in one-out-of-three logic. Thus any of the
remaining three channels is capable of removing the bypass
feature when the bypass enable cond" ions are no longer
valid.

If the bypass removal feature in the ino)orable channel
cannot be defeated, actions to address t1e inoperability of

3

the affected automatic trip channel must be taken. Required
Action D.3.1, Required Action D.3.2.1, and Required
Action D.3.2.2, are equivalent to the Required Actions for a

(continued)
. -

(continued),

v,
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ESFA'; Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued) ;,

1

'

ACTIONS single automatic trip channel failure (Condition B). The
.

(continued) 1-hour and 48-hour Completion Times have the same basis as |
discussed for Condition B.

'

Conditioni

Condition E applies to two inoperable bypass removal
channel he bypass removal channels consist of four
rens ems and two actuation subsystems. This
Co tes to failures in two of the four sensor

tems. Ith two of the four sensor subsysteta failed
non- r ve direction (enabling the bypass

fu removal feature is in two-out-of-two
logi . actuation subsystems, including the
manual by s hes, are considered actuation logic
failures ssed in Condition 1.

In Condition is p le to continue operation with
two bypass pe si failed, providing the
bypasses are di milar manner as discussed for

| Condition D.

if the failed bypasses, n ed, actions to,

| address the inoperabil f automatic trip
channels must be taken, et .3.1 and Required
Action E.3.2 are equivale to t Requ Actions for a
two automatic trip channel failures ( C). Also
similar to Condition C, after one se rable channels

i are restored the provisions of Co D still apply to
the remaining inoperable chennel, h the Completion Time
measured from the point of the initial-hypask channe'
failure. The 1-hour and 48-hour Completion Times have the

i same basis as discussed for Condhibn C.

Condition F

Condition F applies to one CSAS Containment Pressure--High;

! channel inoperable. CSAS logic is identical to that of the
other ESFAS functions; however, the inadvertent actuation of
a CSAS is undesirable, since it may damage equipment inside
containment. For this reason, placing the inoperable
channel in trip is not an option as it is in Conditions B
and C.

|
) _

(continued)

(continued)

O
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ESFAS Instrumentation )
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

m

[bi BASES (continued)
l

|

ACTIONS Required Action F.1 is the preferred action as it restores
(continued) full functional capability of the CSAS. If one CSAS channel

is inoperable, operation is allowed to continue providing
the inoperable channel is placed in bypass within I hour. 1The Completion Time of I hour allotted to bypass the channel

i

is sufficient to allow the operator to take all ap)ropriate i
actions for the failed channel and.still ensures t1at the
r involved in operating with the failed channel is l

le.

For p s that hav6 not demonstrated acceptable channel-to-
ch i endence,truefour-channelindependencecannottwo of the remaining three c.annels may be.

n cause failures. Therefore, Required |
Acti 2 ires restoring the channel to OPERABLE
st the fn11 functional capability of the CSAS
Con inme sure liigh function. The Completion Time of
48 hour ased perating experience that has
demonst d failure of a second channel is
improbabl iven 40-hour period.

Condition G
A

Condition G appl m F nual Actuation or AFAS
Actuation Legic cd gra It is identical to
Condition I for the ther -AS f ons except the
shutdown track imposed by Condi

The channel must be - atore iERABLE status to restore
'

redundancy of the AFAS func The 1-hour Completion Time.

is commensurate with the importance of avoiding the
vulnerability of a single failure in the only remaining
OPERABLE channel.

Condition 11

If the Required- Actions and associated Completion Times of
Condition B, C, D, E, F, or G cannot be met the reactor

| should be brought to a M0.0E where the LC0 does not apply te
! the affected function. Six hours to place the plant-in
I l'0DE 3 and 12 hours in MODE 4 are reasonable times, based on

i

,

| operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full
l power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
i systems.

| (continued)

,p (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition I
(continued)

Conditio,7 I applies to one manual actuation or actuation
logic channel inoperable for those ESFAS functions which
must be OPERABLE in' MODES 1 through 4 (all functions except
AFAS). The shutdown track im)osed by Condition J requires
entry into MODE 5, where the C0 does not apply to the
affecte etions.

Th e st be restored to OPERABLE status to restore
ancy he affected functions. The 1-hour Completion

is c s e with the importance of avoiding the
vu' ngle failure in the only remaining
OPE a

IConditio

Condition J i red e required. actions and
associated Co ti Condition I are not met. The
plant must be rd DE where the LCO does not apply
to the affected f1m Six rs to bring the plant to
MODE 3 and 30 additio ur ch MODE 5 are
reasonable times, base perience, to reach
these MODES from full or manner and without
challenging-p1 ant system ,

Condition K

Condition K is applicable to each f the ESFAS functions
presented in Table-3.3.2-1, i

Required Action K 1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) within a Completion time of 1 hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
personnel to make this determination.

Required Action K.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each ESFAS
function have been initiated. - This can' be accomplished by

,

entering the supported systet.s LCOs or independently as a
group of Required Actions needed to be initiated every time

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition K is entered. (For this facility, the identified

(continued) supported systems Required Actions associated with each
ESFAS function are as follows:)

Required Action K.2 verifies that all required support or-
supported features associated with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.

)ecified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
ns personnel to make this determination. If,

ion determines loss of functional capability,
C0 should be immediately entered. However, if the

su or pported feature LC0 takes into consideration
etion situation then LCO 3.0.3 may not need

e

'

SURVEILLANCE The Rs any ar ESFAS function are found in the
REQVIREMENTS SRs col of 2-1, for that function. Most

functions 4 o CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, CHAN> ION, d response time testing.

O In order for a i redit for topical reports(V as the basis fo S lance Frequencies,
topical reports sh po y an NRC Staff Safety
Evaluation Report t t est ish acceptability of each
topical report for that facilit

SR 3.3.2.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
thct a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on another channel. It
is based on the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the same parameter _should read approximately the
same value. Significant deviations between instrument
channels could be an indication of excessive instrument
drift in one of the channels or something even more serious.
CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is
key to verifying the . instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high
radiation instrumentation should be compared to similar-
plant instruments-located throughout the plant. If the
radiation monitor employs keep-alive sources or check

(continued)

V (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE sources operable from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK
REQUIREMENTS should also note the detector's response to these sources.

(continued)
Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of th6 channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel outside the match criteria, it may be an
indica hat the transmitter or the signal processing
equi drifted outside their limit. If the channels
ar n match criteria, 'it is an indication that the

is ar ERABLE. If the channels are normally off-
s dur when Surveillance is required, the

,

CH ly verify that they are off-scale in
the s ff-scale low current-loop channels are
verified ad- at the bottom of the range and not
failed d

The Surveilla requ ut once every shift, is based
on operating r emonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. rmance of the CHANNEL CHECK 1

guarantees that ver annel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since t ba f two random failures
in redundant channels riod is extremoly '

low, the CHANNEL CHECK h ce of loss of
protective function due of ndant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements le form ut more frequent
checks of channel operability during )erational use
of displays associated with the LCO thannel s.

SR 3.3.2.2 and SR 3.3.2.3-

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to i

ensure the entire channel will perform its intended function
when needed.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of an overlapping test
sequence similar to that employed in the RPS which tests the
individual sensor subsystems using an analog test input to
each bistable.

Distable Tests. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. The bistable
setpoints must be found to trip within the ALLOWABLE VALUES
specified in the LCO. The difference between the current
"as found" and the previous test "as left" values must be

(continued)

j (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)-

V BASES (continued) ;

1

|
SURVEILLANCE consistent with the drift-allowance used in the sotpoint
REQUIREMENTS analysis. Whenever these tolerances are not met, a

(continued) recalibration can be performed to establish OPERABILITY of
the channel. However, repeated consecutive failures would
be indicative of a failure that cannot ba corrected by re-
calibration alone.

ion Logic Tests. Actuation subsystem testing includes

s.
''ng one trip signal into each two-out-of-four logic

in each ESFAS function, and using a bistable trip
input satisfy the trip logic. Initiation relays,

ass e th the affected channel will then actuate the
u S components. Since each ESFAS function

o 1s of actuation logic, it is possible to
act iv 1 components without actuating an entire
ES

Note 1 - 3.3.2 uires that actuation logic tests
include Brat; tlation relays. . Note 2 allows

jexemption ( Sj lays from testing at power to allow
for the fact atine rtain relays during power

A operation could ep nsients or equipment damage.(') those initiatio not be tested at power must
be tested in acc d 1 in SR 3.3.2.3. These

h. IAS No. 5, and MSISinclude: SIAS No.
No. 1.

These relays actuate the follo nents, which cannot-
be tested.at power: <

,

RCP seal bleedoff isolation valves;*

Service water isolation valves;*

VCT discharge valves;*

Letdown stop valves;i
*

CCW to and from the RCPs;I *

MSIVs and feedwater isolation valves; and*

Instrument air containment isolation valves.*

The reasons that each of the above cannot be fully tested at
power are stated in Reference 1.

These tests verify that the ESFAS is capable of performing
i its -intended function - from bistable input through the
( actuated components.
1

(continued)

(continued)

{
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance Fregt:ency of 92 days is based on the
REQUIREMENTS reliability analysis presented in topical report CEN-327,

(continued) "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 8).

A test signa 7 is then superim)osed on the input in one
channel at a time to verify t1at the bistable trips within
the. spec led tolerance around the setpoint. This is done.
with t ected RPS channel trip channel bypassed,

t

11 ment 3.3.2.4 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TE .3.2.2 except 3.3.2.4 is performed
with o startup and is only applicable to

i bypass f e include the Pressurizer Pressure--
Low Bypa SG Pressure--Low Bypass.

The CHANNEL F NAL r proper operation of the
bypass permis s during plant heatups because
the bypasses ma prior to entering MODE 3, but
must be removed pri oints during plant'

startup to enable the f Consequently,just
prior to startup is t p to verify Bypass
Removal function OPERA e sasses are removed
the bypasses must not- fan pa lat the. associated,

ESFAS function is inappropriatel >ypas This feature is
verified by the appropriate ESFAS fun NNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST.

' The allowance to conduct this tes thin 92 days of startup
is based upon the reliability analysis presented in topical'
report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval

4

Evaluation" (Ref. 8).

SR 3.3.2.5,

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to the measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATIO.i leaves,

the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
i successive tests,'to ensure that the instrument channel
i

remains operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
of the plant-specific setpoint. analysis. Transmitter "as
found" and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify

.

(continued)

(continued)
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1

ESFAS Instrumentation ;

B 3.3.2 (Analog) |

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE delft assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL |

REQUIREMENTS CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
(continued) setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the plant-

specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error
determination und readjustment must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint |
analysis. '

ation restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise ,

c 1 component found to have errors larger than i

assun y the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
fai he same channel over a relatively small number

is must be considered as potentially
rministic failure which cannot be corrected i

by t
,

Fie tra rs may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibra a1 ry, or replaced with an equivalent,
laborat c nit. l

The Survei ene based on the assumption of an
m 18-month calibr in n the determination of the

[J} magnitude of eqt he setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.2 6

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is-pe n the manual ESFAS
actuation circuitry, de ener s, and providing
manual actuation of the fun .

This test verifies that the trip push buttons are capable of
opening contacts in the actuation logic as designed, de-
energizing the initiation relays, and providing manual
actuation of the function. The 18-month Frequency was '

developed considering it was prudent that these
Surveillances only be performed during a plant outage. This
is due to the plant conditions needed to perform the
Surveillance and the potential for unplanned plant
transients if the Surveillance is performed with _ the reactor
at power. Operating experience has shown these components
usually pass the Surveillance when performed on the 18-month
Frequency.

(continued) e

I
(continued) 1
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ESFAS Instrumentatien
B 3.3.~2 (Analog)

,

BASES (contiaued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.7
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This Surveillance ensures that the train actuation response
times are verified on a STAGGERED TEST DASIS. The response
time values are provided in the FSAR, and are the maximum
values assumed in the safety analyses.

Individ scomponent response times are not modeled in the
anal analysis models the overall or total elapsed
ti om point at which the )arameter sixceeds the trip

nt va' at the sensor, to tio point at which the
e ment >)t rains reaches the required functional
st ~

rated discharge pressure, valves in
full o ition. [For this facility.
ENGINEERE F RE RESPONSE TIME testing acceptance
criteria - in the following document:]

The test may form ne measurement or overlapping
segments, wit ri at all components are
measured.

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEA ESP JME tests are conducted
on a 18-month STAGGER ST is results in the
interval between succe o iven channel of
n x 18 months, where, is ;o nels in the
function. Testing of the inal~ .uati vices, which'

make up the bulk of the response time, uded in the
testing of each channel. Therefore testing
results in response time verificaQ f these devices every
18 months. The 18-month STAGGERE@ ST BASIS Frequency is
based upon plant operating experience which shows that
random failures of instri: mentation components causing
serious response time degradation, but not channel' failure,
are infrequent occurrences. Response times cannot be
determined at power since equipment operation is required.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Chapter [7.3], (" Instrumentation and
Control").

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,
" Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment
important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Analog)

A
\ BASES (continued)

. _ _

REFERENCES 3. (Unit Name), (NRC Staff Safety Evaluation Report,
(continued) (Date)).

4. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
IEEE-279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

Unit Name) FSAR, Chapter (14), " Accident Analysis."

it Name), "[ Plant Protection System Selection of:.

p Setpoint Values.)"
,

Code of Federal Regulations, Appendix A,
.

ign-Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants.""

8. /ESFAS. Extended Test Interval Evaluation,"
Jun 6, including Supplement 1, March 3,1989. .

Ah
' v'

o
V

.

v
,
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2 [naineered Safety Features Actuation Systems (ESFAS) Instrumentation
(Digital)

BASES

BACKGROUND Th SFAS initiates necessary safety systems, based upon the
of selected unit parameters, to protect against
g core design limits and Reactor Coolant System
essure boundary to mitigate accidents.

The tains devices and circuitry which generate the
als when monitored variables reach levels that

conditions requiring protective action:

1. tion Actuation Signal (SIAS);

2. Co nt ctuation Signal (CSAS);

3. Cont ion Actuation Signal (CIAS);

4. Containment in ion Signal (CCAS);

!O 5. Main Steam g SIS);

6. Recirculation tuati Sign S); and

7. Emergency Feedwater Actu m (EFAS).

Equipment actuated by each he above signals is
identified in the FSAR (Ref.1).

Each of the above ESFAS instrumentation systems is segmented
into three interconnected modules. These modules are:

Measurement Channels*

Bistables; and*

ESFAS Logic:+

- Matrix Logic;

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Initiation Logic (Trip Paths); and-

(continued)
Actuation Logic.-

The role of each of these modules in the ESFAS is discussed
below.

Measure * Channels

Me n annels, consisting of field transmitters or
s sen s and associated instrumentation, provide a

rabl ct ic signal based upon the physical
ch e parameter being measured.

Four ide as ent channels with electrical and
physical provided for each parameter used in
the genera ion p signals. These channels are
designated A gh D. rement channels provide input
to ESFAS bist s same ESFAS channel. In
addition, some annels are used as inputs to
Reactor Protecti PS) tables, and most provide
indication in the cont roo urentent channels used
as an input to the RPS E used for control
functions.

f i
When a chsnnel monitoring a para er i tes an unsafe
condition, the bistable monitoring th er in that
channel will trip. Tripping two or els of
bistables monitoring the same par will de-energize
Matrix Logic, which in turn de-en zes the Initiation
Logic. This causes both channels of Actuation Logic to
de-energize. Each channel of Actuation Logic controls one
train of the associated engineered safety features (ESF)
equipment.

Three of the four measurement and bistable channels are
recessary to meet the redundancy and testability of GDC 21
in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 7). The fourth channel
provides additional flexibility, by allowing one channel to
be removed from service (trip channel bypass) for
maintenance or testing, while still maintaining a minimum.
two-out-of-three logic.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

,m
f BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND In order to take full advantage of the four-channel design,
(continued) adequate channel-to-channel independence must be

demonstrated, approved by the NRC staff, and this approval
documented by an NRC Safety Evaluation Report. Adequate
channel-to-channel independence includes physical and
electrical independence of each channel from the others.
Furthermore, each channel must be energized from separate
i ers and station batteries. Plants that have

rated adequate channel-to-channel independence, as
cu ed by the NRC Safety Evaluation Report (Ref. 3) may

o) era in a two-out-of-three logic configuration, with one
. c1 re ed from service, for the time stated in

Sin
' ailure will either cause or prevent a

pr actuation, and no protective channel feeds
ac trol 1, this arrangement meets the requirements
of Inst" of El al and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
279-197| e

Bistables

Bistable trip u he Plant Protective System,

'j (PPS) cabinet, r e al put from the measurement
channels, compare n in o trip setpoints, and
provide contact out t to t Mat ogic. .They also
provide local trip indication, tc annunciation.

There are four channels of les, designated A through
0, for each ESFAS function, for each measurement
channel. In cases where two ESF functions share the same
input and trip set)oint (e. g. containment pressure input to
CIAS and SIAS ), tio same bistable may be used to satisfy
both functions. Similtely, bistables may.be shared between
the RPS and ESFAS (e. g. Pressurizer Pressure-Low input to
the RPS and SIAS), Bistable output relays de-energize when
a trip occurs, in turn de-energizing bistable relays mounted
in the PPS relay card racks.

The contacts from these bistable relays are arranged into
six coincidence matrices, comprising the Matrix logic. If
bistables monitoring the same parameter in at least two
channels trip, the Matrix Logic will generate an ESF
actuation (two-out-of-four logic).

(continued)

(continued)
NJ
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The trip setpoints and ALLOWABLE VALUES used in the.
(continued) bistables are based on the analytical limits stated in

Reference 5. The selection of these trip setpoints is such
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment effects, for those
ESFAS is which must function in harsh environments as.
defi CFR 50.49 (Ref. 2), ALLOWABLE VALUES specified
in -1 are conservatively adjusted with respect to

lyt limits. A detailed description of the
ol e o calculate the trip setpoints, including

t tainties, is provided in the " Plant
Pro tion of Trip Setpoint Values"
(Ref. 6) tu ominal. trip setpoint entered into the
bistable ill more conservative than that
specified y th ABLE VALUE to account for changes in
random measur err etable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST. If the as t does not exceed the
ALLOWABLE val.U , is considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordan h WABLE VALUE :11
assure that Safety Li n 2.0, " Safety ,
limits" are not-violk t ted operational
occurrences (A00s), -|a;d

.
en f Design Basis

Accidents (DBAs) will bt- capta e,.pr ng the plant is
operated from within the Lt;0s at the o the A00 or
DBA, and the equipment functions as

Each channel can be tested on li verify that the signal
processing equipment and setpoint accuracy is within the
specified allowance requirements of Reference 1. Once a
designated channel is t een out of service for testing, a
simulated signal is injected in-place of the field
instrument signal. The process equipment for the channel in
test is then tested, verified, and calibrated. SRs for the
channels are specified in the Surveillance Requirements
section.

The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.2-1 are based upon
the methodology described in Reference 6, which incorporates
all of the known uncertainties applicable for each channel.
The magnitudes of these uncertainties are. factored into the
determination of each trip setpoint. All field sensors and

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

O
( BASES (continued)

i

BACKGROUND signal processing equipment for these channels are assumed I

(continued) to operate within the allowances of these uncertainty !
magnitudes.

ESFAS loaic

The ESFAS Logic, consisting of Matrix, Initiation and
ion Logic, employs a scheme that provides an ESF '

n of both trains when bistables in any two of the
r nels sensing the same input parameter trip. This

is ca a two-out-of-four trip logic. This logic is shown
in e .3.2-1.

rs to the matrix power supplies, bistable
rel t nd interconnecting wiring up to, but not
in rix relays.

Initiat gic c s of the trip path power source,
matrix associated contacts, all
interconne and the initiation relays.

Actuation Logic st circuitry housed within the
auxiliary relay n sed to actuate the ESF

\ function, and in g g to the initiation relay
contacts mounted i ab

Bistable relay contact outputs- four channels are
configured into six logic matr h logic matrix
checks for a coincident tri e same parameter in two
bistable channels. The mat s are designated the AB, AC,
AD, BC, 80, and CD matrices, to reflect the bistable
channels being monitored Each logic matrix contains four
normally energized matrix relays.- When a coincidence is
detected, consisting of a trip in the same function in the
two channels being monitored by the logic matrix, all four '

matrix relays de-energize.

The matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip paths, with
one relay contact from each matrix relay in each of the four
tri ) paths. Each trip path controls two initiation relays.
Eac1 of the two initiation relays in each trip path controls
contacts in the Actuation Logic for one train of ESF.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation i

B 3.3.2 (Digital) !

1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND When a coincidence occurs in two ESFAS channels, all four
(continued) matrix relays in the affected matrix will de-energize.

This, in turn will de-energize all eight initiation relays,
four used in each Actuation Logic.

'

Each of the four Initiation Logic channels opent contacts
affectin the Actuation Logic in both ARCS if any of the six
coinci matrices de-energize their associated matrix
rela thus perform a 1ogical or function. Each-
I ic channel has.its own power su) ply, and is

dent the other three channels. Alt 1ough each of
ur a Logic channels within an ESFAS function-

us upplies, the Initiation Logic for the
diff ns shares power supplies. Thus
failure o rs ly may force entry into the Condition
specifie he affected ESFAS functions.

Each of the t nnel tuation Logic, mounted in the
ESFAS ARCS, i s actuating one train of ESF
equipment. Eac1 has separate Actuation Logic
in each ARC.

The contacts, from the i are configured in a
selective two-out-of-f t tuation Logic,
similar to the configura ped e RPS-in the
reactor trip circuit breakers (R 3s). logic controls
ARC-mounted subgroup relays, which ar energized.
Contacts from these relays, when de actuate
specific ESF equipment.

It is possible for two Initiation Logic channels affecting
the same trip leg to de-energize in multiple ESFAS functions
if a matrix power supply or vital instrument bus fails.
This will . result in opening-the two contacts in each ARC
Actuation Logic, leaving the Actuation Logic for both trains
in one-out-of-two logic.

If one set of Initiation Logic contacts has been opened in
response to a single Initiation Logic channel failure, the
affected set of contacts may-be closed for up to I hour for
surveillance testing on the OPERABLE Initiation Logic
channels. In this-case the redundant set of Initiation
Logic contacts will provide protection if a trip should be
required. It is unlikely that a trip will be required

(continued)
-

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

O BASES (continued)
;

BACKGROUND during the surveillance testing, coincident with a . failure
(continued) of the remaining series initiation relay contacts.

If a single matrix power supply or vital bus failure has.de-
energized two Initiation Logic channels, the same trip leg
in both ARCS will open, pl::ing the Actuation Logic in one-- |
out-of-two logic in both trains. Operation may continue in

Iondition subject to the requirements of Condition D
g the initiation relay contacts in the Actuation -
ip. leg for both trains open as required.

Wit tion Logic channel inoperable, automatic
e train of ESF may be inhibited. The

rovides adequate protection in the event of
DBA e gle-failure criterion may be violated. For-
th tion in this condition is restricted.

I Failure indiv istables and their relays are l

conside hannel failures. This section i
describes he Matrix Logic not addressed in tho |above, such lur matrix relay power supplies, '

or the failure o t el bypass contact in the
bypass conditio o le vital bus will de- i

energize one of r ies in each of threes

matrices. This wi nt itiation circuits
de-energizing, redu ng th SFAS tion Logic to a one-
out-of-two logic in both trains. le purposes of this
LCO, de-energizing up to thre twer supplies due to
a single failure is to be t as a single matrix channel
failure, providing the affe matrix relays de-energize as
designed. Although each of the six matrices within an ESFAS
function uses separate power supplies, the matrices for the
different ESFAS functions share power supplies. Thus
failure of a matrix power supply may force entry into the
Condition specified for each of the affected ESFASi

-functions.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital) .)

!

BASES (continued)

This fiaure for illustration oniv. Do not use for operation.

.

*

|

Figure B 3.3.2-1

Simplified Functional Diagram of the
ESFAS Logic

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND It is possible to change the two-out-of-four ESFAS logic to
(continued) a two-out-of-three logic for a given input parameter in one

channel at a time by trip channel bypassing select portions
of the Matrix Logic. Trip channel bypassing a bistable ,

effectively shorts the bistable relay contacts in the three |

matrices associated with that channel. Thus, the bistables I

will function normally, producing normal trip indication and
a iation, but ESFAS actuation will not occur since the

. channel is effectively removed from the coincidence
rip channel bypassing can be simultaneously

perf to any number of parameters in any number of
cha iding each parameter is bypassed in only one

me. An interlock prevents simultaneous trip
of the same parameter in more than one

cha i annel bypassing is normally employed during
ma sting.

For pla at h onstrated sufficient channel-to-
channel -out-of-three logic is the minimum i
that is r vide adequate plant protection, since
a failure o el 1 ensures ESFAS actuation would

! be generated by wo g OPERABLE channels.
Two-out-of-thre i nts inadvertent actuations,

; caused by any si e.in a trip condition.

In addition to the t ip ch el b s, there aro also
; operating bypasses on select ES tion trips. These

bypasses are enabled manually ur channels, when
i plant conditions do not war he specific trip

protection. All operating sses are automatically,

i removed when enabling bypass conditions are no longer
; satisfied. Operating bypasses normally are implemented in'

the bistable, so that normal trip indication is-also
disabled. The Pressurizer Pressure--Low input to the SIAS
shares an operating bypass with the Pressurizer Pressure--
Low reactor trip.

Manual ESFAS initiation capability is provided to permit the
operator to manually-actuate an ESF System when necessary.

'
Two sets of two push buttons (located in the control room)
for each ESF' function are provided, and each set actuates;

; both trains. Each manual actuation push button opens one
trip path, de-energizing one set of two initiation relays,

(continued)
I

(continued).
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)-

BASES (contineed)

!

BACKGROUND one affecting each train of ESF. Initiation relay contacts
(continued) are arranged in a selective two-out-of-four configuration in

the Actuation Logic. By arranging the push buttons in two
sets of two, such that both push buttons in a set must be
depressed, it is possible to assure that manual actuation
will not be prevented in-the event of a single random
failure. Each set of two push buttons is designated a
single gel in this LCO.

%

APPLICABLE of t a d accidents.can be detected by one or
SAFETY ANALY5LS mo One of the ESFAS functions is the.

prim u 1 for that accident. An ESFAS
function mary actuation signal for more than
one type An ESFAS functim may also be a
secondary, or b actuation signal Vor one or more other
accidents. F ns s manual initiation not
specifically i ccident analysis were
qualitatively cr . safety analysis or the NRC
Staff-approved 11 is- he plant. These
functions may provide et conditions which do not,

require dynamic transi emonstrate function
performance. These fu a rye as backups to
functions that were cred ac nt analysis'

described by Reference 5.

ESFAS protective functions are as f

| 1. Safety In.ioction Actuation S 1

SIAS ensures acceptable consequences during large-
break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), small-break
LOCAs, control element assembly ejection accidents,
and main steam line breaks (MSLBs).inside. containment.
To provide the required protection, either a high4

containment pressure or a low pressurizer pressure
signal will initiate SIAS. SIAS initiates the
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCSs), [ control. room
isolation,] and emergency diesel generators.

-(continued)

(continued)
1
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 2.- Containment Soray Actuation Sianal

SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) CSAS actuates containment spray, preventing
. containment over-pressurization during large-break .|

LOCAs, small-break LOCAs, and MSLBs or feedwater line
breaks (FWLBs)-inside containment. CSAS is initiated
by high-high containment pressure and an.SIAS. This !
onfiguration reduces the likelihood cf-inadvertent

tainment spray.

Lliq]jttigILAtt&A.t191LSignal-.

A ' res acceptable mitigating actions during
1 small-break LOCAs, and MSLBs or FWLBs

in e or outside containment. CIAS is
i low pressurizer pressure or high

cont pressure.-

4. m
-

S
1

CCAS m ntai nt overpressurization when
p\ required by er 1.or automatic SIAS

function. s not employed by all- j
d plants. -

'

5. Main Steam Iso tion nal

MSIS ensures acceptable c s during an MSLB or >

FWLB (between the SG ar main feedwater check-
valve), either inside 2 utside containment. MSIS
isolates both SGs-if either generator indicates a low
pressure condition or if a high containment pressure
condition exists. This prevents an excessive rate of-
heat extraction and subsequent cooldown of the RCS
during these events.

6. Recirculation Actuation Signal'

At the end of the injection phase'of a LOCA the
refueling water storage tank-(RWST) will be nearly
empty. Continued cooling must be provided by the ECCS
to remove decay heat. _The source -of water for the
ECCS pumps is automatically switched to the
containment recirculation sump. Switchover from RWST
to containment sump must occur before the RWST empties

g (continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued) >

APPLICABLE to provent damage to the ECCS pumps and a loss of core
SAFETY ANALYSES cooling capability. For similar reasons switchover

(continued) must not occur before there is sufficient water in the
containment sump to support pump suction.
Furthermore, early switchover must not occur to ensure
sufficient borated water is-injected from the RWST to
ensure the reactor remains shut down in the
re ulation mode. A RWST Level--Low signal

s the RAS.
,

ion System7 '

N
s f two SG-specific signals (EFAS 1 and

nitiates emergency feed to SG 1 and
EFA t mergency feed to SG 2.

EFAS aint SG heat sink during a steam
generato

~

ent and an MSLB or FWLBru
event ei tside containment.

Low SG water i lat ergency feed to the
affected SG, prov t ator is not identified
(by the circuitry team or feedwater
line break).

EFAS logic includes -spec c in from the SG
Pressure--Low bistable comparato sed in MSIS),
and the SG Differential Pressu 1 > SG2 or
SG2 > SG1, bistable comparatt to determine if a
rupture in either generator f occurred.

Rupture is assumed'if the affected generator has a low
pressure condition, unless that generator is
significantly higher in pressure than the other
generator.-

This latter feature allows feeding the intact SG
even if both are below the MSIS setpoint, while
preventing the ruptured generator from being fed.
Not feeding a ruptured generator prevents containment
over-pressurization during the analyzed events.

The ESFAS satisfies Criterion 3 of.the NRC Interim Policy |
| . Statement.

'

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
,

B 3.3,2 (Digital) '

(
V' BASES (continued)

t

LC0 The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an ESFAS
function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the affected functions. The specific'
criteria for determining channel OPERABILITY differs
slightly between functions.

F ose designs approved by the NRC Staff to permit one of
out-of-four channels bypassed for an extended period
the plant may operate for the time allowed in

efer 3, with one channel in each function bypassed,
eff lacing the plant in a two-out-of-three-logic

n those functions.- In other cases, plants
r 48 hours in a trip channel bypass

co ef restoring the function to four channel
op t-of-four logic), or placing the channel in
tri (two -threelogic).

Only Al e specified for each ESFAS actuation
trip funct O. Nominal trip setpoints are
specified i -sp ic setpoint calculations. The

e nominal setpoint s o ensure the setpoints
( monitored by th AL-TESTS do not exceed the

ALLOWABLE VALUE- 1 performing as required.
Operation with a t t1 onservative than the
nominal trip setpoi , but thin ALLOWABLE'VALUE, is
acceptable provided that the op nd testing is
consistent with the assumptio lant-specific

; setpoint calculations. Eact WABLE VALUE specified is
more conservative than the i ytical limit assumed in
transient and accident analysis in order to account fot
instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip function.
These uncertainties are defined in the " Plant Protection
System Selection of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 6).

The trip functions specified in Table 3.3.2.-1 are
considered OPERABLE when:

1. All channel components necessary to provide an ESFAS
actuation are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
i analysis, or design information to be within the

assumptions of the setpoint calculations;

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO 3. Required surveillance testing is current and has
(continued) demonstrated performance within each surveillance test

acceptance criteria; a:.d

4. The arcociate operational bypass is not enabled except ,

under the conditions set in the LC0 Applicability for '

the function.

These a are discussed on a function-by-function basis
bel

lases th C0s on ESFAS functions are:
1

1.

a. u
- ion

Thi - reo - o channels of SIAS Manual
| Act on BLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Manual hann are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPE TY ments 1 and 3.

The SIAS Man n els only function
to energize or e, pen or close,,

1 contacts. There ore, t ese ns have no
adjustable trip setpoints wi to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

b. Containment Pressure--H

This LC0 requires four channels of SIAS
Containment Pressure--High to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3.

The Containment Pressure--High signal is shared
between the SIAS (Function 1), CIAS (Function 3),
and MSIS (Function 5).

| Containment Pressure- High signal channels are
OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY

| requirements 1, 2, and 3.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE for this trip is set high
enough to allow for small pressure increases in

(continued)

(continued) ,
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ESFAS Instrumentation
"B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LC0 containment expected during normal operation (i.e.,
(continued) plant heatup), and not indicative of an off-normal

condition. The setting is low enough to initiate the
ESF functions when an off-normal condition is I

i indicated. This allows, the ESF systems to perform as |
expected in the accident analyses to mitigate the
consequences of the analyzed accidents.

oiPressurizerPressure--Low
]

This LC0 requires four channels of SIAS- ,

ssurizer Pressure--Low to be OPERABLE in MODES l
2, 1

1

|re izer Pressure--Low signal channels are
E when they satisfy OPERABILITY

rements 1, 2, 3, and 4.

VALUE for thS trip is set low
vent actuating the ESF functions

( AS) ng normal plant operation and
3ressu p transients. _The setting is

O3 ligh he specified accidents the
ESF sy c to perform as expected,
mitigati equ s of the accidents.

,

The Pressurizer Press trip setpoint,
which provides SIAS RPS trip, may be,

manually decreaseg floor value of 300 psia
.

to allow for a cor. 11ed cooldown and (

depressurization of-the RCS without causing a
,

I reactor trip, CIAS,-or SIAS. The margin between
actual pressurizer pressure and-the trip setpoint

; inust be maintained less than or equal to the
j specified value (400 psia) to ensure a reactor

trip, CIAS, and SIAS will occur if required,

during RCS cooldown and depressurization.'

From this reduced setting, the trip setpoint will
increase automatically as pressurizer pressure
increases, tracking actual RCS pressure until the
trip setpoint is reached.

When the trip setpoint has been lowered below the
bypass permissive setpoint of 400 psia, the

p (continuea)

- (continued)

*
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital) i

BASES (continued)

LC0 Pressurizer Pressure--Low reactor trip, CIAS, and
(continued) SIAS actuation may be manually bypassed in

prearation for shutdown cooling. When RCS
pressure rises above the bypass removal setpoint,
the bypass is rertoved,

c.ii ypass Removal

s LC0 requires four channels of Bypass Removal
IAS Pressurizer Pressure--Low to be OPERABLE

i DES 1, 2, and 3.

four channels enables and disables
h pability for a single channel.

re four bypass removal channels must
o ensure that none of the four

utom ip channels is inadvertently
byp .

Bypass nels are OPERABLE when they
satisf Yr rements 1, 2, and 3.

g This LCO ap s removal feature
only. If th b ction is failed soi

as to prevent by ondition,
operation may continue. Beca he trip
setpoint has a floor value ia, a channel
trip will result if press eased below
this setpoint without b ng.

The bypass removal ALLOWABLE VALUE was chosen
because MSLB events originating from below this
setpoint add less positive reactivity than that
which can be compensated for by required shutdown
margin.

d. Matrix Logic

This LC0 requires six channels of SEAS Matrix
Logic to be OPERABLE in M0K5 1, 2, and 3.

Matrix Logic channels r.ce OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY equirements 1 and 3.

(continued)

(continued)
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EMAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO The SIAS Matrix Logic only: functions to-energize
(continued) or de-energize, or open or close, contacts.

Therefore, these functions have no adjustable
trip setpoint with which to associate an

. ALLOWABLE VALUE.

Initiation Logic.

This LCO requires four channals of SIAS
Initiation Logic to be OPERABLE in E DES 1, 2, 3,

4.

ion Logic channels are OPEr*9tE when they
t OPERABILITY requirements i .nd 3.

AS Initiation Logic only functions to
rgiz -energize, or '6 pen or close,

on refore, these functions have no
ip setpoint with which to associate-

a VAL

f. Actua L

This LC0 Lwo- nels of SIAS Actuation
Logic to OPE .E in S 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Actuation Logic chan PERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILI airements 1 and 3.

The SIAS Actuation Logic only functions to
energize or de-energize, or~ open or close,

,

I contacts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustable trip setpoint with which to associate
an All0WABLE VALUE.

2. Containment Soray Actuation'Sianal

CSAS is initiated either manually or automatically.
For an automatic actuation it is necessary to have a
Containment Pressure--High High signal, coincident1

| with an SIAS. The SIAS requirement should always be
satisfied on a legitimate CSAS, since the Containmentl

Pressure--High signal used in.the SIAS will initiate

(continued) ;

(V (continued)'

1

;
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LC0 before the Containment Pressure--High High, This
(continued) ensures that a CSAS ;.ill not initiate unless required.

a. Nanual Actuatha
This LCO requires.two chtnr,Is of CSAS Manual
.\ctuation to be OPiiMBLE 4, MODES 1, 2, and.3.

anual Actuation channals aro OPERABLE when they
sfy OPERABILITi requirements 1 and 3.

T SAS Manual Actuation channels only-
ti to energize or de-energize, or open or'

acts. Therefore, these functions have
no -trip setpoints with which to
d te ALLOWABLE VALUE,

%senta
p

b, Pressure--High High

Thi 0 ur channels of CSAS
Contai e--High High to be OPERABLE in 8
MODES .

Containment gnal channels are-
OPERABLE who BILITY
requirements 1, a

The A''LOWABLE VALUE for thi set high
enough to allow for first SF Systems
(Containment Cooling Sy to attempt to
mitigate the consequenc f an accident before
resorting to spraying borated water onto
containment equipment. The setting is low enough
to initiate CSAS in time to prevent containment
pressure from exceeding design.

c. Automatic SIAS (Function 1)

This LCO requires four channels of Automatic SIAS
input to CSAS to be OPERA 3LE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

The Automatic SIAS occurs on Pressurizer
Prese"*a--! ~ a" Natsinment Pressure--High, and
is explained above.

| (continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentatlon
B 3.3.2 (Digital).

O ,

BASES (continued)
'

LCO. d. Hatrix Logic <

(continued) '

This LCO requires six. channels of CSAS Matrix
Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

Matrix Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The CSAS Matrix Logic only functions to energize''
or de-energize, or open'or close, contacts.

4
Therefore, these functions have no adjustable

setpoint with which to associate an
ABLE VALUE.-

n1 ion Logir

.00 requires four channels of CSAS-
itiat ic to be OPERABLE in MODES'1, 2,

nd;

ogi nnels are OPERABLE when they
satis RA equirements 1 and 3.

The CS n 'c only functions to
energize gi r open or close,
' contacts. There re, t functions have no

'

adjustable trip setpo which to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE,

f. Actuation Logic .

This LCO requires two channels of- CSAS Actuation
Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.,

Actuation Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The CSAS Actuation Logic only functions to
energize or de-energize, or open or close,
cont. acts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustable trip setpoint with wSich to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

(continued)

(continued)

v
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ESFAS'Instrumentaticn |
: B 3.3.2 (Digital) '

1

BASES (continued)

LC0 3. Contai.nment Isolation Actuation Sional
(continued),

i For plants where the SIAS and CIAS are actuated on
Pressurizer Pressure--Low or Containment Pressure--
High, the SIAS and CIAS share the same input channels,
bistables, and matrices and matrix relays. The

,'

remainder of the initiation channels, the m:nual |

c and the Actuation Logic are separate. Since
11cability is also the same, they have.

actions.

a' untion.

ires two channels of CIAS Manual 1
'

n be OPERABLE in M00LS 1, 2, 3, and 4.

anu tion channels are OPERABLE when they
.

sat PE requirements 1 and 3.
i

The untion channels only function
to ene enc ir open or close,
contacts. or p functions have no
adjustable h which to associate
an ALLOWADLE

b. Containment Pre ure-- h

This LCO requires four ch IAS
Containment Pressure--H be OPERiBLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3.

The Containment Pressurr -High signal is shared
between the SIAS (Function 1), CIAS (Function 3),
and MSIS (Function 5).

Containment Pressure--High signal channels are
OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY
reqJirements 1, 2, and 3.

The ALLOMBLE VALUE for this trip is set high
enough to allow for small pressure increases in
containment expected during normal operation
(i.e., plant heatup), and not indicative of an
off-namt1 condition. The setting is low enough
to initiate the ESF functions when an off-normal

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO condition is indicated. This allows the E5F
(continued) systems to perform as expected in the accident

analyses to mitigate the consequences of the
,

analyzed accidents. |

|

c.i Pressurizer Pressure--Low )

oThisLCOrequiresfourchannelsofCIAS
'

Pressurizer Pressure--Low to be OPERABLE in
H0 DES 1, 2, and 3.

ssurizer Pressure--Low signal channels are
LE when they satisfy OPERABILITY
ments 1, 2, 3, and 4.

0WABLE VALVE for this trip is set low
to prevent actuating the ESF functions

a ) during normal plant operation and4

essure transients. The setting is
hat with the specified accidents the

will tuate to perform as expected,
mitig th uences of the accidents.

1 The Pr -Low trip setpoint,
which pr S, and RPS tri), may
be manua decre ed t 'loor ALLOWABLE VALUE
of 300 psia to allow trolled cooldown
and depressurizatio S without causing a
reactor trip, CIA AS. The margin between
actual pressurize essure and the trip setpoint
must be maintained less than or equal to the
specified value (400 psi) to ensure a reactor
trip, CIAS, and SIAS will occur if required
during RCS cooldown and depressurization.

From this reduced setting, the trip setpoint will
increase automatically as pressurizer pressure

| increases, tracking actual RCS pressure until the
trip setpoint is reached.

When the trip setpoint has been lowered below the
bypass removal setpoint of 400 psia, the
Pressurizer Pressure--Low reactor trip, CIAS, and
SIAS actuation may be manually bypassed in

(continued)

O (continued)
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EsfA5 Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

4

BASES (continued)

LCC preparation for shutdown cooling. When RCS
(continued) )ressure ris;. above the bypass removal, the

)ypass is remo'-

c.ii Sypass Removal

This LCO requires four channels of Bypass Removal
' r CIAS Pressurizer Hesure--Low to be OPERABLE

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

E of the four channels enables and disables
s capability for a single channel.

11 four bypass removal channels must
! o ensure that none of the four
i s inadvertently bypassed,

ypa al channels are OPERABLE when they
sat PE requirements 1, 2, and 3.

This the b pass removal feature
only, ss e function is failed so
as to preve er ass condition,
operation m use the trip

i setpoint has u 00 psia, a channel
trip will resu ure ecreased below
this setpoint w hout assi

The bypass removal ALLOWA as chosen
because MSLB events ori g from below this

| setpoint add less posit reactivity than that
I which can be compensated by required shutdown

margin,

d. Matrix Logic

This LC0 requires six channels of CIAS Matrix
Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

Hatrix Logic channels arc OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The CIAS Natrix logic only function to energize
or de-energize, or open or close, contacts, '

Therefore, these functions have no adjustable

(continued)

(continued)
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(SFAS Instrumet,tation |
B 3.3.2 (Olgital) l

1

BASES (continued)

LCO trip setpoints with which to sissociate an
(continued) ALLOWABLE VALUE.

e. Initiation Logic ,

This LCO requires four channels of CIAS
Initiation Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

Initiation Logic channels tre OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERA 3ILITY requirewrc!s 1 and 3.

.

IAS Initiation Logic only Ionctions to
ze or de-energize, or twt or close,

n s. Therefore, thets fiartions have no
ble trip setpoints witt, which to associate

OWABLE VALUE.

f. c c

utr o channeln ad CIAS Actuation
Logic OP in MODES L, 2, 3, and 4.O

( ,/ Actuat 1a are OPIMDLE when they
satisfy

%re emen19 'I and 3.

The CIAS Actuation lo "tx tions to
energize or de-ener van or close,
contacts. Theref ese functions have no
adjustable trip s ints with tfhich to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

4. Containment Coolina Actuation (ign.Q,

For plants emalnying a seperate CCAS signal, the CCAS,

! function can ae automatically or taanually actuated on
an SIAS. It can also be manually attuated using two
channels of CCAS push buttons, configured similarly to
all other ESFAS manual actuattoris, CCAS therefore
shares the SIAS sensor channels, histables,
coincidence matrices, and matrix reh)s, it has-
separate manual channels and Actuation togic.

(cont hved)
{

._ - .~.-

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO a. Manual CCAS Actuation
(continued)

This LC0 requires two channels of CCAS Manual
Actuation to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Manual Actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 2.

CCAS Manual Actuation channels only function
,

ergize or de-energize, or open or close,
e ets. Therefore, these functions have no

e trip setpoints with which to associate
E VALUE.

b. SI ctuation

his uires two channels of SIAS Manual
Act to BLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Manua annels are OPERABLE when they
satisf Yr rements 1 and 3.

The SIAS Ma A noels only function
to energize open or close,
contacts. The fu s have no
adjustable trip etpoi wit ch to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

c. Automatic SIAS (Functio
,

This LCO requires four channels of automatic SIAS
(function 1) input to CCAS to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3.

The Automatic SIAS which occurs on Pressurizer
Pressure--Low or Containment Pressure--High is.

explained above.

d. Initiation Logic

This LCO requires four channels of CSAS
Initiation Logic to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(continued)

(continued)

O
,
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital) ;

BASES (continued)
!

LCO Initiation Logic channels are OPERABLE when they I

(continued) satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The CCAS Initiation Logic only functions to
energize or de-energize, or open or close,
contacts. Therefore, these functions have no l
adjustable trip setpoints with which to associate !

oActuationLogic
an ALLOWABLE VALUE. I

s LCO requires two channels of CCAS Actuation
to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

on Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

e CCA tion Logic only functions to
,

n -energize, or open or close, '

refore, these functions have no
a rip points with which to associate
an ALL E

N 5. liit

a. Manual Ac ation

This LCO requires t of MSIS Manual
Actuation to be 0 E in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

Manual Actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The MSIS Manual Actuation channels only function i

to energize or de-energize, or open or close, !

contacts. )
:

Therefore, these functions have no adjustable
,trip setpoints with which'to associate an
i

ALLOWABLE VALUE.

(continued) l

(continued)
|
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
|

LC0 b. SG Pressure--Lowi

; (continued)
This LC0 requires four channels per SG of MSIS SGi

| Pressure--Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,and 3.

. SG Pressure--Low signal channels are OPERABLE
! uhen they satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2,
| d 3.
|

LLOWABLE VALUE for this trip is set below
| t ull load operating value for steam pressure

to interfere with normal plant'

However, the setting is high enough
MSIS (Function 5) during an

ve um demand event. An excessive steam
causes the RCS to cool down

esul a positive reactivity addition to
the .

MSIS oldown by isolating both steam
I generat pre in either drops below

the trip se p on SG Pressure--.

| Low is initi ly, using the same
bistable. T r bistable outputi

is also used i lo unction 7),to
aid in determin g if SG i act.

The SG Pressure--Low trip ay be
manually decreased as S sure is reduced.
This prevents an RPS tr r MSIS actuation
during controlled plant cooldown. The margin

i between actual pressurizer pressure and the trip
| setpoint must be maintained less than or equal to

the specified value of 200 psia to ensure a
| reactor trip and MSIS will occur when required.
i

c. Containment Pressure--High

This LCO requires four channels of Containment
Pressure--High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

RASES (continued)
'

LC0 The Containment Pressure--High signal is shared
(continued) between the SIAS (function 1), CIAS (function 3),

and MSIS (function 5).

Containment Pressure--High signal channels are
OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY
requirements 1, 2, and 3.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE for this trip is set high
enough to allow for small pressure increases in
containment expected during normal operation
(i.e., plant heatup), and not Indicative of an

normal condition. The setting is low enough
itiate the ESF functions when an off-normal

on is indicated. This allows the ESF
to perform as expected in the accident

s to mitigate the consequences of the
od accidents.

d. at

uire ix channels of MSIS Matrix' ''' "" '" " "'' '' '' '"' ''
C'J Matri e e OPERABLE when they

satisfy r ements 1 and 3.

The MSIS Matrix Logic ctions to energize
or de-energize, or o se, contacts.
Therefore, these f ns h ve no adjustable
trip set)oints wi ich to associate an
ALLOWABLE VALUE.

e. Initiation Logic

This LC0 requires four channels of MSIS
Initiation Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

Initiation Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The MSIS Initiation Logic only functions to
energize or de-energize, or open or close, I

contacts. Therefore, these functions have no i

adjustable trip setpoints with which to associate j
an ALLOWABLE VALUE. '

(continued) |
(/ (continued)
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i ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

! LC0 f. Actuation Logic
(continued)

This LCO requires two channels of MSIS Actuation
Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3..

I

i Actuation Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
; satisfy OPERABILITY requirements I and 3.
I MSIS Actuation Logic only functions to-

gize or de-energize, or open or close,
4 e acts. Therefore, these functions have no
: e trip setpoints with which to associate
j E VALUE.

6. AligfLiignal

a. anua tion
{

Thi 0 o channels of RAS Manual
'

Actua RABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Manual Actu ch e OPERABLE when they
'

satisfy OPE nts 1 and 3.

The RAS Manual a ch s only function
to energize or e-energ e, o n or close,4

contacts. Therefore, these s have no
adjustable trip setpoint to associate

n ALLOWABLE VALUE.
.

i

_

b. RWST Level--Low
i

This LCO requires four channels of RAS RWST
Level--Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3,

; RWST Level--Low signal channels are
; OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY

requirements ), 2, and 3.

The upper limit on the ALLOWABLE VALUE for this
#

trip is set low enough to ensure RAS does not
initiate before sufficient water is transferred
to the containment sump. Premature recirculation
could impair the reactivity control function of
safety injection by limiting the amount of boron

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
; B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

!
LC0 injection. Premature recirculation could also damage

.

(continued) or disable the recirculation system if recirculation |
begins before the sump has enough water to prevent air
entrainment in the suction. The lower limit on the'

RWST Level--Low trip ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough to i
transfer suction to the containment sump prior to '

emptying the RWST.

Matrix Logic

This LCO requires six channels of RAS Matrix
ic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
t OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

S Natrix Logic only functions to energize
de-e , or open or close, contacts,

se functions have no adjustable
with which to associato an

LUE

d. Initi

This LCO [our nnels of RAS Initiation
Logic to OPE .E i S 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Initiation Logic ch OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILI irements 1 and 3.

The RAS Initiation Logic only functions to
enorgize or de-energi u , or open or close,
contacts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustable trip setpoint with which to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

'

e. Actuation Logic

This LCO requires two channels of RAS Actuation
Logic to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Actuation Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation |

B 3.3.2 (Digital) !
'

BASES (continued)

1.00 The RAS Actuation Logic only functions to
(continued) energize or de-energize, or open or close,

contacts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustable trip setpoints with which to associate
an ALLOWABLE VALUE.

7. Emeroency feeuwater ACitult'.an System.
( l and EFAS-2)

initi'' . . i ay either a low SG 1evel-

inct with vio ,ow pressure tri) present on SG 1,
or b o level coincident. wit 1 a differentialx

the two generators with the higher
u EFAS-2 is similarly configured to

feed

The sec differential pressure is used, in
conjuncti ith a essure--Low input from each
SG, as an p AS logic where it is used to
determine is intact. The EFAS logic
inhibits fe if Pressure--Low condition
exists in that ge or e pressure in that SG
is less than the ssu ther SG by the Steam|

| 3enerator Differe iQ ure ?)--High setpoint.
| .y
| The SGAP logic thus chables e fe of an SG in'

the event that a plant cooldown c SG
Pressure--Low condition, while foeding the
other (lower pressure) SG, w ay be ruptured. The
setpoint is high enough to a for small pressure
differences and normal instrumentation errors between
the SG channels during normal operation.

The following LC0 description applies to both EFAS
signals.

a. Manual Actuation

This LC0 requires two channels of Manual
Actuation to be OPERABLE for each EFAS in

I MODES 1, 2, and 3.

Manual Actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO The EFAS Manual Actuation channels only function
(continued) to energize or de-energize, or open or close. '

contacts. Therefore, these functions have no
adjustable trip setpoints with which to associate
an Al.LOWABLE VALUE.

b. 3G Level--Low

o This LCO requires four channels of SG Level--Low
to be OPERABLE for each EFAS in MODES 1, 2, and
3.

vel--Low signal channels are OPERABLE when
atisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2, and

.

Level--Low EFAS input is derived from the
M. Level RPS bistable output. EFAS is thus
NF n 1taneously with a reactor trip.

ensures at least a 20-minute
i wa remains in the affected SG at
reacto p. EFAS is initiated wellp
befor i challenged.

c. SG Diffe ssu ligh (SG-1 > SG-2) or
(SG-2 > SG 1)

This LCO requires f s of SG
Differential Pres High to be OPERABLE for
each EFAS in MODE , 2, and 3,

SG Differential Pressure--High signal channels
are OPERABLE when they satisfy OPERABILITY

,

requirements 1, 2, and 3.'

The ALLOWABLE VALUE for this trip is high enough
to allow for small pressure differences ano
normal instrumentation errors between the SGi

| channels during normal operation without an
! actuation. The setting -is low enough to detect

and inhibit. feeding of a ruptured SG in the event,

of an HSLB or FWLB while permitting the feeding
of the intact SG.

(continued)

(continued)

Q)
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ESFAS Instrumentation,

B3.3.2(Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO d. SG Pretsure--Low
(continued)

This LCO requires four channels of SG Pressure--
Low to be OPERABLE for each EFAS in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

The SG Pressure--Low in)ut is derived from the SG

dessure--LowRPSbista)1eoutput.
This output

also used as an MSIS input.

essure--Low signal channels are OPERABLE
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1, 2

W VALUE fo< *.is trip is set below
operatint .:.lue for steam pressure

o as interfere with normal plant
ope H the setting is high enough.

to i Function 5) during an
excess nd event. An excessive steam
demand cat f a potentially rustured
SG, thus th Si conjunction wit 1 the
SGAP functi eding of a
potentially

The SG Pressure- Low t set may be
manually decreased as SG pr reduced.
This prevents an RPS tri tuation
during controlled plant own. The margin
between actual pressuri pressure and the trip
setpoint must be maintained less than or equal to
the specified value of 200 psi to ensure that a
reactor trip and MSIS will occur when required.

e. Hatrix Logic

This LCO requires six channels of Matrix Logic to
be OPERABLE for each EFAS in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

Matrix Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

The EFAS Matrix tooic only functions to energize
or de-energize, or open or close, ccntacts.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LC0 Therefore, these functions have no adjustable
(continued) trip setpoints with which to associate an

ALLOWABLE VALUE.

f. Initiation Logic

This LCO requires four channels of Initiation
Logic to be OPERABLE for each EFAS in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

Initiation Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
isfy OPERABILITY requirements 1 and 3.

5 Initiation Logic only functions to
e or de-energire, or open or close,
s. Therefore, these functions have no

able trip setpoint with which to associate
ALL VALUE.

g. ic

This L qu channel of Actuation Logic

O to be EFAS in MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

t
Actuation ogic nnel OPERABLE when.they
satisfy OPERABILITY re ts 1 and 3.

The EFAS Actuatio e only functions to
energize or de-en ze, or open or close,
contacts. 1herefore, these functions have no
adjustable tria sotpoints with which to
associate an AL 0WABLE VALUE.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure ESFAS Instrumentation
SystemOPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those reouired support systems which
upon their failure, do not dirlare the ESFAS Instrumentation i

System inoperable and their justification are as follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the ESFAS instrumentation and the
justification for euh declared inoperable are as follows:]

O '(continued)
'

1
.

\/
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In H0 DES 1, 2 and 3 there is sufficient energy in the
primary and secondary systems to warrant automatic ESF
system responses to:

1. Close the main steam isniation valves to precludo a
positive reactivity addition;

2. Ac emergency feedwater to preclude the loss of
as a heat-sink (in the event the normal

w system is not available);

_Act SF stems to prevent or limit the release of
radioactivity to the environment by

i ment and limiting the containment
pres m eding the containment design
pre . design basis LOCA or MSLB; and

4. Actuate stems sure sufficient borated
inventor ate core cooling and
reactivity g a design basis LOCA or MSLB
accident.

In MODES 4, 5, and 6 a n of these functions
is not required becaus i available to
evaluate plant condition nd nually op9 rating
the ESF components if requ red. FAS 1 Actuation
capability is required in H0DE 4 for S , CCAS, and
RAS even though automatic actuation ired.
Because of the large number of con ' ts actuated by these
functions, ESFAS actuation is sim ied by the use of the
Manual Actuation push buttons.

[At this facility manual, system-level, actuation of CSAS,
. MSIS, and EFAS is not required in MODE 4 for the following
! reasons:]

The ESFAS logic must be OPERABLE in the same MODES as the
, automatic and manual actuatinns. In MODE 4, only the
i portion of the ESFAS logic responsible for the required

Manual Actuation must be OPERABLE.

In MODES 5 and 6, the systems initiated by ESFAS are either
reconfigured or disabled for shutdown cooling operation.
Accidents in these MODES are slow to develep, and would be
mitigated by manual operation of individual components.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrunentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

{
i BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY Several trips have operating bypasses, discussed in the
(continued) areceding LCO section. The interlocks that allow these

)ypasses shall be OPERABLE whenever the RPS function they
support is OPERABLE.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that each
function specified in Table 3.3.2-1 is treated as an
i endent entity for this LCC, with an independent

ion Time.

ACTIONS nction channel is inoperable when it does not
BILITY criteria for the channel's function.

.'

The i e outlined for each function in the LC0
se ses. The most common cause of channel
ino rabil outri ht failure or drift of the bistable
or proc dule ient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the t- tpoint analysis. Typically the
drift is 11 and results in a delay of
actuation at loss of function.
Determination o oi is generally made during the
performance of N Al TEST when the process,

' instrument is se u t to bring it to within>

s)ecification. If jet is less conservative
tian the ALLOWABLE LUE i ab e 2-1, the channel must
be declared inoperable immediate the appropriate
Conditions from Table 3.3.2-1 tered immediately.

In the event a channel's tr etpoint is found non-
conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or ESFAS bistable is found inoperable, then all affected
functions provided by that channel must be declared
inoperable and the LCO Condition entered for the particular
protection function affected.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function
exceeds those specified in one or other related Conditions
associated with the same trip function, then the plant is

, outside the safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 should be
' entered immediately, if applicable in the current MODE of

operation,

j (continued)

! (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
*

B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued) -

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued)

Condition A is applicable to all ESFAS protection functions.
: . Condition A addresses the situation where one or more

channels for one or more functions are inoperable at the
same time. The Required Action is to refer to Table 3.3.2-1
immediate1 and to take the Required Actions for the
protec unctions affected,

tion to the failure of a sirigle channel of
on ameters in the following ESFAS
func -

.

1. Saf ctuation Signal
onta Pressure--High

Pre er Pr --Low

2. Containmen ion Signal
Contai re-- h High
Automatic S

3. Containment Isola o nal
Containment Pr h
Pressurizer Pre ure--

4. Containmerit Cooling Actuation
. .lc SIAS

5. Main Steamline Isolation Signal
| SG Pressure--Low
| Containment Pressure--High

6. Recirculation Actuation Signal
l RWST Level--tow

i 7. Emergency Feedwater Actuation System
SG Level--Low
SG Differential Pressure--High
SG Pressure--Low

ESFAS coincidence logic is normally two-out-of-four.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action B.1 is the preferred action as it restores
(continued) full functional capability of the ESFAS.

If one RPS channel is inoperable, startup or power operation
is allowed to continue providing the inoperable channel is
placed in bypass or trip within 1 hour (Required )
ActionB.2.1).

ur Completion Time allotted to restore, bypass, or
p channel is sufficient to allow the operator to take

11 a )riate actions for the failed channel and still
en the risk involved in operating with the failed

ptable.

For h ave not demonstrated sufficient channel-
to ndence, the failed channel is restored to
OPE BLE or is placed in trip within 48 hours
(Require ion or B.2.2.2). Required.

Action 2 the full capability of the function.
Required places the function into a one-out-
of-three co I is configuration, common-cause.

failure of depen ch annot prevent trip. The
48-nour Completi on operating experience

( which has demons a failure of a second
channel occurring 8 period is a low-
probability event.

Condition C

Condition C applies to the ure of two channels of one or
more input parameters in the following ESFAS functions:

1. Safety Injection Actuation Signal
Containment Pressure--High
Pressurizer Pressure--Low ;

2. Containment Spray Actuation Signal
Containment Pressure--High High!

Automatic SIAS
.

|
; l

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Signal
Containment Pressure--High
Pressurizer Pressure--Low

(continued)
.

(continued)

!
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS 4. Containment Cooling Actuation Signal
(continued) Automatic SIAS

5. Main Steamline Actuatit.i Signal
SG Pressure--Low
Containment Pressure--High

6. Re lation Actuation Signal
Level--Low

merge Feedwater Actuation System
-Low

tial Pressure--High
Low.

Required the preferred action as it improves
the functi nal lity of the ESFAS.

With two inop power operation may continue
provided one no el is ) laced in bypass, and the
other channel is rip lin I hour. With onechannel of protective ume bypassed, the ESFAS
function is in two-out t n the bypassed inputparameter, but with an d, the ESFAS may beoperating with a two-out ic, s is outside the
assumptions made in the an lyses d sh e corrected.
To correct the problem, the second ch placed in
trip. This places the ESFAS functi out-of-twologic. If any of the other OPERA annels receives atrip signal, ESFAS actuation will ur.

For plants that have not demonstrated sufficient channel-to-
channel independence, the bypassed channel should be
restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours, for reasons
similar to those stated under Condition B. After one
channel is restored to OPERABLE, the provisions of Condition
B still apply to the remaining inoperable channel.
Therefore, the channel that is still inoperable after
completion of Required Action C.2.2 shall be placed in trip
if more than 48 hours have elapsed since the initial channel
failure.

(continued)

(continued)

4
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital) |

BASES (continued)

'

ACTIONS Condition D
(continued)

Condition D applies if one Matrix Logic channel is
inoperable. Since matrix pcwer supplies in a given matrix |
(e.g. AB, BC, etc.) are common to all ESFAS functions, a i

sinnie power-supply failure may affect more than one matrix. |

f a single vital instrument bus will de-energize one
wo matrix power supplies in up to three matrices.
onsidered a single matrix failure, providing the

atri lays associated with the failed power supplies de-
quired.
relays no[For this facility, the consequences

ene
t de-energizing as required are as

Th be restored to OPERABLE status within
48 urs, provides the operator with time to take
appropr ction still assure that any risk involved
in oper ed channel is acce) table. Operating
experience ated that the probaatlity of a random
failure of trix ic channel is low during any
given 48-hour pe I hannel cannot be restored to

,O OPERABLE status ndition J is entered.

Condition E

Condition E applies.to one Manua ion or Initiation
Logic Channel inoperable for or EFAS. It is
identical to Condition K fo ther ESFAS functions
except for the shutdown tra voked.

The channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within
1 hour. The Completion Time is commensurate with the
importance of avoiding the vulnerability of a single failure
in the remaining OPERABLE channels.

Failure of a single Initiation Logic channel may open one,

'

contact affecting both Actuation Logic channels. For the ;

purposes of this specification, the Actuation Logic is not
inoperable. This prevents the need to enter LCO 3.0.3 in
the event of an Initiation Logic channel failure. The
Actions differ from those involving one RPS manual channel
inoperable - because in the case of the RPS, opening RTCBs
can be easily performed and verified. Opening an initiation

(continued)

I

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS relay contact is more difficult to verify, and subsequent
(continued) shorting of the contact is always possible.

Condition F

Condition F applies to the failure of both Initiation Logic4

channels affecting the same trip leg for CSAS, MSIS, or

EFAS. identical to Condition L for the other ESFAS
fun t for the shutdown track invoked.

is e ctuation Logic channels are not
in y are in one-out-of-two logic, and
cap as required. .This prevents the need
to enter l he event of a matrix or vital bus
power fai

Both Initiati Ic c in the same trip leg will
de-energize i a supply or vital instrument bus
is lost. This ctuation Logic contacts,
satisfying the R nt en at least one set of
contacts in the affec definite operation in
this condition 1. proh the difficulty of
assuring the contacts u 11 conditions.
Thus, the channel must b o BLE status within
48 hours. This provides e oper or w me to take
appropriate actions and still assure t risk involved
in operating with a failed channel i e. Operating
experience has demonstrated that ba)i1 ty of a random
failure of a second channel is lo ing any given 48-hour
period. If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status with 48 hours, Condition J is entered.

Of greater concern is the failure of the initiation circuit
in a non-trip condition, e.g. due to two initiation relay
failures. With one failed, there is still the redundant
contact in the trip leg of each Actuation Logic. With both
failed in a non-trip condition, the ESFAS function is lost.
To prevent this, immediate opening of at least one contact
in the affected trip leg is required. If the required
contact has not opened, as indicated by annunciation or trip
leg current lamps, manual actuation of the affected trip leg

(continued),

(continued)

O
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ESFAS Inswumentation
B 3.3.i. (Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS contacts may be attempted. Caution must be exercised, since
1

(continued) depressing the wrong ESFAS push buttons may result in an
ESFAS actuation.

Condition G

Condition C applies to CSAS, MSIS, or EFAS Actuation Logic,
identical to Condition M for the other ESFAS functions

or the shutdown track invoked.

he c el must be restored to OPERABLE status within
1 Completion Time is commensurate with the

voiding the vulnerability of a single failure
ining OPERABLE channel.

Fa le Initiation Logic channel, matrix channel
pow suJ vital- instrument bus may open one or both

: contact he p leg in both Actuation Logic
channel f ses of this s)ecification, the<

Actuatio inoperable. T11s prevents the need
to enter L the t of a vital bus, matrix, or
initiation chann il .

Required Action i a Note to indicate that
one channel of Act ,c m bypassed for u) P
1 hour for survelli ce te ng p d the other clunel

.

is OPERABLE.

(For this facility, justift for this Note is as
follows:).

Condition H

Condition H applies to one Pressurizer Pressure--Low
automatic bypass removal channel inoperable. This function
is shared with the RPS Pressurizer Pressure--Low bypass
removal.

The bypass removal channels consist of four sensor
subsystems and two actuation subsystems. Condition H

-

applies to failures in one of the four sensor subsystems,
including sensors, bistables, and associated equipment.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

/CTIONS Failure in the actuation subsystems, including the manual
(continued) bypass key switches, is considered Actuation Logic failure, |

'

and is addressed in Conditions G and M.
l

In Condition H it is permissible to continue operation with
one bypass permissive removal channel failed, providing the
bypass is disabled. This can be accomplished by remcVing
the b ith the manual bypass keyswitch which disables
the both trains. Since the bypass function must
be abled, the bypass permissive function will not

if c an undesired bypass insertion,
at ypass may be disabled by defeating the

by 1 ut in one of the four channels to the
removal logic, placing the bypasstwo- '

removal f n out-of-three logic. Thus any of the
remainin s is capable of removing the bypass
feature w n th s enable conditions are no longer
valid.

If the bypass re in the ino)erable channel
cannot be defeat to ess tie ino>erability of
the affected automati c ust be ta(en. Required
Action H 3.1, Require and Required,

Action H.3.2.2, are eq t uired Actions for a
single automatic trip ch re ition B). The
1-hour and 48-hour Comple on Ti hav same basis as
discussed for Condition B.

Condition I

Condition I applies to two inoperable bypass removal
channels. The bypass removal channels consist of four
sensor subsystems and two actuation subsystems. This
Condition applies to failures in two'of the four sensor
subsystems. With two of tbc four sensor subsystems failed
in a non-conservative direction (enabling the bypass
function), the bypass removal feature is in two-out-of-two
logic. Failures in the actuation subsystems, including the
manual bypass key switches, are considered Actuation Logic
failures, and are addressed in Conditions G and M.

In Condition I it is permissible to continue operation with
two bypass permissive channels failed, providing the
bypasses are disabled in a similar manner as discussed for
Condition H.

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
S 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS If the failed bypasses cannot be disabled, actions to
(continued) address the inoperability of the affected automatic trip

channels must be taken. Required Action ! 3.1 and keouired
Action ! 3.2, are equivalent to the Required Actions for
two automatic trip channel failures (Condition C). Also
similar to Condition C, after one set of inoperable channels
is restored the provisions of Condition H apply to the
r i g inoperable channel, with the Completion Time

from the point of the initial bypass channel
The 1-hour and 48-hour Completion Times have the i

same s as discussed for Condition C. !
.

If ir etions and associated Completion Times of-

Co D, E, F, G, H, or I cannot be met, the
pla mu ou ht to a MODE in which the Required

'

Actions t ap he 6 hours allowed to bring the
plant t D ditional hours to reach MODE 4 are
reasonabl erating experience, to reach the

: required 11 r in an orderly manner and
! without challeng lan ms,

t

L Condition K

Conditior. K is iden cal t ndi : except for the
shutdown track invoked. It appl no Initiation Logic4

or manual actuation channel i ir-SIAS, CIAS, CCAS,
and RAS functions which mus ERABLE in MODES 1
through 4. The shutdown tr imposed by Condition N,

j requires entry into MODE 5, in which the LCO does not apply.

Condition L

| Condition L is identical to Condition F except for the
shutdown track invoked. It applies to two Initiation Logic
channels inoperable for ESFAS functions which must be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 through 4 ((SIAS, CIAS, CCAS, and RAS)).
The shutdown track imposed by Condition N requires entry
into MODE 5, in which the LCO does not apply.

Condition M

Condition M is identical to Condition G, except for the
shutdown track invoked. It applies to one Actuation Logic

g (continued)

U (continued)
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ESFA! Instrumentation
4 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued) '

ACTIONS channel ino)erable for SIAS, CIAS, CCAS, and RAS functions
(continued) which must >e OPERABLE in MODES 1 through 4. The shutdown

track imposed by Condition N requires entry into MODE 5, in
which the LCO does not apply.

Condition N

If the red Actions and associated Completion Times of
Cond , or H are not met, the plant must be brought
to ich the Required Actions do not apply. The

all to bring the plant to MODE 3 and
iti to reach MODE 5 is reasonable, based on

op to reach the required MODES from full
powe ner and without challenging plant
systems.

Condition

Condition 0 i ach one of the ESFAS functions
presented in T '

Required Action.0.1 ve s Required Actions have
been initiated for th ems declared,

! inoperable because of il f the su) port
channel (s) within a Comp o ur. T 1e
specified Completion Time s suf ient plant operations
personnel to make this determination.

Required Action 0.1 ensures that dentified Required|

Actions associated with supported ems impacted by thei

inoperability of channel (s) associated with each ESFAS
function have been initiated. This can be accomplished by
entering the supported systems LCOs or independently as a
group.of Required Actions needed to be initiated every time
Condition 0 is entered. [For this facility, the identified
supported systems Required Actions associated with each
ESFAS function are as follows:]

Required Action 0.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If

verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 should be immediately entered. However, if the

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

O
V BASES (continued)

ACTIONS support or supported feature LCOs take into consideration
(continued) the loss-of-function situation then LCO 3.0.3 may not need

' to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE Th SRs for any particular ESFAS function are found in the
REQUIREMENTS umn of Table 3.3.2-1. for that f unction. Most

s are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCT10NAL
NNEL CALIBRATION, and response-time testing.,

In a facility to take credit for topical reports
or justifying Surveillance Frequencies,
should be supported by an NRC staff Safety

Eval that establishes the acceptability of each
to r that facility.

Performanc NEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gros fi mentation has not occurred. A

fs CHANNEL CHECK is f the parameter indicated on
( ) one channel to r on another channel. It
\,._/ is based on the strument channels

monitoring the sam a s read approximately the
same value. Signif cant d atio tween instrument
channels could be an indication sive instrument
drift in one of the channels g even more serious.
CHANNEL CHECK will detect g hannel failure, thus it is
key to verifying the instru ation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal )rocessing
equipment has drifted outside it: limit. If t1e channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally
off-scale during times when Surveillance is required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off-scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels ars
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

p (continuea)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital) |

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE The Surveilltace interval, about once every shift, is based
REQUIREMENTS on operating experience that demonstratec the rarity of

(continued) channel failure. Thus, performance of tht CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected overt channel faiMe is limited

,

to 12 hours. Since the probability of two randoa failures ;
in redundant channels in-any 12-hour period is low, the
'HANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective.

hncti to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK nts less formal, but more frequent chech of-
cha LITY during normal operational use of
d s as ated with the LCO required channels.

1

A CHANNEL A ST is performed every 92 days to
ensure.t el will perform its intended function
when need '

.

The CPAHREL F part of an overla) ping test
sequence similar oyed in the RPS. T 11s
sequence, consis .3. SR 3.3.2.3, and
SR 3.3.2.4 tests t e e a the bistable input
through the actuation h subgroup relays.
These overlapping test b Reference 1.
SR 3.3.2.2 and SR 3.3.2. 11 formed together
and in conjunction with R testi S .2.4 is.

performed on a semiannual basis, and that the
subgroup rolays are capable of actu respective
ESF components when de-energized.

These tests verify that the ESFAS is capable of performing
its intended function, from bistabh input through the

, actuated components. SR 3.3.2.2 and SR 3.3.2.3 include:
!

Bistable Tests. "As found" and "as left" values for
histable trip setpoints are-recorded. The bistable
setpoints must be found to trip within the ALLOWABLE VALUES
specified in the LCO. The difference be'.~1 the current
"as found" and the previous "at left" s aluss Just be
consistent with the drift allowance used in the setpoint
analysis. Whenever these tolerances are not met, a
recalibration can be performed to establish OPERABILITY of
the channel. However, repeated consecutive failures would
be indicative of a failure that cannot be corrected by
recalibration alone.

(continued)

| kcontinued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation !

B 3.3.2 (Digitsi)
|

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE A test signal is then superim)osed on the input in one
REQUIREMENTS channel at a time to verify t1at the bistable trips within

(continued) the specified tolerance around the setpoint. This is done
with the affected RPS channel trip channel bypassed,

haltix__Loaic Tests. This test is performed one matrix at a
time, it verifies that a coincidence in the two input
c is for each function removes power to the matrix

Duringtesting,powerisappliedtothematrix
st coies, and prevents the matrix relay contacts

'

rom ming their energized state. This test will detect
any t c rcuits bround the bistable contacts in the

e ic, such as may be caused by faulty bistable
annel bypass contacts.

These tests are similar
to .e Mat gic tests, except that test powar is
withheld one relay at a time, allowing the
initiat ci -energize, opening one contact in
each Actu annel.

The initiation c t1 relay must be reset (except
g for EFAS, which s circuit lockout relays)

prior to testing h itiation circuits, or ax

reactor trip may r .

Automatic Actuation Logic operat erified during
Initiation Logic testing by ve t current is
interrupted in each trip le e selective two-out- of-
four actuation circuit logi enever the initiation relay
is de-energized. A Note is a ded to indicate that testing
of Actuation Logic shall include verification of the proper
operation of each initiation relay.

The Surveillance Frequency of 92 days is based on the
I reliability analysis presented in topical report CEN-327,

"RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 8).t

1R_?.3.2.4|

|

| Individual ESFAS subgroup relays must also be tested, one at
a time, to verify the individual ESFAS components will
actuate when required. Proper operation of the individual
subgroup relays is verified by de-energizing these relays
cne at a time using an ARC-Lounted test circuit. Proper

(continued)

() (continued),

|
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

CASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE operation of each component actuated by the individual
REQUIREMENTS relays is thus verified without the need to actuate the

(continued) entire ESFAS function.

The (184-day) surveillance interval is based on operating
experience and ensures individual relay problems can be
detected ith3n this time frame. Considering the large
number ilar relays in the ARC, and the similarity in
thei arge test sample can be assembled to verify
th f this interval. [For this facility, the

just ation based on the test sample is as
s:)

Some n be tested at power since their
actuatior, plant trip or equiwt damage.
Referenc relays exempt from te> ting at power,
with an ex lana the reason for each exception.
Relays not to tp t be tested in accordance with
Note 2 in SR .2

SR 3.3.2.5

SR 3.3.2.5 is a CHANN similar to
SR 3.3.2.2 except SR 3 r within 92 days.

prior to startup and is ab bypass functions.
Since the Pressurizer Pressure-- byp s identical for
both the RPS and ESFAS, this is the s 111ance
performed for i.e RPS in SR 3.3.1.1

The CHANAEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for p r operation of the
1

bypass permissives is criticai during plant heatups because l

the bypasses may be in place prior to entering MODE 3, but 1

must be removed at the appropriate points during plant
startup to enable the ESFAS function. Consequently, just
prior to startup is the appropriate time to verify bypass
function operability.- Once tie bypasses are removed the
bypasses must not fail in such a way that the associated
ESFAS function is inappropriately bypassed. This feature is
verified by SR 3.3.2.2.

The allowance to conduct this test within 92 days of startup
is based on the raliability analysis presented in topical
report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval
Evalustion" (Ref. 8).

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digit.al)

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SILld,11
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to the measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the hannel adjusted to account for instrument drift between

sive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel
operational with the- setpoint within the assumptions
lant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as

foun d "as left" values are recorded and used to verify-

dr ions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
11 find that measurement errors and bistable

re within the assumptions of the
pl i tpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint
er on and readjustment must be performed
Sn sten the assumptions of the plant-specific

-

WDNin ysi

Recalibrat operability of an otherwise
functional oun have errors larger than
assumad by the s int s. However, repeatedO failures of the a relatively small number
of test interval ns ed as potentially .

indicating a dete 11 ich cannot be corrected-

by recalibration.,

Field transmitters may be cal place, removed and
. calibrated in a laboratory, placed with an equivalent
laboratory-calibrated unit.'

The Surveillance Frequency is based u)on tbe assumption of
-an 18-month calibration interval in' tie determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.2.7

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the manual ESFAS
actuation circuitry, de-energizing relays and providing

,

manual actuation of the function.

This test verifies that the trip push buttons are capable of
opening contacts in the Actuation Logic as designed. The
18-month Frequency was developed considering it was prudent
that these Surveillances only be performed during_ a plant

;

(continued)

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE outage. This was due to the plant conditions needed to
REQUIREMENTS perform the Surveillance and the potential for unplanned

(continued) plant transients if the Surveillance is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed on
the 18-month Frequency.

S.

Th e- ce ensures that the train actuation response
t te v ied on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The response
t valu vided in the FSAR, and are thu maximum
va safety analyses.

Individual en sponse times are not modeled in the
analyses, model_ the overall or total elapsed
time, fro he t which the parameter exceeds the trip
setpoint valu he se to tie point at which the
equipment in t es the required functional
state, e.g., pum ischarge pressure, valves in
full open or clo [ this facility, response.

time testing acceptanc ter contained in the
followingdocument:)

The test may be performe su nt on overlapping
segments, with verificati that 1 co nts are
measured.

The 18-month Frequency was develo ause many,

! Surycillances can only be perfo ring a plant outage.
! Response-time tests are conducted on a 18-month STAGGERED
| TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive
I tests of a given channel of n x 18 months, where n is the

number of channels in the function. Testing of the final
actuation devices, which make up the bulk of the response
time, is included in the testing of each channel.
Therefore, staggered testing results in response time
verification of these devices every 18 months. The 18-month
Frequency is based upon plant operating experience which
shows that random failures of instrumentation components
causing serious response time degradation, but not channeli

| failure, are infrequent occurrences. Response times cannot
be determined :t ;;.;r ;i..;; :.quipment operation is
required.

1

(continued)

1

I
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E$FAS Instrumentation
'B 3.3.2 (Digital)- -|

>
,

BASES (continued)

|

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, SMtion (7.3), "{lustrumentation and |

Control)."

2. Code of Federal Regulations, Tit.le 10 Part 50.49, )
" Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment
Important to Safety for Nuclear Pow r Plants."

Unit Name) (NRC Staff Safety Evaluation Report. -|
te)).

itute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, l.

dard 279-1971, " Criteria for Protection
,

r Nuclear Power Generatir:9 Stations." l

5. a FSAR, Section (15), "(Accident Analysis)."

6. [L'ni "[ Plant Protection System Selection of
Tr point s)."

7. Titl Federal Regulttions, Appendix A,
"Gener rite for Nuclear Power Plants."

( 8. CEN-327, " Test Interval
Evaluation, in ng Supplement 1, March-
1989.
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EDG LOVS
B 3.3.3 (Analog and Digital)

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3 Emeraency Diesel Generator (EDG) Loss of Voltaae Start (LOVS)
'(Analog and Digital)

BASES

BACKGROUND The EDGs provide a source of emergency power when offsite
is either unavailable or insufficiently stable to

fe plant operation. Undervoltage protection will
e a .0VS in the event a loss-of-voltage or degraded-

olta ondition occurs. There are two LOVS functions for
eac ital bus.

relays with inverse time characteristics
are ach 4.16kV Class IE instrument bus for the
pu ing a sustained undervoltage condition or a
los of b age. The relays are combined in a two-out-
of-four to te a'LOVS if the voltage is below 75%
for a s t w 90% for a long time. The LOVS-
initiated a escribed in Reference 1.

The trip setpoin A ALUES are based on the
analytical limits nt ence 2. The selection
of these trip setpoi ts is ch t dequate protection is
provided when all sensor and pro time delays are
taken into account. To allow al ation tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainti d instrument drift,

i ALLOWABLE VALUES specified R 3;3.3 are conservatively
: adjusted with respect to the analytical limits. A detailed

description of the methodology used to calculate the trip>

( setpoints, including their explicit uncertainties, is
.

! provided in Reference 3. The actual nominal trip setpoint 1

! is normally still more conservative than that required by
! the plant-specific setpoint calculations,. If the measured
; setpoint does not exceed the documented surveillance test
! acceptance criteria, the undervoltage relay is considered
! OPERABLE. |
!

: Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure
: that Safety Limits (SLs) are not violated during anticipated

operational occurrences (A00s) and that the consequences of
,

, . (continued)
?

(co'ntinued)

|
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EDG LOVS |
B 3.3.'t (Analog and Digital) !

BASES (continued)

l

: BACKGROUND accidents will be acceptable, providing the plant is
(continued) operated from within tie LCOs at the onset of the A00 or

accident, and the equipment functions as designed.

The undervoltage protection scheme has been designed to
protect the plant from spurious trips caused by the

i offsite er source. This is made possible by the [ inverse
! volta ] characteristics of the relays used. A
| comp of offsite power will result in approximately

a o lay in LOVS actuation. The EDG starts and is
ble t cept loads within a [10]-second time interval

l o ine y Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) or
L0 r is established within the maximum
time each event analyzed in the accident
analysis .

Since the are rotective channels in a two-out-of-
four trip log each sion of the 4.16kV power
supply, no si f' cause or prevent protective
system actuation a gement meets IEEE
Standard 279-1971 r Ref. .

6
APPLICABLE The EDG LOVS is required en ere ety feature
SAFETY ANALYSES (ESF) systems to function n any ccide h a loss of

offsite power. Its design basis is t le ESFAS.
>

Accident ani. lyses credit the load the EDG based on a
loss of offsite power during a lo f-coolant accident
(LOCA). The actual EDG start has historically been
associated with the ESFAS actuation. The diesel loading has

i been included in the delay time associated with each safety
system component requiring EDG-supplied power following a
loss of offsite power. The analysis assumes a
nonmechanistic EDG loading, which does not explicitly
account for each individual component of the loss of power
detection and subsequent actions. [At this facility, the
total actuation time for the limiting systems is as
follows:] This delay time includes contributions from the
EDG start, EDG loading, and Safety Injection System
component actuation. The response of the EDG to a loss of

-

power must b, demonstrated to fall within this analysis
response time when including the contributions of all
portions of the delay.

(continued)

(continued)
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EDG LOVS
B 3.3.3 (Anakg and Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The required channels of LOVS, in conjuaction with the
SAFETY ANALYSES ESF systems powered from the EDGs, pruide plant protection

(continued) in the event of any of the analyzed accidents discussed in
Reference 2, in which a loss of offsite power is assumed.
LOVs channels are required to meet the redundancy and
testability requirements of GDC 21 in 10 CFR 50,
Ap dix A (Ref 5).

y times assumed in the safety analysis for the ESF
i include the [101-second EDG start delay and the

appro te sequencing del ay, if applicable. The response
of DG a loss of power must be demonstrated to fall

I lysis response time. The response times for
a uipment in LCO 3.3.2 include the

app E oading and sequencing delay.

The DG L annels satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim
Policy ent. ^

- ,_

vy
LC0 The LC0 for the re hat four channels per bus of

each LOVS instr a n be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
g 2, 3, and 4. The ts systems associated'

with the ESFAS. I d e four channels must be
OPERABLE whenever t e assoc ted s required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that the aut art of the EDG is
available when needed.

The LOVS trip functions are sidered OPERABLE when:

1. All channel components necessary to provide a LOVS
actuation are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,
analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

3. Required Surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each Surveillance test
acceptance criteria.

Actions allow maintenance (trip channel) bypass of
individual channels, but the bypass activates interlocks
that prevent operation with a second channel in the same

(continued)
fD
() (continued)
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EDG LOVS
B 3.3.3 (Analog and Digital)

!

BASES (continued)

LCO function bypassed. Plants are restricted to 48 hours in 6
(continued) trip channel bypass condition before either restoring the '

function to four-channel operation (two-out-of-four lo ic),
or placing the channel in trip (one-out-of-three logic . At
plants where adecuate channel-to-channel independence as
been demonstratec, specific exce)tions have been approved by
the NRC staff to permit one of tie two-out-of-four channels
ta be ed for an extended period of time.

Lo nction could result in the delay of safety
init on when required. This could lead to the

v to s during certain A00s, or unacceptable
co cidents. During the loss of offsite
powe , the EDG powers the motor-driven
auxiliary ps. Failure of these pumps to start
would le e turbine-driven ) ump, as well as an
increased oten r a loss of decay Teat removal through
the secondary m.

Only ALLOWABLE 4 cifici for each function in the
LCO. Nominal tri ar icified in the plant-
specific setpoint calc on nominal setpoints aN
selected to ensure th e asured by CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS does h WABLE VALUE if the .

bistable is performing a ion with a trip
setpoint less conservative an t nom rip setpoint,
but within the ALLOWABLE VALUE, is ac provided that

,

operation.and testing is consistent ssumptions of
the plant-specific setpoint calcu Each ALLOWABLE.

VALUE specified is more conservat than the analytical
limit assumed in the transient and accident analysis in
order to account for instrument uncertainties appropriate to
the trip function. These uncertainties are defined in the
plant protection system selection of trip setpoint values
(Ref. 3).

(For this facility, the relay configuration is as follows:]

[For this facility, the trip meets single-failure criterion
for single-phasing events as follows:]

[For this facility, the time-delay setpoint-is controlled as
follows:],

(continued)

(continued)

O
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EDG LOVS |
B 3.3.3 -(Analog- and Digital)

|

BASES (continued)

LC0 (For this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUES is as
(continued) follows:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are I
required OPERABLE to ensure EDG LOVS instrumentation |

OPERABILITY:] |

|

[ is facility, those required.sup) ort systems which, |
ir failure, do not result in tie EDG LOVS
tation being declared inoperable and their .

!justi tion are as follows:]

ity, the supported systems impacted by the
the EDG:LOVS instrumentation and the ljus n whether or not each supported system is

de le are as follows:]
c -

APPLICABILITY TheEDGb function is required in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4 b unct s are designed to provide

p protection in t od uation in MODE 5 or 6 is
e y required wheneve e G must be OPERABLE, so that
V it can perform i on ss of power or degraded

power to the vital .

A Note has been added to provid cation that for this
LCO, each function is treated endent entity with
an independent Completion T

| ACTIONS A LOVS channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy the
OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function. These
criteria are outlined in the LCO section of the Bases. The
most common cause of channel inoperability is outright
failure or drift of the bistable or process module
sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift is' found
to be small and results in a delay of actuation rather than
a total loss of function. Determinction of setpoint drift
is generally made during the performance of a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST wNn the instrument is set up for adjustment
to bring it within specification. If the trip setpoint is

'

less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel must

(continued)

(continued)
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EDG LOVS
B 3.3.3 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS be declared inoperable immediately, and the appropriate
(continued) Conditions must be entered immediately.

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
channel is found inoperable, then all affected functions
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Co n entered. Since tha required channels are
speci per EDG basis, the Conditions n;ay be enterad
se y each EDG.

the r inoperable channels in a trip function-
ex ed in one or other related conditions-
asso e trip function, then the plant is
outside t a ysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 should be
entered applicable in the current MODE of
operation.

,

Condition A

ConditionAapalik hann ~ is inoperable for one or
more functions per EDG ,

Restoring the channel T uired Action A.1)is the preferred action e re.e s- full functional
n pability of the LOVS. I the c nnel ot be restored
to OPERABLE status, the affected chan d either be
bypassed or tripped within I hour ( ion A.2.1).
Placing this channel in either co ion ensures that logic
is in a known configuration. In trip, the LOVS logic is one
out of three. In bypass, the LOVS logic is two out of
three, and interlocks prevent bypass of a second channel for
the affected function. The 1-hour Completion Time is
sufficient to perform these Required Actions.

Once Required Action A.2.1 has been complied with, Required
Action A.2.2.1 allows 48 hours to repair the inoperable
channel for those plants that have not demonstrated
sufficient channel-to-channel independence on this function.
If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, it
must be tripped in accordance with Required Action A.2.2.2. ;

The time allowed to repair or tri) the channel is reasonable
to repair the affected channel, wille ensuring that the risk l
involved in operating with the inoperable channel is

(continued) |

(continued)
,
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EDG LOVS- ;

B 3.3.3 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS acceptable. The 48-hour Com)letion Time is based upon-
(continued) operating experience, which 1as demonstrated that a random

failure cf a second channel is a rare event during any given-
48-hour period.

Condition B

ing at least one channel to OPERABLE status is the
ed action (Require Action B.1). If the channel i

n ' e-restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, the
'affec EDG(s) and other associated supported systems
shou e d clared inoperable (Required Action B.2) unless -o

e hannel is bypassed and the other is tripped,
cc . h Required Action B.3.1. This places the

func on ut-of-two logic. The 1-hour Completion
Timd t to perform the Required Actions.

Once Rec 'Actio 3.1 has been complied with, Required
Action E' T2 a u $" jhourstorepairthebypassed
inoperable 'those plants that have not
demonstrat t chgnoel-to-channel independence on

q this function. . y

Afteronechannetih
'

d 'PERABLE, the provisions of
Condition A still a er ning inoperable channel'.
Therefore, the channel tha s st" noperable after
completion of Required Action B. 11 be placed in trip
if more than 48 hours have ela the initial channel
failure.

G.gndition C

Condition C applies if the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times are not met, or if more than two of the
channels are inoperable for one or more functions per EDG
bus.

Required- Action C.1 declares'immediately the associated
EDG(s) inoperable and LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources Operating," or
LC0 3.8.2, "AC Sources Shutdown," is immediately entered.
Also, other supported systems, affected by LOVs channel
inoperability are declared inoperable and the corresponding

1LCOs entered. (For this facility, the supported systems
impacted by LOVs channel inoperability are as follows:]

1

(continued)

( (continued)
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EDG LOVS
B-3.3.3 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition D
(continued)

Condition D is applicable to each of the EDG LOVs functions.

Required Action 0.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel ithin a Completion Time of 1 hour. The
speci letion Time is sufficient for plant operations
p ake this determination.

ired n0 ensures that.those identified Required
Ac th supported systems impacted by the
inopt t el(s) associated with each EDG LOVs
function h n lated. This can be accomplished by
enterim systems LCOs. [ Alternatively,the
approp. .: Req ctions for the supported systems may
be listed in t quir ons for Condition D of this
LCO.]

[For this facili tifi supported systems
Required Actions assoc wiu EDG LOVS function are
as follows:]

Required Action D.2 veri 11 ired support or
supported features associ ed wi the redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Comp me of I hour.
The specified Completion' Time is su r plant
operations personnel to make this ination. If

verification determines loss of f . ional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 should be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature ICO takes into consideration
the loss-of-function situatia then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each EDG LOVS function.
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.3.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHEP .;nce every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of insts.c.itation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the indicated output of the
potential transformers that feed the LOVS undervoltage

(continued)
|
'
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EDG LOVS
B 3.3.3 (Analog and Digital)

() BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE rel ays . It is based on the assumption that instrument |

REQUIREMENTS channels monitoring the same parameter should read I

(continued) approximately the same value. Significant deviations |
between the two channels could be an indication of excessive I

drift in one of the channels or of something oven more
seriots. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure;
thus, it is key to verifying that the instrumentation

nues to operate properly between each CHANNEL
TION.

- gree criteria are determined by the plant staff based
- on bi ion of the channel instrument uncertainties, 1

tion, indication, and readability. If the l
hin the match criteria, it is an indication

'

.,

tha ' an ! are OPERABLE.

The urvei interval, about once every shift, is based
on oper expe that demonstrates the rarity of
channel lu performance of the CHANNEL CHECK l
guarantees ted overt channel failure is limited '

to 12 hours, e pr bility of two random failures
in redundant ch in 2-hour period is extremelym

[Vi low, the CHANNEL CK m ' the chance of loss of
protective funct n fai of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK em. le ormal, but more
frequent, checks of hannel PERA TY during normal
operational use of the displays ted with the LCO
required channels. * - -

SR 3.3.3 1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 31 days to
ensure that the entire channel will perform its-intended
function when needed.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and '

drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is a rare
event.

[For this facility, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST constitutes
the following:)

(continued)

(continued)

' ()/
,

:

v
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EDG LOVS
B 3.3.3 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (csntinued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.3.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the accuracy of
each component within the instrument channel. This includes
calibration of the undervoltage relays and demonstrates that
the equipment falls within the specified operating
charact ics defined by the manufacturer. For OPERABLE
chann NEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement

,

er d table setpoint errors are within the
tions the plant-specific setpoint analysis,

ibra re es OPERABILITY of an otherwise
fu that does not meet these criteria.
Repe i e same channel over a relatively
small num s tervals, however, must be considered
as poten ve of a deterministic failure that
cannot be orrec recalibration. Completion of this
test results i cha 1keing properly adjusted and
expected to r n f"as found" tolerance assumedby the setpoint 1 the next scheduled
surveillance. M nd s int error determinationand readjustment must rf nsistent.with the
assumptions of the pl int analysis in
Reference 3. The setp ill the response to a
loss-of-voltage and degr
single-point verification lhat t (be t shall include av

trip rs within the
required delay time as shown in Refer The
Surveillance Frequency is based upo s tion of an
18-month calibration interval in t termination of the
magnitude of eauipment drift in t ~ etpoint analysis.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (8.3], "[0nsite Power
Systems]."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15), "[ Accident Analysis]."

3. [ Unit Name] "[ Plant Protection System Selection of
Trip Setpoint Values.]"

4. IEEE Standard 279-1971, " Criteria for Protection
Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

5. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Pl an t s . "

O-
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Analog) |

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4 Miscellaneous Actuation Instrumentation (MAI) (Analog) -

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO encompasses those plant-specific instrumentation
channels which perform actuation functions required for

protection, but are not otherwise-included in 3

2, " Engineered. Safety-Featuro Actuation System
or LC0 3.3.3, " Emergency Diesel Generator Loss of

olta tart." Specifically included are those non-Nuclear
_ - St ystem functions which, because of differences

ign, and operating requirements, are not
3.3.2-and-LCO 3.3.3. Details.of this LCO

are 'us ion only. Ir.dividual plants shall include
th u gi nd LC0 requirements applicable to them. i

The I ir LCO includes:

1. Co in solation Signal (CPIS);

2. Contro .ati ignal -(CRIS);

3. Chemical a 1 System (CVCS) Isolationd Signal;: and

4. Shield Buildin Filtr on A ion Signal (SBFAS).

These systems are addressed in s 2 and 3. A brief
description of each follows

,

1. Containment Purae Isolation Sianal

The CPIS provides protection from-radioactive
contarination-in the containment in the event a fuel
assemtly should be severely damaged during handling.

The CP.S will ptect any abnormal amounts of
radioactive material in the-containment and will
initiate purge valve closure to limit the release of
radioactivity to the environment. -The conteinment
purge supply and exhaust-valves are closed on a CPIS,
when a high radiation in containment is' detected.

The CPIS includes two independent, redundant actuation
subsystems. Where two isolation. control- valves are

q (continued) ,

(continued)
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Analog)

BASES (continued)
|

'

BACKGROUND provided for a single containment penetration, each
(continued) valve is controlled by a separate actuation subsystem.

Where one valve is available, a single actuation
subsystem initiates valve closure. One train also
isolates the containment air exhaust fan, whereas the
other train isolates the containment air supply fan.
A list of actuated valves and an additional
d tion of the CPIS is presented in Reference 1.

ns of CPIS are actuated on a two-out-of-four
c e from the same four containment radiation

ensor systems. Containment purge isolation also
occu a ntainment Is)lation Actuation Signal

nction is addressed by LC0 3.3.2,
u tion."

2. &

Tho CRIS inate upply of outside air to the
control a s actuation of the Emergency
Filtration imize operator radiation
exposure, lude wo independent,
redundant actuati ai h train employs the
same two sensors, e cts gaseous
activity. The ot .- pa late and iodine
activity. These se ot idered redundant
because they detect fferen type activity. If
the bistable monitoring either s icates an
unsafe condition, that train w ated (one-
out-of-two logic) . The two actuate separate
equipment. Actuating either in will perform the
intended function. Control room isolation also occurs
on a SIAS.

i 3. Chemical and Volume Control System Isolation Siane.1

The CVCS isolation signal provides protection from
radioactive contamination as well as personnel and
equipment protection in the event of a-letdown line
rupture outside containment.

' Each of the two actuation subsystems isolate a
separate letdown isolation valve in response to a high
pressure conriition I.431 nsin in either the west
penetri. tion room or letdown heat exchanger room. Two
pressure detectors in each of these rooms feed the

j (continued)-
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MAI l
!B 3.3.4 (Analog)
;

) BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND four sensor subsystems. On a two-out-of-four !
(continued) coincidence, both actuation subsystems will actuate. i

4. Shield Buildina Filtration Actuation Sional

[For this facility, the function of the SBFAS is as
follows:) ,

,

-. he t setpoints are the nominal values at which the
bis s set. Any bistable is considered to be j

'

ed when the "as left" value is within the
calibration accuracy, i.e. (Rack

Cal + parator Setting Accuracy).

Tri setp sed in the bistables are based on the
analytt mits in Reference 3. The selection of -
these t s such that adequate protection is
provided r and processing time delays are
taken into o al for calibration tolerances,
instrumentation tai and instrument drift,

,

ALLOWABLE. VALUES c le-3.3.4-1 are
Q conservatively a t to the analytical .

limits. A detaile .on e methodology used to>

calculate the trip s tpoint inc their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in "P tection System
Selection of Trip Setpoint Val 4). The actual
nominal trip setpoint enter the bistable is normally
still more conservative tha at specified by the ALLOWABLE
VALUE to account for changes in random measurement errors
detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
such a change in measurement error is drift.during the
Surveillance- interval . If the measured setpoint does not
exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is considered
OPERABLE.

The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.4-1 are based upon
the methodology described in Reference 4, which incorporates
all of the known uncertainties applicable for each channel.
Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure
that Safety Limits are not violated during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s), and the consequences of
Design Basis Accidents will be acceptable, providing the

(continued)

(continued).
U
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Analog) -

BASES (continued)

!
BACKGROUND plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the

(continued) A00 or accident, and the equipment functions as designed. '

The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.4-1 are based upon
the methodology described in Reference 4, which incorporates
all of the known uncertainties applicable for each channel.
The magnitudes of these uncertainties are factored into the

<

determi on of each trip setpoint. All field sensors and !

signai sing equipment for these channels are assumed
to e 'il hin the allowances of these uncertainty

udes.,
'

Ea c tested on line to verify that the signal
proce ]e And setpoint accuracy is within the
specified ce

. uirements of Reference 2. Once a
designat ga aken out of_ service for testing, asimulated igna jected in place of the field
instrument sia The ss 6quipment for the channel in
test is then i ed ' and calibrated.

%f$,$[jfr
n

Y
--

Containment PuraeMolatMshhh, lSbAPPLICABLE 1.
SAFETY ANALYSES V e

^

TheCPISisrequired,)e et ontainment_ purge
,.

4

valves in the event of the el har g accident in
containment, as described in Refe

.

#2. Control Room Isolation Sianal

The CRIS, in conjur.ction with the Control Room.

Emergency Air Cleanup System (CREACS) maintains the
control room atmosphere within conditions suitable for
prolonged occupancy throughout the duration of any one
of the accidents discussed in Reference 3. The
radiation exposure of control room personnel, through
the duration of any one of the postulated accidents,
does not exceed the limits set by GDC 19 of Appendix A
to 10 CFR 50. Since the two radiation monitoring
channels are not truly redundant, failure of a single
radiation monitoring channel can inhibit CRIS for
certain events. [At this facility, the CRIS does not-
need to respond in these cases for the following
reasons:)

(continued)

(continued)

1
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B 3.3.4 (Analog) I
1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 3. Chemical and Volume Control System Isolation Sianal

SAFETY ANALYSES I

(continued) The CVCS Isolation Signal is redundant to the SIAS for j
letdown line breaks outside containment. In addition, i

an excess flow check valve is located in containment |

just downstream of the regenerative heat exchanger,
which isolates letdown when flow exceeds 200 gpm. (At
his facility, the provision of two sensors in each

m in a two-out-of-four logic configuration
isfies the single failure criterion as follows:) ;

1

4. _
.el ARuildino Filtration Actuation Sianal I

cility, the safety analyses applicable-to -
is follows:]

'

The isfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of
th Inter' licy Statement.

xd-[ ]

LC0 MAI channels are BL the applicable criteria belowc
are met: 9

*
Igpece' y to provide an1. All channel c e

initiation signal are Tuncti and in service. For
sampling systems, OPERABILI ires correct valve
lineups, sample pump ope filter motor,

operation as well as d r OPERABILITY, if these
supporting features ar cessary for trip to occur
under the conditions assumed by the safety analysis or
setpoint analysis;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
analysis, or design information to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

3. Required Surveillance testing is current and has
j

demonstrated performance within each Surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each trip Ifunction in the LCO. Operation with a trip setpoint less 1

conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its |

ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable provided that- the difference

| (continued)
(s\ -1

| ( ,/ (continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO between the nominal trip setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE is
(continued) equal to or greater than the drift allowance assumed for

each trip in the transient and accident analyses. Each
ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more conservative than the
analyttcal limit assumed in the transient and accident
analysis in order to account for instrument uncertainties
appropriate to the trip function. These uncertainties are
define he " Plant Protection System Selection of Trip-
Setp s" (Ref. 4),

ses f he LC0 on these functions are:

1. lion Sianal-

a. Ac ion

eL anual Actuation backs up the
aut tri ensures operators have the
cap i y initiate the CPIS function
if any trending towards its

.

setpoi ail channels must be
'

OPERABLE to e ingle failure will not
disable the ti

Manual Actuati ar ERABLE when they
satisfy MAI OPE BILIT rite and 3.

b .- Containment Radiation--H1

The LC0 on the radiatio annels requires that
all four be OPERABLE.

Containment Radiation channels are OPERABLE when
they satisfy MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1, 2,
and 3.

[For this facility, the basis for the Containment
Radiation--High ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]

c. Actuation Logic,

Both trains of Actuation Logic must be OPERABLE
to assure that no single random failure can
prevent automatic actuation. If one fails, it
must be restored to OPERABLE status.

,

,
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BASES (continued)

LCO Actuation Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
(continued) satisfy MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1 and 3.-

2. [pntrol Room Isolatica Signal

a. Manual Actuation

The LCO on Manual Actuation backs up the
automatic trips and ensures operators have the
capability to rapidly initiate the CRIS function
if any- parameter is trending towards its

oint. Both available channels must be
BLE to ensure that a single failure will not

the function.

Actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
y MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1 and 3.

b. i tion '

s of orne Radiation channel are
requi b E'to ensure the control

( room i high_ iodine and high
\ partic e ncentration.

Airborne diati chan re OPERABLE when
they satisfy MAI OPE riteria 1, 2,-
and 3.

[For.this facilit he basis for the Airborne
Radiation ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]

c. Actuation Logic

Both trains of Actuation logic must be OPERABLE
to assure that no single random failure can
prevent automatic actuation.- If one fails, it
must be restored to OPERABLE status.

Actuation Logic channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1 and 3.

.(continued)

(continued)
i i

I

\/,
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BASES (continued)

LCO 3. Chemical and Volume Control System Isolation Sional
(continued)

(At this facility, the bases for CVCS LCO requirements
are as follows:]

4. Shield Buildino Filtration Actuation Sional

[ s facility, the bases for SBFAS LCO
nts are as follows:]

For t facility, the following support systems are
. req t OPERABLE to ensure MAI OPERABILITY:]

h , those required support systems,

whic h failure, do not result in the MAI
bei perable and their justification are
as f lows

[For thi ci upported systems impacted by
the inopera MAI and the justification of
whether or n por ystem is declared
inoperable are as ows

A
.

'

}!N
APPLICABILITY 1. Containment'Purae Iso ation nnal

In MODE 5 or 6, the SIAS isolat f ainment
i purge valves is not required OPERABLE. However,

during CORE ALTERATIONS or w moving irradiated fuel
| there is the possibility of a fuel handling accident
I requiring the CPIS on high radiation in containment.
1 Accordingly, the CPIS must be OPERABLE in MODES 5

and 6.

In MODES 1 through 4, the containment purge valvos are
closed by CIAS.

2. Control Room Isolation Sional

The CRIS functions must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 and in all MODES during CORE ALTERATIONS and !
movement of irradiatad fuel- or loads over irradiated !

,

'

fuel to ensure a habitable environment for the control ;room operators.
|

(continued)-

(continued)
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'

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 3. Chemical and Volume Control System Isolation Sional
(continued)

[At thu facility, the bases for CVCS isolation
applicability requirements are as follows:)

4. Shiold Buildino Filtration Aquation Sianal

At this- facility, the bases for SBFAS applicability
uirements are as follows:]

Not s been added to provide clarification that for this
LCO fg" tion specified in Table 3.3.4-1 is treated as

p- entity with an independent Completion Time.
Y

, _

i P''
ACTIONS A pr'stect ction channel is inoperable when it does not

satisfy MA criteria for the channel's_ function.
These c r ned for each function in the LC0
section o The most common cause of channel
inoperabil ght lure or drift of the bistable
or process modul fi exceed the tolerance allowed

Q by the plant-sp c alysis. Typically the
tg drift is not lar d t in a delay of actuation,

rather than a tota
generally made duri the p .unc

This determination is.

form f a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST when the proces ont is set up for
adjustment to bring it within ion. If the trip
setpoint is not consistent v e ALLOWABLE VALVE in
Table 3.3.4-1, the channel d be declared inoperable
immediately, and the appropriate Conditions from
Table 3.3.4-1 must be entered.

In the event a channel's. trip set)oint is found
nonconservative with respect to tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
sampling equipment transmitter, instrument loop, signal
processing electronics, or bistable is found inoperable,
then all affected functions arovided by that channel should
be declared inoperable and tie- LC0 Con _dition entered. for the

,

particular protection function affected.
1

| When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function~

exceed those specified in one or other related conditions

| (continued)

(continued)!O
iV
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f

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS associated with the same trip function, then the plant is
(continued) outside the safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 should be

immediately entered if applicable in the current MODE of
operation.

Condition A

Condit is applicable to all MAI functions. Condit1cn A
addr situation where one or more channels for one
or u ns are inoperable at the same time. The

,

d Ac is to refer to Table 3.3.4-1 and to take the '

red n r the protection functions affected.

Ccnd

Conditio the failure of one or more
Containme Rad -High CPIS Manual Actuation or CPIS
Actuation Log annel Required Actions are to
immediately r r ed channels to OPERABLE
status; or place all containment purgo and
exhaust valves i itic r suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS and suspe e uel assemblies within
containment. Require preferred action as
it restores the-full f pa of the CPIS.
Required Action B.2 acco e eC function.
Required Action B.3.1 and equir Acti .2 place the
plant in a condition where CPIS 0PERA not required.
The Completion Time accounts for th Condition B
addresses, in the limit, complete of the CPIS function
under conditions in which a fuel ling accident is
possible and CPIS provides the only automatic mitigation of
radiation release.

Conditions C and D

( Conditions C and D are a)plicable to manual and automatic
actuation of the CREACS )y CRIS,

Condition C applies to the failure of one or more channels
in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. Since the two CRIS radiation inputs
measure different parameters, one radiation monitoring
channel failure can disable the system's ability to respond
to certain types of releases. Therefore, failure of one or
more input channels constitutes a loss of the CRIS function

(continued)

(continued)
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Analog)

BASES (continued)
i

ACTIONS for certain events. Consequently, entry into this condition
(continued) requires action to either restore the failed channel (s)

(Required Action C.1) or manually )erform the CR15 safety
function (Required Action C.2). Tie Completion Time of
I hour is sufficient to complete the Required Actions and
accounts for the fact that CPIS supplements control room
isolation by other function: (e.g. SIAS) in MODES 1, 2, 3,
a If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE

the plant must be placed in MODE 3 in the following
o and MODE 5 in the next 30 hours. The Completion

ime 6 and 30 hours for reaching MODES 3 and 5 from
MOD asonable based on operating experience and

rates and do not challenge plant safety
e ors. Ccndition D applies to the failure of

one c els during CORE ALTERATIONS and when movin,q
ir r loads over irradiated fuel.

The Reqt Acti immediately taken to restore one
CRIS chi 1 status; or place one OPERABLE -

CREACS tra cy filtration mode; or CORE
ALTERATION reac ity additions, movement of
irradiated fuel, mo f loads over irradiated fuel

p are suspended. C me recognizes the-fact that
g the radiation si functions available to

initiate control r n he event of a fuel
handling accident. ote t in , 2, 3, or 4, both
Conditions C and D may apply at e, such'as during
fuel movement in the fuel bull .

Conditions C and D have bee dified by a Hote which
specifies that CREACS be placed manually in the emergency
filtration mode, if the auto-swa)over to emergency
filtration is inoperable. [At t11s facility, the basis for

this Note is as follows:)

Condition E

' Condition E applies to the failure of one SBFAS Manual
Actuation channel, or one Actuation Logic associated with
CVCS isolation signal or SBFAS. Required Action E.1
requires restoration of the inoperable channel to restore
redundancy of the affected function. The Completion Time of
1 hour is commensurate with the importance of avoiding
vulnerability of a single failure in the only remaining
OPERABLE channel.

(continued) q

|
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MAI
L B 3.3.4 (Analog)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Conditionl
(continued)

Condition F applies if one of the four CVCS sensor channels
is. inoperable. The Required Actions are identical to those
of ESFAS functions employing four redundant sensors in
LC0 3.3.2. 7he channel must be placed in bypass or trip if.
it cannot be_ repaired within I hour (Required Action F.2 1).
By spe either option, the possibility of
inad bypassing-a redundant channel is eliminated.

i- Th s f four trip channels allows one channel to be
ed (r ed from service) during operations,-placing
FAS wo t-of-three coincidence logic. Placing

th is preferred, since the CVCS isolation
func -out-of-three logics This will avoid
possible en CS isolation if an additional channel
fails. letion Time to bypass or trip the
channel i suff time to perform.the Required Actions.-

Once Required i r bypass the channel has
'

been complied W Action F.2.2.1 and Required
Action F.2.2.2-pr est channel to OPERABLE - ,

'status or placing cha n hin 48 hours. Required
Action F.2.2.1 restor e lity-of' the function,

j Required Action F.2.2. on into'a
one-out-of-three configu t nfiguration,.

common cause failut.e of d endent hann annot prevent
MAI actuation. The Completion Time p he operator
with time to tato apprcpriate actio - 1 assure that
any risk involved in operating wt fled channel is
acceptable. Operating experience demonstrated that a
failure of a second channel is improbable during any giveni

' 48-hour period.

ConditicD_S

| Condition G applies if two of the four CVCS West Penetration
Room / Letdown Heat Exchanger Reom Pressure--High channels are
inoperable.- The Required Actions are identical to- those for
other ESFAS functions employing fot.r redundant sensors in

!

LCO 3.3.2.

Restoring at least one channel to OPERABLE status is the
preferred Required Action. If this cannot be accomplished,
one channel should be placed in byp' ass and the other channel

(continued)

(continued)
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\v BASES (continued) 4

|
.

| ACTIONS in trip. The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour is ;
'

(continued) sufficient time to perform the Required Jc'. ions. '

Once Required Action to trip or bypass the channel has been
complied with, Required Actior H.2.2 provides for restoring
the one channel to OPERABLE status within 48 hours. The
justification of the 48-hour Comple' ion Tiine is the caw as

ndition F.

e e channel is restored to OPEFABLE, the provisions of
ondi F still apply to the remain hg inoperable channel.

The e channel that is still inoperable after
equired Action G.2.2 shall be placed in trip

o ours have eltpsed since the initial channel
faili 4

(,on tion

'

Conditi - s e shutdown track to be followed if
the Requir d associated Completion Times of
Conditions are met. The plant must be placed
in a MODE in whi e not apply. This is done by

( placing the pla E 3 within 6 hours and in
K MODE 5 within 36 tion Times are reasonable

based on operating ach the required H00E,

from full power oper tion an o y manner and without
challenging plant systems.

Condition I ?

Condition I is applicable to each one of the MI functions
presented in Table 3.3.4-1.

Required Action I.1 verifies that the Required Actions-have
been initiated for those supported systems-declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) within'a Completion Time of I hour. The4

specified Completion Time is s'afficient for plant operations
personnel to make this deterr enation.

1

Required Action I.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each MAI
function have been initiated by entering the supported

(continued)

(n) (continued) 3

j

'w/ :

*

1
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94BASES (continued)
_

! !
ACTIONS systems' LCOs. (Alternatively,theappropriateRequired

(continued) Actions for the supported systems may be listed in the
RequiredActionsforCondition!ofthisLCO.)

[Forthisfacility,theidentifiedsupportedsystems
Required Actions associated with each MAI function are as
follows:

Requ n 1.2 verifies that all required support or
su ures assocb.ted with the other redundant

ds) OPERABLE witnin a Completion Time of I hour,
pec f C etion Time is sufficient for plant

op to make this determination. If
veri o s loss of functional capability, LC0
3.0.3 is 1 tered. However, if the support or 1

suporte akes into consideration the loss-of-
function tuat en LC0 3.0.3 may not need to be
entered. a

N
.

~#
SUDVEILLANCE The SRs for any parti MA on are found in
REyVIREMENTS the SRs column of Tabl .3. t function.

18 3.3.4.1

performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once hours ensures
th.it a gross failure of instrumentat t occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of ramcter indicated on
one channel to a similar paramete another channel. It
is based on the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the
same value.

Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excesAlve instrument drift in one
of the channels or even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CAllBRATION. The high radiation
instrumentation should be compared to similar plant
instruments located throughout the plant. If the radiation
monitor employs keep-alive sources or check Sources operable ,

from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK should also note

(continued)

; (continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE the detector's response to these sources.
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
an a combination of the channel instrument uncertaintiss,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match critoria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal processing

nt have drifted outside its limit. If the channels
hin the match criteria, it is an indication that the

are OPERABLE. If the channels are norma)1y off
scale in times when Surveillance is required, the
CHA C will only verify that they are off scele in

ion. Off-scale low current-loop cht is
e reading at the bottom of the range andv

ntrols[At this facility, the followingale.not o
and design features (e.g., downscalead

,

ala s)i ely alert operations to loss of function
in the r und nels:). [At this facility,,

verifici n ystem alignment and operation for'

gaseous, p nd iodine monitors is required as-
follows:)

The Surveillanc e once every shift, is based
on operating exp strates the rarity of
channel failure. rma f the CHANNEL CHECK,

guarantees that und ecte ert el failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the probabi wo random failures

' in redundant channels in any iod is low, the
CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the e of loss of protective
function due to failure of ndant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the<

displays associated with the LCO required channels.;

|

SR 3.3.4.2 1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 31 days to-
ensure the entire channel will perform its intended function
when needed. The Surveillance frequency of 31 days is based i

on plant operating experience with regard to channel- i

OPERABILITY and drift which demonstrates that failure of
more than one channel of a given function in any 31-day
interval is a rare event.

(continued)

(~'T (continued)
U
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BASES (continued)
~

SVRVEILLANCE A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,i
'

REQUIREMENTS interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
'

(continued) inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicable and verifies required trip, interlocP.s, and

| alarms functiot when the input is beyond the trip point.
; K5ere the desigr, ';as made provisions for including sensors
'

in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall bei

inserte that point. "As found" and "as lef t" values for
bist setpoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
are within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
l/ The d rence between the current "as found" and the
ph Jous " ef setpoints must be within the drift
al' setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the, restores the OPERABILITY of an
otherwise na mponent that does not meet these
criteria, cated failures of the same channel
over a sma 1 nurr test intervals should be evaluated as
>otentially 1 ing inistic failure which cannot
)e corrected dec This Surveillance can be.

performed on the ensor channels without
actuating the tr te pass switches.

.SR 3.3.4.3

Pr0per operation of the f( u . .sub p relays is
verified by de-energizing these r4)1ays g the CHANNEL!

FUNCTIONAL TEST of the actuation logi I days. This
will actuate the function, operatin

.ipment actuated by
isted

equipment. Proper operation of t
each train is t1us verified. Not . ' indicates this test
includes verification of operation for each initiation
relay. LAt this facility, the verification is conducted as
follows:J

| Note 2 indicates that relays that cannot be tested at power
| are exempt from the Surveillance Requirement while at power.

These relays must, however, be tested during each entry into
'

| MODE 5 for longer than 24 hours unless they have Feen tested
within the previous 6 months. [At this facility, too basisI

for this exemption is as follows:] [At this facility, the
following relays are exempt:]

(continued)

(continued)
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I

( \

t BASES (continued)

i

SVRVEILLANCE The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant
REQUIREMENTS operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY

(continued) which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of
a given function in any 31-day interval is a rare event.

SR 3.3.4.4

FAS can be initiated either on a SIAS or manually.
veillance is a restatenient of SIAS SR 3.3.2.3 on the
etion. Performing SR 3.3.2.3 satisfies this

Surve ance. The Frequency is the same as that for the
SR .

CH ON is a complete check of the instrument
cha el i g the detector. The test verifies the
channel nds t sured parameter with the necessary
range a ac NNEL CAllBRATION leaves *.Se channel
adjusted t instrument drift between successive
tests, to e the trument channel remains
operational wit set ithin the atsumptions of theO, plant-specific i Detector 'as found" and
"as left" values d sed to verify drift
assumptions. For ann CHANNEL CAllBRATION
shall find that meas rement rror bistable setpoints
errors are within the assumptio plant-specific
setpoint analysis. Measureme oint error
determination and readjustm st be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the nt-specific setpoint
analysis.

Recalibration restores OPERABillTY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

Radiation detectors may be removed and calibrated in a
laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent, laboratory
calibrated, unit.

(continued)
|

(continued),

('
I

,
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BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE The Surveillance frequency is based upon the assumption uf
REQUIREMENTS an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the

(continued) magnitude of equipment drif t in the setpoint analysis.

(For this facility, radiation detectors are calibrated as
follows:)

Ev m s, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
nual actuation circuitry.

Th i hat the trip pushbuttons are capable of
open- t e Actuation Logic as designed
de-energi i ation relays and providing manual
actuatior on. The IB-month Frequency was
developed onsi it was prudent that these
Surveillances be d during a plant outage. This
was due to th an s needed to perform the
Surveillance an 1 for unplanned plant
transients if th I ce i rformed with the reactor
at power. Operating e ene hown these components
usually pass the Surv an ormed on the 18-month
Frequency.

SR 3.3.4.7

This Surveillance ensures that the
.

tion response
times are verified on a STAGGERED " BASIS. The response
time values are provided in the F. and are the maximum
values assumed in the safety analyses.

Individual component response times are not modeled in the
analyses. The analysis model the overall or total elapsed
time, from the point at which the aarameter exceeds the trip
setpoint value at the sensor, to tie point at which the
equipment in both trains reaches the required functional
state, e.g., pumps at rated discharge pressure, valves in
full open or closed position. (For this facility, response
time testing acceptance criteria are contained in the
following document:)

The test may be performed in one measurement or overlapping
segments, with verification that all components are
measured.

(continued)
1

(continued)
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O BASES (continued)
|

1
SURVEILLANCE Response time tests are conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED
REQUIREMENTS TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive

(continued) tests of a given channel of n times 18 months, where n is
the number of channels in the function. Testing of the
final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of the
response time, is included in the testing of each channol.
Therefore, staggered testing results in res)onse time

ation of these devices every 18 nontis. The 18-month
D TEST BASIS Frequency is based upon plant operating

e e which shows that random failures of
inst tation components causing serious response time
de io but not channel failure, are infrequent

,

n esponse times cannot be determined at power
e operation is required.

- - . _ - - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ .

REFERENCES 1. [U 'ame) Oction (6.2), " Containment
Sy s."

2. (Unit Sec (7.3), " Engineered safety
A Features S "

.

3. (Unit Name) o " Accident Analysis.",

4. [ Unit Name:, "[ lant tect ystem Selection of
Trip Setpo'nt Values.)"
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MAI

B 3.3.4 (Digital)

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

l B 3.3.4 Miscellaneous Actuation Instrumentation (MAI) (Digital)

BASES
. --

'

BACKGROUND Thi; LCO encompasses those plant-specific instrumentation
channels which perform some actuation functions required for

protection, but are not otherwise included in
2, ' Engineered Safety feature Actuation System

nr LC0 3.3.3, " Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG)a

Loss oltage Start (LOVS)." Specifically included are
the n lear Steam Supply System functio.is which

erences in purpose, design, and o>erating
not included in LCO 3.3.2 and .00 3.3.3.

De h CO are for illustration only. Individual
p1W ude those functions and LCO requirements
app' cabi cm. The MAI in this LC0 includes:

1. Ce solation Signal (CPIS);

2. Contr ati ignal (CRIS); and

( 3. Fuel Handl Is al (FHIS).

These systems are n ences 1 and 2. A brief
description of each 0110w .

1. e

The CPIS provides prot on from radioactive
contamination in the containment in the event a fuel
assembly should be damaged during handling or
operation.

The CPIS will detect any abnormal amounts of
radioactive material in the containment and will
initiate purge valve closure to limit the release of
radioactivity to the environment. Both the mini-purge
and large volume purge su) ply and exhaust valves are
closed on a CPIS, when a ligh radiation level in,

containment is detected.

(continued)

(continued)
t
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (coni.inued)

BACKGROUND The CPIS includes two independent, redundant logic;

(continued) subsystems, including actuation trains. Each train
employs four sensors, each one detecting one of the
following:

gaseous,.

rborne particulate,.

ne, or

. a ca).

s each measure a different
para e e not considered redundant to each
oth

if any o thes rs exceeds the bistable trip
setpoint e will be actuated (one-out-of-
four logi

Each train actuat se cries valve in the
containment purg n lines. Either

| train controls su to perform the
isolation function, ves also isolated on
a Saftsty Injection A untio, igna S) and

.Containneent Isolation Actuation g!AS).

2. Control Room Isolation Sianal
V

The CRIS terminates the supply of outside air to the
control room and initiates actuation of the emergency
filtration system to minimize operator radiation
exposure. The CRIS includes two independent,
redundant logic subsystems, including actuation
trains. Each train employs the same two sensors. One
sensor detects gaseous activity. The other det<2 cts
particulate and iodine activity. Since the two
sensors detect different types of activity, they are
not considered redundant to each other. If the
bistable monitoring either sensor indicates an unsafe
condition, that train will be actuated (one-out-of-two

| logic). The two trains actuate separate equipment.
'

(continued)
_

(continued)

O
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

|
- BASES (continued)

1

BACKGROUND Actuating either train will perform the intended
(continued) function. Control room isolation also occurs on a

SIAS.i

,

3. Fuel Handlina Isolation Sianal

The FHIS provides arotection from radioactive
ontamination in tie spent fuel pool area, in the

nt that a spent fuel element should be severely
aged during handling. The FHIS will detect
loactivity from fission products in the fuel, and
I tiate appropriate actions so the release to

nment is limited. More detail is presented
3. The FHIS includes two independent,

en gic subsystems, including actuation
h train employs the same two sensors. One

sens cts gaseous activity. The other detects
pa ate ine activity. Since the two
se s erent types of activity, they are
not c undant to each other. If the
bista ng e er sensor indicates an unsafe
condition, tra 1 be actuated (one-out-of-two
logic). T o s uate separate equipment.

The trip setpoints are the nomin s at which the
bistables are set. Any bista idered to be
properly adjusted when the t" value is within the
band for channel calibratio curacy (i.e. i Rack
Calibration + Comparator Setting Accuracy).'

Trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits (Ref. 4). The selection of these trip
setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided when
all sensor and processing time delays are taken into
account. To allow for calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, and instrument drift
ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in Table 3.3.4-1 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in " Plant Protection System
Selection of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 5). The actual

(continued)- I

(continued)O
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally
(continued) still more conservative than that specified by the ALLOWABLE

VALUE to account for changes in random measurement errors
detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
such a change in measurement error is drift during the
surveillance interval. If the measured setpoint does not
exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the bistable is consNered
OPERABL

Se cordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure
t, fety its are not violated during anticipated
o ti cu nces (A00s), and the consequences of
De s will be acceptable, aroviding the ;

plan p within the LCOs at tie onset of the i

A00 or ac an e equipment functions as designed.

The ALLOW LE V isted in Table 3.3.4-1 are based upon |
the methodolos cri Reference 5, which incorporates

'

all of the knc un h applicable for each channel.
The magnitudes o tainties are factored into the
determination of etp All field sensors and j,

signal processing equi f channels arc assumed
to operate within the se uncertainty '

magnitudes. '

,

.

Each channel can be teste on 11 to v that the signal3

processing equipment and setpoint acc within the
specified allowance requirements of Once a.

designated channel is taken out of ce for testing, a
simulated signal is injected in p of the field
instrument signal. The process equipment for the channel in
test is then tested, verified, and calibrated.

.

APPLICABLE 1. Containment Purae Isolation Sianal
SAFETY ANALYSES

: The CPIS is a backup to the CIAS systems in MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4 and will close the containment purge
valves in the event of high radiation levels resulting
from a primary leak in the containment.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)v

APPLICABLE The CPIS is also required to close the containment
SAFETY ANALYSES purge valves in the event of the fuel handling

(continued) accident in containment, as described in Reference 4.
This accident is a limiting case representing a class
of accidents that might involve radiation release in
containment without CIAS actuation. The CPIS ensures
the consequences of a dropped fuel assembly in the

^ containment are not as severe as a dropped assembly in
e fuel handling building. This ensures that the
site consequences of radiation accidents in
ainment are within 10 CFR 100 limits.

IS, conjunction with SIAS, and the Control
o cy Air Cleanup System (CREACS), maintains

the room atmosphere within conditions suitable
for- ong ancy throughout the duration of any
on s discussed in Reference 4. The
radia of control room personnel, through
the d ny o of the postulated accidents,
does not ex he set by GDC 19 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A.

3.

The FHIS is required to iso normal Fuel
Building Air Cleanup Syst A and automatically-
initiate the recircula and filtration systems in
the event of the fuel ling accident in the fuel
handling building or a loss-of-coolant accident, as
described in Reference 4. The FHIS helps assure
acceptable consequences for the dropping of a spent
fuel bundle breaching up to 60 fuel pins.

The MAI satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interia
Policy Statement. '

l
|

LC0 MAI channels are OPERABLE when the applicable criteria below |
are met:

1. All channel components necessary to provide an
initiation signal are functional and in service. For |

.

(continued)! /G(,) (contiaued)
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B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (ccntinued)

LC0 sampling systems, OPERABILITY requires correct valve
(continued) lineups, sample pump operat'on, and filter motci-

operation as well as detector OPERABILITY if these
supporting features are necessary for trip to occur
under the conditions assumed by the safety analysis or
setpoint analysis;

2. C measurement uncertainties are known via test,
, or design information to be within the
ns of the setpoint calculations; and

l eq illance testing is current and has
formance within each surveillance

criteria.

Only the ES are specified for each trip
function the Operation with a trip setpoint less
conservative he n trip setpoint, but within its
ALLOWABLE VAL i provided that the difference
between the nom oint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE is,

| eqiml to or grea dr allowance assumed for
each trip in the trans and nt analyses. Each,

'

ALLOWABLE VALUE speci rvative than the
analytical limit assu a and accident
analysis in order to ace :t uncertainties
appropriate to the trip f ction. Thes ertainties are
defined-in the " Plant Specific Setpoi ology" -

(Ref. 5).

The bases for the LCO on these fu ons are:

1. Containment Purae Isolation Sianal

1.a. tianggi Actuation

The LCO on mant'al actuation ensures that the CPIS
function can c.sily be initiated if desired.
Both availaMe hannels are required to ensure a
single failure will not disable the manual ;

initiation capability, j

Manual actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
.

satisfy MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1 and 3.
|
| (continued)

(continued)

O
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO 1.b.,1.c. Airborne Radiation and Conitinment Area
(continued) fut1911gn

The LCO on the four airborne radiation channels
requires that each channel be OPERABLE for each
actuation logic channel, since they are not
redundant to each other. (At this facility, the
purge isolation function meets the single failure
criterion as follows:)

The trip setpoint of twice backgrottnd is selected
allow detection of small deviations from

1. The absolute value of trip setpoint in
5 and 6 differs from the setpoint in

D through 4 so that a fuel handling
t can be detected in the lower background

ion expected in these MODES,

ir tion channels are OPERABLE when
9 MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1, 2,

a

e .

( 1.d. .

s
Two chan ua ogic are required to
be OPERAB to e ure t single logic
failure disables actu both trains.

'

Actuation logic c s are OPERABLE when they
i

satisfy MAI OPERA TY Criteria 1 and 3.

2. Control Room Isolation Sianal
,

| 2.a. Manual Actuation
,

!

The LCO on Manual actuation ensures that the CRIS,

function can easily be initiated if desired.
Both available channels are required to ensure a
single failure will not disable the manual
initiation capability.

Manual actuation channels are OPERABLE when they
satisfy MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1 and 3.

(continued)

(continued)
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

LCO 2.b. Airborne Radiation
(continued)

The LC0 on the two airborne radiation channels
requires that each channel be OPERABLE for each
actuation logic channel, since they are not
redundant to each other. (At this facility the
control room isolation functi"n meets the single

ilure criterion as follows:i
this facility, the basis for the CRIS
ation monitor ALLOWABLE VALUES are as
o

i ation channels are OPERABLE when
ti MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1, 2,

2.C.

Two e untion logic are ree" 'ed to
be OPE sure t no single ', ,sc
failure disa act in both trains.

l CRIS actuati nn re OPERABLE when
they satisfy MM ITY eria 1 and 3.

3. Fuel Handlina Isolation Sional

3.a. Manual ActuatiQB

The LC0 on manual actuation ensures that the FHIS
function can easily be initiated if desired,
Both available channels are required to ensure a
single failure will not. disable the manual
initiation capability.

Manual actuation channels are OPERARLE when they
satisfy MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1 and 3.

3.b. AirAqr_ne WadiatiqD

The LC0 on the two airborne radiation channels
requires that each channel be OPERABLE for each
actuation logic channel, since they are not

(continued) |

(continued)
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B 3.3.4 (Digital)

(Q,/
,

BASES (continued)

redundant to each other.FHIS function meets the sin (At this facility, theLCO
gle failure criterion(continued)

asfollows:)

(At this facility, the basis for the FHIS
radiation monitor ALLOWABLE VALUES is as
follows:)

Airborne radiation channels are OPERABLE when
they satisfy MAI OPERABILITY Critoria 1, 2,
and 3.

.

.C,

E o nnels of Actuation Logic are required to
BLE to ensure that ta single logic-

e disables actuation in both trains.

HI logic channels ,ce OPERABLE when
4 MAI OPERABILITY Criteria 1, 2,
a

(For this i owing support systems are
b required to 'e t sureMAIOPERABILITY:)

>(For this facil|ty, t se re d support systems
which, upon their failure, esult in the HAl
being declared inoperable. justification are

as follows:)

(For this facility, the supported systems impacted by
the Inoperability of the MAI and the justification of
whether or not each supported system is declared
inoperable are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY 1. _ ontainment Purae Isolation SianalC

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the mini-purge valves may be
open. In these MODES, it is necessary to assure the i

valves will shut in the event of a primary leak in |
containment. ;

i

(continued)

p (continued) '
:
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
,

1

APPLICABILITY In N0DE 6 or 6 during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of;

(continued) irradiated fuel, there is the possibility of a fuel
handling accident requiring CP!S on high radiation in
containment.

2. Control Room Isclation Sianal

Th 15 functions must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
d in all MODES during CORE ALTERATIONS and

eme f irradiated fuel or loads over irradiated
uel t sure a habitable environment for the control

t room at .

3.

The ed to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, 3,
and and w radiated fuoi is in the storage pool.
[Forthis lit asis for this requirement is
as follo

A Note has been a vide arification that for this
LCO each function spec in ' 3.3.4-1 is treated as
an independent entity a e ent Completion Time.

._

| ACTIONS A protection channel is inoperable who s not satisfy
: the OPERABILITY criteria for the cha s tion. These
, criteria are outlined for each fur ir, the LC0 section
! of the Bases. The most common cad of channel

inoperability is outright failure or drift of the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically the
drift is not large, and would result ir a delay _of actuation
rather than a total loss of function. W.s determination is

| generally made during the performance o; a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process instrument-is set up for
adjustment to bring it within specification, if the trip
setpoint is net consistent with the ALLOWABLE VALVE ini

'

Table 3.3.4-1, the channel must be declared inoperable
j immediately, and the appropriate Conditions from
| Table 3.3.4-1 must be entered.

In the event a channel's trip set >oint is found
nonconservative with respect to tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the

(#U""""'N
_

.
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

O
V BASES (continued)

ACTIONS transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
(continued) or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions

provided by that channel are required to be declared
inoperable and the LCO Condition entered for the particular
protective function affected.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip function
e s that s)ecified in one or other related Conditions

ed wit 1 the same trip function, then the plant is.

s the safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 is
med ly entered if applicable in the current MODE of

ope n

Co plicable to all MAI functions. Condition A
add sses tuation where one or more channels for one

'

or more ions operable at the same time. The
Require ti fer to Table 3.3.4-1 and to take the
Required e protection functions affected.

Condition B

() Condition B appl a of one or more of the
following channels tw IS during CORE
ALTERATIONS and whe movin trad fuel in containment
in MODE 5 or 6:

1.a. Manual Actcation nnels)

1.b.i. Airborne Radiation - Gaseous (1 channel)

1.b.ii. Airborne Radiation - Particulate (1 channel)

1.b.iii. Airborne Radiation - Iodine (1 channel)
1.c. Containment Area Radiation (Gama) (1 channel)

1.d. Actuation Logic (2 channels)

The Required Actions are to immediately restore the affected
channels to OPERABLE status, or to place and maintain
containment purge and exhaust valves in closed positions, or
to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and to suspend .novement of fuel
assemblies within containment.-

p (continued)

% (continued)
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BASES (continued)

AG IONS Required Action B.1 is the preferred action as it restores
(continued) the full functional capability of the function. Rec uired

Action B.2 accomplishes the CPIS function. Requitec Action
B.3.1 and Required Action B.3.2 place the plant in a
configuration where CPIS OPERAB111TY is not recuired. The
Completion Time accounts for the fact that Concition B, in
the limit cddresses complete loss of the CPIS function
under e ions where a fuel handling accident in
cont s possible and CPIS provides the only automatic
mi n adiation release.

11

Cond- the failure of one or more of the
following .s a ciated with CPIS in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4:

1.a. Han tuat -

channels)
.

1.b.i. Air Do j - Gaseous (1 channel)

1.b.ii. Airborne Rad n- gulate(1 channel)
1.b.iii. AirborneRadkii %dinll channel)

1.c. Containtnent Are Radi n (G (1 channel)

1.d. Actuation Logic (2 channel

The Required Actions are to resto he affected
channels to OPERABLE status or place and maintain
containment pur

| within I hour. ge and exhaust valves in closed positionsRequired Action C.1 is the preferred action
as it restores the full functional capability of the
function. Required Action C.2 accomplishes the CPIS,

| function. Required Action C.3.1 and Required Action C.3.2'

place the plant in a configuration where CP!S OPERABILITY is
not required. The Completion Time of I hour is reasonable
for repairing the channel and takes into account the time
required to isolate the affected penetrations and the
relative importance of maintainifig containment OPERABILITY
during MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. Furthermore, it credits the fact
that CIAS initiates purge valve isolation for events
occurring in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

(continued)

(continued)
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| MAI
'

B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS If the affected channels cannot be restored to OPERABLE
(continued) status or the affected penetrations cannot be isolated, the

plant is placed in MODE 3 in the following 6 hours and in
MODE 5 in the next 30 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODE from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

Condi 0 applies to the failure of one or more of the4

w foll g innels associated with CPIS in MODES 1, 2, 3.

'

l.b. ir e Radiation - Gaseous

1.b. i. rne Radiation - Particulate

During eM possibility exists where radiation
leakage maydd e containment which could require
closure of YT nd e ust valves. The Required

A Action is to per th ed Actions of LC0 3.4.15,

!] "RCS Leakage De o ation." 1At this facility,
the basis for Re ir n is as foT)ows:)

i
Conditions E and F

'

Conditions E and F applies to and automatic
initiation of CRIS to actua Control Room Emergency Air
CleanupSystem(CREACS).

Condition E applies to the failure of one of the following
channels associated with CRIS in MODE 1, 2, 3. or 4:

2.a. Manual Actuation (2 channels)

2.b.i. Airborne Radiation - Particulate (1 channel),
lodine (1 channel)

i

2.b.ii. Airborne Radiation - Gaseous (1 channel) |

2.c. Actuation Logic (2 channels)

(continued)
_

; (continued) |
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital) |

BASES (continued)
~

l ACTIONS Since two CRIS radiation inputs measure different
'

(continued) parameters, one radiation monitor failure can disable the
system's ability to respond to certain ty)es of releases.
Therefore, failure of one or more input ciannels constitutes
a loss of the CRIS function. Consequently, entry into this

' Condition requires action to either restore the failed
channel ( (Required Action E.1), or manually perform the
CRIS f (Required Action E.2). The Completion Time of
I ho ficient to perform the Required Actions and
ac e fact that CRIS supplements control room

ion her functions (e.g., SIAS) in MODES 1, 2, 3,
.

If t s cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status or CREACS train cannot be placed in the
emergene de, the plant is placed in MODE 3
within t foll hours and in MODE 5 within the next
30 hours. Th wed ion Times are reasonable,
based on oper to reach the required MODE
from full power manner and without challenging
plant systems.

Condition F applies t e or more of ths,

| channels mentioned abo ti associated with the
CRIS during CORE ALTERAT en irradhted fuel
or loads over irradiated el. Com n Time accounts
for the fact that the radiation monit nals are the
only functions available to initiat oom isolation
in the event of a fuel handling a t. Note that in

| HODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 both Conditi E and F may apply at
some times, such as during fuel movement in the fuel,

| handling building.

The Required Actions are to restore the affected channels to
| OPERABLE status, or place one OPERABLE CRcACS train in
| emergency filtration mode, or suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and

suspend positive reactivity additions and suspend movementi

I of irradiated fuel and loads over irradiated fuel. These
( Required Actions are required to be completed immediately,
i

Conditians E and F are modified by a Note, which specifies
that CREACS be placed manually in the emergency filtration
mode, if auto-swapover to emergency filtration is
inoperasle.
as follows:) [At this tacility, the basis for this Note is

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.4 (Digital)
i

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Conditions G and H >

(continued)
Conditions G and H apply to the manual and automatic
initiation of FHIS to actuate the FBACS.

Condition G applies to the failure of one of the following
channels associated with FHIS in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4:

Manual Actuation (2 channels)

.b.i AirborneRadiation-Gaseous (1 channel)

rne Radiation - Particulat' O channel),
(1 chnnel)

3. on Logic (2 channels)

The Req Acti to restore the affected channels to
OPERABL at one OPERABLE FBACS train in
operation The Completion Time of I hour is.

sufficient the tred Actions. The Completion
Time accounts f f the FHIS radiation monitors

- [()
s

't are the only si automatically initiate the
FBACS to mitigat re s in the fuel building
and credits the re er elihood of such events
when irradiated fuel is not eing d.

If the affected channels cann ed to OPERABLE
status or one OPERABLE FBAC n cannot be placed in
operation,-the plant is pla in MODE 3 within the
following 6 hours and in MODE 5 within the next 30 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODE from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

Condition H applies to the failure of one or more of the
same channels mentioned above for Condition G associated
with FBACS during movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel
building.

The Required Actions a e to restore the affected channels to
;

OPERABLE status, or pitee one OPERABLE FBACS train in
I

(continued)

| (continuen(3
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B 3.3.4 (Dioital)

BASES (continued)

,l

ACTIONS operation, or suspend movement of irradiated fuel in the |

(continued) fuel building. These Required Actions are required to be ;

completed imediately. The Completion Time accounts for 1

the higher Hkelihood of releases in the fuel building
during fue'l handling. Note that in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
both Coaditions G and H may apply in certain circumstances.

fani
Co applicable to each one of the MAI functions

ed i ble 3.3.4-1.
,

Re verifies that the Required Actions have
been t se supported systems declared
inoperabl eo he inoperability of the su) port
channel ( .

ime is sufficient for plant operations
pletion Time of I hour. T ie'

specified omp1
personnel to

.

his ination.

Actionsassociated"hRequired Action (d hat those identified Required
wf4 I orte( ystems impacted by the

inoperability of channi a d d with each MAI
function have been ini ;e R

' g the supported
systems' LCOs. (Alter i' e priate Required
ActionsforthesupportedQ

.

y isted in the
Required Actions for Condi; ion I thi .)

[For this facility, the identified e ystems'
~

Required Actions associated with p .
I function are as

follows:) A

Required Action 1.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 is immediately entered, llowever, if the support
or supported festure LC0 takes into consideration the loss
of function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need to be
entered.

(continued)
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MAI l
|B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular MAI function are found in
REQUIREMENTS the SRs column of Table 3.3.4-1 for that function.

Most MAI funct.ons are subject to CHANNEL CHECK,
CHANNEL FUNC'|ldNAL TEST, CHANNEL CAllBRATION, and
response tirae testing.

1

;R 3.3.4.1

ance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
oss failure of instrumentation has not occurred.

A CH CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated
on 1 to a similar parameter on another channel,

the assumption that instrument channels
me parameter should read approximately the

sa ificant deviations between the two
in is could be an indication of excessive
ins ume in one of the channels or even something
more se CH HECK will detect gross channel'

.

failure os to verifying the instrumentation
continues operly between each CHANNEL
CAllBRATIO rad ion instrumentation should be
compared to simi la uments located throughout the
plant. If the r employs keep-a'ive sources

\ or check sources o control room, the CHANNEL
CHECK should also te s response to these
sources.

Agreement criteria are determ plant staff based
on a combination of the cha istrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indica , and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal arocessing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If tie channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that
the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when Surveillance is required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channeis are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and non
failed downscale.

The Surveillance interval, about once every shift, is based
,on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
|channel failure. Thus, performance of. the CHANNEL CHECK '

guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited

(continued)_7
$

(continued)
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

l
SVRVEILLANCE to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures

'

REQUIREMENTS in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low, the 1

(continued) CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

(At ity, the following administrative controls and
de (e.g., downscale alarms) immediately alert

ors t ss of function in nonredundant channels:)

(F he CHANNEL CHECK verification of sample
'

syst g eration for gaseous, particulate,
iodine, a m ors is as follows:)

SR 3.3.4.

SR 3.3.4.2 is of a CHANNEL CHECK on the
particulate and is used in the CPIS. It

differs only in anc erval, which is weekly.
These channels use a t he ) articulate and
iodine activity prior h seing pumped to the
gaseous activity chamb results in an.

integration of total par activity until
the filter assemblies are eplac Tb levels of
activity expected make more frequent g unnecessary.

(At this facility, the following trative controls tnd
design features (e.g., downscale s) insnediately alert
operatorstolossoffunction:)

| SR 3.3.4.3
|

i A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 31 days to
! ensure the entire channel will perform its intended function
| when needed. The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based

on plant operating experience with regard to channel
| OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that failure of

more than one channel of a given function in any 31-day,

interval is a rare event.
,
1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
Iinterlock, and alarm function! of the channel. The test

inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the
|

(continued)

(continued)
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MAI
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE sensor as practicable and verifies required trip,t

REQUIREMENTS interlocks, and alarms function when the input is beyond
(continued) the trip point. Where the design has made provisions for

including sensors in the CHANNEL. FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test
signal shall be inserted at that point. "As found" and
"as left' values for bistable trip set >oints are recorded.
Bistable setpoints are to be found wit 11n the ALLOWACLE,

i specified in the LCO. The difference between the
# "as found" and the previous 'as left" setpoints must
j w the drift allowance used in the setpoint analysis,

ecal tion of the bistable setpoint restores the
OP I f an otherwise functional component that does

i criteria. However, repeated failures of the
| r a small number of test intervals should be
; eva ntially indicating a deterministic faiiure

wh orrected by recalibration. By using test,

j byp s sw this surveillance can be performed on the
j individ nsor is without actuating the train.

Proper operatio he ual subgroup relays is1

:| verified by act s during the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST gic every 31 days. This,

! will actuate the f era all associated
equipment. Pro >er o erati of t ment actuated by
each train is tius verified. T lance frequency of;

; 31 days is based on plant op ience with regard'

to channel OPERABILITY and c hich demonstrates that
i failure of more than one chl of a given function during

any 31-day interval is a rare event.,

! A Note to the SR indicates that this test includes
verification of operation for each initiation relay.this facility, the verification is conducted as follows(Atj :)

i

i SR 3.3.4.5

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to the measured parameter with the,

necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
' the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between

successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel

(continued)
;

(continued)
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| MAI

| B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE remattas operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
REQUIREMENTS of the p*, ant-specific setpoint analysis. Detector

(continued) 'as found" cid 'as left" values are record >d and used to
verify drift assumptions. For OPERACLE channels, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
setpoint errors are within the assuptions of the

| pl ant-s ific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint
error ination and readjuttment must be performed
cons h the assumptions of the plard-specific
se is,

ibra es OPERABILITY of an otherwise
fu fcnd to have errors larger than
assu analysis. However, repeated

j failures m annel over a relatively small
| number o s must be considered as potentially
| indicatin a do stic failure which cannot be co"rected

by recali rat

Radiation detec moved and calibrated in a
laboratory, or re , an ivalent, laboratory
calibrated, unit.

The Surveillance Frequ the assumption of
an 18-month calibration t termination of
the magnitude of equipment drift the int analysis.

(For this facility, radiation detec librated as
follows:)

SR 3.?.4.6

Every 18 months, or approximately overy refueling, a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the manual actuation
circuitry.

This test verifies that the trip push buttons are capable of
I opening contacts in the actuation logic as designed,
| actuating the initiation relays, and providing manual

actuation of the function. The 16-month Frequency was
developed considering it is prudent that these Surveillances

| would only be performed during a plant outage. This is dua'

to the plant conditions needed to perform the Surveillance
and the potential for unplanned plant

(continued)

(continued)
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HAl
iB 3.3.4 (Digital) '

BASES (continued) l

SVRVEILLANCE transients if the Surveillance is performed with the
REQUIREMENTS reactor at power, Operating experience has shown these

(continued) components usually pass the Surveillance when performed on
the 18-month Frequency.

SR 3.3.4.7

urveillance ensures that the train actuation response
re verified on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The response
ues are provided in the FSAR and are the maximum

value sumed .in the safety analyses,

onent response times are not modeled in the
y alyses model the overall or total elapsed

ti th int at which the )arameter exceeds the trip
se the sensor, to tie point at which the
equi ment h trains reaches the required functional
state ( p ted discharge )ressure, valves in
full op r tion). (For t11s facility, response
time testi criteria are contained in the
following

i (he test may be o measurement or overlappingj segments, with v t 1 components are
measured.

Response time tests are conduct 18-month STAGr.ERED
TEST BASIS, This results in 1 between successive
tests of a given channel of es 18 months, where n is
the number of channels in t unction. Testing of the
final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of the
response time, is included in-the testing of each channel.
Therefore, staggered testing results in res)onse time
verification of these devices every 18 montis. The
18-month STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency is based upon plant
operating experience, which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent
occurrences. Response times cannot be determined at power,
since equipment operation is required.

(continued)
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MAi
B 3.3.4 (Digital)

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1.. .[ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (6.2), "[ Containment
Systems)."

2. [ Unit Name) FS.*A, Section [7.3), "[ Engineered Safety
Features Systems)."-

3, [UnitName)-FSAR,Section[9),"[AuxiliarySyster.s]."-

4. mel FSAR, Section [15), "[ Accident Analysis)."

Unit ) " Plant Protection System Selection of Trip
Setp- Va s,"

; $ :.

4

&
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PAM Instrumentation I
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTA110N

B 3.3.5 Post-Accident Monitorina (PAM) Instrumentation' (Analog and '.sigital)

|
BASES l

_

BACKGROUND Indications of plant variables are required by the control
room operating personnel during accident situations to:

vide information required to permit the operator to
preplanned manual actions to accomplish safe

t shutdown;

whether the Reactor Protection System (RPS),
afety feature Actuation Systems, manually

e fe y systems, and other syttems important-
e performing their intended fuactions

(i. tivity control, core cooling, maintaining
Re Coole tem (RCS) integrity, and
ma i ment OPERABILITY);

3. Provi on t e opentors that will enable
them to da e ntit for causing a gross

O breach of a ditc.U vity release (i.e.,
fuel claddi o pressure boundary, and
containment) f a gross t*each of a
barrier has occ rred; d

4. Provide information rega lease of
radioactive materials w for early indication of
the need to initiate a n necessary to protect the
publi, #nd for an estimate of the magnitude of any
impe' n ig threat.

At the sr. ort of an accident, it may be difficult for the
operator to determine immediately what accident has occurred
or is occurring and therefore to determine the appropriaa
response. For this reason, reactor trip and certain other
safety actions (e.g., emergency core cooling actuation,
containment isolation, or depressurization) have 'seen-
designed to be performed automatically during the initial
stages of an accident. Instrumentation is also provided to
indicate information about plant variables required to
enable the operation of manually initiated safety systems
and ather appropriate operator actions involving systems
imPortant to safety.

(continued)
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1
PAM Instrumentation

B 3.3.5-(Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Independent of the above tasks, it is'important that
(continued) operators be informed if the barriers to the release of

radioactive materials are being challenged. Therefore, PAM
instrument ranges are selected so that the instrument will
always be on scale. Instruments that are not part of the
PAM System may provide limited backup capability, but they-

,

may not-have the necessary range to track the course of the4

accide nsequently, multiple instruments with=
overl nges may be necessary.- It-is essential that-
de c ions and their magnitude be identified so the

ors c ake actions-that are available to mitigate
nse It is not intendedLthat operators be

en rely circumvent systems important to
safe e adequately fnformed in order that
unplannrJ c e taken-when necessary.

Examples ser ents that could threaten safety if
conditions de are 1 -coolant accidents (LOCAs),
overpressure s ipated operational occurrences
that become acc ' anticipated transients without
scram, and react 1 ion t result in releases of
radioactive materials, h equire that the
operators understand, me period, the

i ability of the barrie a ivity release !

(i.e., that they underst n or breach of a
barrier or whether an act 1 brea of rier has
occurred because of an accident in pr

It is essential that the-required 'imentation be capable,

; of surviving the accident environ in which it is located
for the length of time its function is required. It is, 1

therefore, either designed to withstand the accident
environment or to be protected by a local protected i

environment. '

,

Ir

Variables for accident monitoring are selected to provide !
the essential information needed by the operator to
determine if the plant safety functions are being performed.
The availability of such instrumentation is important so

| that r6sponses to corrective actions can.be observed and the
need for, and magnitude of, further actions can be

: determined.
!

'

(continued).
_

(continued)

|

[
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

O
V BASES (continued)

_

BACKGROUND These essential instruments are identified by plant-specific
(continued) documents (Ref.1) addressing the -recommendations of

Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 2) as required by Supplement 1
to NUREG 0737 (Ref 3). The instrument channels required to
be OPERABLE by this LC0 equate to two classes of parameters
identified during plant-specific implementation of
Re ulatory Guide 1.97 as Type A variables and Category 1
y les,

e riables are included in this LCO because they
provi he primary information required to permit the
con r perator to take specific manually controlled

ch no automatic control is provided and that
safety systems to accomplish their safety

fun r ign Basis Accidents (DBAs). Primary
in

.

formation that is essential for the direct
acc plis f the specified safety functions; it does
not inc hose les that are associated with
conting may also be identified in written
proceoures e list of Type A variables widely
differs be , Ta 3.3.5-1 contains no examples

q of Type A varia ex those that may also be
q Category 1.

Category 1 variabl ke iables deemed risk
significant because hey ar need :

1. Determine whether other s ortant to safety
are performing their i f, -t. ions;

2. Provide information to the operato that will enable
them to determine the potential fo. ausing a gross .

breach of the barriers to radioact. .ty release; and- !,

3. Provide information regarding the release of
Iradioactive materials to allow for early indication of '

the need to initiate action necessary to protect the
public and fcc an estimate of the magnitude of any
impending threat.

These key variables are identified by plant-specific |

Regulatory Guide 1.77 analyses (Ref.1). These analyses
identified the plan specific Type A variables and provided
justification for deviating from the NRC proposed list of

' Category 1 variables.

_
(continued)o

''d (continund)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued) 3

BACKGROUND Table 3.3.5-1 provides a list of variables tapical of those
(continued) identified by plant-specific Regulatory Guide 1.97_ analyses.

(Table 3.3.5-1 in plant-specific Technical Specifications
(TS) should list all Type A and Category I variables
identified by the plant specific Regulatory Guide 1.97
analysis, as amended by the NRC's Safety Evaluation Report
(SER).]

Type egory I variables are required to meet
Re c 1.97 Category 1 (Ref. 2) design and

icati equirements for seismic and environmental
q fica le failure criterion, utilization of
em r, immediately accessible display,
cont recording of display.

Listed b sions of the s)ecified instrument-
functions iste ble 3.3.5-1. T1ese discussions ~ere
intended as e s of hould be provided for each
function when ic list _is prepared.

1. IRLd.e i

(Wide range) neu f oniis provided to.

verify reactor sh ' facility, the Wide
Range Neutron Flux c st of the-
following:]

2, 3. Ruc19.r_C991mt_Sylt C

Temoerature .

Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Hot and Cold: Leg .
Temperatures' are Category I variaoles provided for
verification of core cooling and long-term
surveillance.

Reactor outlet temperature inputs to the PAM are -
provided by two fast-response: resistance elements and
associated transmitter * b n ch loop. The channels
provide indication over 3 rarge of 32*F to 700*F.

4. RCS Pressure-(Wide Ranarj

RCS wide range-pressure is a Category I variable |provided for verification of core cooling and RCS
|integrity long-term surveillance.
1

(continued) )
.(continued) I
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital) ,

bd BASES (continued)

'
BACKGROUND Wide range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure

(continued) transmitters with a span of 0-3000 psig. The pressure
transmitters are located outside the containment.

' Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two
i trains of instrumentation. Control room indications

are provided through the inadequate core cooling (ICC)
,

plasma display. The ICC plasma display is the primary'

ndication used by the operator during an accident,*

refore, the accident monitoring specification deals
ifically with this portion of the instrument,

; nel,

ants, RCS pressure is a Type A variable
j operator uses this indication to monitor
! 1 of the ES following a steam generator

or smal1-break LOCA. Operator actions to
ain controlled cooldown, such as adjusting;

st nera ssure or level, would use this
in ti rmore, RCS pressure is one factor'

that n decisions to-terminate reactor
coola ati,

5.*

O
Reactor Vesse

4

. el ovided for
verification an long- rm s 11ance of core
cooling.

,

i The reactor vessel lev itoring system provides a
direct measurement of ollapsed liquid level above>

the fuel alignment plate. The ' collapsed level
| represents the amount of liquid mass which is in the
i reactor vessel hbove tt,a core. Measurement of the
{ collapsed water level is selected because it is a
| direct indication of the water inventory. The
| collapsed level is obtained ever the same temperature

and pressure range as the saturation measurements,
thereby encompassing all operating and accident

. conditions where it must function. Also, it functions
} during the recovery interval. Therefore it is

designed to survive the high steam temperature which'

may occur during the preceding core recovery interval.

The level range extends from the top of the vessel
down to the top of the fuel alignment plate The |

:

! |

; (continued)
''

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND response time is short enough to track the level
(continued) during small-break LOCA events. The resolution is

sufficient to show the initial level drop, the key
locations near the hot leg elevation, and the lowest
levels just above the alignment plate. This 3rovides
the operator with adequate indication to trac ( the
pro rec' ion of the accident and to detect the
c p .ces of its mitigating actions or the

ality of automatic equipment,

himo Water Level (Wide Ranae)

water level is provided for
i long-term surveillance of RCS

lev '
"[Fo his facility, Containment sump waterinte

ion consists of the following:]

7. e

Containment e provided for verification of
RCS and cont n RABI [For this facility,..

containment press . ins tion consists of the
following:]

8. Containment Isolati si
- y

Containment Isolation Valve Posit rovided for
verification of containment-0P [Forthis
facility, Containment Isolat Ive Position
consists of the following:].

9. Containment Area Radiation (Hich Rantd

Containment area radiation is provided to monitor for
the potential _ of significant radiation releases and to
provide release assessment for use by operators in
determining the need to invoke site emergency plans.
[For this facility, containmera area radiation
instrumentation consists of the following:]

10. Containment Hydroaen Concentration |

Containment Hydrogen (uncentration is provided to 1
l detect high hydrogen concentration conditions which :
, represer:. a poter2ici for ::ctainment breach. This |
|

(continued)

(continued) '
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)-

BASES (continued)
_

BACKGROUND variable is also important in verifying the adequacy I

(continued) of mitigating. actions, j
!

[For this facility, containment hydrogen - :

instrumentation consists of the following:].

11. Pressurizer level

ssurizer (.evel is used to determine whether to-
tinate safety injection, if still in progress, or
einttiate safety injection if it has been stopped.

e'of pressurizer water level is also used to
plant conditions necessary to establish

n
_

ulation in the RCS and to verify that the-
s ntained in a safe shutdown condition.

cil_ity, pressurizer level instrumentation'
cons the following:]

12. ley _q).

Steam ater vel is provided to monitor
o operation o ay moval via the steam

(s)( generators. e indication of steam
generator 1 e e d.startup range level
instrumentati te startup range level ,

covers a span o 6-to 4 in bove the lower.
tubesheet. The measured d ial pressure -is
displayed in inches of wa *F. *(emperature
compensation of this ir on.is per'cormed manually
by the operator. Reduf t'monitorinicapabilityis
provided by two trains of -instrumenti. tion.. The -
uncompensated level signal is input to the plant:
computer, a control room indicator, and the (auxiliary'-
feedwater (AFW)) control- system.

At.some plants, operator action is based on the-
control room indication of steam generator.weer
level. The RCS response durina a design ba.,is small-
break ICCA is depender i the break si m For a
certain range of break _es, the boiler-condenser
mode of heat transfer is necessary:to remove decay
heat. -M these plants, extended startup range level
is a Type A variable because the operator must
manually raise and control steam generator level to 4

establish boiler-condenser heat transfer. Operator
.

(continued)
'

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Antlog and Digital)

91BASES (continued) !
_.,

1

BACKGROUND action is initiated on a loss of subcooled margin, i'

(continued) Feedwater flow is increased until the indicated
| extended startup range level reaches the boiler-

condenser setpoint.

13. Condensate Storaae tank Lei _e],

C ate Storage T V k (CST) Level is provided to
ter supply for (A! A). The CST )rovides the

r afety grade waten supply for tie [AFW)
yste he CST consists of two identical tanks
onn common outlet header. Inventory is

to 144 inch level indication for each
- disr1ayed an 1 control room'

inG ',L r ! t r eco/ der , and plant computer.
In ) trol room annunciator alarms on low
leve@r

j At some ts is considered a Type A
' variable e trol room meter and

annun.htor red 3rimary indication used
by the operator. DB 1 require.[AFW) are the
loss of-electric break (SLB), and
small-break LOCA. itial source of
watar for the [AFW) owe as the CST is,

i depleted, manual operator a on i essary to
replenish the CST or align sucti (AFW) pumps
from the hotwell.-

14, 15, 16, 17. . Core Exit Temne re
,

'

Core exit temperature is provided for verification and
long-term surveillance of core cooling.

.

An evaluatior was made of the minimum number of valid
core exit thermocouples necessary for inadequate core
cooling dete: tion. The evaluation determined the

,

reduced complement of core exit thermocouples
necessary to detect initial core recovery and trend
the ensuing core heatup. The evaluations account for

! core nonuniformities including incore effects of the
radial decay power distribution and excore effects of
condensate runback in the hot legs and nonuniform
inlet temperatures. Based on these evaluations,

) (continued)

(continued)
-
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I
PW Instrumentation 1

B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)
,

|-

BACKGR0lTdD adequate or inadequate core cooling detection'is' )
(continued) assured with two valid core exit themocouples per |

qvadrant. =l
. 1

The design of the incore-instrumentation system
includes a Type K (chromel-alumel) themocouple within
each of the 56 incore instrument _ detector assemblies.

e junction of each themocouple is located a few
hes:above the fuel assembly inside a structure
h supports and shields the-incore instrument- l

ctor assembly string from flow forces in the i_

le lenus region. -These core exit thermocouples |

n e= temperature of the reactor coolant as it:
e uel assemblies,

e t thermoccuples have a usable temperature
rang 32*F to up to 2300*F although accurecy is -
r at t tures above 1800*F.

18, i

[AFW) Flow ovi monitor operation of decay '
,

I heat remov a enerators.
,

The [AFW) F1 e erator is determined-
from a differen ial- p sure rement calibrated.to-
a span of/0-1200 gpa. ~Redu itoring capability.
is provided by two ind s of
instrumentation for ea an' generator. Each
differential pressure smitter provides an input to
a control room indicator and;the' p1 ant' computer.
Since the primary indication used by the operator
during an accident is the control room indicator, the-
accident monitoring specification deals specifically
with this portion of the instrument channel, .

j

At some plants-_(AFW) _ Flow is a Type ~ A variable because
operator action is recuired tot throttle flow during an j
SLB accident in order to prevent the [AFW). pumps-from
operating in runout conditions.,'[AFW) Flow is also: 'i

used by the operator to verify that the [A5V] System
is delivering the correct flow to each steam

_ ,

1 generator. However, the primary indication used by
]the operator to enaure an_ adequate: inventory is steam ;

generator level, l

:

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The PAM instrumentation ensures the LPERABILITY of
SAFETY ANALYSES Regulatory &.:ide 1.97 Type A and Category 1 variables so

that the control room operating staff can:
|

| 1. Perform the diagnosis required to support preplanned
actions for the primary success path of Design Basis|

| Accidents (DBAs);

| 2. specified, preplanned, manually controlled-
!

o or which no automatic control is provided,
i hat equired for safety systems to accompl sh
l hei e unctions;

3, systems important to safety are
perf he ntended functions;

4. Dete ine ential for causing a gross breach of
the barr o rad' vity release;

- 5. Determine i ach of a barrier has occurred;
and

t

| 6. Initiate action s et the public and
; for an estimate o any impending

threat.

These functions support _the requireme Cs 13 and 19.

of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 4) -specific
Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis do tie process that
identified Type A and Category 1 ables.

PAM instrumentation that satisfies the definition of Type A
in Regulatory Guide 1.97 meets Criterion' 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement. Category 1 PAM instrumentation is
retained in the Specification because it is intended to
assist operators in minimizing the consequences of
accidents. Therefore, Category I variables are important in
reducing public risk..

'

LC0 Tnt: .AM instrumentation LC0 provides the requirement of |
'

'

Type A and Cataca ? 1 ~^a"a" %ich provide information
required by control room operators to:

(continued) I

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

Permit the o)erator to take preplanned manual actionsLC0 +

(continued) to accomplis 1 safe plant shutdown;

Determine whether systems important to safety are*

performing + heir intended functions;

Provide information to the operators that will enable.

.dhem to determine the potential for causing a gross
each of the barriers to radioactivity release and to

rmine-if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred;

formation regarding the release of
materials to allow for early indication of

,

d initiate action necessary to protect the
or an estimate of the magnitude of any

imp hreat.
,

Two cha s d to be OPERABLE for most f"nctions.
Two OPE nsure no single failure within either
of the PAM tio s auxiliary supporting
features, or its r concurrent with the failuresf that are a condi from a specific accident,

( prevents the ope b resented the information
necessary for them e safety status of the
plant and to bring e pla to at intain it in-a safe
condition following that accide

Furthermore, provision of t nnels allows channel checks
during the post accident ph to confirm the validity of
displayed information. More than two channels may be

i required at some plants if the Regulatory Guide 1.97
analysis determined that failure of one accident monitoring ;

channel results in information ambiguity 'that is, the.

redundant displays disagree) that could lead operators to
'

defeat or fail to accomplish a required safety function. '

This might also be accomplished by providing an independent
c/lannel to monitor a different variable that bears a known,

relationship to the multiple channels (addition of a. diverse
channel).

In Table 3.3.5-1 the exceptions to the two channel
'

;

requirement are Core Exit Temperatures, loop / steam generator
|' related variables, and Containment Isolation Valve Position.
|

4

(continuad)
'

(continued)
w
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PAM Instrumentation j
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

LC0 Two OPERABLE channel; of core exit thermocouples are
(continued) required for e xh channel in each quadrant to provide

indication cf radial distribution of the coolant temperature
rise across representative regions of the core. Power
distribution symmetry was considered in determining the

-

specific number and locations provided for diagnosis of
local core problems. Therefore, two randomly selected
thermo s may not be sufficient to meet the two
the r channel requirement in any quadrant. The
t es in each channel must meet the additional

enent t one be located near the center of the core
a e the core-perimeter, such that the pair of.
co es indicate the radial temperature
grad ore quadrant. Plant-spect 'Ic
evaluation to Item II.F.2 of NUREG 0)37 should
have ide reocouple pairings that satisfy these
requirene s.. s of two thermocouples in each
quadrant ensu sin ure will not disable the
ability to de i l temperature gradient.

For loop and ste rel variables, the required
information is indivi oo ature and individual
steam generator letet.. two channels are
required OPERABLr for generator to-
redundantly provide the f ion.

In the case of Containment Isolation ition, the
important information is the status ainment
penetrations. The LCO requires o tion indicator for
each active containment isolation ve. This is sufficient
to redundantiy verify the isolation status of. each isolable

ipenetration either via indicated status of the active valve-
i

and prior knowledge of passive valve or system boundary istatus. If a normally active containment isolation valve is iknown to be closed and deactivated, position indication is
not needed to determine status. Therefore, the position-

indication for valves in this state is not required to be
OPERABLE.

A PAM channel is OPERABLE when:

1. All channel components nece sary to provide the
required indication are functional;

(continued)
_

(continued)

O
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PAM In'trumentation i
B 3.3.5-(Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO 2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
(continued) analysis, or design information to be sufficiently 1

tsall such that measurement and indication errors will-
not mislead operators into actions that would
challenge plant safety; and

3. Required Surveillance testing is current and has
emonstrated performance within each surveillance

t's acceptance criteria,
,

|

C0 T 3.3.5-1 is for illustration purposes only. Plant- 1

sp ables will list all Type A' and Category 1 '

ified by the plant's Regulatory Guide 1.97
ed by NRC's plant-specific Safety

Eva e ;.

-

. !

[Fo his ty, the following support systems are
require e OPE to ensure PaM instrumentation
OPERABI

[Forthis -

os'e utred support systems which
upon their fail on it in declaring the PAM

O instrumentation er a elr justification are as

follows:]

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is c .in MODES 1, 2,
and 3. These variables are ed to the diagnosis and
preplanned actions required mitigate DBEs. The
applicable DBH are assumed to occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3.
In MODES 4, 5, and 6, plant conditions are such that the
likelihood of an event occurring which would require PAM-,

instrumentation is low; therefore, the PAM inatrumentation ;

is'not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES. '

.

A Note indicates that the provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not
applicable to the functions contained in the LCO. A second
Note provides clarification that each function specified in 'l
the Table 3.3.5-1 is treated as an independent entity for |
this LC0 with an independent Completion Time. |

_

-(continued)

|

O |

.
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PAM Instrumentati6n
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy the
OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function. Ther
criteria are outlined for each function in the LCO ; e1on
of the Bases.

Condition A

When o uired channel in one or more functions is
inop ch inoperable channel must be restored to
OP s s within 30 days. In some channels it may

sible have one PAM channel inoperable, but still
all annels OPERABLE. For example, some

p1 valent channels available to perform
cert In these cases, the failure of
one or t c els leaves at least two channels
OPERABLE 0 requirements. Therefore, fo'.
this examp e .C n A need not be entered unlest .hree <

channels fail 30- pletion Time is based ;n
operating exp n into account the remaining
OPERABLE channe probability of an event
requiring PAM ins nd .this interval.
Condition B

With two required channe le ne or more
functions, at least one c nnel 1 each tion should
be restored to OPERABLE status within The
Completion Time of 7 days is based ively
low probability of an event requi instrument
o)eration and the availability of ernate means to
o)tain the required information. Continuous operation
with two required channels inoperable is not acceptable'

because the alternate indications may not fully meet all
performance of qualification requirements applied to the PAM
instrumentation. Therefore, requiring restoration of at
least one inoperable channel limits.the risk that the PAM
function will be in degraded condition should an accident
occur.

L Condition C |

Cequired Action C.1 directs the operator to follow the
directions siver in Table 3.3.5-1 for entering either ;
Conditions 0 or E immediately.

|

(continued) |

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B'3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition D
(continued)

For the majority of functions in Table 3.3.5-1, if the
Required Actioas and associated Completion Times of
Condition A or B are not met, then the plant must be placed
in a MODE in which the LCO requirements are not applicable.
This is 'Jone by placing the plant in MODE 3 within 6 hours
a E 4 within 12 hours. The Completion Times are

le, based on operating experience, tc m wh the
u MODES from Nll power operation-in an o derly

manne d without cha?lenging plant systems.
.

At 1 alternate means of monitoring (reactor
ve 1 and containment area radiation) have beendev oped sted. These alternate means may be ;
tempora nstal the normal PAN channel (s) cannot be '

restore tus within the allotted time, If
these al e re invoked, the Required Action is-
not to shu dow t rather to follow the
directions of L .2 al Reiorts," in theO Administrative f tie TS. -The report:

Q provided to the i the alternate means
invoked, describe to the alternate means
are equivalent to t inst ed P annels, justify the

: areas in which they are not equ and provice a
schedule for restoring the no annels.

'

[At this fccility, the alte e monitoring provisions
consist of the following:]

i
. - -

i

; SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation
1 REQUIREMENTS function in Table 3.3.5-1.

4

4

SR 3.3.5.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures l
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A i

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on another channel. It <

(continued)

(continued) l
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)
:

SURVEILLANCE is based on the assumption that instrument channels
REQUIREMENTS monitorir:g the same parameter should read approximately the

(continued) same value. Significant deviatior;s between the two
instrumut channels could be an indication of excessive
instrument drift in one of the channels or even something
more serious. - A CHANNEL- CHECK will detect gross channel
failure; hus, it-is key to verifying the instrumentation
contin operato properli between each CHANNEL
CALI The high radiation instrumentation should be
co ilar plant instruments located throughout the

If radiation monitor employs keep-alive sources
o ck rable from the control room, the CHANNEL
CH e the detector's response to these
sour .

Agreemen determined by the plant staff based
on a combi ati e channel instrument uncertainties,
including iso ,i n, and readability. If a
channel is ou riteria, it may be en
indication that er or the signal processing
equipment have d de t limit. If the channels
are within the' match c ia an indication that the
channels are OPERABL'.

_

are normally off-,

scale during time when e quired,;the CHANNEL
CHECK will only verify t po ale in the; same
direction. Off-scale low current oop- is are verified
to be reading-at the-~cottom of the ra t failed
downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 -is based on plant
operating experience with regard-to channel OPERABILITY and-
drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in cny 31-day interval is a rare
event. The CHANNEL CHTCK supplements less formal, but inore
frequent, checks of chunel during normal operational. use-of

,

the displays associated with this LCO's required channels. !-

SR 3.3.5.2
i

A CilANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or i

approximately every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a l
'

complete check of the instrument channel including the
detector. The test verifies the channel responds to the
measured parameter with the necessary range and accuracy.
For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that

-
,
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE measurement errors are within the assumptions of the plant-
REQUIREMENTS s)ecific setpoint analysis and are sufficiently small such

(continued) t1at measurement and indication errors will not mislead
operators into actions that would challenge plant safety,

Transmitter "as found" and "as left" values are recorded andi

I use to verify drift assumptions. Field transmitters may be
I c ated in place, removed and calibrated in a laboratory,

ced with an equivalent, laboratory calibrated, uiit.

Resis e temperature detector (RTD) and thermocouple (T/C)
ch be calibrated in place using cross calibration

in a test bath after removal from piping.
' c tion, at least one sensor should be
rep h ewly calibrated sensor during each
re o ensure accurate sensor cross calibration.
Thi rep sensor should be the same model as the
romaini s or Using a newly calibrated sensor as
a refer a or signal drift continbes to remain
random rat ematic, and is within the limits
speci fied. eme terval may be extended to
alternate refuel f monstrated that over the
extended interv ft is random rather thanv) systematic. Thi i use results of
statistical _analys ti ta and calibration data
from similar plants using t e sam 1 of RTD or T/C in
the same environmental conditio

Recalibration restores oper y of an otherwise
functional component that d not meet these criteria.
However, repeated failures of the s.me channel over a
relatively small number of test intervals must be considered
as potentially indicating a deterministic failure which
cannot be corrected by recalibration.

For the containment area radiation instrumentation, a
CHANNEL CALIBRATION may consist of an electronic calibration
of the channel, not including the detector, for range
decades above 10 R/hr, and one-point calibration check of
the detector below 10 R/hr with a gamma source.

(continued)
__

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.5 (Analog and Digital) j

BASES (continued)

SURVEILt.ANCE The Surveillance Frequency is based u)on the assumption of
REQUIREMENTS an 18-month calibration interval in tie determination of the

(continued) magnittede of equipment drif t.

REFERENCES 1. (Plant-specific document (e.g., FSAR, NRC Regulatory
Gu .97 SER letter).]

|

2. egulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for
ght- r Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess
an rons Conditions During and Following an

3. U.S. G 7, Supplement 1, " Clarification of
TMI quirements."

l 4. Title 10, of F 1 Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix "G gn Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants.":

| '

*>
I

|

O:
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Remote Shutdown Systea
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital)

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

8 3.3.6 Re. mote Shutdown System (Analog and Digital)

BASES

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdown System provides the control room
o erator with sufficient instrumentation and controls to

and maintain the facility in a safe shutdown condition
location other than the control room. This

a ty is necessary to protect against-the possibility
that control room becomes inaccessible or a fire-
de n 1 equipment in one facility fire area disables

1 1 room instruments or controls. -A safe
n is defined as MODE 3.- With the facility-

in th uxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System] and the
st SG) safety valves or the SG atmospheric .
dum valv be used to remove core decay heat and meet
all saf quire The long-term supply of water for.

the (AF ability to borate the Reactor.
Coolant om outside the control room allows
extended o MODE

f In the event tha e m becomes inaccessible, or
- a fire disables i t r display functions in the

control room, the ban blish control at the -
remote shutdown pan , and n ace intain:the facility.
in MODE 3. Not all controls and essary transfer
switches-are located at the re own panel'. Some
controls and transfer switc 1 be operated locally.at-

the switchgear, motor contr anels, or other local
stations. The facility automatically reaches MODE 3-
following a. facility shutdown and can be maintained safely
in MODE 3 for an extended period of time.

The OPERABILITY of the Remote Shutdown System control and 4

instrumentation functions ensure.that there is sufficient '

information available on selected )lant parameters to place
and maintain the plant in MODE'3 siould the control room
become inaccessible or critical control room displays or
controls become unavailable,

i

APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide equipment
SAFETY ANALYSES at appropriate locations outside the control room with a4

(continued)

V (continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE capability to promptly shut down and maintain the plant in a
SAFETY ANALYSES safe Condition in MODE 3.

(continued)
Furthermore, in the event of a fire in any one plant fire
area, the Remote Shutdown System is designed to ensure one
train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain MODE 3
Conditions from either the control room or emergency control
station The criteria governing the design of the Remote
Shut m are 10 CFR S0, Appendix A, GDC 19 and
Ap .

fic m irements are presented in Reference 1
an roved plant-specific fire protection >

topi

The Remo tem is considered an important
contribut to uction in risk of plant accidents and
as such it ha reta in.the Technical Specifications
as indicated he ' . m Policy Statement.

. -

LCO The Remote Shutdown Sy the requirements for '

the OPERABILITY of the ti d controls
necessary to place and m

.
p in MODE 3 fium a

location other than the co trol m. stiusentation
and controls typically required are li
Table B 3.3.6-1, following this spe For Remote
Snutdown System channels that sup ly the functions,

| required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix R e division is required
| to be OPERABLE.
,

For channels that fulfill GDC 19 requirements for the number
of OPERABLE channels required, depends upon the plant's
licensing basis as described in the NRC plant-specific
Safety Evaluation Report (SER). -Cenerally, two divisions
are required OPERABLE. However, only one channel is

| required if the plant has justifiM such a design, and the
! NRC's SER accepted the justificr.cion. The controls,

instrumentation, and transfer switches are those required
for:

a. Core Reactivity Control (initial and long term);

b. RCS Pressure Control;

(continued)
-

(continued)
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' Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital)

O
BASES (continued)

LCO c. Decay Heat Removal via the [AFW System) and the safety
(continued) valves or SG atmospheric dump valves;

d. RCS Inventory Control via charging flow; and

e. Safety support systems for the above functions, as
well as service water, component cooling water, and
nsite power, including the diesel generators.

i n of a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all
instr t and control. channels-needed to support the remote
shu tions are OPERABLE in that Division. In some .

3.3.6-1 may indicate that the required ;
ntrol capability is available from several '

alt u In these cases, the division is OPERABLE.

as annel of any of the alternate information
or ntrol es for each function is OPERABLE.

,

1

Remote do nstrumentation channels are OPERABLE
when:

a. All channel on essarr to provide thep)( req & ed i i tional;

b. Channel m6&su rt s are known via test,
analysis, or d ign i rmat o be sufficiently
small such that measuremen ication errors will
not mislead operators int hat would
challenge plant safety ? or prevent prompt-entry
into MODE 3; and

c. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

Remote Shutdown System controls are OPERABLE when:

a. All channel components, including transfer switches
necessary to provide remote. shutdown control are
functional; and

i

(continued)

(continued)

A,

i \
%/
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)
,

LC0 b. Required surveillance testing is current and has
(continued) demonstrated performance within each ' surveillance

test's acceptance criteria.

The Remote Shutdown System equipment covered by this LCO
does not need to be in operation to be considered OPERABLE.
This LCO s intended to ensure that the equipment will be
OPERABL plant Conditions require that the Remote
Shut m be placed in operation.

is fa ty, a Remote Shutdown System Division is
c er - when all the plant-specific
ins rols,-transfer switches and support
syst s' B 3.3.6-1 are OPERABLE.

,

[For thi following support systems are
required t be 0 E to ensure Remoto Shutdown System
OPERASILITY:1

[For this facili uired support systems which,,

upon their failu cla the. Remote Shutdown
'

System inoperabla and j ion are as follows:]
~~

.

'

l .

T

A>PLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown System LCO is appli in MODES 1, 2,
and 3. This is required so that the can be placed
and maintained in MODE 3 for an ext of time from
a location other than the control

This LCO is not applicable in MODE 4, 5, or 6. In these
MODES, the facility is already subcritical and in the
Condition of reduced RCS energy. Under these conditions,
considerable time is available to restore necessary
instrument control functions if control room instruments or
control become unavailable.

A Note has been added to indicate that LC0 3.0.4 does not
apply to the Remote Shutdown System LCO.- This except-ion to
LC0 3.0.4 allows normal startup duri>'g the period ahen the
Remote Shutdown System is inoperar e. Normal startup may

iproceed while li h dition A because the justification for '

Condition A Action and Completion Time are equally
applicable to startup Conditions as to continued caeration
in MODE 1, 2, or 3. Furthermore, Remote Shutdown 'iystem

(continued)

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown Systen.
B 3.3,6 (Analog and Digital)-

O
V BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY equipment.can generally be repaired during operation without
(continued) significant risk of spurious trip.

,

y

ACTIONS A Remote Shutdown System Division is inoperable when eachi l
fun tion listed in- Table B 3.3.6-1|is not accomplished by' at '

1 ne designated Remote Shutdown System channel that
s the .0PERABILITY criteria for the~ channel's

These criteria are outlined in the LCO section of.

the .

i
Con a sses the situation where one or more
Di Remote Shutdown System is inoperable. This-
incl des ctionLlisted -in Table B 3.3.6-1 as well' as'-
the con nd t switches.-

When a Di s a function that= only requires one
:

channel to- ,.t alluro of the single channel
constitutes the re unction, and as a[ consequence, th i inoperable.a

The Required Actio ptor . Divisions;to OPERABLE
status within 30 days. Th ,ompi ; Time is-based on:
operating experience and the lo lity of an event
that would require-evacuatio - trol room.=

<

'
For this LCO, a Note has be dded to provide clarification
that each [ Division] is-treated as,an' independent entity
with an independent Completion Time.

[pndition B >

1

If..the. inoperable Division cannot<be restored to OPERABLE
. status within 30 days, ti,e prudent' action is to place the
plant in a MODE.1n ::hich the LCO requirements are not
applicable. This is done by. placing the plant Jin at:least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The=
allowed Completion Times are reasorsble, based on operating- .-

experience, to reach the required M10ES'from full power in ,

an orderly manner and without challiinging plant systems. !

'r
_

(continued)
(D
V
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Remote Shutdown Systeo |
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital) l

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each Remote Shutdown System
REQUIREMENTS division.

( SR 3.3.6.1
l

Performance of the Cl!ANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a g s failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNE K is a comparison of the parameter indicated on

i one a similar parameter on another channel. It'

is o assumption that instrument channels
| ring same parameter should read approximately the
'

s al

Sign between the two instrument channels
could Sc at of excessive instrument drift in one
of the d something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK wil eiete ss channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying tLa inst tion continues to operate-
properly betw ea ' CALIBRATION. Remote Shutdown
System instrumen be compared to similar plant
instruments locat ont room. Agreement criteria-

| are determined by the st ased on a combination of
| the channel instrumen including isolation,'

indication, and readab c 1 is outside the
match criteria, it may b : ti at the transmitter
or the signal processing equipme have ed outside its
limit. If the channels are within th riteria, it is
an indication that the channels are If:the
channels are normally off scale di times when
Surveillance is required, the CHAP CHECK will only verify
that they are off scale in the same direction. Off-scale
low current-loop channels are verified to be reading at the
bottom of the range and not failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is a rare
event.

SR 3.3.6.2

SR 3.3.6.2 verifies that each reouired Remote Shutdown
System transfer switch and control circuit perform their
intended function. This verification is performed from the

(twtinued)
-.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE reactor shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. This
REQUIREMENTS will ensure that if the control room becomes inaccessible,

(continued) the unit can be placed and maintained in MODE 3 from the
i

reactor shutdown panel and the local control stations. The '

18-month interval was established as these Surveillances can
only be performed during a facility outage. This was due to
the plant conditions needed to perform the surveillance and
t tential for unplanned transients if the surveillance

rmed with the reactor at power. Operating |
e demonstrates that Remote Shutdown System control

|

chann seldom fail to pass the surveillance when performed
on 8- th interval.

CH ON is a complete check of the instrument
cha el i g the detector. The test verifies that the
channel nds t ured parameter with the necessary
range a c

Transmitte and s left" values are recorded and
used to verify d as s. Field transmitters may be
calibrated in pl calibrated in a laboratory,,

,
'' or replaced with nt ratory-calibrated unit.

Resistance temperat e det or ( hannels may be
calibrated in place using cross- ion techniques, or
in a test bath after removal for cross.

calibration, at least one R ld be replaced with a
newly calibrated RTD during h refueling cycle to ensure
accurate RTD cross calibration. This replacement RTD must
be the same model as the remaining RTDs. The use cf a newly
calibrated RTD as a reference, ensures that RTD signal drift
remains random rather than systematic, and is within the
limits specified in the plant-specific setpoint analysis.
The replacement interval may be extended to alternate
refueling if it is demonstrated that over the extended
interval, the RTD's drift is random rather than systematic.

| This determination may be the result of the statistical
4

analyses of operating and calibration data from similar '

| plants, using the same model of RTD in the same
| environmental conditions.

(continued)

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance frequency is based upon the assumption of
3EQUIREMENTS an 18-month calibration interval, in the determination of

(continued) the magnitude of equipment drift,
;

SR 3.3.6.4

SR 3.3.6.4 is the performance of e CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
every nths. This test should verify the OPERABILITY of
the r ri) circuit breakers (RTCBs) open/ closed
in n tie remote shutdown panels, by actuating the

The veillance Frequency of 18 months was chosen
se t CB annot be exercised while the facility is

at e experience has shown that these
comp u s the Surveillance when performed on
an 18-mon va Therefore the Frequency was concluded
to be ac reliability standpoint.

1 ,

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, 1_ Regulations, Part 50,
'

Appendix A, ign terion 19, and
Appendix R.

2. (Unit Name] FSAP., e].",

9f%
>

P

;
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital)-

i
- Table B 3.3.6-1 (page 1 of 2)

Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation and Controls

-

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT LOCATION REQVIRED
OR CONTROL PARAMETER NUMBER OF DIVISIONS

-----------------------------------NOTE---------------------------------------
This table is for ration purposes only. It does not attemat to
encompass every sed at every plant, but does contain t1e types of
functions co u

1. Reactivi

a. Log Power
Neutro (1)

b. Source Range
Neutron Flu (1)

c. Reactor Trip Cir
Breaker Position (1 per trip breaker)

d. Manual Reactor Trip (4]

2. Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control-

a. Pressurizer Pressure [1]E
RCS Wide Range Pressure

b. Pressurizer Power Operated (1, controls must
Relief Valve (PORV) Control and be for PORY &
Block Valve Control block valves on

same line]

3. Decay Heat Removal via Steam Generators

a. Reactor Coolant (1 per loop)
Hot Leg Temperature

b. Reactor Coolant (1 per loop]
Cold leg Temperature

(cor.tinued)

,f (continued)
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Rerote Shutdown System
B 3.3.6 (Analog and Digital)

Table B 3.3.6-2 (page 2 of 2)
Remote Shutdown System lastrumentation end Controls

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT LOCATION REQUIRED
OR CONTROL PARAMETER NUMBER OF DIVISIONS I

I
1

c. Auxiliary Feedwater Controls [1]

d. Steam Genera essure [1 per SG)

e. Steam Ge 1 (1 per SG)
QB
Auxili edw F

f. Condensate [1]

4. Reactor Coolant Syst ntrol

a. Pressurizer Level [1]
,

b. Reactor Coolant Inject rois (1)

*>
i

i

O'
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(Logarith2ic] Power Monitoring Channels
B 3.3.7 (Analog and Digital)

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATIONv
B 3.3.7 Iloaarithmici Power Monitorina Channels (Analog and Digital)

BASES

BACKGROUND The (logarithmic] (wide-range] power monitoring channels
pr de neutron flux power indication from below IE-7% RATED

POWER (RTP) to greater than 100% RTP. They also
reactor protection when the reactor trip circuit

a (RTCBs) are shut, in the form of a Power Rate of
hang ligh (analog plants), or a Logarithmic Power Level--

Hig p ital plants).

n addresses MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the
RTC the RTCBs are shut, the logarithmic power
mo 1s are addressed by LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor
Pro ctio m (RPS) Instrumentation."

When th C two of the four wide-range power
channels ble to monitor neutron flux power.
In this app he or Protection System (RPS)
channels need no OP since the reactor trip
function is not i itoring neutron flux power
when the RTCBs a s UTDOWN MARGIN caused by
boron dilution can increase in flux.
Alarms are also prov ded w pow creases above the
fixed bistable setpoints. For ploying separate
post-accident, wide-range nuc1 entation channels
with adequate range, these substituted for the
logarithmic power-range cha s. Two channels must be
OPERABLE to provide single-failure protection, and to
facilitate detection of channel failure by providing channel
check capability.

APPLICABLE The logarithmic power monitoring channels are necessary to
| SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes. They are the primary means

for detecting and triggering operator actions to respond to
reactivity transients initiated from Conditions in which the
RPS is not required to be OPERABLE. They also trigger
operator actions to anticipate RPS actuation in the event of
reactivity transients starting from shutdown or low-power
Conditions. The logarithmic power monitoring channel's LC0
requirements support compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,

(continued)

(continued)
4
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(Logarithmic] Power Monitoring Channels
B 3.3.7. (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE GDC 13 (Ref.1). Reference 2 oescribes the specific
SAFETY ANALYSES features that are critical to compliance with the GDC.

(continued)
The OPERABILITY of logarithmic power monitoring channels is
necessary to meet the assumptiens of the safety analyses and
provide for the mitigation of accident and transient
Condition .

The 1 ic )ower monitoring channels satisfy
Cri n tie NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 The t g hmic power monitoring channels ensures
that adeq orm on is available to verify core
reactivi n hile shutdown.

A minimum of ogari )ower monitoring channels are
required to b E b plants may have four or six
channels capable g this function. In these
cases, multiple be erated while still
complying with LCO req n this facility, the
following logarithmic functions are covered
by this LC0 (e.g., ind ation and alarms,,

or indication and inhibi

A logarithmic power monitoring channel
fBLEwhen:

a. All channel components neces o provide the
required indication are func al;

i

b. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
analysis, or design information to be sufficiently
small such that measurement and indication errors will
not mislead operators into actions that would
challenge plant safety limits; and

c. Required Surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each Surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure logarithmic power
monitoring channel OPERABILITY:]

(continued)

(continued)

!
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|

|

(Logarithmic) Power Monitoring Channels 1

B 3.3.7 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, those required support systems which,
(continued) upon their failure, do not declare the logarithmic-power

monitoring channels inoperable and their justification are
as follows:)

APPLICABILITY I ES 3, 4, and 5, with RTCBs open or Control Element
(CEA) Drive System not capable of CB withdrawal,

,lic power monitoring channels muet be OPERABLE to
monit ore power for.reactiv|tv chrAges. In MODES I and ,

2 ES 3, 4, and 5, with tne RTCBs shut and the !
withdrawal, the logaritnmic power monitoring !
essed as part of the RPS in LCO 3.3.1. l

Th for source range neutron flux monitoring in
MOD 6 ar ssed in LC0 3.9.2. The source range nuclear
instrumt on c provide neutron flux coverage
extendii n one to two decades below the 1

logarithmi or use during refueling, when neutron
flux may b low. hey are built into the , :e-
range neutron f1 ann the analog plants and in many
of the p3st-acci ed in both the digital andj analtig plants.

ACTIONS A channel is inoperable when i s satisfy the
OPERABILITY criteria for th nel's function. These
criteria are outlined in th 0 section of the Bases.

Condition A

With one required channel inoperable, it may not be possible
to perform a CHANNEL CHECK to verify that the other required
channel is OPERABLE. Therefore, with one or more required

'

channels inoperable the logarithmic power monitoring
furction cannot be reliably performed. Consequently the
Required Actions are the same for one required channel
inoperable or more than one required channel inoperable.
The absence of reliable neutron flux indication makes it
difficult to ensure SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained. Required
Action A.1 therefore requires that all positive reactivity
additions that are under operator control, such as boron

.

(continued)

; (continued)

|
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(Logarithnic) Power Monitoring Channels
B 3.3.7 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS dilution or Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature
(continued) changes, be halted immediately, preserving SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

SHUTDOWN MARGIN must be verified periodically to ensure that S
it is being maintained. Both required channels must be
restored as soon as possible. The initial 4 hours and once
per 12 h s thereafter to perform SHUTDOWN MARGIN
verifi takes into consideration that Required
Acti minates many of the means by which SHUTDOWN

- MA educed. These Completion Times are also'
on o ing experience in performing the Required 1

ns a e t that plant. Conditions will change
s1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.

SR 3.3.7.1 is e of a CHANNEL CHECK on each
'

required channe rs. A CHANNEL CHECK is a
comparison of th indi d on one channel to a
similar parameter on a r It is based upon the
assumption that instr itoring the same
parameter should read y ame value.
Significant deviations b n ru hannels could be
an indication of excessive instr nt d in-one of the
channels or even something more serio iNEL CHECK will
detect gross channel failure, thus tey to
verifying that the instrumentatio inues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CAL TION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff and
should be based on a combination of the channel instrument
uncertainties, including control isolation, indication, and
readability. If a channel is outside of the match criteria,
it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal-
processing equipment has drifted outside of its limits. If
the channels are within the match criteria, it is an
indication that the channels are OPERABLE.

The Surveillance interval, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, the performance of CHANNEL CHECK
ensures that undetected overt channel failure is limited

(continued)

(continued)
:
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(Logarithaic] Power Monitoring Channels
B 3.3.7 (Analog and Digital)

BASES (continued)
|

SURVEILLANCE to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures
REQUIREMENTS in redundant channels,-in any 12-hour period, is extremely

(continued? low, CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of
'

protective function due to failure of redundant channels.
CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent
checks of channel operability during normal operational use-
of isplays associated with the LCO required channels.

.

AC FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed ever 92 days to
ens h e entire charael is capable of properly

ron flux, mternal test circuitry is used to
test signals into the preamplifier to

ver ignment. It is not necessary to test the
de generating a meaningful test signal is
dif cult etectors are of simple construction, and any
failure he s will be appareni 'e change in
channel !st interval is the sanc as that
employed f hannels in the other applicable
MODES. [At ity, channel trip functions tested
by the CHANNEL F ON re as follows:]
SR 3.3.7.3

SR 3.3.6.3 is a the perform ce o ANNEL CALIBRATION.
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is perfor 18 months. The
test is a complete check and t of the logarithmic
power char.nel from the prea er input through to the
remote indicators. This SR modified by a Note to
indicate that it is not necessary to test the detector,
because generating a meaningful test signal is difficult;
the detectors are of simple construction, and any failures
in the detectors will be apparent as change in channel
output. This test interval is the same as that employed for
the same channels in the other applicable MODES.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Pl ants . "

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (7), "[litle)," and
Section (15], "[ Title)."

O
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A:ronyms

APPENDIX A

Acrcnyms

The following acronyms are used, but not defined, in the Standard Technical
Specifications:

| AC alternating current
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
DC direct current
FSAR nal Safety Analysis Report
LCO iting Condition for Operation.
SR eillance: Requirement
GDC ra Design Criteria or General Design' Criterion. |

,

_

The following acron h definitions', in the. Standard Technical
Specifications:

! ACOT A TIONAL TEST
; ADS Aut ization System

ADV atmos alv
AFD axial flux rei

'

AFW auxiliary .f
'

i AIRP air intake, purification
ALARA as low as rea.

| ANS American Nucle .Soci
*

ANSI American National Standards te
A00 anticipated operational
A0T -allowed outage time
APD axial power distributi
APLHGR average planar linear h t generation rate
APPJi average power range monitor
APSR axial power-shaping rod
ARO all rods out
ARC auxiliary relay cabinets
ARS Air Return System
ARTS Anticipatory Reactor Trip System
ASGT asymmetric steam generator transient
ASGTPTF asymmetric steam generator transient protective trip

function
ASI AXIAL SHAPE INDEX
ASME American Society of Hechanical Engineers

(continued)

Oo
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O;
ASTM American Society for Testing Materials |

ATWS anticipated transient without scram
ATWS-RPT anticipated transient without scram recirculation pump

trip
AVV atmospheric vent valve

BAST boric acid storage tank
BAT boric acid tank
BDPS Bo ilution Protection System
BIST ection surge tank
BIT ction tank
BOC inn of cycle
B0P bala t

BPWS withdrawal sequence
BWST age tank
BTP Branc c sition

CAD containme mosp lution
CAOC constant 1 trol
CAS Chemical
CCAS containment ati signal
CCGC containment comb g rol
CCW component cooling er
CEA control element a
CEAC control element ass a
CEDM control element driv cha
CFT core flood tank
CIAS containment isolation actuation
COLR CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT

'

| COLSS Core Operating Limits Superv System
CPC core protection calculator'

CPR critical power ratio
CRA control rod assembly.
CRD control rod drive
CRDA control rod drop accident
CRDM control rod drive mechanism
CREHVAC Control Room Emergency Air Temperature Control System
CREFS Control Room Emergency Filtration System
CREVS Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
CRFAS Control Room Fresh Air System
CS core spray
CSAS containment spray actuation signal

(continued)

1 9
1
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O
CST condensate storage tank
CVCS Chemical and Volume Control System

DBA Design Basis Accident
DBE . Design Basis Event
DF decontamination factor
DG diesel generator
DIV drywell isolation valve
DNB eparture from nucleate boiling
DNBR parture from nucleate boiling ratio
00P ytl phthalate
DPIV ell purge isolation valve
DRPI t rod position indicator

EAB i ea boundary
ECCS re Cooling System
ECW ssen illed water
ECP es d cri position
EDG e c nerator
EFAS Eme | Actuation System
EFIC emerge ri iation and control
EFCV excess flo kv.

i EFPDs effective
EFPYs effective a<

| EFW emergency fe
EHC electro-hydrau con,

| E0C end of cycle
| EOC-RPT end of cycle recirculatio
| ESF engineered safety featu
; ESFAS Engineered Safety Feat ctuation System

ESW essential service water
i EVS Emergency Ventilation System
|
|

! FBACS Fuel Building Air Cleanup System
! FCV flow control valve
| FHAVS Fuel Handling Ars& 'vei,tilation System
L FSPVS Fuel Storage Pool Venti Rtion System
i FRC fractional relief capacity
| FR Federal Register
! FTC fuel temperature coefficient-
; FWLB feedwater line break
|

(continued)
|

|O
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O
HCS Hydrogen Control System; Hydrazine Control System
HCU hydraulic control unit
HIS Hydrogen Ignition System
HELB high energy line break
HEPA high efficiency particulate air
HMS Hydrogen Mixing System

'

HPCI high pressure coolant injection
HPCS high pressure core spray
HPI high pr6ssure injection

.

HPSI hi ressure safety injection
HPSP r setpoint' '

|
HVAC entilation, and air conditioning
HZP t ze ower

ICS stem
IEEE Insti rical and Electronic Engineers
IGSCC int ss corrosion cracking i
IRM inte dia monitor !
ISLH inservic and static
ITC isotherm efficient

'

K-rel ay control relay

|

LCS Leakage Control Sys
LFFM linear elastic fract e mec ics
LER Licensee Event Report-*

; LHGR linear heat generation rate
'

LHR linear heat rate
| LLS low-low set
i LOCA loss-of-coolant accident
'

LOCV loss of condenser vacuum
i LOMFW loss of main feedwater

LOP loss of power;

LOPS loss of power start
LOVS loss of voltage start

.i LPCI low pressure coolant injection
i LPCS low pressure core spray
: LPD local power _ density
| LPI low pressure injection'

LPRM local power range monitor
: LPSI low pressure safety injection

LPSP low power setpoint

|

4 (continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O"
LPZ low population zone
LSSS limiting safety system settings
LTA lead test assembly
LTOP low temperature overpressure protection

MAPLHGR maximum average planar linear heat generation rate
MAPFAC MAPLHGR factor
MAPFAC, MAPLHGR factor, flow-dependent component

MAPFAC' PLHGR factor, power-dependent component
MCPR imum critical power ratio
MCR control room
MCREC control room environmental control
MFI m flow interlock '

HFIV ater isolation valve
MFLPD tion of limiting power density
MFRV er regulation valve
MFW er
MG oto tor-
M0C mi f cyc
MSIS ma e n signal
MSIV mai on valve
MSLB main eak
MSSV main steam
MTC moderator t r cient

NDT nil-ductility pera e
NDTT nil-ductility transition t re
NI nuclear instatment
NIS Nuclear Intirumentation m
NHS Neutron Fonitoring Sys
NPSH net positive suction he
NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply System

i

ODCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
,

OPDRV operation with a potential for draining the reactor !
vessel |

OTSG once-through steam generator :
i

PAM post-accident monitoring
| PCCGC primary containment combustible gas control

PCI primary containment isolation,

| '

(continued),

iO
.V '

r

4
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Acronyms
(

APPENDIX A (continued)

O
PCIV primary containment isolation valve
PCHRS Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System
PCP Process Control Program
PCPV primary containment purge valve
PCT peak cladding temperature
PDil power dependent insertion limit
PDL power distribution limit
PF position factor
PIP position indication probe
Ply pr e isolation valve
PORY rated relief valve
PPS ective System
PRA obab tic risk assessment
PREACS Pump ust Air Cleanup System: Penetration Room

nup System
| PSW r
| P/T pres rature

PTE PHY tion
PTLR PRES EA RATURE LIMITS REPORT;

QA quality as
QPT quadrant po
QPTR quadrant power t tio
QS quench spray

|

|

i RACS Rod Action Control S em
I RAOC relaxed axial offset control

RAS recirculation actuation signal
RB reactor building
RBM rod block monitor
RCCA rod cluster control assembly
RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RCIS Rod Control and Information System
RCP reactor coolant pump
RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary
RCS Reactcr Coolant System
REA rod ejection accident
RHR residual I, sat removal
RHRSW residual heat removal service water
RMCS Reactor Manual Control System

i RPB reactor pressure boundaries
'

RPC rod pattern controller
RPCB reactor power cutback

i

; (continued)
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Acronyms
i

APPENDIX A (continued)
! l

RPIS Rod Position Infonnation System
RPS Reactor Protection System
RPV reactor pressure vessel
RS recirculation spray
RT reference temperature
RT., nil-ductility reference temperature
RTCB reactor trip circuit breaker
RTD resistance temperature detector
RTM reactor trip module
RTP TED THERMAL POWER
RTS actor Trip System
RWCU tor water cleanup
RWE withdrawal error
RWL w drawal limiter !

RWM minimizer
RWP rk Permit
RWST er storage tank
RWT er tank

SAFDL sp ed e fuel design limits '

SBCS Ste 1 System
SB0 stati
SBVS Shield Bui Ven n System

O SCAT spray chest k
SCI secondary c on
SCR silicon contr
SDC shutdown cooli
SDV scram discharge volume
SDM SHUTDOWN MARGIN
SER Safety Evaluation Repo
SFRCS Steam and Feedwater Ru Control System
SG steam generator
SGTR steam generator tube rupture
SGTS Standby Gas Treatment System
SI safety injoction
SIAS safety injection actuation signal
SIS safety injection tignal
SIT safety injection tank
SJAE steam jet air ejectori

SL Safety Limit
SLB steam line break
SLC standby liquid control
SLCS Standby Liquid Control System
SPMS Suppression Pool Makeup System
SRM source range monitor

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O
S/RV safety / relief valve,

S/RVDL safety / relief valve discharge line
SSPS Solid State Protection System
SSW standby service water
SWS Service Water System
STE special test exception
STS Standard Technical Specifications

TADOT tr tuating device operational test
TCV t ontrol valve
TIP ng incore probe
TLD ermo nescent dosimeter
TM/LP the / low pressure
TS ications
TSV

UHS Ulti eH

VCT volume co
VFTP Ventilation ing gram
VHPT variable high po ip
v/o volume percent
VS vendor specific

ZPMB zero power mode bypass

_ ..

:

1

i

! O
i

|
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